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ABSTRACT:

DNA indexing strategies were developed for several applications, including 

directed mapping and sequencing, microbial subtyping, and global gene expression 

studies in Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

The plasmid pUC19 model system was used for DNA indexing protocol and 

strategy development. A compound-primer indexing strategy prevented repeated-end 

amplification, provided the means for directional cycle sequencing of amplified 

indexed fragments, and eliminated primer-dimer (PD) artifact amplification in indexing 

PCR reactions. The pUCl9 indexing system was characterized by aligning sequenced 

indexed templates along an indexing-based restriction map. A method for directed 

mapping and sequencing of prokaryotic genomes is proposed.

Protocols for indexed genomic profiling (IGP) compensated for microbial 

genomic digest complexity, using pooled indexer mixtures to increase information 

density. A database was created to characterize the predicted set of indexable 

restriction fragments in FoAI-digested E. coli chromosomal DNA. Genomic profile 

data for three E. coli strains were obtained using IGP protocols and compared to 

database predictions. Profiles were generated for several Staphylococcus species. IGP 

provides an attractive alternative to current microbial typing techniques, and may be 

applicable to epidemiological investigations of pathogenic Staphylococcus species or 

studies o f microbial community diversity.

Modified 3’-end cDNA indexing protocols were developed for global gene 

expression analysis in yeast. Indexers targeting specific 3’-terminal cDNA fragments 

in Fo&I-digested cDNA populations were predicted from S. cerevisiae sequence data. 

Target fragments ligated to biotinylated indexers were purified to reduce PCR 

complexity. Artificial poly(A)-tailed indexable constructs were used for protocol 

development. Distinct and reproducible 3’-end cDNA indexing profiles were 

generated for yeast cultures exposed to various environmental stimuli. Observations of 

differential expression for GAL1 and BOP3 were well-correlated to published data. A 

limited survey of gene expression changes in yeast produced results compatible with 

published data obtained using cDNA microarrays. However, larger 3’-end cDNA
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indexing data sets were poorly correlated with data from published studies of osmotic 

shock response in yeast. Refinement o f 3’-end cDNA indexing is necessary for 

effective application to yeast transcriptomics. Avenues o f future research were 

identified that may provide solutions to the unresolved challenges of cDNA indexing 

approaches.
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1 Chapter I: Introduction to DNA Indexing

1.1 DNA indexing

1.1.1 Historical context

The foundation for much future research, the determination of the three billion 

basepairs of human genomic DNA sequence has presented a formidable analytical 

challenge. Mapping the genome using clonal libraries, sequencing genomic fragments 

from these libraries, and analyzing the resulting data were daunting tasks using the 

approaches available at the outset of this international undertaking [1-4].

Contemporary techniques such as yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) library 

preparation and primer walking were laborious, required high redundancy, and were 

subject to the problems intrinsic to cloning including selective fragment loss, chimera 

formation, mutation and sequence rearrangement [1, 5-8]. While these standard 

methods were being employed in efforts to elucidate the physical structure of the 

human genome, and the genomes of numerous model organisms, the search for greater 

efficiency and applicability spurred research in the development of novel technologies 

[9-15]. It was clear that further study of these genomes would be facilitated by an 

ordered approach to complete sequence analysis and directed-search capabilities for 

genes and controlling elements [16-21]. Also, in anticipation of an increased emphasis 

on comprehensive investigations of functional genomics, new approaches to functional 

analysis, specifically the measurement of expression profiles of genes, needed to be 

developed. To match the scope and power of structural genome investigations, 

methods to record the expression states of large numbers of expressed genes needed to 

be efficient, high throughput, and be amenable to automation. In this context, the DNA 

indexing approach developed by Unrau and Deugau [22] was intended to fulfill the 

identified requirements by providing a core set of concepts and techniques forming the 

basis for a suite of powerful molecular biology applications.
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1.1.2 Principles of DNA indexing

DNA indexing provides an ordered, non-cloning approach for defining, 

amplifying and isolating specific DNA fragments from complex genomic digests.

Type IIS (or Type II-“shift”) and Interrupted Palindrome (IP) restriction endonucleases 

cleave DNA at defined distances from their recognition sites, generating fragments 

with non-identical cohesive ends that are not predictable from the recognition sequence 

but are specific for any particular cut site [23,24]. For example, the Type IIS 

restriction enzyme Fokl recognizes the sequence GGATG and cuts 9 bases downstream 

on the coding strand and 13 bases downstream on the complementary strand, leaving a 

4-base 5’-cohesive end [25]. The cohesive ends generated by Type IIS and IP 

endonucleases thus bear information in their single-stranded overhanging sequences. 

These informative cohesive ends can be modified by ligation o f specific indexing 

oligonucleotides (or indexers), to which various functional groups can be added to 

allow cohesive-end identification and fragment manipulation. Indexers consist of two 

annealed synthetic oligonucleotides: an indexing strand bearing a common primer- 

binding sequence and a variable 4-nucleotide 5'-cohesive end; and a complementary 

common primer strand. Selection of the appropriate indexer for, and its ligation to, 

each cohesive end sequence of a targeted restriction fragment incorporates a common- 

primer-binding sequence onto each end of that fragment, allowing specific 

amplification of the indexed target fragment in isolation from other non-indexed 

restriction fragments present in the same reaction.

DNA fragments from a Type IIS or IP restriction digest may be classified or 

defined by their cohesive end sequences (TABLE 1.1). For cohesive end sequences N 

bases in length, the number of possible sequences (M) is 4N. Each fragment in such a 

digest has two independently indexable cohesive ends, each end having M possible 

sequences. A fragment is classified by the particular sequences of the two indexers 

required to base pair and ligate to the fragment’s cohesive ends in order to permit target 

amplification. For illustrative purposes, we can consider the case c f a restriction 

enzyme which produces single-base cohesive ends. Digestion of DNA with the Type
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TABLE 1.1: Relation of restriction fragment cohesive end length to indexing system complexity.
Example Enzyme Cohesive End Length Cohesive End Classes Fragment Classes

ScrFI 1 4 10
Drdl 2 16 136
srn 3 64 2 080
Fokl 4 256 32 896
Tapn 4.5* 512 65 536
Hgai 5 1 024 524 800

* This enzyme effectively has a 4.5 bp recognition sequence and 4.5 informative nucleotides on its 9-ntcohesive end sequence.

TABLE 1.2: Comparison of indexing system complexity for candidate restriction endonucleases.
Enzyme Recognition

Sequence
Cohesive End 
Length (nt)

Recognition Sequence 
Length (bp)

Fragment 
Length (bp)

Fragment
Classes

5'-protruding cohesive ends: 

86s 1 GAAGACN(2/6) 4 6 2 048 32 896
06 vl GGM3CN(8/12) 4 5 512 32 896
Ssal GGTCTCNf 1 /5) 4 6 2 048 32 896
SsmAI GTCTCN(1/5) 4 5 512 32 896
SsmBJ CGTCTC(1/5) 4 6 2 048 32 896
0amfl GGGAC(10/14) 4 5 512 32 896
SspMI ACCTGCN(4/8) 4 6 2 048 32 896
E v  1 CTCTTCN(1/4) 3 6 2 048 2 080
Eco31l GGTCTCN(1/4) 3 6 2 048 2 080
£sp3l CGTCTCN< 1/5) 4 6 2 048 32 896
Fokl GGATGN(9/13) 4 5 512 32 896
Hgal GACGCN(5/10) 5 5 512 524 800
Ksp632l CTCTCN(1/4) 3 5 512 2 080
S«3l GCTCTTOK1/4) 3 7 8 192 2 080
SfaNI GCATCN(5/9) 4 5 512 32 896
Sfsl GGATGN( 10/14) 4 5 512 32 896

3'-protruding cohesive ends: 

AlwNI CAGNNN/CTG 3 6 4 096 2 080
A p t B1 GCANNNNN/TGC 5 6 4 096 524 800
0g/l5 GCCNNNN/NQQC 3 6 4 096 2 080
Split 01 CCTNACG(5/2) 3 6 2 048 2 080
Sail CCNNNNN/M4QG 3 4 256 2 080
Bs*P\ GCANNNN/NTGC 3 6 4 096 2 080
SsfXI CCANNNNN/NTGG 4 6 4 096 32 896
Oralll GAGNNN/GTG 3 6 4 096 2 080
MWol GCNNNNN/NNGC 3 4 256 2 080
PffMI CCANNNN/ NTGG 3 6 4 096 2 080
RtoAl CCCACANf 12/9) 3 6 2 048 2 080
Sffl GGCCNNNNi NGQOC 3 8 65 536 2 080
TspH NNCAcqTGNN/ 4.5* 4.5* 1 024 65 792

* This enzyme generates cohesive ends 9 nt in length, with an information content equivalent to 4.5 nt.
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IP restriction endonuclease ScrFI (recognition sequence 5’-CCvNGG-3’) will generate 

the following types of single-base cohesive-ended fragments:

“ l In "I H i V] “ i Vi
■« “ I 1 1 Vi ■v S . 'a “ i Vi
It is not possible to determine a priori a fragment’s orientation on the basis of 

the indexers required to amplify that fragment: that is, indexing does not distinguish 

between a fragment amplified with indexer T on the left and indexer G on the right, 

and a fragment amplified with indexer G on the left and indexer T on the right:

g, | +  | will in d ex  ^  ^  o r  c , ~ ~ l.

As the subsets generated by indexing do not differentiate between fragment 

orientations for fragments amplified with the same two indexers, there are 

M x [(M + l)/2] identifiable classes of fragments as defined by end sequence alone.

The number of fragment classes into which a Type-IIS restriction digest of 

complex DNA may be resolved is a fundamental parameter of any indexing system. 

The more discrete indexing fragment classes generated by a particular Type IIS 

restriction enzyme, the further subdivided any particular restriction fragment 

population will be, and the fewer indexable restriction fragments will fall into any one 

class, thus providing greater resolving power for indexing systems based on larger 

fragment class numbers. In the case of fragment mixtures with single-base cohesive 

ends, such as digests generated by ScrFI, there are ten fragment classes:

“l •s “l 4
<n1 Vi

Indexing systems based on cohesive ends of two nucleotides permit resolution of digest 

fragments into a mere 136 classes. In contrast, enzymes that generate cohesive ends 

bearing three informative nucleotides permit the characterization of 2080 indexing 

fragment classes on the basis of end sequence alone. While this is clearly an 

improvement, it is still a small number of classes when the total number of restriction 

fragments generated (and thus the average number of fragments per class) is considered 

for genomes of moderate complexity. For indexing systems based on enzymes which
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generate 4-nt informative cohesive ends, there are 256 cohesive-end classes (one for 

each possible tetranucleotide sequence) and therefore 32 896 fragment classes based on 

end sequence discrimination alone. This large number of discrete fragment classes 

provides a more appropriate level of resolution for the analysis of complex genomes by 

DNA indexing.

For example, a restriction enzyme with a palindromic 6-bp recognition 

sequence will generate fragments o f4096 bp on average, if the %GC of the recognition 

sequence and the DNA substrate are assumed to be identical, and there is no relative 

hexanucleotide bias in the sequence of the DNA substrate. If the DNA substrate is a 

5 Mb prokaryotic genome, complete digestion with such an enzyme would generate 

roughly 1200-1300 fragments. However, the fragments thus generated would be 

typically too long to allow efficient direct cycle sequencing of complete fragments at 

one time, and in some cases may be difficult to amplify without resorting to special 

long-fragment PCR conditions. If a restriction enzyme with a 4-bp recognition 

sequence were used (again assuming identical nucleotide bias between recognition 

sequence and DNA substrate), approximately 20 000 fragments averaging 256 bp in 

length would be generated. Digestion of the same genome by a restriction enzyme 

with a 5-bp recognition sequence would be expected to produce roughly 10 000 

fragments with an average length of 512 bp. The size ranges o f the fragments 

produced by digestion with each of these hypothetical enzymes are such that direct 

cycle sequencing of the fragments would be feasible in most cases.

The presence of 3-nt informative cohesive ends on digested fragments would 

permit digests generated by either the enzyme with a 4-bp recognition sequence or the 

enzyme with a 5-bp recognition site referred to in the previous examples to be 

efficiently characterized by indexing approaches (TABLE 1.2). In indexing analyses 

of the hypothetical genome mentioned above, use of an 4-bp-recognizing enzyme 

generating three informative nucleotides would produce roughly 20 000 fragments 

averaging 256 bp in length, falling into 2080 fragment classes where each end- 

sequence-defined fragment class would contain 10 fragments, on average. Alternately, 

use of an 5-bp-recognizing enzyme generating three informative nucleotides would
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produce roughly 10 000 fragments averaging 512 bp in length, falling into 2080 

fragment classes where each end-sequence-defined fragment class would contain 

5 fragments, on average.

The informative power of cohesive ends exploited by DNA indexing 

approaches can be seen by comparing the 3-nt system described above with the case of 

an indexing system based on enzymes generating 4-nt quasi-random cohesive ends 

(TABLE 1.3). In this instance the hypothetical 5 Mb bacterial genome is digested by a 

Type IIS restriction endonuclease that recognizes the same 5-bp sequence as the 

previous example but instead produces fragments with 4-nt informative ends. As 

before, such a digest would be expected to generate roughly 10 000 fragments 

averaging 512 bp in length. However, the fragments with 4-nt overhangs will fall into 

32 896 end-sequence-defined fragment classes instead of only 2080 classes in the case 

of 3-nt overhangs. As a result, less than one-third of the fragment classes would be 

expected to be represented in the digest. Of the fragment classes which are 

represented, most will be represented by a single fragment. O f those fragment classes 

with more than one representative member in the digest, each representative member 

within that class is likely to be easily distinguishable from every other fragment in that 

class on the basis of size. This example demonstrates that indexing systems based on 

enzymes generating fragments bearing 4-nt informative cohesive ends provide the large 

number of discrete fragment classes suitable for the analysis of complex genomes, 

while requiring the synthesis of only a moderate number of oligonucleotides for 

complete description of those genomes by DNA indexing.

As indexers can be attached specifically to complementary sequences only, they 

can be used to classify DNA fragments according to cohesive end sequences, digestion 

enzyme and fragment length. This provides a non-cloning method to manipulate these 

fragments and separate them into well-characterized subsets. Following restriction 

endonuclease digestion of the DNA of interest, the specificity of the T4 DNA ligase 

reaction is used to selectively import appropriately selected indexers onto the cohesive 

ends of DNA fragments of a  particular target fragment class. The primer-binding 

sequences borne by these two indexers permit specific amplification of the target class
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TABLE 1.3: Estimated effect of restriction endonuclease selection on indexing system complexity for two genome sizes.

Genome Indexing 
Endonudeaae (e.g.)

Recognition 
Saquanca (bp)

CoheaiveEnd 
Length (nt)

Fragment 
Length (bp)

Fragment
Claaaet

Fragmanta 
in Indexed Genome

Fragmanta par Claaa 
in Indexed Genome

BsJI 4 3 256 2 060 12 000 000 5 800
Nona iioiatad 4 4 256 32 896 12 000 000 360

Mammalian Nona isolatad 5 3 512 2 080 6 000 000 2 900
<3Gb) Fbkl S 4 512 32 896 6 000 000 180

Ora HI 6 3 4 096 2 080 750 000 360
Slsl 6 4 4 096 32 696 750 000 25

Ball 4 3 256 2 080 20 000 10
Nona iaolatad 4 4 256 32 896 20 000 unique; over 13 000 claaaea unrepreaented

Bactarial Nona iaolatad S 3 512 2 080 10 000 5
(5 Mb) Fokl s 4 512 32 896 10 000 unique; over 22 000 claaaea unrepreaented

OralH 6 3 4 096 2 080 1 250 unique; over 1 000 claaaea unrepreaented
Stal 6 4 4 096 32 896 1 250 unique; over 31 000 claaaea unrepreaented



s

(by PCR) from a population of fragments. Further manipulation of the target class, 

such as cycle sequencing or purification via biotin-streptavidin binding (using biotin- 

modified indexers), may then be performed as required by the indexing application of 

interest.

l . l J  Estimation of system complexity for DNA indexing studies

It should be noted that several of the key parameters in the examples above are 

not actual values found in any particular indexing system, but instead represent 

approximations that rely for their validity on several underlying assumptions. 

Specifically, the values which rely on these assumptions are: the average length of 

fragment generated by a restriction enzyme with a particular number of bases in its 

recognition sequence; the average number of such fragments in a digest of a DNA 

molecule of a particular size; and the average numbers of fragments per indexing class 

to be found in such a digest.

The examples assume that the %GC of the DNA to be digested is identical to 

that represented in the recognition sequence o f the enzyme used to perform the 

digestion. Further, they assume that the recognition sequence is represented roughly 

the same number of times in the complete DNA sequence as any other sequence of the 

same number of nucleotides, and that that number is large. The examples also assume 

that the distribution of any one of these short sequences is even throughout the genome. 

These assumptions may be summarized by the statement ‘The DNA sequence of the 

genome of interest is random and homogeneous”. The greater the discrepancy between 

each of these assumptions and the real-world system represented by a particular 

restriction enzyme with a particular recognition sequence and a particular DNA target, 

the greater the deviation between the estimated average lengths or numbers of 

fragments and the actual lengths or number of fragments generated.

In addition, the examples assume homogeneity of the genome not only on the 

large scale (over Mb regions) but on the very small scale as well. This assumption 

affects the estimation of fragment number per indexing class in two ways. The 

representation of each possible sequence of informative cohesive end is assumed to be
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roughly equal in number and in distribution throughout the genome, and to be 

independent of local %GC variations affecting distribution of enzyme recognition sites. 

In other words, if the (hypothetical) enzyme recognition sequence is 

5’-GGCGCCNi/N5-3\ the examples assume that the prevalence and distribution of the 

informative cohesive end ATTA will be quite similar to the prevalence and distribution 

of the informative cohesive end CGGG. In actual fact, the high %GC content of the 

recognition sequence suggests that it will occur more frequently in GC-rich regions of 

the genome than in regions with %GC content more closely matched to the overall 

genome average. Consequently, the likelihood that four of the next five bases from the 

recognition site are As or Ts is lower than the probability that four o f the next five 

bases are Cs or Gs. The false assumption that recognition sites are evenly distributed 

throughout the genome thus has direct bearing on the assumption that the distribution 

of a particular informative end sequence is even throughout the genome, and affects 

indirectly the assumption that a given informative end sequence will be found with 

similar frequency as any other informative end sequence. Finally, variance between 

the %GC content of the enzyme’s recognition sequence and the overall %GC content 

of the DNA to be digested will directly affect the accuracy of recognition site 

frequency estimates expected in the genome, as well as indirectly influencing the other 

parameters mentioned above.

1.2 Enzymes employed in DNA indexing systems

1.2.1 Type IIS and Type IP restriction endonucleases

The Type IIS restriction endonucleases are an unusual subclass of restriction

enzymes that recognize a specific DNA sequence and cleave DNA nonspecifically a 

short distance away from that sequence. While in many cases they share similar 

cofactor requirements to other Type II restriction enzymes, their recognition sequences 

are asymmetric, and their cleavage sites are located a defined distance, up to 20 base 

pairs, to one side of their recognition sequence [23]. They represent roughly 5% of the
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characterized restriction-modification systems of all classes (I, II, and Type III)

[26-29].

Commercially-available Type II restriction endonucleases of all subclasses 

represent over 190 different recognition sequence specificities [30, 31]. O f these, 58 

are of the Type IIS or IP subclasses. In other words, these enzymes have cleavage sites 

with sequences that are not predictable from their recognition specificities. Forty-six 

of these restriction enzymes cleave DNA such that the quasi-random cohesive ends 

generated, if any, are three bases or less in length. The information content of these 

short cohesive ends permits only small numbers of indexing fragment classes to be 

defined, generating many fragments per class and thus complicating analysis of 

indexing reactions by agarose gel electrophoresis.

The restriction enzyme Hga\ (recognition sequence 5’-GACGCN5/Nio-3’) 

generates 5-nt 5’-cohesive ends. This enzyme can generate 1024 different cohesive 

end sequences, leading to an excessively high number of discrete indexing fragment 

classes (524 800) and necessitating the synthesis of over a thousand oligonucleotides to 

generate even a single complete set of indexers. While this enzyme is an attractive 

option for some envisioned applications of DNA indexing (such as the mapping, 

genotyping and sequencing of “novel” large eukaryotic genomes), it was deemed 

impractical as a choice for the development of a DNA indexing model system due to 

the unique nature of its cohesive ends and the high number of oligo syntheses required 

for its use.

Another interesting case, the restriction endonuclease TspRL (recognition 

sequence 5’-NNCAXTGNN-3\ where X is either C or G) cleaves at the 3’-end of its 

recognition sequence, leaving a 9-base 3'-cohesive end of which 4.5 bases are 

informative. That is, there is a set of 32 896 fragment classes defined by the 

informative end NNCACTGNN and another set of 32 896 fragment classes defined by 

the informative end NNC AGTGNN, for a total o f65 792 distinguishable fragment 

classes. A complete set of 512 indexers with 9-base 3'-cohesive ends would be 

required for an indexing system based on this enzyme. The value of such an indexing 

system would be limited by the unique nature of the cohesive ends generated by this
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enzyme, making it impractical to index a particular DNA molecule with an 

inappropriate number or distribution of 7s/?RI sites simply by selecting a different 

enzyme with which to digest the genome. Primarily for this reason, TspRl would have 

been an inappropriate choice of enzyme to form the basis for developing and 

troubleshooting a robust and easily-adaptable indexing model system. However, 

development of an indexing system exploiting the unique features of the cohesive ends 

generated by TspRl presents a tantalizing prospect for future investigation, particularly 

from the perspectives of cohesive end stability and ligation fidelity.

Ten commercially-available restriction enzymes generate 4-nt informative 

cohesive ends. All but one of these are Type IIS enzymes that generate 4-nt 

5’-overhangs. (The sole exception is the IP enzyme BstXI, which generates 4-nt 

3’-cohesive ends.) An indexing system based on the cohesive end pattern of one of 

these nine enzymes (i.e. the synthesis of sets of 256 indexers, each indexer bearing one 

of the 4-nt tetranucleotide sequences on its 4-base 5’-overhang) has the advantage of 

being immediately applicable to each of the eight other enzymes. (In other words, if 

the use of one enzyme to digest and permit indexing analysis of a particular DNA 

molecule is found to be impractical due to an inappropriate number or distribution of 

that enzyme’s recognition sites, the problem may be solved simply by selecting another 

one of the remaining eight enzymes as the indexing endonuclease.) For these reasons, 

a DNA indexing system based on 4-base 5’-cohesive ends would permit complete 

model system development and optimization of a model system with manageable 

numbers of oligo syntheses, and allow flexibility in restriction endonuclease selection 

for DNA substrate compatibility.

Four of the 4-base 5’-cutters (Bbsl, Bsal, BsmBl, and ZfcpMI) have 

nonpalindromic 6-bp recognition sites. All things being equal, these enzymes might be 

expected to generate fragments averaging 2024 bp in length. As we have seen, 

fragment sizes in this range are difficult to sequence directly by cycle sequencing, and 

may in some cases be difficult to amplify at all, particularly under multiplex PCR 

conditions. The recognition sites for BbvI and Bsml, though both 5 bp in length 

(5’-GCAGCN8/N|2-3’ and 5’-GGGACNio/Nn-3’, respectively), are composed of
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sequences that are 80% GC. It is likely that this extreme %GC requirement skews both 

the number and the distribution of restriction fragments generated from most target 

DNAs, while biasing the representation of particular cohesive end sequence in favour 

of sequences with greater that 50% GC. Finally, three Type IIS restriction 

endonucleases (BsmAl, Fokl, and Sy&NI) recognize 5-bp sequences o f 60% GC and 

generate 4-nt 5’ informative cohesive ends.

1.2.2 T4 DNA ligase

Polynucleotide ligases play essential roles in DNA repair, DNA recombination 

and DNA replication. The enzyme catalyzes the conversion of the pyrophosphate 

linkage of a nucleotide cofactor into a phosphodiester bond at single-strand breaks 

between adjacent 5’-phosphate and 3’-hydroxyl termini in double-stranded DNA [32]. 

The ligation reaction consists of three successive nucleotidyl transfer reactions. First, 

the nucleotide cofactor “activates” DNA ligase through the formation of a covalent 

protein-AMP intermediate, releasing free PPi. The nucleotide is then transferred from 

the enzyme to the phosphorylated 5’-end of a nicked strand o f DNA to produce an 

inverted 5’-5’ pyrophosphate bridge. Finally, DNA ligase catalyzes a 

transesterification reaction through nucleophilic attack of the 3’-hydroxyl group of the 

adjacent strand, joining the nick and releasing free AMP [33].

Two classes of DNA ligases have been characterized on the basis of the 

nucleotide cofactor required for ligase function. Eubacterial DNA ligases require 

NAD* as cofactor, becoming adenylated through cleavage of NAD* and release of 

nicotinamide mononucleotide [32, 34]. Viral, archaeal and eukaryotic DNA ligases 

utilize ATP as cofactor, and bear significant sequence homology to each other, RNA 

ligases, tRNA ligases and eukaryotic mRNA “capping enzymes” [35]. The ATP- 

dependent DNA ligases are capable of ATP-dependent self-adenylation and AMP- 

dependent DNA relaxation, as well as the capacity to catalyze the ligation of nicked, 

blunt-ended or sticky-ended fragments [36]. The archetype o f this enzyme class is the 

DNA ligase encoded by the bacteriophage T4.
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T4 DNA ligase has been a vital part of the molecular biologist’s enzymatic 

toolkit since Khorana and co-workers used the enzyme to assemble base-paired 

oligonucleotide segments for the de novo construction of duplex DNA corresponding 

to the complete sequence of yeast alanine tRNA sequence [37]. In vivo, the enzyme 

typically functions in a “conservative" mode, mediating the joining of adjacent DNA 

strand termini correctly base paired to a complementary strand in a manner that 

preserves the integrity of the DNA sequence. T4 DNA ligase is also capable in vitro of 

catalyzing template-independent joining of DNA molecules with fully base-paired 

(blunt) ends at high concentrations o f enzyme and blunt-ended DNA substrates 

(“radical mode” ligase activity). The diverse ligation events which this enzyme is 

capable of mediating make it suitable for a wide range of in vitro DNA manipulation 

and cloning techniques. However, as is the case for any other tool, the utility of T4 

DNA ligase for a particular application depends on an evaluation of the characteristics 

of the enzyme relative to the requirements of the task. An exploration of T4 DNA 

ligase’s anticipated mechanism of action in the catalysis of an indexing ligation event 

assists in such an evaluation.

In a ligation reaction containing indexers and Fo&I-digested DNA fragments, a 

T4 DNA ligase molecule is adenylated by the ATP provided in the ligation buffer, 

forming an “activated” protein-AMP complex. The high-energy bond required to 

synthesize the phosphodiester bond is thus stored in the ligase prior to encountering a 

polynucleotide chain. As the activated ligase comes into contact with either an indexer 

or a restriction fragment, it forms a complex with the DNA substrate. DNA-binding 

studies have shown that stability of the enzyme-DNA complex is dependent on the 

adenylation state of the enzyme [36]. Below a critical ATP concentration, only 

deadenylated ligase is present, forming a highly stable complex on the DNA substrate. 

Adenylated enzyme in contrast forms only a very transient complex with DNA.

Models suggest that the adenylated ligase “scans” the DNA through a series of 

transient complexes, searching for a phosphorylated 5’-end [36]. Following transfer of 

the AMP moiety to the phosphorylated 5’-end, the now-deadenylated ligase stalls on
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the DNA until a suitable 3’-hydroxyl group from another DNA fragment or indexer 

becomes available to complete the reaction.

In a ligation event involving a DNA restriction fragment and a double-stranded 

indexing oligonucleotide, successful presentation of the 3’-hydroxyl group of the 

incoming indexer is determined by the geometry o f the duplex formed by the base 

pairing of the cohesive ends of the indexer and the target fragment [38]. Disruption of 

that geometry, for instance by mismatched bases on the incoming cohesive end 

sequences, may alter the angle between the 3’-hydroxyl, the S’-phosphate it attacks and 

the AMP leaving group, and thus alter the rate of ligation [39,40]. When a suitable 

3’-hydroxyl end is presented by an indexer with a well-matched cohesive end 

sequence, the transesterification reaction is completed quickly, releasing AMP and free 

ligase. In the presence of ATP the enzyme is rapidly re-adenylated to start a new cycle. 

An interesting feature of this model is the description of each indexing ligation event 

(attachment of one indexer to one cohesive-ended target fragment) as the result of two 

successive second-order reactions ([free ligase] x [free DNA] => [stable complex] x 

[free indexer] => [free ligase] x [ligated DNA]) rather than a single third-order reaction 

([free ligase] x [free DNA] x [free indexer] => [free enzyme] x [ligated DNA]).

The fidelity of the ligation reaction, that is, the degree to which a ligase requires 

that adjacent strands on either side of a nick be accurately base paired to the 

complementary “template” strand, is o f critical importance to indexing. The 

requirement for a specific angle of attack by the 3’-hydroxyl group of the incoming 

strand on the adenylated 5’-phosphate group of the cohesive end o f the targeted ligase- 

DNA complex contributes to the fidelity of DNA ligases [38]. Overall ligation fidelity 

is also affected by DNA ligase’s ability to make appropriate contacts with the DNA 

duplex in the region of the joining reaction and by a reduction on the stability of the 

duplex by mismatches [38]. In general, DNA ligases favour the geometry provided by 

the correct base pairing of cohesive end sequences. However, it is well recognized that 

under forcing conditions in vitro, T4 DNA ligase can be induced to tolerate 

mismatches between the template strand and the nicked strands it joins together 

[41-43]. Certain mismatches, such as the G:T wobble base pair, cause only minimal
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disruption of duplex structure [44], and are tolerated by the DNA ligase reaction under 

certain conditions [39]. Harada and Orgel have demonstrated that under specific 

conditions efficient ligation may proceed despite mismatches at or near the junction at 

the 5’-terminus of a cohesive end. In some cases of specific artificial substrates (e.g. 

tight hairpin structures), complementary template and substrate sequences are not 

optimal for ligation [45]. Although it has also been demonstrated that completely 

complementary sequences are in general strongly favoured over mismatches in the 

ligation of more conventional substrates (see below), it is clear that ligation under non- 

stringent conditions is not proof of extensive complementarity between cohesive end 

sequences.

Historically, the utility of the DNA joining reaction mediated by T4 DNA 

ligase has been most often applied to the construction of recombinant DNA for cloning 

purposes. Most users interested in refinements of the ligation reaction seek to 

maximize the rate at which DNA vector and insert fragments are joined in vitro in 

order to obtain optimal cloning efficiency. The requirement that the cohesive ends 

present on the DNA fragments of interest be correctly base paired with one another is 

less relevant than achieving assembly of the desired recombinant DNA construct. As a 

result, much of the literature describing methods by which ligase performance might be 

improved for molecular biology applications employ ligation efficiency rather than 

ligation fidelity as the criterion for evaluating enhancement. These approaches include 

alterations to the incubation temperature, modifications to the concentrations of 

substrate or enzyme employed, or the addition o f forcing agents which increase the 

apparent rate of ligation and thus facilitate basepairing-independent ligation events.

Studies of DNA ligase reaction rate relative to incubation temperature for a 

particular substrate set, which might be expected to reveal a bell-shaped curve centered 

on a particular temperature optimum as for other enzymes, are complicated by the fact 

that the duplex DNA substrate is also temperature-sensitive [38]. The optimal 

temperature for the action of T4 DNA ligase on physiological substrates is 37°, but in 

instances involving the joining of separate DNA fragments, the stability o f the 

substrates’ interaction at their termini becomes an important parameter in both the
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ligation rate and the extent of completion o f the ligation reaction [46]. Melting 

temperatures of 4-nt cohesive ends nominally range between 8° and 16°C, depending 

on %GC content and nearest-neighbour interactions within the end sequence (Oligo 

Analyzer 2.0, Integrated DNA Technologies Inc., Coralville IO). As mismatched 

oligonucleotide duplexes are denatured at lower temperatures than accurately base 

paired duplexes of equal length, selection of an appropriate incubation temperature 

permits the discrimination of perfectly base-paired ends from mismatched end 

sequences and favours the ligation of the correctly matched complex over the 

mismatch. In vitro, the maximum ligation rate for short duplexes by T4 DNA ligase 

occurs at a slightly higher temperature than the measured thermal denaturation point of 

the duplex [47], suggesting that the ligase acts very rapidly on short-lived, base-paired 

interactions between cohesive-ended fragments, or that it stabilizes the interacting 

DNA substrates before joining them. The temperature at which 50% of the maximum 

reaction is still observable increases in relation to the %GC content of the cohesive end 

sequence [46]. In general, low temperatures reduce ligase activity, whereas elevated 

temperatures reduce cloning efficiencies by melting annealed DNA overhangs and 

increase overall molecular motion in the ligation reaction [48]. As a consequence, 

ligation of cohesive DNA ends for cloning purposes is normally performed at relatively 

low temperatures (12-16°C) to provide a balance between enzyme activity and stability 

of annealed DNA overhangs [49, 50].

The unusual ability of T4 DNA ligase to mediate the joining o f two blunt-ended 

DNA fragments under extremely forcing conditions [51,52], without requirement for 

template annealing or base pairing between incoming strands, has been exploited in a 

variety o f widely-used DNA manipulation techniques [53-56]. Ligation of blunt-ended 

DNA fragments by T4 DNA ligase is highly inefficient compared to cohesive-end 

ligation, and is normally performed at lower temperatures (4-14°C) using much higher 

concentrations of both DNA substrates and of T4 DNA ligase (see Sobczak and 

Duguet, 1988 for review [57]). Efforts to enhance the performance of blunt-end 

ligation reactions involve the addition o f agents which promote the rate of basepairing- 

independent ligation events. High concentrations o f macromolecular crowding agents
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such as polyethylene glycol [52, 58, 59] or hexamine cobalt chloride [60] facilitate 

non-specific joining of DNA molecules through a volume exclusion mechanism, 

mimicking the effects of much higher DNA concentrations than are actually present in 

the reaction [61]. Positively-charged polyamines such as spermine, spermidine or 

protamine affect DNA-ligase interaction by neutralizing the phosphate groups o f the 

DNA substrates [62,63]. The addition of chromatin structural proteins such as histone 

HI [57] and high-mobility-group nonhistone structural protein HMG-14 [63] may 

favour non-specific “radical” ligation events through the ability of these proteins to 

bring different DNA segments into close proximity, increasing the probability of the 

joining of these fragments by DNA ligase. The presence o f forcing agents, and the use 

of high concentrations o f enzyme and DNA substrate, perturb the fidelity requirements 

of DNA ligase and permit joining of diverse forms of DNA substrates. Under extreme 

conditions similar to those required for blunt-end ligation, T4 DNA ligase can even be 

induced to promote the ligation of blunt ends to ends bearing a 2- to 4-nt single

stranded protrusion [64, 65]. Although T4 DNA ligase is capable of such “radical 

mode” ligation events, the enzyme strongly favours “conservative mode” activities 

when non-forcing ligation conditions are selected, to the virtual exclusion of non

conservative events.

As previously stated, most applications of T4 DNA ligase do not require 

particularly stringent fidelity of ligation; rather, it is the efficiency of incorporation of a 

DNA fragment of interest into a linearized vector molecule, for example, that is the 

goal. In the context of these applications, the requirement that the cohesive ends 

present on the DNA fragments of interest be correctly base paired is less relevant than 

achieving assembly of the desired recombinant DNA construct. For the utility of T4 

DNA ligase in the context of a DNA indexing system, however, the reverse is true.

The specificity of fragment class amplification is directly related to the fidelity of the 

ligation reaction employed to import the indexing primers onto target fragments of that 

class alone. Clearly, successful application of T4 DNA ligase to the development of a 

DNA indexing system requires the establishment of a set o f reaction conditions that
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favour high ligation fidelity at reasonable ligation rates, rather than emphasizing 

maximum ligation efficiency as the sole criterion for optimization.

A number of groups have presented evidence that under appropriate (non

forcing) reaction conditions the joining of oligonucleotides by T4 DNA ligase is highly 

sensitive to the presence of mismatched base pairs on either side of the joining site 

[66-68]. Elevated incubation temperatures (>30°C) greatly enhances the specificity of 

the ligation reaction [66]. The presence of a single mismatched base pair on either side 

of the ligation junction dramatically decreases the efficiency of the enzyme to ligate 

two adjacent oligos annealed to a template strand. Under optimal conditions, T4 DNA 

ligase is capable o f distinguishing substrates which are perfectly matched at the 

ligation site from those which contain a mismatched base pair [66]. Under these 

conditions, dsDNA substrates containing two or three adjacent mismatches apparently 

do not ligate at all [68]. The stringent requirement o f complementary ends has been 

applied in the rapid detection of genetic diseases by the ligase chain reaction (LCR) 

and related techniques [69-71]. Under appropriate conditions, especially as defined by 

DNA concentration and by incubation temperature, the specificity of T4 DNA ligase to 

mediate the joining of correctly base paired cohesive end sequences is sufficient to 

provide the ligation fidelity necessary in DNA indexing systems.

13 Thesis Overview

The focus of this Ph.D. project is the demonstration of DNA indexing as an 

integrated, high-throughput, high-efficiency technology adaptable to various 

applications, and includes the development of DNA indexing strategies for directed 

mapping and sequencing; application of indexed genomic profiling to bacterial strain 

and species differentiation; and the modification o f 3'-end cDNA indexing protocols to 

facilitate global gene expression profiling in Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
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13.1 Development of DNA Indexing Strategies for Directed Mapping and 

Sequencing

The plasmid pUC19 was selected to form the basis of a model system for 

protocol development and troubleshooting of DNA indexing strategies. Optimal 

conditions for Fokl digestion of pUC19 DNA were established. The pUC19 model 

system was indexed using the single-primer P/P indexing strategy in order to 

demonstrate the targeted amplification of each of the pUC19 Fokl fragments, and to 

observe the generation of non-targeted repeated-end fragments. Ligation conditions 

providing an appropriate balance between ligation fidelity and ligation efficiency were 

established. The ability of the P/NoP indexing strategy to eliminate the production of 

false positives due to repeated-end amplification was demonstrated.

Attempts to provide directionality in amplifications of indexed templates 

through the use of two indexer sets, each with a different core sequence and common 

primer, produced an artifact characterized as a nontypical form of primer-dimer (PD), 

capable of out-competing the amplification of correctly-indexed target fragments. The 

Bam and BamCC indexer sets were designed to target and amplify indexable fragment 

classes while preventing the amplification of repeated-end fragments, to provide the 

means for directional cycle sequencing of amplified indexed fragments, and to 

eliminate PD artifact amplification from indexing PCR reactions.

A simple exercise demonstrating the utility o f DNA indexing in DNA mapping 

and sequencing was performed. The effective use of the Bam/BamCC indexing sets to 

perform compound-primer P/NoP indexing was demonstrated by the efficient indexing 

and amplification of each of the pUC19 target fragments. Direct cycle sequencing of 

the amplified indexed pUC19 fragments was performed. Indexing-based directionally- 

sequenced pUC19 templates were aligned to an indexing-based restriction map of 

pUC19 constructed by jigsaw assembly. This demonstrated the successful application 

of the compound-primer strategy to the pUC19 model system, in a manner that 

permitted the complete characterization and sequencing of the system. Model system 

characteristics presenting challenges to indexing approaches mimicking those 

presented in more complex systems were investigated, and indexing strategies were
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developed to meet those challenges. On the basis o f these results and the basic 

principles involved in DNA indexing approaches, a proposal for a future application of 

DNA indexing was developed (see Section 5.2).

1.3.2 Bacterial Strain and Species Differentiation by Indexed Genomic 

Profiling (IGP)

An indexing-based approach to microbial molecular subtyping was developed 

and demonstrated. Existing indexing protocols were adapted for the complexity of 

microbial genome analysis and to provide increased information density in 

experimental data. Initial application of the modified protocols to the molecular 

fingerprinting and differentiation of several E. coli strains was accompanied by 

predictive modeling based on the published genomic DNA sequence of £. coli strain 

MG1655. Indexed genomic profiles were generated from clinical isolates and 

reference strains of several Staphylococcus species. Indexed genomic profiling (IGP) 

provides excellent discriminatory power in the form o f an information-dense molecular 

fingerprint derived by objective sampling of microbial genetic structure. IGP provides 

an attractive alternative to current methods for microbial typing in clinical or research 

laboratory environments due to its specificity, widespread applicability, 

reproducibility, and potential for high-throughput application.

1.3.3 Global Gene Expression Profiling of Saccharomyces cerevisiae by 3’- 

end cDNA Indexing

The purpose o f this investigation was to develop modified 3’-end cDNA 

indexing protocols in order to facilitate global gene expression profiling in S. 

cerevisiae. Double-stranded cDNA populations were synthesized from yeast total 

cellular mRNA in preparation for cDNA indexing analysis. The cDNA populations 

were demonstrated to be representative o f the mRNA populations from which they 

were derived. Fokl digestion of cDNA populations generated indexable 3'-terminal 

cDNA fragments predicted from ORF sequence data o f the S. cerevisiae genome. 

Indexers were ligated to the complementary cohesive end sequences of targeted Fokl-
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digested 3’-terminal cDNA fragments within a complex cDNA restriction digest. The 

indexed fragments were amplified using an indexing primer and transcript-specific 

primers. The selective capture of target fragments ligated to biotinylated indexers by 

streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads was employed to reduce amplification reaction 

complexity, following the determination of stringent wash regimens eliminating 

nonspecific binding o f nonbiotinylated cDNA. Using a series of artificial poly(A)- 

tailed indexable constructs, anchored GC-rich poly(T) primers were found to provide 

improved priming efficiency for cDNA population synthesis and for amplification 

relative to several other anchored poly(T) primer conformations. Artificial poly(A)- 

tailed indexable constructs were also used to evaluate the efficiency of 3’-terminal 

cDNA fragment amplification from templates bound to paramagnetic beads, to 

determine the amount o f particular transcript species needed for target amplification 

following the ligation o f NoP indexers, and to determine improved PCR cycling 

parameters. Ligation conditions providing high ligation fidelity with Taq DNA ligase 

were incorporated into the modified cDNA indexing protocol set.

Using the modified cDNA indexing protocols, differential gene expression 

profiles for yeast cultures exposed to various environmental stimuli were identified. 

Expression of the GAL1 transcript was observed in yeast grown in galactose-containing 

medium, while no GAL1 expression was detected in yeast grown in glucose-containing 

medium. Increased expression of the BOP3 transcript was observed in cDNA 

populations derived from pheromone-treated yeast cultures relative to cDNA 

populations derived from untreated cultures. These findings were well-correlated with 

published data obtained by established methods of gene expression analysis [72, 73].

A limited survey of gene expression changes in yeast responding to saline shock 

performed using a small number of indexers generated results compatible with 

published data obtained in studies of yeast salt shock response using cDNA 

microarrays.

Analysis of 3’-end cDNA indexing data by automated fluorescence-based DNA 

sequencing instrumentation revealed the reproducibility of cDNA indexing profiles 

generated from independent parallel indexing ligations targeting individual cDNA
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populations and from distinct cDNA populations derived from parallel yeast cultures 

grown under identical conditions. Distinct indexed gene expression profiles were 

generated from cDNA populations derived from yeast cultures grown in the presence 

of differing environmental stimuli. Differences in the level of amplification of specific 

indexed 3’-terminal cDNA fragments were observed, indicating differences in the level 

of expression of specific mRNA transcripts between saline-treated and untreated yeast 

cultures. However, 3’-end cDNA indexing data sets were poorly correlated with data 

from published studies of saline shock response in S. cerevisiae. Unanticipated 

fragments were amplified, and certain anticipated indexed 3’-end cDNA fragments 

were not detected in 3’-end cDNA indexing data sets, indicating that refinement of the 

3’-end cDNA indexing technique is necessary for effective application to global gene 

expression profiling in S. cerevisiae.
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2 Chapter II: Development of DNA Indexing Strategies for Directed

Mapping and Sequencing

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The plasmid pUC19 was selected to form the basis of a model system for 

protocol development and troubleshooting of DNA indexing strategies. Optimal 

conditions for Fokl digestion of pUC19 DNA were established. The pUC19 model 

system was indexed using the single-primer P/P indexing strategy in order to 

demonstrate the targeted amplification of each of the pUCl9 Fokl fragments, and to 

observe the generation of non-targeted repeated-end fragments. Ligation conditions 

providing an appropriate balance between ligation fidelity and ligation efficiency were 

established. The ability of the P/NoP indexing strategy to eliminate the production of 

false positives due to repeated-end amplification was demonstrated.

Attempts to provide directionality in amplifications of indexed templates 

through the use of two indexer sets, each with a different core sequence and common 

primer, produced an ariifact characterized as a nontypical form of primer-dimer (PD), 

capable of out-competing the amplification of correctly-indexed target fragments. The 

Bam and BamCC indexer sets were designed to target and amplify indexable fragment 

classes while preventing the amplification of repeated-end fragments, provide the 

means for directional cycle sequencing of amplified indexed fragments, and eliminate 

PD artifact amplification from indexing PCR reactions.

A simple exercise demonstrating the utility of DNA indexing in DNA mapping 

and sequencing was performed (outlined in FIGURE 2.1). The effective use of the 

Bam/BamCC indexing sets to perform compound-primer P/NoP indexing was 

demonstrated by the efficient indexing and amplification of each o f the pUC19 target 

fragments. Direct cycle sequencing of the amplified indexed pUC 19 fragments was 

performed. Alignment of indexing-based directionally-sequenced pUC!9 templates to 

an indexing-based restriction map of pUC19 constructed by jigsaw assembly. This 

demonstrated the successful application of the compound-primer strategy to the pUC19
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model system, in a manner that permitted the complete characterization and sequencing 

of the system. Model system characteristics presenting challenges to indexing 

approaches mimicking those presented in more complex systems were investigated, 

and indexing strategies developed to meet those challenges. On the basis o f these 

results and the basic principles involved in DNA indexing approaches, a proposal for a 

future application of DNA indexing was developed (see Section S.2).

2.1.1 Selection of pUC19 as a model system for DNA indexing

Several viral and plasmid DNAs (including adenovirus-2, bacteriophage X, 

simian virus-40, plasmid pBR322, and plasmid pUC19) were considered as candidates 

to form the basis of a model system for protocol development and troubleshooting of 

DNA indexing strategies. Candidate DNA sequences were evaluated according to 

criteria including restriction fragment number, restriction fragment size, cohesive end 

sequence and the ability to simulate the indexing characteristics of more complex DNA 

target systems. On the basis of these criteria, the small (2686 bp) E. coli cloning vector 

plasmid pUC19, constructed by Yanisch-Perron et al. [74] from regions of plasmid 

pBR322 and the M Bmp 19 cloning vector, was selected to be the DNA indexing model 

system.

There are five Fokl recognition sites in pUC19, producing five restriction 

fragments varying in size from 185 bp to 1335 bp (FIGURE 2.2; see also TABLE 2.1). 

This size range is representative of the fragment sizes which indexing approaches must 

manipulate in more complex DNAs. The small number of fragment types present, 

combined with the fully-characterized nature of the plasmid, was expected to facilitate 

the analysis and correction of false-positive generation due to misligation or multiple- 

event ligation. Contrary to statistical expectations for a random DNA sequence of 

comparable length, two of the five Fokl sites in pUC!9 generate identical cohesive-end 

sequences. This characteristic allows the pUC19 model system to be used in the 

development of indexing strategies capable of resolving artifactual fragment 

amplification due to repeated-endfragments, (discussed in Section 2.3.4) as 

anticipated in complex systems. The selection o f pUC 19 as a model system for DNA
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TABLE 2.1: pUC19 target fragment end sequences and fragment sizes.

pUC19 Fragment r ragment End Sequences Indexer End Sequences
Left Riaht

Fragment Size Indexed Fragment Size
P/P Indexers P/NoP IndexersLeft Rioht

A GACA TCGC TGTC GCGA 248 288 290
B GCGA GACA TCGC TGTC 1335 1375 1377
C TGTC AAAG GACA CTTT 185 225 227
D CTTT TAAG AAAG CTTA 291 331 333
E CTTA TGTC TAAG GACA 647 689 691

AB GACA GACA TGTC TGTC 1579 1619 -
CDE TGTC TGTC GACA GACA 1115 1155 -
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indexing therefore permitted the testing and troubleshooting of indexing protocols on a 

simple system that presented challenges to indexing techniques analogous to those 

presented by systems of greater complexity.

Fokl exists as a monomer and recognizes an asymmetric DNA sequence 

5’-GGATG-3\ cleaving DNA phosphodiester groups 9 bp and 13 bp away (in the 5’ 

direction) from the recognition site. It is the most extensively characterized of the 

Type IIS restriction endonucleases, and acts as an archetypal model for other members 

of the subclass [75-82]. These characteristics made Fokl the most attractive choice of 

enzyme to form the basis for indexing model system development and application.

2.1.2 Selection of T4 DNA ligase for development of the pUC19 indexing

model system

T4 DNA ligase was the DNA joining enzyme employed in investigations of the 

pUC19 model system. As previously discussed, the specificity of T4 DNA ligase to 

mediate the joining of correctly base paired cohesive end sequences is sufficient to 

provide the ligation fidelity necessary in DNA indexing systems when employed under 

appropriate conditions. Defining those appropriate conditions represents an important 

step in the development o f a DNA indexing model system.

2.13 Selection of DNA polymerases for indexing applications

2.1.3.1 Selection o /T  aq DNA polymerase for development o f  the pUC 19 indexing

model system

Despite the range of other DNA polymerases commercially available for use in 

PCR, Taq DNA polymerase was selected for use in the development o f DNA indexing 

protocols using the pUC19 model system. Evaluations of Taq DNA polymerase in the 

amplification of indexing reactions by Unrau and Deugau [22] demonstrated this 

enzyme’s amplification of indexed DNA fragments of similar size to those of the 

pUC19 system to be adequate for the purposes of protocol development. Widespread 

use of Taq DNA polymerase in the development of other PCR-based technologies [83- 

90] indicated that this enzyme would provide an effective tool for the development of
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indexing protocols that, if required, could be easily modified to employ alternative 

enzymes with more task-specific features. Taq DNA polymerase has the advantage of 

being a well-characterized enzyme [91-97] with clearly-established functional 

characteristics in a variety of DNA amplification systems [98-104]. Basic PCR 

protocols for the development of the pUC19 DNA indexing model system were 

adapted from Unrau and Deugau [22] with minor modifications, as described in 

Section 2.2.6.

2.1.3.2 Selection o/PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase for amplification o f indexed

sequencing templates

For amplification of indexed pUC19 fragments in preparation for their use as 

templates for cycle sequencing, PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase (Stratagene Cloning 

Systems, La Jolla CA) was employed. A blend of cloned Pfu DNA polymerase and a 

betaine-like factor that improved product yields without altering DNA replication 

fidelity, PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase amplifies complex targets in higher yield and 

with greater fidelity than Taq DNA polymerase (data not shown; also references [105- 

107]). PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase provided an attractive alternative to Taq DNA 

polymerase for the amplification o f indexed pUC19 fragments in preparation for their 

use as templates for cycle sequencing.

2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.2.1 Evaluation and selection of DNA indexing model system

Several viral and plasmid DNAs (including adenovirus-2, X phage, simian 

virus-40, pBR322, and pUC19) were considered as candidates to form the basis o f a 

DNA indexing model system. The sequences of the candidate DNAs were downloaded 

from GenBank via Entrez (National Center for Biotechnology Information, Bethesda 

MD) and their Fokl restriction endonuclease cleavage patterns were analyzed with 

DNA Strider vl.2 (Dr. C. Marck, Gif-sur-Yvette, France). pUC19 (2686 bp; GenBank 

Accession #X02514) was selected as the most suitable DNA indexing model system 

among the candidate DNA sequences, based on criteria including restriction fragment
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number, restriction fragment size, cohesive end sequence and ability to simulate the 

indexing characteristics of more complex DNA target systems.

2.2.2 Digestion of p(JC19 DNA with Fokl restriction endonuclease

Fokl digests of pUC19 were performed in NEBuffer 4 (50 mM KOAc;

20 mM Tris-acetate (pH 7.9 @ 37°C); 10 mM Mg(OAc)2; and 1 mM DTT)(New 

England BioLabs, Beverly MA). One microgram of pUC19 plasmid DNA was 

typically incubated with 1 U Fokl restriction endonuclease (New England BioLabs) in 

lx  NEBuffer 4 in a reaction volume o f 20 pi for 1 h at 20°C. Digestion was halted by 

heat denaturation of the restriction enzyme at 65°C for 20 min. Early digests were 

purified by extraction with 10 pi (1/2 volume) chloroform-isoamyl alcohol 

(24:1 )(CIAA), followed by ethanol precipitation and re-dissolution of the digested 

DNA in 20 pi Tris-EDTA (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.6)(TE). Later digests 

were not chloroform-extracted, because this step was found to be superfluous. Digest 

quality was evaluated by electrophoresing a 1-pl aliquot of the digest (containing 

50 ng, or about 30 fmol, of pUC19 DNA), and 50 ng of undigested pUC19 DNA, on a 

1.8% agarose gel at 100 V for 50 min. The digest was diluted to a working stock 

concentration of 1 ng/pl in TE and was stored at -20°C until required.

2.2.3 Synthesis of indexing oligonucleotides

The a  and y indexing oligonucleotide (oligo) sets were synthesized by the 

Molecular Biology Service Unit of the Department of Biological Sciences (University 

of Alberta, Edmonton AB) using an Applied Biosystems Model 392 RNA/DNA 

Synthesizer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City CA). The phosphorylated Bam indexing 

oligos, Bam primers and BamCC primers were synthesized by the University Core 

DNA & Protein Services Oligonucleotide Synthesis Laboratory (University of 

Calgary, Calgary AB) on a similar instrument. The nonphosphorylated BamCC 

indexing oligo mixes were donated by Dr. H. Heyneker and were synthesized using 

proprietary 96-well massively-parallel oligo synthesis technology (ProtoGene
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Laboratories, Menlo Park CA). All oligos from all sources were received in 

lyophilized form.

The lyophilized oligos were re-dissolved in an appropriate volume of TE, based 

on the supplier’s analysis of the quantity of oligo provided. In addition, quantitation of 

the resuspended oligo was performed by spectrophotometric determination of the 

solution's UV absorbance, using a Model 8450A Diode Array Spectrophotometer 

(Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto CA). From this data, 200 pmol/pl storage stocks of each 

oligo were prepared. All storage stocks were stored at -20°C until required. A 

working stock of each single-stranded indexing oligo was prepared from an aliquot of 

the storage stock by diluting it to 20 pmol/pl in TE. (In the case of the non- 

phosphorylated BamCC-series indexing oligo mixes provided by ProtoGene, the 

storage stocks were diluted to a concentration of 20 pmol/pl of total oligo. This 

dilution reflects a concentration of 5 pmol/pl for each of the 4 indexing-strand oligos 

present in a particular BamCC-series oligo mix.) All handling and pipetting of 

indexing oligos and all subsequent manipulations of indexing reagents and reactions 

were performed with disposable self-sealing ART Barrier aerosol-resistant pipette tips 

(Molecular BioProducts, San Diego C A) to prevent aerosol contamination of indexing 

oligos and PCR reactions. See TABLE 2.2 for a list of indexing oligos used in this 

investigation.

2.2.4 Annealing of indexing oligonucleotides

Equimolar quantities of a primer oligo and an indexing-strand oligo were 

annealed to form a functional double-stranded indexer. One microlitre of 20 pmol/pl 

working stock of the appropriate primer and 1 pi of 20 pmol/pl indexing oligo working 

stock were thoroughly mixed with 8 pi TE. The 10 pi annealing reaction volume had a 

concentration of 2 pM of each oligo. The reaction was heated to 65°C for 5 min, and 

then cooled at the rate of l°C/10s until the reaction's temperature was 16°C. Three 

hundred and ninety microlitres of TE were added to the annealing reaction, bringing
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TABLE 2.2: Indexing oligo sequences employed in DNA indexing investigations.
Indexing Oligo Sequence Length (nt) TmCC) Purpose

a  Indexing Strand 
o  Primer Strand

S'- A -NNNNTtdiTdTTtiGtiAfbCTGTACC -3' 
S'- GGTACAGGATGCGAAGACAA-3'

24
20

see primer 
54.8

Single-primer PIP indexing, 
double-primer P/NOP indexing

Y Indexing Strand
Y Primer Strand

S'- OH -NNNNCTATCGATGCATGCTGTACC -3' 
S' -GGTACAGCATGCATCGATAG-3'

24
20

see primer 
54.8

Double-primer P/NoP indexing

Bam Indexing Strand 5'- P  NNNNTTGTCTTCGGATCCTGTACC -3' 
Bam Primer 5’- GGTACAGGATCCGAAGACAA-3'
Bam Indexing Strand S'- P  -NNNNQQTTGTCTTCGGATCCTGTACC-3’ 
BamCC Primer S' -GGTACAGGATCCGAAGACAACC -3'

24
20
24
22

see primer 
54.8 

see primer 
58.2

Directional single-primer P/NoP indexing

ACT1 Forward 
ACT1 Reverse

S'- ATCCAAGCCGTTTTGTCCTTGTA -3’ 
S'- ATGGACCACTTTCGTCGTATTC -3’

23
22

58.6
56.1

FUS1 Forward 
FUS1 Reverse 
STE12 Forward 
STE12 Reverse 
STE2 Forward

S'- CACGCCAGATTCACAAATCA -3'
S'- CAGTCGTATTCTTGGAGACAGTCA-3’ 
5'- GGATTTTGATGAATCTCGGC-3’
S'- GGCATCTGGAAGGTTTTTATCGG -3' 
S'- CCACAATTTTACTTGCATCCTC -3'

20
24
20
23
22

54.6
57.6
52.6
57.6 
53.5

Yeast cDNA Test Fragment amplification

STE2 Reverse S’- TACATGTCGACGGGTTCAACTT-3' 22 57.8
Poly(T)ie-A
Poty(T)18-C
Poly(T)i a G

5 - TT1IIT T T11111T111IA-3' 
5'- nT T T T n T tTTTTITTTC-3’ 
S'- TT 1ITTTYIITTTTI1IIG-3’

19
19
19

36.6
38.1
38.5

Anchored poly(T),e priming of cDNA synthesis

PdyfThs-A
Polydbs-C
Poiy(T)a5-G

9- 111 1 111111111 i 11 1 1I I 11111 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1IA-3
S'- TT 111TTT11 IT TT 1 I I I  1 TT 1 I I I  TT I I I  11 TT IC-3’ 
S'- TT 111 ITT 1111TTTIITTTT1111 TT 111TTTTIG-3’

36
36
36

51.0
51.7
51.6

Anchored poiyfO-g priming of cDNA synthesis

BamPoiyTPrlmer
PolvA-TGTCIndexer

S'- GGTACAGGATCCGAAGACAA(T)»-3'
S'- TGTCCAIas -TTGTCTTCGGATCCTGTACC -3*

55
59

62.5
64.0

Construction of FakePolyT Fragment 
for cDNA indexing protocol development

GCRichPoly(T)ia-A
GCRichPoly(T)i8'C
GCRIchPoly(T)i6-G

6 - GGGCACGC 1 111111111111II IA-3' 
S'- GGGCACGC11 TTT 111 TTT 1111 IC-3' 
S'- GGGCACGC 11 ITT 1111111111 IG-3'

25
25
25

54.8
55.8 
56.0

G/C-rich anchored poty(T)^8 priming 
of cDNA synthesis and 3'-end cDNA indexing

8
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the concentration of annealed indexer to SO nM. The SO fmol/pl indexer stock was 

stored at 4°C.

In the case of the BamCC oligo mixes, 4 pi of 20 pmol/pl BamCC primer stock 

and 4 pi of 20 pmol/pl [total oligo] BamCC nonphosphorylated indexing oligo mix 

were added to 2 pi TE and mixed thoroughly. The 10 pi annealing reaction volume 

contained 8 pM BamCC primer, and 2 pM of the four BamCC indexing oligos, each 

with a specific cohesive end sequence. The reaction was heated to 65°C for 5 min, 

and then cooled at the rate of l°C/10s until the reaction's temperature was 16°C. Three 

hundred and ninety microlitres of TE were added, diluting the concentration of each of 

the four annealed BamCC indexers to 50 nM. The 50 fmol/pl/indexer (200 fmol/pl 

total indexer) stock was stored at 4°C.

2.2.5 Ligation of indexers to pUC19 DNA: standard conditions

A typical pUC19 indexing ligation reaction contained I ng (-0.6 fmol) of Fokl- 

digested pUC19 DNA, 50 fmol of Indexer 1 and 50 fmol of Indexer 2. Indexer 1 was a 

phosphorylated indexer bearing the cohesive end sequence complementary to that of 

one of the cohesive ends generated by Fokl digestion of the pUC19 target fragment. 

Indexer 2 was typically a phosphorylated or non-phosphorylated indexer bearing the 

cohesive end sequence complementary to the other cohesive end of the pUC19 target 

fragment. Alternately, Indexer 2 was a mix of four non-phosphorylated BamCC 

indexers, one bearing the cohesive end sequence complementary to the second 

cohesive end of the target fragment and the other three indexers differing from that 

sequence at the fourth base position from the 5-end o f the indexing strand. The 

ligation reaction volume was 19 pi prior to the addition of ligase, and contained 50 mM 

Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 10 mM MgCh, 10 mM DTT, 1 mM ATP, and 10 ng bovine serum 

albumin (BSA). A positive ligation control containing indexers and DNA previously 

demonstrated to be ligated successfully was added as an extra sample in each 

experiment set. The ligation reaction was warmed to 40°C for two minutes to prevent 

premature annealing of indexers to target fragment cohesive ends, and brought to 37°C.
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The temperature of the reaction was allowed to equilibrate at 37°C for one minute.

Forty cohesive-end ligation units (Ul) (1 Ul = 0.015 Weiss units) of T4 DNA ligase 

(New England BioLabs) were added, the reaction was mixed thoroughly by pipetting 

up and down, and the reaction was incubated at 37°C for 1 h. The reaction was 

terminated by heat inactivation of the DNA ligase at 65°C for 20 min. The terminated 

ligation reaction was then stored at 4°C.

2.2.6 Amplification of indexed pUCI9 fragments by Polymerase Chain 

Reaction (PCR) : standard conditions

pUC19 target fragments to which indexers had been ligated were amplified by 

the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). PCR reactions were assembled in 200-pl thin- 

walled PCR tube. Two microlitres of a pUC19 ligation reaction were added to a PCR 

reaction mix containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.4), 50 mM K.C1, 1.5 mM MgCh,

200 pM dNTPs, and 20 pmol of each indexing primer needed to amplify the target 

fragment. If the same priming sequence was present on both ends of the target 

fragment, then 40 pmol of the single primer required to amplify the fragment were 

added. In addition to the ligated indexing samples to be amplified, a negative PCR 

control containing all reagents and primers but no ligated DNA and a positive PCR 

control containing an aliquot of a ligation stock previously demonstrated to amplify 

successfully were used in each experiment.

Early PCRs were assembled to a volume of 49.5 pi prior to the addition of heat- 

stable DNA polymerase. The tubes were heated to 95°C for 2 min, cooled to 80°C 

prior to the addition of 0.5 pi (1.25 U) Taq DNA polymerase (Gibco BRL Life 

Technologies, Rockville MD), and then re-heated to 95°C to begin amplification. This 

"hot start PCR" approach was found to be unnecessary when a heat-stable DNA 

polymerase complexed with a heat-labile antibody was employed (e.g. Platinum™ Taq 

DNA Polymerase, Gibco BRL), and later amplification reactions were assembled with 

the DNA polymerase included prior to heating.

Thermal cycling o f PCR reactions was performed on an PTC-100 Peltier 

Thermal Cycler (MJ Research, Waltham MA). PCR reactions subjected to a "hot
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start" were heated to 95°C for 2 min, cooled to 80°C for the addition of heat-stable 

polymerase, and re-heated to 95°C for 1 min. If no "hot start" was used, the 

temperature of the reaction was brought to 95°C for 1 min to dissociate the fragment 

strands (and also any improperly annealed primers). The amplification program 

"NEW55-62" was typically used to amplify indexed pUC19 target fragments. In the 

first cycle of this program, the amplification reactions were heated to 95°C for 1 min 

for the melting step; cooled to 55°C for 1 min for the annealing step; and held at 72°C 

for 2 min during the elongation step. The annealing step of each subsequent cycle was 

cooled only to 62°C, reducing the likelihood of non-specific priming or "mis-priming" 

events in those cycles and reducing the background artifact level in the amplification. 

Following a typical amplification regimen o f 30 cycles, the PCR reaction was held at 

72°C for 10 min to permit elongation of any partially-extended templates, and the 

reaction was held at 4°C.

2.2.7 Agarose gel electrophoresis of amplified indexed pUC19 fragments

Following amplification, indexing reactions were analyzed by agarose gel 

electrophoresis. A 1.8% (w/v) agarose gel containing 200 pg/ml ethidium bromide 

(EtBr) was prepared in Tris-acetate*EDTA (40 mM Tris-acetate, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0; 

TAE) and set in a gel form with an appropriate lane comb. The gel was submerged in 

TAE in the buffer reservoir of a Sub Cell electrophoresis apparatus (BioRad, Hercules 

CA). Two microlitres of loading dye (0.25% bromophenol blue, 40% sucrose) was 

added to 10 pi o f each PCR reaction, mixed thoroughly, and loaded into one well of the 

gel. A DNA molecular size standard was prepared by mixing 2 pi of loading dye and 

8 pi of ddHiO with 1-2 pg of DNA size standard stock. After all samples and 

standards were loaded onto the gel, electrophoresis was performed at a field strength of 

6 V/cm for 50 minutes.

2.2.8 UV transillumination of ethidium bromide-stained agarose gels

After electrophoresis o f the indexing DNA samples was complete, the gel was 

removed from the buffer reservoir and visualized on a 312-nm UV transilluminator
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(FisherBiotech Electrophoresis Systems FBTI 816, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh PA). 

Gels analyzed early in the investigation were photographed with a handheld 

FisherBiotech Photodocumentation Camera (Fisher Scientific) on high-speed Polaroid 

667 black-and-white film (Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge MA). Later gels were 

recorded with a Pixera PVC 100C high-resolution full-colour digital camera (Pixera 

Corporation, Los Gatos CA) mounted on an Ultra-Lum transilluminator hood chassis. 

The data were analyzed via a suite of software for the Macintosh PowerPC computer 

including Pixera Studio VCS vl.2 (PixeraCorporation), N1H Image vl.6 (National 

Institutes of Health, Bethesda MD) and RFLP vl.2 (Advanced American 

Biotechnology, Fullerton CA).

2.2.9 Protocols relating to the study of primer-dimer

2.2.9.1 Isolation o f primer-dimer (PD) DNA from agarose gel by syringe extraction

Amplified primer-dimer was isolated from agarose gel electophoresis using a 

syringe-extraction protocol modified from Li and Ownby, 1993 [108]. A set of 

indexing PCR reactions with constituents demonstrated to produce primer-dimer was 

assembled in parallel and amplified according to the indexing PCR conditions 

previously described. The completed reactions were pooled. The total pooled reaction 

volume was loaded into multiple lanes o f a single 1.8% agarose preparative gel and 

electrophoresed as described. Primer-dimer bands on the gel were visualized by UV 

transillumination. A razor blade was used to dissect the ethidium-bromide-visualized 

bands of PD DNA from the gel in slices with average size 5 x 2 x 1.5 mm. The nozzle 

of a 1 cc slip-tip syringe (Becton Dickinson, Franklin NJ) was pared down to reduce 

the syringe's dead volume, and the syringe’s plunger was removed. A small disc of 

Grade 1 Chromatography paper (Whatman International Ltd, Maidstone, Kent UK) 

with a diameter slightly larger than the syringe's inner diameter was inserted into the 

syringe and pressed flat across the bottom opening of the syringe using the plunger. 

The syringe plunger was again removed. The agarose slices were placed into the 

syringe, and the plunger re-inserted, pushing the slices to the bottom of the syringe
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onto the filter. Pressure was applied to the plunger, forcing buffer out of the gel 

through the filter and leaving a dense agarose slurry residue. Effluent buffer containing 

PD DNA was captured in a 500-pl Eppendorf microcentrifuge tube (Eppendorf AG, 

Hamburg, Germany) as it passed through the syringe. The amount of PD DNA in the 

effluent of a single slice was estimated to be at least 2 ng/pl.

Following extraction of PD DNA from preparative agarose gel slices, the DNA 

was ethanol-precipitated to concentrate the sample and to remove salts, ethidium 

bromide and other impurities. Two volumes of cold (-20°C) 95% ethanol were added 

to the effluent, and the DNA was precipitated overnight at -20°C. The sample was 

centrifuged at 13,200 rpm for 15 min at room temperature in an IEC MicroMax 

microcentrifuge (Fisher Scientific). The supernatant was decanted from the 

microcentrifuge tube, leaving a visible pellet of precipitated DNA on the tube wall.

The pellet was washed with 100 pi of cold 70% ethanol, the sample tube was re

centrifuged for 2 min at 13,200 rpm and the supernatant was again decanted. The open 

tube was stored at room temperature until all liquid had evaporated. The DNA pellet 

was re-dissolved in 20 pi TE overnight at 4°C.

2.2.9.2 Preparation ofprimer-dimer amplification product for cloning

To prepare the PD amplification product for blunt-end cloning into a pUC19 

sequencing vector, the insert was "polished" by extending any incompletely-replicated 

DNA fragments with the Klenow fragment of Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I.

One microlitre of 2.5 mM dNTPs, 0.6 pi of 5.8 U/pl Klenow fragment (Gibco BRL), 

and 2.4 pi of lOx REact 2 buffer (final buffer concentration: 10 mM MgCh, 50 mM 

NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; Gibco BRL) were added to the 20-pl volume of re

dissolved DNA for a total reaction volume of 24 pi. The polishing reaction was 

incubated at room temperature for 15 min, followed by heat denaturation of the enzyme 

at 75°C for 15 min.

The polished PCR products were then 5'-phosphorylated with T4 

polynucleotide kinase. Twenty units of kinase (10 U/pl; Gibco BRL) were added to
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the reaction following the addition o f 3.1 ill o f polynucleotide kinase (Forward) 

reaction buffer (final buffer concentration: 15 mM MgCl:, 50 mM NaCl, 25 mM KC1, 

500 pM 2-mercaptoethanol, 85 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; Gibco BRL) and 1.5 pi of 

10 mM ATP. The kinase reaction was incubated at 37°C for 1 h, and the kinase heat- 

denatured at 65°C for 15 min.

The prepared PD DNA sample was purified of enzymes, salts and nucleotides 

with a QIAquick Nucleotide Removal Kit (QIAgen Corp.). The manufacturer’s 

suggested protocol was followed, permitting recovery of double-stranded 

oligonucleotides larger than 17 bp in length. The PD DNA insert (whose length prior 

to sequencing was estimated to be 30-38 bp) was eluted from the QIAquick column in 

a final volume of 30 pi ddHiO. Concentration of the eluted DNA sample was 

determined by UV spectrophotometry to be 3 ng/pl.

2.2.9.3 Blunt-end cloning o f  PD DNA into pUC19 sequencing vector

The sequencing vector pUC19 was cleaved with Hincll restriction 

endonuclease (recognition sequence GTPy/PuAC) to provide a blunt-ended insertion 

site for PD DNA in preparation for sequencing with the M13mpl8 sequencing primer 

set. Three micrograms o f pUC19 DNA was digested with 10 U Hindi (New England 

BioLabs) in a digest volume of 20 pi containing 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCh, 1 mM 

DTT, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9 @ 25 °C (NEBuffer 3; New England BioLabs) and 

100 ng/pl BSA. The digest was incubated at 37°C for 1 hr, and the reaction was 

terminated by heat denaturation at 65°C for 20 min.

Digest quality was evaluated by comparison of the //mcll-digested vector with 

undigested pUC19 DNA by agarose gel electrophoresis. Five hundred nanograms of 

undigested pUC19 DNA was loaded into one well of 1.8% agarose gel, and an equal 

amount of the pUC19 H indi digest was loaded into an adjacent well. Electrophoresis 

and visualization were performed in the manner previously described. Efficient 

cleavage of the digested pUC19 DNA was demonstrated.

Prepared PD DNA was ligated into the //mcll-digested pUC19 sequencing 

vector in blunt-end ligation buffer (10% w/v polyethylene glycol (PEG) 8000,10 mM
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MgCl2, 10 mM DTT, 1 mM ATP, 25 ng BSA, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8). (PEG 8000 

was used as a macromolecular crowding agent that promotes the ligation of blunt 

ends.) Twelve hundred units o f T4 DNA ligase (New England BioLabs) was used to 

ligate 3 pmol of PD DNA insert into 80 fmol of //mcll-digested pUC19 in a total 

reaction volume o f 55 (il. The blunt-end ligation reaction was incubated at 16°C 

overnight.

2.2.9.4 Transformation o f  competent E. coli DH5a with vector bearing PD insert

Competent E. coli DH5a were prepared through the use of standard molecular 

biology techniques [49] and stored at -80°C. When required, the tubes of frozen 

competent cells were thawed on ice. All plasticware and reagents were chilled to at 

least 4°C to prevent thermal shock to the competent cells. One hundred microlitres of 

thawed competent DH5a freezer stock were pipetted gently into each of three chilled 

thin-walled 200-fil PCR tubes, as well as into a negative control tube and a positive 

control tube to which 1 |ig of undigested pUC19 was added. Twenty microlitres of 

each ligated vector were added to and gently mixed with the cells in each of the 

transformation reaction tubes. The transformation cultures were kept on ice for 1 hr, 

abruptly brought to 42°C for 90 sec, and placed in an ice bath for 5 min. The contents 

of each tube were gently added to 800 p.1 of chilled Luria Broth (LB) liquid media in a 

10-ml Falcon tube. The five Falcon tubes were placed in a roller wheel at 37°C for 45 

min.

Luria Broth (LB) media plates containing 100 (ig/ml ampicillin, 750 |ig X-gal 

and I mg IPTG were prepared following standard molecular biology techniques [49]. 

These Amp-LB plates were used for the growth of £. coli DH5a colonies transformed 

by pUC19 vector containing the PD insert and their identification by standard 

blue/white selection. Following incubation of the transformation cultures at 37°C, 

200-pl aliquots o f each sample were plated on Amp-LB plates (3 plates/sample). 

Additionally, the negative and positive control samples were plated on LB plates that
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did not contain ampicillin as a control for the viability of the DH5a cells. All plates 

were incubated overnight at 37°C.

2.2.9.5 Amplification o f  insert-bearing pUC19 fragments directly from transformed 

E. coli DH5a colonies by AB PCR

In addition to blue/white colony selection, colonies were screened for 

appropriate inserts using a modified version of Dynabeads Template Preparation 

Starter Kit protocol (Dynal, Great Neck NY) referred to as AB PCR [109]. Primers 

complementary to sequences flanking the multiple cloning site (MCS) of pUC19 [110] 

were used to amplify across the insert to establish that a single copy of the PD DNA 

insert was present in the vector. Further, the PCR product amplified from the vector in 

this manner provided a template for cycle sequencing across the PD insert.

The A1 oligo sequence was 5 ’ -biotin-GCTTCCGGCTCGTATGTTGTGTG-3', 

and the B2 primer sequence was 5’-biotin-AAGGGGGATGTGCTGCAAGGCG-3’ 

(University Core Oligo Synthesis Laboratory). The A1 priming site was located at 

position 509 to 531 bp of pUC!9. The B2 priming site was located at position 315 to 

337 bp. The expected length of PCR product amplified from pUCl9 vector without an 

insert was 217 bp.

Several transformed, insert-bearing colonies were analyzed by AB PCR. In 

each case, a single white colony was selected from an Amp-LB plate by touching the 

colony with a sterile disposable 200-pl pipet tip. The colony was suspended in 20 pi of 

ddFhO and the cells lysed by boiling. Cellular debris was pelleted in a microcentrifuge 

for 1 min at 13 200 rpm and the supernatant removed by pipetting. An AB PCR 

reaction was prepared containing 10 pi supernatant, 5 pmol each of primer A1 and B2, 

200 pM dNTPs, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.4), 50 mM KC1,1.5 mM MgCl2, and 2.5 U 

Taq DNA polymerase in a total reaction volume of 50 pi. The AB PCR thermal 

cycling program involved an initial melting step of 30 s at 96°C; 25 cycles each 

consisting of 30 s at 94°C, 30 s at 55°C and I min at 72°C; and a final extension step of 

2 min at 72°C.
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Four microlitres of each AB PCR reaction were electrophoresed on a 1.8% 

agarose gel as previously described. Amplification of recombinant pUC19 clones 

resulted in a PCR product roughly 255 bp in length (data not shown). AB PCR 

products containing an insert were cleaned with QIAquick PCR Purification Kit 

(QIAgen Corp.) according to the manufacturer’s instructions, resuspended in TE, and 

quantified by UV spectrophotometry. The amplified products, whose concentrations 

ranged from 50 to 100 ng/|il, were used as templates for cycle sequencing of the PD 

insert.

2.2.9.6 Cycle sequencing o f  PD insert from AB PCR product

Cycle sequencing reactions were prepared using a ThermoSequenase Primer 

Cycle Sequencing Kit (Amersham-Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden) according to 

the manufacturer’s instruction and employing fluorescently-labeled M l3 forward and 

reverse sequencing primers (Applied Biosystems, Foster City CA). Four separate tubes 

were employed for a complete cycle sequencing reaction for each AB PCR template. 

Cycle sequencing PTC conditions involved 30 cycles of amplification, each cycle 

consisting of 30 s at 95°C and 30 s at 55°C. The contents of the four reaction tubes for 

each DNA sample were pooled.

Fifteen microlitres of streptavidin immobilized on 4% beaded agarose (Sigma- 

Aldrich Corporation, St. Louis MO) were added to each pooled reaction and gently 

mixed at room temperature for 20 min to bind the biotinylated AB PCR templates. The 

agarose beads were pelleted by centrifugation for 30 sec at 13,200 rpm. The 

supernatant was pipetted off the pellet and applied to a Microcon 30 column (Millipore 

Corporation, Bedford MA). The cycle sequencing samples were desalted as 

recommended by the manufacturer. The sample volumes recovered from the Microcon 

30 columns ranged from 5 to 20 |xl o f desalted cycle sequencing reaction. Automated 

sequencing of the PD inserts was performed on an ABI Prism 377 Automated DNA 

Sequencer (Applied Biosystems) by the Department of Biochemistry DNA Sequencing 

Facility (University of Alberta).
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2.2.10 Double digestion of pUC19 DNA with Fokl and S/aNI restriction 

endonucleases

One microgram of pUC19 DNA (New England BioLabs) was incubated with

1 U Fokl restriction endonuclease (New England BioLabs) in NEBuffer 3 (100 niM 

NaCl; 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9 @ 25°C); 10 mM MgCl2; and 1 mM DTT) in a 

reaction volume of 18.5 pi for 30 min at 20°C. Digestion was halted by heat 

denaturation of the restriction enzyme at 65°C for 20 min. An additional 1 U of Fokl 

endonuclease was added (0.5 pi of a enzyme stock diluted to 2 U/pl) and the reaction 

incubated for another 30 min at 20°C. The enzyme was again heat denatured at 65°C 

for 20 min. Two units (0.5 pi of a 4U/pl stock) of S/aNI restriction endonuclease was 

added and the reaction was incubated for 30 min at 37°C. Following a third heat 

denaturation step, a second aliquot o f S/aNI was added to the digest and incubated for 

30 min at 37°C. A final 20 min heat deactivation step at 65 °C was performed. Digest 

quality was evaluated by electrophoresing a 1-pl aliquot of the digest and 50 ng of 

undigested pUC19 DNA on a 1.8% agarose gel at 100 V for 50 min. The digest was 

diluted to a working stock concentration of 1 ng/pl in TE and was stored at -20°C until 

required.

2.2.11 Amplification of indexed pUC19 fragments by PfuTurbo™ DNA 

polymerase

PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase was employed for the amplification of indexed 

pUC19 fragments in preparation for their use as templates for cycle sequencing. Two 

microlitres of a pUC19 ligation reaction were added to a PCR reaction mix containing 

0.5 pi (1.25 U) PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 10 mM KC1,

2 mM MgSOj, 10 mM (N H ^SQ t, 0.1% Triton X-100, 100 ng/pl nuclease-free BSA, 

200 pM dNTPs, and 20 pmol of each indexing primer needed to amplify the target 

fragment. PCR reactions were assembled to a volume of 50 pi prior to amplification 

using the MJ Research PTC. The amplification program "PFUPCR1" was typically 

used to amplify indexed pUC19 target fragments in preparation for sequencing. The
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temperature of the reaction was brought to 9S°C for 1 min to dissociate the fragment 

strands (and also any improperly annealed primers). In the first cycle of this program, 

the amplification reactions were heated to 9S°C for 1 min for the melting step; cooled 

to 57°C for 1 min for the annealing step; and held at 72°C for 2 min during the 

elongation step. The annealing step of each subsequent cycle was cooled only to 62°C, 

as in the case of PCR reactions employing Taq DNA polymerase. Following a typical 

amplification regimen of 30 cycles, the PCR reaction was incubated at 72°C for 10 min 

to permit elongation of any partially-extended templates, and the reaction was held at 

4°C. Analysis of amplified fragments by agarose gel electrophoresis then proceeded 

in the manner previously outlined.

2.2.12 Direct cycle sequencing of amplified indexed pUC19 fragments

Amplified indexed p(JC19 fragments were purified o f polymerase, nucleotides 

and excess primers using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit following the 

manufacturer's protocol. Cycle sequencing of the purified DNA fragments was 

performed using an ABI Prism© BigDye™ Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready 

Reaction Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The DNA Indexing 

sequencing primer BamCC was used to initiate sequencing only from the end o f the 

indexed fragments to which the non-phosphorylated BamCC indexer had been ligated. 

This unidirectionality ensured that the cycle sequencing reactions were not 

contaminated by simultaneous initiation of sequencing from both ends of the indexed 

template. Automated sequencing was performed by the Department of Biochemistry 

Sequencing Facility in a manner similar to that earlier described for the sequencing of 

primer-dimer inserts.

2.2.13 Mapping and assembly of contiguous pUC19 sequences

The sequence data analysis and contiguous sequence (contig) assembly 

software Sequencher v3.U (GeneCodes Corporation, Ann Arbour MI) was used to 

construct a index map and a completed contig of the pUC 19 vector. Automated 

sequence data of indexed pUC19 DNA fragments in raw chromatogram form were
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trimmed of indexer sequence and manually edited for obvious miscalled bases. 

Trimmed sequences were compared, matched and aligned by the software's contig 

assembly algorithm into subcontigs corresponding to each of the indexed pUCl9 

fragments used as templates for sequencing. Subcontigs were linked by their four-base 

cohesive end sequences by comparing the subcontigs to the index map. The complete 

contig was assembled and the results compared to the canonical GenBank sequence of 

the pUC19 vector.

2.3 RESULTS

2.3.1 Features of the a  phosphorylated indexers and y nonphosphorylated 

indexers

Indexers are comprised of two annealed synthetic oligonucleotides: an indexing 

strand bearing a common primer-binding sequence and a variable 4-nucleotide 

5' cohesive end, and a complementary common primer strand. Selection of the 

appropriate indexer for each end of a targeted restriction fragment thus permits the 

covalent attachment of two common-primer-binding sequences onto the ends of the 

fragment. This permits the exclusive amplification of target fragments bearing primer- 

binding sequences on both ends. Four sets of indexers, the phosphorylated a  indexer 

set, the nonphosphorylated y indexer set, the phosphorylated Bam indexer set and the 

nonphosphorylated directional BamCC indexer mix set, were employed during the 

development of the DNA indexing model system. The features of the Bam and 

BamCC indexer sets are detailed in Section 2.3.9.

Two sets of indexers, a  and y, were used in the first stages of pUC19 model 

system development (FIGURE 2.3). The 24-nt a  indexing strand (FIGURE 2.3A) was 

5’-phosphory lated following synthesis, and bore a sequence of the general format 

5’-P-NNNNTTGTCTTCGCATCCTGTACC-3’. Any particular a  indexing strand 

oligo thus bore a phosphorylated informative 5" 4-nt cohesive end corresponding to 

one of the 256 tetranucleotide sequences, and the 20-nt a-primer-binding sequence 

(5’-TTGTCTTCGCATCCTGTACC-3’) common to all indexing strands of the a
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a  P hosD horv la ted  In d ex ers :

24-nt a  ind( 
(includes 20-nl

4-nt informative^cohesive en d  ^

5 ' -^NNNNTTGTCTTCGjCATCC 
3 ' -HO-AACAGAAGQGTAGG

FoM

20-nt a  com m on primer

5xer strand
a  com m on seq u en ce)

TGTACC—O H -3' 
ACATGG—OH—5 '
recognition site

y  N onD hosD horvlated Ind

24-nt y  in
(includes 2( 

4-nt informative co h esiv e  en d

5 ' -^^NmmCTATClGATGC 
3 ' -HO-GATAqCTACG

S/aNI

20-nt y com m on primer

e x e rs : 

dexer strand
)-nt y  com m on seq u en ce)

ATGCTGTACC-OH-3 ' 
TACGACATGG—O H -5'

recognition site

FIGURE 2.3: Features of the a  phosphorylated indexer set and the 
Y nonphosphorylated indexer set.
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indexer set. The a  primer strand (5' -OH-GGTACAGGATGCGAAGACAA-3 ’) was 

annealed to each a  indexing strand to generate a set of double-stranded phosphorylated 

indexers. This shorter strand provides the 3’-hydroxyl group required by DNA ligase 

to form a covalent bond between the primer strand of the indexer and the 5’-phosphate 

on the 4-nt cohesive end of the target fragment. (A second subset of a  indexers with 

nonphosphorylated indexing strands was also constructed for use in experiments 

involving the single-primer P/NoP indexing strategy, as described in Section 2.3.5) A 

feature of the double-stranded core sequence of the a  indexers is the presence of the 

recognition sequence 5’-GGATG-3’ for the Type IIS restriction endonuclease Fokl 

starting at base position 7 from the S’ end of the a  primer strand. The orientation and 

positioning of this recognition sequence was designed to permit the removal of a  

indexers from target fragments to which they had been ligated (or from amplified 

indexing templates derived from these target fragments) by digestion with Fokl.

The 24-nt y indexing strand (FIGURE 2.3 B) remained unphosphorylated 

following synthesis, and bore a sequence of the general format 

5’-OH-NNNNCTATCGATGCATGCTGTACC-3\ Any particular y indexing strand 

oligo thus bore a nonphosphorylated informative 5’ 4-nt cohesive end corresponding to 

one of the 256 tetranucleotide sequences, and the 20-nt y-primer-binding sequence 

(5’-CTATCGATGCATGCTGTACC-3’) common to all indexing strands of the y 

indexer set. The y primer strand (5’-GGTACAGCATGCATCGATAG-3’) was 

annealed to each y indexing strand to generate a set of double-stranded 

nonphosphorylated indexers. A feature of the double-stranded core sequence of the y 

indexers is the presence of the recognition sequence 5’-GCATC-3’ for the Type IIS 

restriction endonuclease 5/&NI starting at base position 11 from the 5’ end of the a  

primer strand. The orientation and positioning of this recognition sequence was 

designed to permit the removal o f y indexers from target fragments to which they had 

been ligated (or from amplified indexing templates derived from these target 

fragments) by digestion with S/&NI.
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2.3.2 Digestion of pUC19 DIVA by Fokl restriction endonuclease

While complete target DNA digestion is vital to meaningful DNA indexing 

analysis, the selected reaction conditions must not sacrifice digest quality for digest 

completion. Degradation of either double-stranded DNA or of single-stranded 

informative cohesive ends, and nonspecific cleavage of target DNA (or “star” activity) 

by the restriction endonuclease jeopardize digest quality and thus the reliability of 

indexing data. Use o f Fokl under overdigestion conditions (greater than five units of 

enzyme per microgram of DNA) or for prolonged incubations may result in either of 

these digest quality failure modes. Establishing the maximum amount of Fokl 

restriction endonuclease capable of completely digesting pUC19 DNA without 

significantly degrading the DNA or resulting in “star” activity was important to the 

development of the DNA indexing model system. A simple digestion assay was 

therefore performed to establish the optimal conditions for Fokl digestion of pUC!9 

DNA in preparation for indexing.

Commercially-available Fokl restriction endonuclease is produced by 

overexpression of the enzyme from an £  coli strain carrying the cloned fo k l  gene from 

Flavobacterium okeanokoites [111]. The supplier lists the recommended incubation 

temperature for digestion of DNA by Fokl as 37°C. Although £. coli exhibits optimal 

growth at 37°C, the physiological temperature of the species which it has evolved to 

colonize effectively, the protein encoded by the fo k l  gene has evolved to exhibit 

maximum stability and performance under substantially different environmental 

temperatures. F. okeanokoites, recently reclassified as Planococcus okeanokoites,

[112] is a bacterium found in marine, freshwater and soil environments, and is closely 

related to low-%GC species colonizing quite psychrophilic niches such as hypersaline 

ponds in the McMurdo Ice Shelf of Antarctica [113,114]. Laboratory cultures of 

P. okeanokoites typically exhibit optimal growth at 20-25°C [113]. Given the cool 

temperatures which this organism has evolved to exploit, it is likely that enzymes of its 

restriction-modification system will demonstrate optimal efficiency under similar 

conditions. The pUC19 DNA Fokl digestion assay was therefore designed to
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determine if a difference in digestion efficiency was evident between the supplier’s 

recommended incubation temperature of 37°C and a lower incubation temperature o f 

20°C derived from the typical culture conditions of P. okeanokoites.

One unit of Fokl restriction endonuclease is defined by the supplier as the 

amount of enzyme required to completely digest 1 pg of a. DNA in a total reaction 

volume of 50 pi in one hour in NEBuffer 4 at 37°C (see Section 2.2.2 for buffer 

description). While this recommendation regarding the amount of enzyme to be 

employed per microgram of target DNA for complete digestion was a useful guide in 

designing the pUC19 digestion assay, evaluation of FokVs digestion efficiency in the 

context of the pUC19 indexing system was necessary due to differences between the 

reaction conditions of the supplier’s defined system and those of the indexing digestion 

assay. These differences included incubation temperature, reaction volume, and the 

number of cutsites per microgram of target DNA. (Bacteriophage X has 150 Fokl sites 

in roughly 50 kb of DNA sequence. In 1 pg of X DNA there are approximately

2.9 x 1012 Fokl sites, while 1 pg of pUC19 DNA has about 1.7 x 1012 sites. Therefore 

complete digestion of one microgram of pUCl9 requires roughly half as many Fokl 

cleavage events than does the complete digestion of the standard lambda system used 

by the supplier to define one restriction endonuclease unit.) In each tube of the 

indexing digestion assay, 1 pg of pUC19 DNA was digested with the appropriate 

number of units (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , or 8 U) of Fokl restriction endonuclease at the appropriate 

incubation temperature (either 37°C or 20°C) for one hour in a total reaction volume of 

20 pi of NEBuffer 4. Digestion was halted by denaturation of the restriction 

endonuclease by heating the reactions to 65°C for 20 min. Ten microlitres of each 

digest was analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.

The data presented in FIGURE 2.4 demonstrate that digestion of 1 pg of 

pUC19 DNA with more than 1 U of Fokl endonuclease resulted in overdigestion and 

degradation of the target DNA. The EtBr-stained DNA bands corresponding to the 

five pUC19 Fokl fragments in the IU/37°C and IU/20°C digests are intense and 

defined in comparison to those produced by even a 2-fold excess o f enzyme. The
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B
Digestion temperature (°C) 37 °C

i
Amount FoM enzyme (U) 1

Size (bp)

1636 —

1018 —

20 °C

396 —
298 —
220 —

/ /  

/ /

—B (1335 bp)

-  E (647 bp)

_  D (291 bp) 
A (248 bp) 

(185 bp)

FIGURE 2.4: Digestion of pUC19 by FoM restriction endonuclease.
Each digest contained 1 pg of pUC19 DNA and the indicated amount of FoM restriction enzyme in a 
20-pl reaction. Digestion was halted by heat denaturation of the endonuclease at 65‘C for 15 min.
A) Digestion of 1 pg of pUC19 DNA with 1 U FoM enzyme at 20*C for 60 min provides complete 
digestion of the target DNA without substantial DNA degradation or nonspecific "star" activity.
B) Cleavage of pUCl9 by FoM using the optimized digestion conditions is demonstrated.
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presence of nonspecific low-MW DNA degradation products was increased in the 

2U/37°C and 2U/20°C digests, evident as smearing towards the lower portion of the 

lanes, and the intensity of the specifically-cleaved bands was reduced compared to 

those generated in digests containing a single unit o f enzyme. Digestion with 3 U of 

enzyme produced marked degradation of the target DNA. The only restriction 

fragment present in undegraded form in sufficient quantity to produce a defined band 

was the largest, and thus the most-intensely stained, pUC19 Fokl fragment. A fourfold 

excess of enzyme resulted in complete nonspecific degradation of the target DNA.

Further analysis of the data indicates that the quality of DNA restriction 

fragment populations generated by Fokl digestion was greater for digests incubated at 

20°C than for Fokl digests incubated at 37°C. Each lane o f the gel contained the same 

amount of DNA. In each digest of the assay, pUC19 was completely digested by Fokl. 

as was evident from the absence of undigested pUC!9 plasmid and (more 

conclusively) from the absence of any clearly-defined unidentified bands resulting 

from incomplete cleavage of a particular pUC19 Fokl site. If complete digestion had 

been achieved without nonspecific cleavage o f pUC19, the intensity of the band sets in 

each lane would have been identical in intensity. The intensity of the bands in the gel 

lanes containing DNA digested at 20°C was greater than that of the equivalent bands in 

digests containing the same amount of enzyme but incubated at 37°C. Additionally, 

the amount of DNA present as nonspecific low-MW DNA degradation products in 

smears towards the lower portion of lanes was greater for 37°C digests compared to 

20°C digests with the same amount of enzyme. The nonspecific DNA products 

became smaller on average with increasing amounts o f enzyme, reflecting higher levels 

of degradative activity: however, a particular amount o f enzyme generated smaller 

degradation products (and thus indicated a higher level o f degradative activity) when 

incubated at 37°C than the same amount of enzyme incubated at 20°C. For example,

4 U of Fokl almost completely degraded 1 |ig o f pUCl9 in one hour at 37°C, while to 

achieve a similar level of degradation in the same time at 20°C required more than 

twice that amount of enzyme. Clearly, the degradative and non-specific cleavage
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activities of Fokl endonuclease are more pronounced during 37°C incubations than at 

20°C. One hypothetical model for Othis loss of specificity might be decreased stability 

of the DNA-recognition domain of the enzyme, or of the “piggyback” conformation 

that normally sequesters the cleavage domain of Fokl from the DNA substrate [76, 82]. 

Overall, the results of this indexing digestion assay demonstrate that incubation of 1 pg 

of pUC19 DNA with 1 U Fokl endonuclease at 20°C for 60 min provides complete 

digestion of the target DNA without substantial DNA degradation or nonspecific “star” 

activity.

2.33 Amplification of an indexed fragment following target-specific ligation 

of indexers

The capability of DNA indexing to selectively amplify a specific target 

fragment from a DNA digest following ligation of cohesive-end-specific indexers to 

the target fragment was demonstrated in a simple proof-of-principle experiment. The 

pUC19 Fokl Fragment D was selected as an indexing target. Fragment D is 291 bp in 

length, including its two four-base cohesive ends exhibiting the sequences CTTT and 

TAAG. Neither ot these end sequences are present on any other Fokl fragment of 

pUC19. Three ligation reactions were assembled in lx  T4 DNA ligase buffer at a total 

volume of 20 pi, each containing 300 ng o f Fo&I-digested pUC19 (containing equal 

numbers of each of the five pUC19 Fokl fragments) and 40 U T4 DNA ligase.

Ligation 1 contained 50 fmol of the phosphorylated indexer P-AAAGxCC

(complementary to the CTTT cohesive end sequence of the target fragment), Ligation 2 

contained 50 fmol of the phosphorylated indexer P-CTTAx(X (complementary to the

TAAG cohesive end sequence of the target fragment), and Ligation 3 contained 

50 fmol of each indexer. The ligations were incubated at 16°C for 60 min, and then 

terminated by denaturing the ligase at 65°C for 20 min. A 2-pl aliquot from each 

ligation reaction was amplified for 30 cycles of PCR using 40 pmol of the a  common 

primer as the only primer. Aliquots o f the amplification reactions were analyzed by 

agarose gel electrophoresis (FIGURE 2.5). Neither the amplification of Ligation 1 nor
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Indexers U sed

I _ _ p  -c t t a I
P AAAG (P)-CTTA q + h q

6 1 5  —
4 9 2  —

3 6 9  —

2 4 6  —

1 2 3  —

1 2 3

RGURE 2.5: Target-specific ligation of indexers permits amplification of 
the indexed fragment.
Ligations containing 300  ng of Fo/d-digested pUC19 and 4 0  U T4 DNA ligase 
were assem bled  in T4 DNA ligase buffer for a  total volume of 20 pi. Ligation 1 
contained 50 fmol P-AAAGxa, Ligation 2  contained 50  fmol P-CTTAxa and 
Ligation 3 contained 50  fmol of each indexer. The ligations were incubated 
at 16‘C for 60  min and terminated by denaturing the ligase at 65*C for 20 min. 
A 2-pl aliquot of each  ligation w as amplified for 3 0  cycles of PCR using 40  
pmol a  primer, and the results were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
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Ligation 2 resulted in a product. This showed the a  primer to be incapable of 

generating a PCR product from “raw” Fo/tl-digested pUC19 DNA. It also 

demonstrated that the ligation of a single complementary indexer to one cohesive end 

o f a target fragment was insufficient to allow amplification of that fragment, as there 

were no PCR products from the ligations containing target fragment that had been 

indexed with either the P-AAAGxa or the P-CTTAxa indexer alone. The 

amplification reaction derived from Ligation 3, however, contained a single amplified 

band of approximately 330 bp in size. The amplified fragment’s size was consistent 

with the predicted length of 291 bp for Fragment D plus 40 bp contributed by the 

indexers. In other words, a PCR product was observed only when both indexers 

complementary to each of the target’s cohesive end sequences were present in the 

ligation.

2.3.4 Single-primer P/P indexing of the pUC19 model system

An indexing ligation of a complex Fokl DNA digest containing two specific 

indexer sequences (Indexers 1 and 2) will produce multiple fragments with indexers at 

both ends. Three classes of fragments will be legitimately represented among the 

amplification products of such a ligation: one fragment class tagged by one of each 

specific type of indexer present in the reaction (i.e. Indexer 1 on one end and Indexer 2 

on the other; the “intended” target fragment class), and two fragment classes each 

tagged by two copies o f the same indexer (i.e. a class with Indexer 1 legitimately 

ligated to both ends of the fragments and a class with Indexer 2 legitimately ligated to 

both ends of the fragments). Fragments falling into one or other of the latter two 

classes carry the same sequence on both o f their cohesive ends. This type of fragment 

is referred to as a repeated-end fragment.

Repeated-end fragments are more likely to be found in complex DNA digests in 

which the numbers of fragments generated approaches or exceeds the number of 

indexing fragment classes theoretically produced by digestion with the particular 

indexing restriction enzyme employed. (The probability that a particular fragment in a 

digest of a given complexity will be a repeated-end fragment with a given cohesive end
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sequence is determined by the probability that any one Fokl cleavage site will generate 

a given cohesive end sequence times the probability that the next Fokl cleavage site 

along the DNA will generate the identical cohesive end sequence multiplied by the 

number of repeated-end fragment classes generated by the indexing restriction 

endonuclease employed.) The need to resolve repeated-end fragment classes from their 

related unique-sequence fragment classes complicates indexing analysis of large DNAs 

by (potentially) tripling the number of fragments ligated and amplified in each 

indexing set. Fokl digestion of a “typical” mammalian genome (2-4 gigabases) would 

be expected to produce about 6 x 106 fragments, with each of the 32 896 indexing 

fragment classes generated by this enzyme containing about 200 fragments, on 

average. Indexing o f any one fragment class defined by distinct end sequences 

(unique-endedfragments) by two phosphorylated indexers (the P/P approach) would 

be expected to generate about 600 indexed fragments in each ligation. Indexing-based 

high-resolution mapping of similar genomes, in preparation for directed sequencing for 

example, requires a method of discriminating between indexed fragments o f the 

intended target class and the repeated-end fragment classes. This difficulty is only 

avoided entirely in those cases in which the intended target class to be analyzed is a 

repeated-end fragment.

Contrary to what would be expected for such a small DNA molecule, two of the 

five Fokl sites in pUC19 generate identical cohesive end sequences. As a result, the 

pUC19 model system can produce two repeated-end amplicons through multiple 

ligation events, one double-fragment amplicon created by a re-ligation of Fragment A 

and Fragment B, and a triple-fragment amplicon produced by re-ligation o f Fragments 

C, D and E. This characteristic makes the pUC19 model system attractive for the 

development of indexing strategies which are capable of resolving artifactual fragment 

amplification due to repeated-end fragments.

The single-primer P/P indexing strategy is the most basic form of DNA 

indexing. Using this approach, two phosphorylated indexers bearing a single common 

primer-binding sequence are ligated to complementary end sequences on one of each of 

the five pUC19 Fokl restriction fragments. FIGURE 2.6A is a schematic
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FIGURE 2.6: Single-primer P/P Indexing of pUC19 by a Indexers.
A) Schematic flow diagram outlining single-primer P/P indexing of Fragment A. S ee  text for details.
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Targeted Fragment: A B C D E

FIGURE 2.6: Slngle-prlmer P/P Indexing of pUC19 by a  Indexers.
B) Single-primer P/P indexing of Fragments A to E of pUC19. Ligations targeting one of the five pUC19 FoM 
fragments each contained two a  P-indexers (50 fmol/indexer), 300 ng of FoM-digested pl)C19 and 40 U T4 
DNA ligase. Reactions were incubated at 16*C for 1 h, followed by heat denaturation of the ligase. PCR 
and agarose gel electrophoresis were performed a s previously described.
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representation o f the mechanism underlying the amplification of the AB double 

fragment amplicon as a byproduct of the amplification of Fragment A using the single

primer P/P indexing strategy. Indexers P-GCGAxa and P-TGTCxa are added to a 

ligation reaction containing Fold-digested pUC19 DNA and T4 DNA ligase. Accurate 

joining of indexers to their complementary cohesive end sequences permit not only the 

ligation of P-GCGAxa to the TCGC cohesive end and P-TGTCxa to the GACA 

cohesive end o f Fragment A, but also the ligation of P-TGTCxa to the GACA cohesive 

end of Fragment B. An additional legitimate ligation event, religation of the TCGC 

end of Fragment A with Fragment B’s GCGA end sequence, assembles a DNA 

molecule with P-TGTCxa on both ends of the religated AB fragment. This repeated- 

end double-fragment indexing amplicon is legitimately amplified by an indexing PCR 

reaction containing the a  common primer, despite being of a different fragment class 

than the desired indexing target Fragment A. The same fragment will be amplified by 

single-primer P/P indexing of Fragment B. (Assembly of the repeated-end CDE triple 

fragment proceeds by a similar mechanism in ligations containing the P-GACAxa 

indexer.)

The pUCl9 model system was indexed using the single-primer P/P indexing 

strategy in order to demonstrate the targeted amplification of each of the pUC 19 Fokl 

fragments, and to observe the generation of non-targeted repeated-end fragments 

(FIGURE 2.6B). To ensure that all five target fragments would be indexed effectively, 

and to provide a benchmark against which efforts to optimize indexing reaction 

conditions might be evaluated, ligation was performed under nonstringent conditions 

expected to provide enhanced ligation efficiency. Five indexing ligation reactions were 

assembled, each containing two phosphorylated a  indexers (SO fmol/ligation o f each 

indexer) targeting one of the five pUC19 Fokl fragments, and 300 ng of Fofcl-digested 

pUC19.

As expected, all five target fragments were correctly amplified by the indexing 

reactions which targeted them. Amplification of the repeated-end AB double-fragment 

from indexing reactions containing the P-TGTCxa indexer (lanes A and B) was
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observed as anticipated, as was the amplification of the CDE triple-fragment from 

reactions containing the P-GAC A xa indexer (lanes C and E). A nontargeted 

misligation product corresponding to Fragment E was evident in the indexing reaction 

targeting Fragment C. In this ligation, the P-GACAxa indexer correctly targeted the 

TGTC end sequence present on both the C and E fragments (and, as a consequence, on 

both ends of the CDE religation molecule). However, the other indexer present in the 

reaction (P-CTTTxa) should target only the C fragment’s AAAG end under non- 

permissive conditions. For Fragment E to be ligated to an indexer on both ends, its 

CTTA end must be misligated to either P-GACAxa or P-CTTTxa, or a more radical 

form of misligation may be taking place due to the forcing DNA concentrations and 

permissive incubation temperatures used in the indexing reactions.

These results demonstrate the successful targeted amplification of pUC19 

Fragments A to E using the single-primer P/P strategy, while drawing attention to the 

challenge posed to indexing systems by repeated-end fragments. In addition, the 

amplification of misligated fragments due to the permissive ligation conditions used in 

this experiment demonstrates the need to establish indexing reaction conditions that 

permit efficient joining of indexers to target fragment ends while ensuring high ligation 

fidelity. The pUC19 model system was subsequently applied to the development of 

indexing protocols providing resolution of the challenges identified by this experiment.

2.3.5 The P/NoP indexing strategy

As discussed above, ligation of a complex Fokl DNA digest with two specific 

indexer sequences will target three classes of fragments: one unique-ended fragment 

class, and two collateral classes o f repeated-end fragments. The effect of this tripling 

in complexity of the indexing analysis of large fragment sets may be reduced through 

the use of nonphosphorylated indexers. The P/NoP indexing strategy (FIGURE 2.7) 

employs both phosphorylated indexers {P-indexers) and nonphosphorylated indexers 

{NoP indexers) in a manner that reduces or eliminates the amplification of repeated-end 

fragments.
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REPEATED ENDS: 
Both ends indexed with the 
nonphosphorylated indexer

]=P

UNIQUE ENDS:
One target end indexed with the 
phosphorylated indexer, the other 
with the nonphosphorylated indexer

|  Ft

♦
NO PRODUCT

LIGATION

♦
DENATURATION

♦
PRIMING

IFC

AMPLIFICATION

FIGURE 2.7: P/NoP indexing circumvents the collsteral amplification of 
repeated-end fragment classes.
S e e  text for description.
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In P/NoP indexing, a P-indexer and a NoP indexer, each complementary to one 

of the two sequences of the target fragment class, are ligated to a complex DNA digest. 

Three ligation events are possible between the double-stranded indexers and a unique- 

ended fragment of the target class following accurate base-pairing of indexers to the 

target: the 5’-phosphate groups present on the digested ends of the restriction 

fragments are joined to the 3’-hydroxyl groups of the primer strands of both the 

P-indexer and the NoP indexer, and the 5’-phosphate group o f the P-indexer’s indexing 

strand and one of the recessed 3’-ends o f the target. However, the indexing strand of 

the NoP indexer is not ligated to the target due to the lack of a 5’-phosphate group. 

During the denaturation step of PCR, the unligated NoP indexing strand dissociates 

from the primer strand (which is ligated to the target). As the indexing strand bears the 

core sequence to which the indexing primer must bind to initiate strand synthesis, 

synthesis is not primed from that end of the indexed molecule. DNA synthesis is 

primed from the indexing primer binding to the core sequence of the P-indexer at the 

opposite end of the target. Amplification of the P/NoP indexing target is therefore 

linear in the first cycle of PCR. In subsequent cycles, amplification proceeds 

exponentially, as the primer-binding sequence at the NoP-indexed end of the target is 

reconstituted using the indexer primer sequence as a template.

In contrast, only two ligation events are permitted between a repeated-end 

fragment and two NoP indexers targeting its cohesive end sequence. The 5’-phosphate 

groups of the restriction fragment are joined to the 3’-hydroxyl groups of the primer 

strands of both incoming NoP indexers. However, neither of the non-phosphory lated 

indexing strands are ligated to the target. As a result, both primer-binding sequences 

are lost upon denaturation in PCR. Without a primer-binding sequence at either end of 

the molecule, no DNA synthesis is possible, and amplification of the repeated-end 

fragment will not occur.

In uncharacterized complex DNA digests, use of the P/NoP system reduces the 

number of collateral amplification products (repeated-end fragments) twofold by 

eliminating the amplification of the class of repeated-end fragments targeted by the 

sequence of the NoP indexer used in ligation. Amplification of the unique-ended target
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fragment class and the repeated-end fragment class targeted by the P-indexer sequence 

is enabled. Identification of products as members of the unique-ended target class is 

possible by reversing the assignation of cohesive end sequence between P-indexer and 

NoP indexer (“switching the polarity”) and repeating the experiment. This will permit 

P/P amplification of the repeated-end class previously prohibited by NoP/NoP 

indexers, and prohibit amplification of the previously-observed repeated-end fragment 

class. Fragments amplified in both experimental sets are members of the unique-ended 

target fragment class. In instances in which well-characterized DNA mixtures are 

being indexed (e.g. in preparation for probe generation), it is often possible to select the 

P-indexer and NoP indexer sequences appropriately to eliminate repeated-end 

amplification entirely.

2.3.6 Establishing ligation conditions for DNA indexing

Reaction conditions for the joining of indexers to target Fokl fragments by T4 

DNA ligase were established to provide an appropriate balance between ligation 

fidelity and ligation efficiency. Indexers were ligated to Fo&I-digested pUC19 target 

fragments at varying temperatures, at different concentrations of T4 DNA ligase, and 

using different amounts of digested DNA (FIGURE 2.8). Ligation reaction products 

were amplified by PCR and analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Ligation fidelity 

was evaluated by the absence of amplification products corresponding to untargeted 

digest fragments. Ligation efficiency was evaluated by the amplification of accurately- 

indexed target fragments.

Each indexing ligation contained the relevant amount of FoArl-digested pUC19 

DNA, the appropriate amount of T4 DNA ligase, and 50 fmol of a phosphorylated 

indexer and 50 fmol of a nonphosphorylated indexer in 20 pi of ligase reaction buffer. 

Each indexer was selected to target one of the two cohesive end sequences o f a 

particular Fokl fragment of pUC19. In order to eliminate the amplification o f repeated- 

end fragments, a single-primer P/NoP strategy was employed. If the target fragment 

possessed an end sequence which was also present on another pUC19 fragment in the 

digest, the nonphosphorylated indexer was used to target that cohesive end sequence.
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FIGURE 2.8: Determination of optimal ligation conditions for DNA indexing.
Indexing reactions targeting Fragment A contained indexers P-GCGAxa and OH-TGTCxa; for 
Fragment B, P-TCGCxaand OH-TGTCxa; for Fragment C, P-CTTTxa and OH-GACAxa; for 
Fragment D, P-AAAGxa and OH-CTTAxa; for Fragment E, P-TAAGxa and OH-GACAxa.
A) Each indexing ligation contained the relevant amount of FoM-digested pUC19 DNA, 40 U T4 
DNA ligase, and 50 fmol each of a P-indexer and a NoP indexer in a 20-pl reaction. Ligations 
were incubated for 1 h at the indicated temperature, and the ligase denatured at 65*C for 15 min.
B) Each ligation contained the relevant amount of FoM-digested pUC19 DNA, the noted amount 
of T4 DNA ligase, and 50 fmol each of a P-indexer and a NoP indexer in a 20-pl reaction. Ail 
ligations in B were incubated for 1 h at 37*C, and the ligase denatured at 65* C for 15 min. Two 
microlitres of each ligation was added to a 50-pi PCR reaction containing native Taq DNA 
polymerase and utilizing 40 pmol of a  primer. PCR and agarose gel electrophoresis were 
performed as previously described.
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The unique end of the target fragment in each case was ligated to a phosphorylated 

indexer. For indexing reactions targeting Fragment A, the indexers selected were 

P-GCGAxa and OH-TGTCxa. For indexing reactions targeting Fragment B, the 

indexers selected were P-TCGCxa and OH-TGTCxa. For indexing reactions 

targeting Fragment C, the indexers selected were P-CTTTxa and OH-GACAxa. For 

indexing reactions targeting Fragment D, the indexers selected were P-AAAGxa and 

OH-CTTAxa. For indexing reactions targeting Fragment E, the indexers selected 

were P-TAAGxa and OH-GACAxa. All ligations were incubated for 1 h at the 

appropriate temperature, and the reaction was halted by denaturation of the ligase at 

65°C for 15 min. Two microlitres of each completed ligation reaction was added to a 

50-pl PCR reaction containing native Taq DNA polymerase and utilizing 40 pmol of a  

indexing primer as the sole common primer. Amplification proceeded for thirty cycles 

under standard indexing PCR conditions.

In the first part of this experiment (FIGURE 2.8A), the ligation fidelity and 

efficiency provided at several incubation temperatures was evaluated for a range of 

DNA digest concentrations with a fixed concentration (40 U) of T4 DNA ligase. 

Incubation temperatures of 16°C or below were found to be permissive for the joining 

of inaccurately base paired cohesive end sequences of indexers and digest fragments 

(or “misligation”) (data not shown). One set of ligations was performed at 25°C using 

large amounts (300 ng) o f FoH-digested pUC19 to ensure indexing and amplification 

of all targeted fragments. At 25°C, misligated fragments were observed for some 

indexer sequences at all DNA concentrations tested, as evidenced by the presence of 

untargeted PCR products in certain indexing reactions (e.g. the presence of high- 

molecular-weight amplification products in PCRs derived from Fragment A ligations 

containing 300 ng, 100 ng. and 10 ng of Fofcl-digested pUC19 DNA). Ligations 

containing high concentrations of digested pUCl9 DNA (5 ng/pl, or 100 ng/ligation) 

generated misligated products in some reactions even at 37°C, a temperature at which 

base pairing o f unligated 4-nt cohesive ends is unstable even for correctly-paired 

sequences. The less forcing conditions found at lower DNA concentrations reduced
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the opportunity for misligations to occur. Indexing reactions performed with 10 ng 

Fo£I-digested pUCl9 (500 pg/(il) at 37°C contained no misligation products, and 

provided the ligation efficiency required to permit efficient amplification of all pUCl9 

target fragments.

To determine the appropriate amounts o f ligase and Fo^I-digested pUC19 DNA 

for target fragment indexing at 37°C, indexing reactions containing 10 ng, 1 ng and 

100 pg of DNA were ligated using 4 U or 40 U of enzyme (FIGURE 2.8B). In general, 

4 U of T4 DNA ligase did not efficiently ligate indexers to target fragments. Even at 

DNA concentrations of 500 pg/|xl, some target fragments were inefficiently indexed 

and misligation products were produced. At 50 ng/pl of DNA, some ligations 

employing 4 U of enzyme failed entirely to generate target products, though for other 

indexing sequence combinations a low level of product was obtained. For reactions 

with DNA concentrations below 50 ng/pl, 4 U of ligase was insufficient to produce 

indexed target fragments for any of the indexer sequences tested (data not shown). For 

indexing reactions performed using 40 U of ligase, efficient ligation of all indexing 

ends tested was demonstrated for DNA concentrations of 500 pg/pl and 50 pg/pl.

Some target fragments were indexed and amplified from ligations containing 5 pg/pl 

(100 pg/ligation) of FoArl-digested pUC19; however, this could not be demonstrated for 

all tested indexing end sequences. From these results, the reaction conditions 

appropriate for use in the development of the pUC19 DNA indexing model system 

were determined to be 50 pg/|il (1 ng/ligation) Fo^I-digested pUC19 DNA, 50 fmol of 

each indexer, and 40 U of T4 DNA ligase in a 20-pl reaction volume, incubated at 

37°C for 1 h with subsequent denaturation of the ligase at 65°C for 15 min. The ability 

o f the P/NoP indexing strategy to eliminate the production of false positives due to 

repeated-end amplification was also successfully demonstrated.

2.3.7 Directionality as a requirement for cycle sequencing of indexed 

template fragments.

The ability to prime DNA synthesis from one end of a DNA template or other 

but not both simultaneously (directionality) is a prerequisite for cycle sequencing of
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amplified indexed fragments. The use of a single common primer to initiate DNA 

synthesis from both ends o f an indexed fragment during amplification eliminates 

directionality in a sequencing reaction. Alternate indexing strategies need to be 

employed to permit sequencing of indexing fragments. Indexed sequencing templates 

may be generated by ligating indexers of different sets (i.e. bearing different core 

sequences) to either end of a target fragment. The use of two priming sequences to 

amplify a target fragment permits directional initiation of DNA synthesis, and allows 

sequencing of an indexed DNA template to proceed from one end of the molecule or 

the other. Consequently, early attempts to provide directionality in indexed template 

amplification focused on the use of two indexer sets, each with a different core 

sequence and common primer. The a  P-indexer set and the yNoP indexer set were 

applied to the double-primer P/NoP indexing of pUCl9 in preparation for cycle 

sequencing of the indexed amplicons. The use of two different priming sequences in 

an indexing reaction produced an artifact characterized as a nontypical form o f primer- 

dimer (PD). This artifact was capable of out-competing the amplification of correctly- 

indexed target fragments. As PD formation in two-primer indexing PCR reactions 

reduced or prohibited target fragment amplification, other strategies bestowing 

directionality upon indexed fragment priming were developed and evaluated.

2 J .8  Generation and description of indexing PD artifact

Primer-dimer in its general form is a non-specific artifact of amplification [115- 

117] generated through template-independent primer interactions that reduce the 

efficiency of target product amplification through competition for nucleotides and 

enzyme [115 ,118, 119]. They are not derived from template DNA and can complicate 

experimental analysis. Archetypical primer-dimer formation is a result of two primers 

used in a PCR reaction sharing some degree of 3’-end complementarity, annealing and 

priming off of one another, and generating a very short PCR product with a specific 

amplification efficiency relative to the reaction’s target amplicon(s). Complementarity 

of just one nucleotide between amplimer 3’-ends can permit the generation of PD 

artifacts [95]. Primer-dimer formation is favoured by such conditions as low annealing
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temperatures, cold starts [116,120], high enzyme and primer concentrations [121], 

multiple primers [122], and primer 3’-end complementarity. Proper selection of primer 

sequences, stringent amplification temperatures, or the use of polymerases inactivated 

with anti-Taq antibodies [117,123, 124] have been demonstrated to reduce the 

occurrence o f this general form of primer-dimer.

An unusual form of primer-dimer was observed in indexing amplification 

reactions involving two primers of unrelated sequence (FIGURE 2.9). The products of 

five indexing reactions corresponding to the double-primer P/NoP indexing of pUC 19 

by fragments of the a  P-indexer set and the y NoP indexer set were ligated and 

amplified following protocols previously demonstrated to efficiently amplify the 

pUC 19 target fragments when a single set of indexers were used. Fragment A was 

indexed with P-GCGAxa and OH-TGTCxy, Fragment B by P-TCGCxa and OH- 

TGTCxy, Fragment C by P-CTTTxa and OH-GACAxy, Fragment D by P-AAAGxa 

and OH-CTTAxy, and Fragment E by P-TAAGxa and OH-GACAxy. All ligations 

contained 1 ng of Fo&I-digested pUC19 DNA and 40 U of T4 DNA ligase, and were 

incubated for 1 h at 37°C. The reaction was halted by denaturation of the ligase at 65 °C 

for 15 min. Two microlitres of each completed ligation reaction was added to a 50-fil 

PCR reaction containing antibody-sequestered Taq DNA polymerase and utilizing 

20 pmol each of the a  and y indexing primers. Following a hot start, amplification 

proceeded for thirty cycles under standard indexing PCR conditions. The specific 

amplification efficiency of the 40-bp PD artifact was so highly competitive that the 

presence of PD in a PCR prevented the amplification of target fragments to levels 

sufficient for visualization on agarose gel (FIGURE 2.9A).

The PCR products generated from indexing reactions using two unrelated 

primers were compared with the PCR products produced using a single primer.

Several sets of indexers with unrelated primer sequences were evaluated against each 

other in all combinations of sequence pairings, and in single-primer indexing 

approaches. Despite the incorporation of preventative measures such as hot starts, 

elevated annealing temperatures and antibody-sequestered Taq DNA polymerase, the
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2036 —  
1636 —
1018 —

PD (40 bp) 
primer (20 nt)

B
5'-GGTACAGCATGCATCGATAG-3'

20-nt y  common primer
5 ' -GGTACAGCATGCATCGATAGTTGTCTTCGCATCCTGTACC-3' 
3 ' -CCATGTCGTACGTAGCTATCAACAGAAGCGTAGGACATGG- 5 '

20-nt a  common primer 
♦3'-AACAGAAGCGTAGGACATGG-5'

^  a  primer
Absence of 3’-overhang

FIGURE 2.9: Production and structure of indexing PD artifact.
A) Fragment A was indexed with P-GCGAxa and OH-TGTCxy; Fragment B by P-TCGCxa 
and OH-TGTCxy; Fragment C by P-CTTTxa and OH-GACAxy; Fragment D by P-AAAGxa and 
OH-CTTAxy; and Fragment E by P-TAAGxa and OH-GACAxy. All ligations contained 1 ng of 
Fo/ri-digested pUCl9 DNA and 40 U of T4 DNA ligase, and were incubated for 1 h at 37* C.
A 2-pl aliquot of each ligation was added to a 50-pi PCR reaction containing antibody- 
sequestered Taq DNA polymerase and 20 pmol each of the a  and y indexing primers. 
Following a hot start, was performed for 30 cycles. The 40-bp PD artifact so effectively out- 
competes amplification of target fragments that its presence reduced target fragment 
amplification below the level required for visualization of a band on an agarose gel.
B) Sequence analysis showed that the indexing PD artifact was a 40 bp fragment composed 
of the 20-nt a  primer sequence juxtaposed with the 20-nt y primer sequence on the opposite 
strand without 3’ overlap of the two primer sequence.
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inhibitory PD artifact was observed in the case of every tested combination of different 

primers irrespective o f an 3’-end complementarity between primer sequences. No PD 

was generated in any single-primer PCR reaction (data not shown).

The PD artifact was isolated, cloned and sequenced (as described in Section 

2.2.9) in the hope that determining its structure might shed light on the mechanism by 

which it was generated, and thus suggest measures by which PD formation might be 

prevented. Sequence analysis showed that the indexing PD artifact was a 40 bp 

fragment composed of the 20-nt a  primer sequence juxtaposed with the 20-nt y primer 

sequence on the opposite strand without 3’-end complementarity or, indeed, without 

any 3’ overlap of the two primer sequences (FIGURE 2.9B). The mechanism by which 

such a construct could be formed by the known activities of Taq DNA polymerase is 

unclear, as is any remedial action which could be taken to prevent its formation. 

Recently, evidence was presented of the ability of two thermostable DNA polymerases 

isolated from bacterial species closely related to Thermus aquaticus to synthesize up to 

200 kb of linear double-stranded DNA in vitro in the complete absence of primer and 

template DNAs [125, 126]. If this capacity for de novo creation of genetic information 

were shared by the related Taq DNA polymerase, a potential mechanism underlying 

the formation of nontypical PD artifacts could be suggested.

The dependency of primer-dimer generation in DNA indexing reactions on the 

presence of two or more non-identical primers in the PCR reaction has also been noted 

by Brownie et al. [122] in their study of PCR primers for multiplex amplification, 

where several pairs o f PCR primers are required simultaneously. Brownie et al. were 

unable to generate primer-dimers either with individual primers alone or with similar 

sequence primers even if they had 3’ complementarity. The same study showed that in 

an analogous PCR, where there was no 3’-complementarity, PDs were still produced. 

In some instances nucleotides were deleted from the 3’ end of one or both primers; in 

others a seemingly random sequence of nucleotides was inserted between the 3’ ends 

of primers; and in others a string of nucleotides derived from one o f the primer 

sequences was inserted between the primers. Despite extensive sequence analysis of
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PD constructs with such an array of unusual characteristics, the authors were unable 

propose a favoured mechanism promoting PD formation.

Other groups employing indexing approaches have reported similar findings in 

instances in which two indexing primer sequences were present in the same PCR.

These groups have evaluated several methods for reduction of primer-dimer, including 

size-selective adsorption to glass beads or other matrices, elution from silica gel 

membranes with guanidine hydrochloride and gel excision, but none of the methods 

evaluated compensates for the reduced efficiency of PCR reactions containing primer- 

dimer [127, 128]. A more efficient approach is to develop an indexing approach that 

sidesteps the formation of the PD artifact entirely, while providing the directionality of 

indexing amplification required to permit cycle sequencing o f indexed target 

fragments. Elimination o f primer-dimer from indexed PCR reactions offers the 

advantage that DNA sequencing templates produced through such an approach may be 

sequenced directly from amplification reactions without requiring further purification. 

When more than one indexed target is amplified in a PCR reaction, the higher target 

amplification efficiencies possible in the absence of PD contamination result in higher 

target concentrations, facilitating recovery of gel-purified fragments. As PD formation 

in two-primer indexing PCR reactions reduced or prohibited target fragment 

amplification, other strategies bestowing directionality upon indexed fragment priming 

were developed and evaluated.

2.3.9 Features of the Bam phosphorylated indexers and BamCC 

nonphosphorylated indexers

The Bam P-indexer set and the BamCC NoP indexer set were employed in the 

final stage o f indexing strategy development using the pUC19 model system (FIGURE 

2.10). The 24-nt Bam indexing strand (FIGURE 2.10A) was 5'-phosphorylated 

following synthesis, and bore a sequence of the general format 

5’-P-NNNNTTGTCTTCGGATCCTGTACC-3’. Any particular Bam indexing strand 

oligo thus bore a phosphorylated informative 5’ 4-nt cohesive end corresponding to 

one o f the 256 tetranucleotide sequences, and the 20-nt Bam-primer-binding sequence
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B am  P h o sp h o ry la te d  In d ex e rs :

24-nt Bam indexer strand
(includes 20-nt Bam  com m on seq u en ce)

4-nt inform ative co h esiv e  er

5 ' -P-NNNNTTGTCTTdGGATCdTGTACC-OH-3' 
3 ' -HO-AACAGAAGjCCTAGG^CATGG-OH-5'

G G B am  N o n p h o sp h o ry la ted  In d ex e rs :
I— 26-nt GGBam indexer strand
I  (C oh esive en d , GG ex ten sion , and  

^  Bam primer-binding seq u en ce)

5 ' -OH-NNNNGGTTGTCTTCGGATCCTGTACC—O H -3'
3 ' -HO-CCAACAGAAGCCTAGGACATGG-OH-5'

[ S ' -AACAGAAGCCTAGGACATGG- 3 '
22-nt BamCC sequencing primer 

20-nt Bam common primer

FIGURE 2.10: Features of the Bam phosphorylated indexer set and the 
BamCC nonphosphorylated compound indexer set.

Sa/nH Trecognition site

20-nt Bam common primer
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( 5’-TTGTCTTCGGATCCTGTACC-3’) common to all indexing strands of the Bam 

indexer set. The Bam primer strand (5’-OH-GGTACAGGATCCGAAGACAA-3’) 

was annealed to each Bam indexing strand to generate a set of double-stranded 

phosphorylated indexers. A feature of the double-stranded core sequence of the Bam 

indexers is the presence of the recognition sequence 5’-GGATCC-3’ for the Type II 

restriction endonuclease BamHl starting at base position 7 from the 5’ end of the Bam 

primer strand. The orientation and positioning of this recognition sequence was 

designed to permit the removal of Bam indexers from target fragments to which they 

had been ligated (or from amplified indexing templates derived from these target 

fragments) by digestion with BamHl.

The BamCC indexers are named for the 2-nt CC extension on the 3’-end o f the 

BamCC sequencing primer. The 26-nt BamCC indexing strand (FIGURE 2.1 OB) 

remained unphosphorylated following synthesis, and bore a sequence of the general 

format 5’-OH-NNNNGGTTGTCTTCGGATCCTGTACC-3’. Any particular BamCC 

indexing strand oligo thus bore a nonphosphorylated informative 5’ 4-nt cohesive end 

corresponding to one of the 256 tetranucleotide sequences, a two-nt GG extension 

(used to provide directionality of template priming for cycle sequencing) inserted 

between the cohesive end and the primer-binding sequence, and the 20-nt Bam-primer- 

binding sequence ( 5’-TTGTCTTCGGATCCTGTACC-3’) common to all indexing 

strands of both the Bam and BamCC indexer sets. The 22-nt BamCC sequencing 

primer strand (5’-OH-GGTACAGGATCCGAAGACAACC-3’) was annealed to each 

BamCC indexing strand to generate a set of double-stranded nonphosphorylated 

indexers with 4-nt cohesive ends.

2.3.10 Use of the Bam and BamCC indexer sets for compound-primer P/NoP

indexing

The Bam and BamCC indexer sets are designed to be used in conjunction with 

each other to target and amplify indexable fragment classes in a manner employing a 

single primer sequence for amplification while enabling subsequent end-specific 

priming of cycle sequencing. The compound-primer P/NoP indexing strategy thus
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incorporates the P/NoP approach preventing the amplification of repeated-end 

fragments, provides the means for directional cycle sequencing o f amplified indexed 

fragments, and simultaneously eliminating PD artifact amplification from indexing 

PCR reactions. In an indexing reaction employing this strategy, one phosphorylated 

standard (Bam) indexer and one nonphosphorylated compound (BamCC) indexer 

bearing the same common-primer-binding region are ligated to the target fragment. 

Amplification proceeds using the single 20-nt common primer, thus avoiding the 

production of primer-dimer. Subsequent to amplification, the target fragment may be 

sequenced from the compound-primer end alone by using the 22-nt CC-extended 

primer specific for the compound primer.

FIGURE 2.11 outlines the process by which the compound-primer P/NoP 

strategy permits amplification of a target fragment using a common primer to the 

exclusion of non-targeted repeated-end fragments, and subsequently enables the 

unidirectional priming of DNA strand elongation for cycle sequencing of the amplified 

indexed template. Fragment A is used as an example. Indexers P-GCGAxBam and 

OH-TGTCxBamCC are added to a ligation reaction containing FoArl-digested pUC19 

DNA and T4 DNA ligase. Accurate joining of indexers to their complementary 

cohesive end sequences permits the ligation of both indexing and primer strands of P- 

GCGAxBam to the TCGC cohesive end of Fragment A. The 5’-phosphate on the 

GACA cohesive end sequence of Fragment A is joined to the 3’-hydroxyl of the primer 

strand of OH-TGTCxBamCC, but ligation of the indexing strand to the target is 

prevented by the lack of a 5’-phosphate on the indexing strand. Ligation of OH- 

TGTCxBamCC to the GACA cohesive end of Fragment B likewise occurs only 

between the target and the primer strand of the indexer. The legitimate religation of the 

TCGC end of Fragment A with Fragment B’s GCGA end sequence to reassemble the 

AB double-fragment occurs uninhibited, and some AB molecules will bear semi

ligated OH-TGTCxBamCC on both ends.

Upon denaturation o f indexed Fragment A during the first cycle of PCR, the 

unligated BamCC indexing strand will dissociate from the target and its Bam-primer- 

binding site will be lost. However, priming of DNA strand elongation from the other
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end of the molecule by a Bam primer binding to its complementary sequence on the 

ligated Bam indexing strand results in the reconstitution of a complete second strand 

bearing an intact Bam-primer-binding site. Thus, although the first cycle of PCR 

results in only linear amplification of the target fragment, amplification during each 

subsequent cycle will be exponential. In contrast, both the (unligated) Bam-primer- 

binding sites dissociate from the AB repeated-end fragment, and amplification fails. 

Therefore Fragment A, the desired indexing target, is the only amplified product in the 

reaction (as the PD artifact is not produced from a single-primer PCR), and is ready for 

use as a sequencing template directly from the amplification reaction. (Amplification 

of the repeated-end CDE triple fragment is prevented in a similar manner in ligations 

containing the OH-GACAxBamCC indexer.)

Cycle sequencing is primed by the BamCC directional sequencing primer. As a 

complete BamCC binding site is only found at one end of the amplified indexed 

fragment, initiation of strand elongation will proceed only from that end. The BamCC 

indexers have a 22 nt core sequence, the first 20 nt of which is common to both the 

Bam and BamCC indexer sets. Nonetheless, the 2 bases at the 3’ end of the BamCC 

core sequence are sufficient to inhibit strand elongation from a BamCC primer that has 

erroneously annealed to the Bam-primer-binding sequence at the opposite end of the 

fragment, due to Taq DNA polymerase's capacity to discriminate against a 3’- 

nucleotide mismatch successfully inhibits strand elongation [129]. Taq DNA 

polymerase is highly specific for template complementarity for primers with GG as the 

3' dinucleotide, providing substantial template discrimination (40- to 100-fold) against 

3’-end mismatches. Longer unique sequences could be used but 2 nt of unique 

3' sequence is sufficient to discriminate between sequencing primer sites.

An additional indexer set, the phosphorylated BamGG set, was designed that 

would allow sequencing to be performed from one end, then the other, of a template 

from the same amplification reaction. In the context of the simple pUC19 model 

system, the Bam/BamCC approach was deemed to be a sufficient demonstration of the 

principle. In order to obtain sequence data in both directions along the fragment, the 

“polarity” of the indexers used in the reaction was reversed. For example, following
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the indexing and amplification of Fragment A by P-GCGAxBam and OH- 

TGTCxBamCC to permit sequencing from the “left” end o f the fragment, Fragment A 

was indexed using OH-GCGAxBamCC and P-TGTCxBam, permitting sequencing 

from the “right” end of the fragment. Even though the use of the repeated-end indexer 

will permit legitimate amplification o f the AB double-fragment, Fragment A can still 

be sequenced directly out of the amplification reaction without “sequence crosstalk” 

with AB, as AB does not carry a BamCC directional sequencing primer-binding site.

2.3.11 Compound-primer P/NoP indexing of FoAI-digested pUC 19 fragments

The compound-primer P/NoP indexing of pUC19 by fragments of the Bam P- 

indexer set and the BamCC NoP indexer set was performed according to protocols 

previously demonstrated to efficiently amplify the pUC19 target fragments when a 

single set of indexers were used. Fragment A was indexed with P-GCGAxBam and 

OH-TGTCxBamCC; Fragment B by P-TCGCxBam and OH-TGTCxBamCC;

Fragment C by P-CTTTxBam and OH-GACAxBamCC; Fragment D by 

P-AAAGxBam and OH-CTTAxBamCC; and Fragment E by P-TAAGxBam and 

OH-GACAxBamCC. All ligations contained 1 ng of Fokl-digested pUC19 DNA and 

40 U of T4 DNA ligase, were incubated for 1 h at 37°C, and halted by denaturation of 

the ligase at 65°C for 15 min. Two microlitres of each completed ligation reaction was 

added to a 50-jj.l PCR reaction containing antibody-sequestered Taq DNA polymerase 

and utilizing 40 pmol o f Bam primer as the sole indexing primer. Following a hot 

start, amplification proceeded for thirty cycles under standard indexing PCR 

conditions. Amplification products were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis 

(FIGURE 2.12).

The effective use of the Bam/BamCC indexing sets to perform compound- 

primer P/NoP indexing was demonstrated. Each of the pUC19 target fragments was 

efficiently indexed and amplified. Indexing reaction protocols were developed that 

provided high ligation fidelity without sacrificing ligation efficiency. No misligation 

products were amplified. The use o f the P/NoP strategy circumvented the 

amplification of repeated-end fragments. The compound-primer strategy permitted the
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FIGURE 2.12: Compound-primer P/NoP indexing of pUC19 fragments.
Fragment A w as indexed with P-GCGAxBam and OH-TGTCxBamCC; Fragment 
B by P-TCGCxBam and OH-TGTCxBamCC; Fragment C by P-CTTTxBam and 
OH-GACAxBamCC; Fragment D by P-AAAGxBam and OH-CTTAxBamCC; and 
Fragment E by P-TAAGxBam and OH-GACAxBamCC. All ligations contained  
1 ng of FoAd-digested pUC19 DNA and 40  U of T4 DNA ligase, w ere incubated 
for 1 h at 37*C, and halted by denaturation of the ligase at 6 5 ’C for 15 min. Two 
microlitres of each  ligation w as added to a  50-m l PCR reaction containing 
antibody-sequestered Taq DNA polym erase and 40  pmol of Bam primer a s  the 
so le  indexing primer. Following a  hot start, amplification proceeded for 30 cycles. 
Amplification products were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
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amplification of target fragments in a form that is directly and directionally 

sequenceable, without the production of PD artifacts.

2.3.12 Indexing of pUC19 Fokl fragments for sequencing template production

Each of the five pUC19 Fokl fragments was indexed and amplified twice using 

the Bam/BamCC compound-primer P/NoP approach. In one set of indexing ligations, 

the BamCC indexer targets and is ligated to the cohesive end sequence at the “left’' end 

of the restriction fragment (i.e. the 5’-end of the fragment if the standard nucleotide 

numbering convention employed in the GenBank single-strand pUC19 sequence is 

used [74]). This imports the BamCC primer-binding sequence onto the left end of the 

target fragment, providing the means for use o f the amplified indexed fragment as a 

template for directional sequencing initiated at the left end of the molecule. In the 

other set of indexing reactions, the BamCC indexer ligates to the cohesive end 

sequence at the “right” end of the target fragment, permitting amplification of a 

sequencing template with the opposite directionality. In addition, Bam indexers were 

used for the P/P indexing o f each pUC19 Fokl fragment, providing specific size 

markers for each of the P/NoP amplicons and highlighting the ability of appropriately- 

selected P/NoP indexers to reduce the contribution of repeated-end fragment class 

amplification to indexing analyses complexity.

Amplification products from these three sets of indexing reactions were 

analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis (FIGURE 2.13). The slight difference in 

length between P/P-indexed fragments and the related fragments indexed using the 

P/NoP approach is due to the two extra base pairs present in the BamCC indexer 

sequence used in P/NoP indexing. The AB repeated-end fragment is amplified from 

ligations targeting either Fragment A or Fragment B which contained the TGTC 

P-indexer. As discussed in Section 2.3.10, even target fragments amplified in the 

legitimate presence of repeated-end fragments, due to the choice o f phosphorylated 

Bam indexer sequence in the ligation, may still be sequenced directly from the PCR 

reaction without crosstalk from the other amplification products present. As the 

repeated-end fragment bears only the Bam-primer-binding sequence at both ends,
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FIGURE 2.13: Indexing of pUC19 Fold fragments for sequencing templste production.
Each pUC19 FoM fragment w as indexed and amplified twice using the compound primer P/NoP approach, 
once with the NoP indexer targeting the "left” cohesive end of the fragment and once with the NoP indexer 
targeting the "right” cohesive end. In addition, each fragment w as indexed and amplified using the P/P 
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gel electrophoresis were performed a s previously described.
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neither end of the molecule contains a BamCC sequencing-primer-binding site. Only 

the target fragment, generated by ligation to both a Bam indexer and to a BamCC 

indexer, is amenable to DNA strand elongation from an accurately base-paired BamCC 

primer during cycle sequencing.

The CDE amplicon, a legitimate indexing target in ligations of Fragments C or 

E containing the GACA P-indexer, is not detected in these amplifications. This may be 

due to the lower specific amplification efficiency of the completely-assembled CDE 

amplicon relative to the smaller amplicons present in the same amplification reactions. 

Due to the lower number of consecutive nucleotide chain elongation events required 

for full extension of the replicating strand of DNA across the primer-binding sequence 

at the opposite end of the template, or possibly due to the effect of %GC differences of 

the fragment sequences between the indexer sequences on dissociation rates during the 

melting and annealing phases of PCR, amplification of the smaller amplicons 

outcompetes that of the large CDE fragment. Alternately, the reaction kinetics 

involved in the assembly of an indexed CDE amplicon during ligation may affect its 

ability to be amplified in a competitive PCR reaction.

Unlike the assembly of a single-fragment indexed amplicon which is the result 

of two independent iterations of two successive second-order reactions (see Section 

2.1.3), a re-ligated CDE fragment with indexers ligated to both ends is assembled only 

following five independent iterations (indexer 1 + Fragment C + Fragment D + 

Fragment E + indexer 2) of two successive sccond-order reactions. In addition, 

Bam/BamCC indexing of pUC19 fragments for the generation of sequencing templates 

took place under much less permissive (and thus less efficient) ligation conditions than 

those employed in indexing experiments in which the CDE amplicon was observed 

(compare FIGURE 2.6). The low rate of CDE amplicon assembly efficiency during 

ligation results in a much lower copy number o f CDE initially present in the 

amplification reaction relative to its competitors. The copy number discrepancy 

between indexed CDE and indexed single-fragment targets exacerbates the effect of 

CDE’s lower amplification efficiency. Both o f these factors may contribute to the
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failure of the CDE triple-fragment to be amplified in a competitive PCR to sufficient 

levels for visualization on an agarose gel.

2.3.13 Amplification of gap-closing B, and Bb sequencing templates from a 

Fokl/S/aNl double restriction digest

For digests of DNA with 50% G/C content, the average size of a Fokl fragment 

is expected to be about 512 bp. On average, the number of Fokl fragments in a 

complex digest (e.g. of a 5 Mb bacterial genome) with a length less than 1250 bp is 

likely to be more than 92.5% of the total number of different fragments in the digest. 

This size range is appropriate for fragment amplification and for direct cycle 

sequencing. The length of a typical sequence read obtained from fluorescently-labeled 

dideoxynucleotide sequencing data analyzed using an Applied Biosystems 377 slab gel 

automated DNA sequencer is about 500 bp [130]. Each of the Fokl restriction 

fragments of pUC19 is easily amplified using indexing primer oligos following ligation 

of indexers to both ends of each fragment. In the cases of Fragments A, C, D and E, 

the resulting indexing amplicons are of a size amenable for cycle sequencing across the 

template in both directions, often obtaining complete template coverage in any one 

direction.

Fragment B (1335 bp prior to ligation of indexers) is of a size that is 

representative o f about 5% of the fragments found in a typical Fokl digest of a 5 Mb 

bacterial genome. Amplification of the indexed Fragment B amplicon is 

straightforward and requires no special measures. However, sequencing of indexed 

Fragment B is problematic due to the length of the template and the resultant distance 

to covered by sequencing initiated from primers at either end of the molecule. Use of 

the BamCC directional sequencing primer from the left side and subsequently the right 

side of Fragment B typically leaves about 300 bp in the middle of the molecule 

uncovered by typical sequence read lengths. While only a small percentage of Fokl 

fragments in a digest will be refractory to full-coverage sequencing, solutions 

facilitating full coverage developed for Fragment B may be applied to real-world 

instances of this challenge to indexing-based sequencing efforts. The inclusion of a
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Fokl fragment presenting challenges mimicking those of real-world systems is a 

characteristic contributing to the utility of the pUC19 model system.

A simple solution to the challenges involved in indexing-based sequencing of 

large templates is the use of a second Type IIS enzyme to subdivide the refractory 

fragment, permitting indexing, amplification and directional sequencing of the 

subfragments. The Type IIS restriction endonuclease S/aNI has a recognition sequence 

(5’-GCATC(N)s/9-3’) that, like Fokl, is expected to occur once every 512 bp on 

average in 50% GC DNA. The cohesive ends generated by cleavage by SfaNl are 

similar to those produced by Fokl: 4-nt 5’ quasi-random cohesive ends that are 

specific for any cleavage location but unpredictable from the enzyme’s recognition 

sequence. The sequence of pUC19 contains 8 SfaNl cleavage sites. Between the two 

Fokl sites that generate Fragment B from intact pUC19, there is a single S/fcrNI site, 

cleaving Fragment B (1335 bp) into two indexable fragments (FIGURE 2.14).

Fragment Ba, derived from the left half of Fragment B, is 573 bp in length and bears 

the cohesive end sequences GCGA (from the left-side Fokl cleavage site) and GATT 

(from S)£rNI cleavage). Fragment Bb, derived from the right half of Fragment B, is 

766 bp long and presents the cohesive end sequences AATC (from Sy&NI cleavage) and 

GACA (generated by Fokl cleavage on the right side o f the fragment). These two 

Fokl/S/aNl fragments are easily indexed directly from a Fokl/SfaNl double restriction 

digest of pUCl9 using the Bam/BamCC indexer sets (FIGURE 2.14). If the S/frNI-cut 

cohesive end of each fragment is targeted by the BamCC indexer in each ligation, the 

amplified indexed fragments may be used as templates for cycle sequencing of the 

central region o f Fragment B previously refractory to sequencing. Using the 

directional sequencing primer BamCC, sequencing proceeds from the middle of the 

unsequenced region outward along both the Ba and Bb templates towards the regions of 

Fragment B sequenceable directly from Fragment B templates, providing overlapping 

coverage and gap closure. This solution has general applicability to Fokl restriction 

fragments of a length refractory to complete sequence coverage from end-initiated 

sequencing alone. Any Fokl fragment of such a length is likely to contain interior 

5/aNI recognition sites that may be used to generate indexable, amplifiable and
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615 bp 804 bp

FIGURE 2.14: Amplification of Ba and Bb sequencing templates from a 
FokUSMNl double restriction digest.

C leavage of FoM -digested pUC19 DNA by SfaNI en d on u clease generates a  
573-bp Fok\/SfaN\ fragment (Ba) and a  766-bp FokUSfaNl fragment (Bb), among
others. Digestion of pUC19 DNA and subsequent analysis of the d igested  
DNA by agarose gel electrophoresis w ere performed a s  described in S ection  
2 .2 .10 . A ligation reaction containing 1 ng FoAd/SfeNI-digested pUC19 DNA and 
indexers P-TCGCxBam and OH-AATNxBamCC w as assem bled  using indexers 
P-TGTCxBam and OH-GATNxBamCC. Ligation, PCR and agarose gel 
electrophoresis w ere performed a s  previously described.
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sequenceable subfragments, providing gap closure. Existing sets of indexers may be 

used to accomplish these tasks.

23.14 Direct cycle sequencing of amplified indexed pUC19 fragments

Two indexed sequencing templates assembled from each pUC19 Fold fragment 

by ligation of Bam/BamCC indexers with opposite sequencing directionality (see 

FIGURE 2.13>, and the two Fokl/S/dNl gap-closing sequencing templates Ba and Bb 

(see FIGURE 2.14) were amplified using PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase and purified as 

described (see Section 2.2.11). Following amplification, cycle sequencing of the 

twelve sequencing templates was performed using a commercial fluorescently-labeled 

dideoxynucleotide cycle sequencing kit. The DNA indexing sequencing primer 

BamCC was used to initiate sequencing only from the end of the indexed fragments to 

which the non-phosphorylated BamCC indexer had been ligated. This unidirectionality 

ensured that the cycle sequencing reactions were not contaminated by simultaneous 

initiation of sequencing from both ends of the indexed template. Multiple iterations of 

amplification, cycle sequencing and data analysis by automated sequencing 

instrumentation were performed in order to provide redundant coverage of sequencing 

templates. Sequence data was assembled and processed using commercial contig 

assembly software.

2.3.15 Alignment of indexing-based directionally-sequenced pUC19 templates 

to an indexing-based restriction map of pUC19 constructed by jigsaw 

assembly

Assembly of restriction-based physical maps of DNAs digested with Type IIS 

and IP endonucleases is simplified by knowledge of the cohesive end sequences of 

each restriction fragment used in map construction. The resolution of the map is 

determined by the average fragment length generated by the restriction endonuclease 

used for mapping, a consequence of the frequency of occurrence of the enzyme’s 

recognition sequence. Fokl endonuclease cleaves DNA every 512 bp on average, and 

may be used to generate high resolution maps of small DNA molecules such as pUC19.
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As the contiguous cohesive end sequences of adjacent fragments must be 

complementary, ordering of fragments along the map may be directly determined by 

matching consecutive complementary-sequence-bearing fragments from the pool of 

known end sequences. This simple approach to physical map construction is referred 

to as jigsaw assembly.

Appropriate selection of restriction enzyme and indexing strategy permits 

subdivision of the DNA to be mapped such that the cohesive end sequence information 

uniquely defines the order of fragments along the physical map, and no additional 

measures are required to determine a unique mapping solution. For instance, a single 

map is expected from FoA;I-based jigsaw mapping of DNAs smaller than 50 kb. For 

larger DNAs, the presence of a particular end sequence on multiple fragments in the 

Type IIS restriction digest may produce multiple putative mapping solutions which can 

be resolved using other techniques (e.g. jigsaw mapping with a second Type IIS 

enzyme, Southern blotting, fluorescent in situ hybridization, etc.). The number of 

possible linkages between duplicated ends, and thus the number of alternative map 

constructions, is severely constrained by the requirement for map closure. Preliminary 

calculations indicate that in a random population o f 100 fragments bearing 4-nt 

cohesive end sequences, 6  to 8  cohesive end sequences are expected to be represented 

more than once. (Some 4-nt cohesive end sequences are palindromic, and are thus 

complementary to themselves. Cleavage at a site that produces these types of ends will 

necessarily generate two fragments bearing the same end sequence on one of each of 

their ends.) Inspection of test cases with 8  duplicated end sequences resulted in 

generation of only two putative mapping solutions per case [131]. In digests in which 

the same cohesive end sequence occurs more than four times, the number of possible 

maps increases factorially. In such cases, each alternate map may be treated as a 

testable hypothesis for map assembly that may be proven or rejected on the basis of 

easily-obtained additional information. Alternately, selection of different mapping 

enzymes or indexing strategies may facilitate the assembly of a unique physical map by 

jigsaw assembly. For instance, indexing-based restriction mapping with Hgal (which 

produces 5-nt cohesive ends and therefore provides a larger number of cohesive end
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sequence classes than Fokl) and therefore greater specificity for jigsaw assembly of 

indexing-based restriction maps by reducing the probability o f duplicated ends.

The sequence data analysis and contiguous sequence (contig) assembly 

software Sequencher v3.0 was used to construct a index map (FIGURE 2.15) and a 

completely sequenced contig (FIGURE 2.16) of the pUC!9 vector. Automated 

sequence data of indexed pUC19 DNA fragments in raw chromatogram form were 

trimmed of indexer sequence and manually edited for obvious miscalled bases. 

Trimmed sequences were compared, matched and aligned by the software's contig 

assembly algorithm into subcontigs corresponding to each o f the indexed pUC19 

fragments used as templates for sequencing. Subcontigs were linked by their cohesive 

end sequences by comparing the subcontigs to the index map to assemble the wholely 

sequenced contig of pUCl9. In this demonstration of DNA indexing concepts, the 

compound-primer strategy was successfully applied to the pUC19 model system in a 

manner that permitted the complete characterization and sequencing of the system.

2.4 DISCUSSION

The pUC19 model system was successfully exploited in the development of 

indexing strategies and appropriate indexing protocols. Model system characteristics 

presenting challenges to indexing approaches mimicking those presented in more 

complex systems were investigated, and indexing strategies developed to meet those 

challenges. The compound-primer strategy was successfully applied to the pUC19 

model system, in a manner that permitted the complete characterization and sequencing 

of the system.

On the basis of these results and the core principles involved in DNA indexing 

approaches, a proposal for a future application of DNA indexing is presented (see 

Section 5.2). A model for the use of multiplex indexing in the identification of Type 

IIS cohesive end sequences is described. The use of indexing sequence tagged sites, 

generated from pairs of indexed S/F fragments centered on Sfil restriction sites, for 

physical mapping of complex genomes is outlined. Finally, an entirely indexing-based 

method for directed mapping and sequencing of prokaryotic genomes is proposed.
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nGURE 2.15: Index map of pUC19 sequencing template coverage.
S e e  text for details.
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C overage of pUC19 seq u en ce  from both directions is indicated in green. 
Redundant coverage obtained by sequencing from a  singel directions is 
indicated in blue checks. S e e  text for other details.
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3 Chapter III: Bacterial Strain and Species Differentiation by 

Indexed Genomic Profiling (IGP)

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The ability to distinguish between similar bacterial species and between 

closely-related bacterial strains is essential for the clinical microbiologist and the 

microbial epidemiologist. The emergence of antibiotic-resistant strains of several 

endemic bacterial species magnifies the importance of effective tools for microbial 

typing for the investigation of infection clusters within hospitals or communities.

Typing methods can be broadly categorized as focusing on either the phenotype or the 

genotype of the isolates under investigation.

Historically, prokaryotes have been classified on a phenotypic basis, 

characterizing bacterial species and strains using such criteria as morphology, 

biochemical or metabolic profile, serotype, or antibiotic susceptibility. While 

phenotypic methods of bacterial typing are typically inexpensive and simple to perform 

in a clinical laboratory setting, in some cases these approaches are incapable to resolve 

closely-related bacterial strains [132]. Some phenotypic typing systems developed for 

classifying clinical isolates of specific species are not generally applicable due to the 

specially adapted reagents employed [133]. Other phenotypic methods are subject to 

the variation associated with studies o f gene expression, resulting in poor 

reproducibility for these approaches [134]. Aggravating this potential for 

irreproducibility is a lack of both standardized methodology and objective standards for 

data evaluation for many applications [135]. To circumvent the deficiencies inherent 

in phenotypic methods of bacterial typing, significant effort has been focused on the 

development of a range of genotypic techniques capable of wide applicability, 

excellent reproducibility and increased discriminatory power [134].

Genotypic approaches to bacterial species and strain typing, based on the 

genetic variation present in the chromosomal DNA of a bacterial species [136], have
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several advantages over traditional phenotypic methods. They are typically more 

broadly applicable to a variety of bacterial species, present higher discriminatory 

power, and are in certain instances more time-efficient [137]. Many approaches to 

bacterial genotyping have been employed in both research and clinical laboratory 

settings. These include restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis 

[50], ribotyping [138], pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) genome analysis [139], 

PCR-based methods such as arbitrarily-primed PCR (AP-PCR) [140, 141] and random 

amplification of polymorphic DNA (RAPD) [141], and amplified-fragment length 

polymorphism (AFLP) [142-144].

The “gold standard” for evaluation of genotypic typing techniques has been 

characterized as a technique providing “optimal typeabiiity, a high degree of 

reproducibility, adequate stability, and unprecedented resolving power” [135]. While 

each molecular approach offers advantages over the various phenotypic methods for 

strain typing, there is also opportunity for improvement. The utility of RFLP analysis 

is highly dependant on appropriate oligonucleotide probe choice, is applicable only to 

strains for which probes have been specifically designed, is subject to inaccuracy due 

to partial digestion or poor resolution, and does not provide unambiguous interpretation 

of results in all cases [134, 145]. Although ribotyping and PFGE have been 

demonstrated to provide adequate discriminatory power for typing various bacterial 

pathogens [135, 146], these methods are time-consuming and may inherently lack 

discriminatory power [147-149]. RAPD analysis and AP-PCR, while appropriate for 

intralaboratory comparisons of microbial clinical isolates prior to stringent objective 

analysis, do not provide the reproducibility necessary for fully descriptive genotyping 

or interlaboratory comparisons [83, 135]. Although the selective amplification of a 

subset of restriction fragments from a genomic digest by AFLP to differentiate 

effectively between closely related strains for a wide range of bacterial species [144, 

149, 150], it does not offer the information density, cost-effectiveness, or the exquisite 

discriminatory power available to an indexing-based approach to bacterial genotyping 

for species and strain discrimination.
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3.1.1 ABSTRACT:

An indexing-based approach to microbial molecular subtyping was developed 

and demonstrated. Existing indexing protocols were adapted for the complexity of 

microbial genome analysis and to provide increased information density in 

experimental data. Initial application of the modified protocols to the molecular 

fingerprinting and differentiation of several E. coli strains was accompanied by 

predictive modeling based on the published genomic DNA sequence of E. coli strain 

MG1655. Indexed genomic profiles were generated from clinical isolates and 

reference strains of several Staphylococcus species. Indexed genomic profiling (IGP) 

provides excellent discriminatory power in the form o f an information-dense molecular 

fingerprint derived by objective sampling of microbial genetic structure. Its specificity, 

widespread applicability, reproducibility, and potential for high-throughput application 

make IGP an attractive method for microbial typing in clinical or research laboratory 

environments.

3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1 Bacterial strains used in IGP investigations

Escherichia coli strains employed in this investigation were purchased as 

lyophilized cultures from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; Rockville

ML). E. coli MG 1655 [F* A. ] (ATCC 47076) is a well-characterized transformation

host strain derived from “wild-type” strain K.12 that does not carry the F plasmid and 

for which the genomic DNA sequence is known [151]. E. coli JM109 [recAl, endAl,

gyr96A, hsdR17, thi, relAl, supE44, A{lac-proAB) (F\ traD36, proAB, /acIqZAM15),

A.*] (ATCC 53323) is a recombination-deficient strain commonly used as a host for site-

directed mutagenesis or expression [74, 152]. E. coli JM110 [dam, dcm, rpsL. thr, leu. 

thi, lacY, galK, galT, ara, tonA, tsx, supE44, A(lac-proAB) (F\ traD36, proAB,

/acIqZAM15) (A.-)] (ATCC 47013) is a methylation-deficient strain that is a derivation
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of strain JM109 [153]. E. coli W3110 [IN(rrnD-rrnE) F' X.'] (ATCC 27325) is a strain

closely related to strain MG 1655 for which the genome sequence has also been 

determined, although genomic sequencing was performed using a methodology 

thought to be more prone to inaccuracies than that used for the sequencing of strain 

MG1655 [151, 154]. The cultures were rehydrated according to the supplier’s 

instructions and cultured using standard laboratory procedures.

The genome of the laboratory standard strain Staphylococcus aureus subsp. 

aureus NCTC 8325-4 (ATCC 12600) is currently being sequenced by the 

Staphylococcus aureus Genome Sequencing Project in the University of Oklahoma’s 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry (Norman, Oklahoma OK). Cultures of 

S. aureus, S. epidermidis 9759 (ATCC 14990) and S. lugdunensis (ATCC 43809) were 

kindly donated by Dr. Anthony Chow (Faculty o f Medicine, University of British 

Columbia). Staphylococcus species were maintained and cultured in accordance with 

standard laboratory practice.

3.2.2 Isolation and purification of bacterial genomic DNA

Genomic DNA was isolated from E. coli and Staphylococcus cultures using a 

Genomic-tip DNA Purification system (QIAgen). Cell lysis and DNA purification 

from E. coli cultures proceeded as outlined by the manufacturer's recommended 

protocol. Staphylococcus cultures were lysed by the addition of 2 mg of lysostaphin 

(Sigma-Aldrich) in addition to the manufacturer’s suggested amounts o f protease and 

lysozyme. DNA purification was then performed in a manner similar to that employed 

with the E. coli DNA purifications.

3.23 Digestion of bacterial DNA with Fokl restriction endonuclease

Restriction digests of bacterial genomic DNAs were performed in a manner 

similar to that employed in the digestion of pUC19 with Fokl restriction endonuclease, 

using I pg of bacterial genomic DNA in each digest.
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3.2.4 Synthesu and annealing of indexing oligonucleotides

The phosphorylated Bam indexing oligos, nonphosphorylated BamCC 

indexing oligo mixes, Bam primers and BamCC primers used in the mapping and 

sequencing of pUC19 were synthesized, annealed and stored in the manner described 

in Section 23.9.

3.2.5 Ligation of indexers to Fo&I-digested bacterial genomic DNA: standard 

conditions

Typical indexing ligation reactions of bacterial genomic DNA contained 10 ng 

of Fo&I-digested bacterial DNA, 50 fmol of the appropriate P-indexer, and 

50 fmol/indexer of the appropriate NoP indexer mix (200 fmol total NoP indexer) per 

ligation. Ligations employing T4 DNA ligase were prepared and performed using the 

ligation buffers, incubation temperatures and incubation times described in Chapter II, 

unless otherwise indicated.

Ligations containing Taq DNA ligase (New England Biolabs) were assembled 

in 20-pl reaction volumes of NEB Taq DNA Ligase Buffer [20 mM Tris-HCl, 25 mM 

C2H3KO2, 10 mM Mg(CH3COO)2, 10 mM DTT, 1 mM NAD, 0.1% Triton X-100, 

pH 7.6 @ 25°C], incubated for 1 h at 42°C, and terminated by cooling the reaction to 

0°C. All other reaction constituents were added in the amounts and concentrations 

specified in the figures.

Ligations containing E. coli DNA ligase (New England Biolabs), 10 ng of 

FoArl-digested E. coli DNA, 50 fmol o f the specified P-indexer and 200 fmol [total 

indexer] of the specified NoP indexer mix, were assembled in 20-fj.l reaction volumes 

of NEB E. coli DNA Ligase Buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCh, 10 mM DTT,

26 mM NAD, 25 ng/pl BSA, pH 7.8 @ 25°C], incubated for the specified length of 

time at 16°C, and terminated by heat denaturation of the ligase.
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3.2.6 Amplification of indexed bacterial genomic DNA fragments by 

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR): standard conditions

Amplification of indexed bacterial genomic DNA fragments with Taq DNA 

polymerase was performed using PCR reagents and conditions previously described for 

the amplification of indexed pUC19 fragments. Amplification of IGP target fragments 

with PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase was performed using reagents and conditions 

previously described for the amplification of indexed pUC19 sequencing tempts.

3.2.7 Agarose gel electrophoresis of amplified indexed bacterial DNA 

fragments on large 64-mix gels

Analysis of indexed bacterial genomic DNA fragments by agarose gel 

electrophoresis was performed in a manner similar to that outlined in Chapter II. 

Photodocumentation on Polaroid film or by digital camera was also performed as 

previously described.

3.2.8 Software development and database construction

The C++ program EcoliDB vl.O (developed by Randy Nonay and Chris 

Dambrowitz) was developed to facilitate manipulation of bacterial genome sequence 

data in preparation for DNA indexing analysis. The complete E. coli genome sequence 

(£. coli subsp. K-12 strain MG 1655 version M52, 4 639 221 bp, GenBank Accession 

#NC000913) was downloaded as an ASCII text file [155]. EcoliDB opened the file 

and searched the sequence for Fokl recognition site motifs in both the 5' and 3' 

direction. For each recognition site identified in the sequence, the program generated a 

set of data entries providing a complete indexing-based description of each predicted 

Fokl restriction fragment in an E. coli DNA digest. The data entries generated by the 

program were saved to a comma-delineated text file that could be manipulated by 

Microsoft Excel 98 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond WA) to create a versatile 

searchable database o f indexable fragments in Fo&I-digested bacterial genomic DNA. 

This database was employed in the design of bacterial indexing investigations and in 

the analysis of experimental results.
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3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.3.1 Distribution of Fokl restriction sites across the E. coli genome

The E. coli genome is composed of 4 639 221 bp with a G/C content of 50.8% 

[151]. Statistical expectations for the frequency of occurrence of a particular 5-bp 

sequence in a genome of this size and %GC content suggest that digestion of E. coli 

chromosomal DNA with Fokl endonuclease would yield roughly 9060 restriction 

fragments averaging 512 bp in length. The complete E. coli genome sequence was 

searched for Fokl recognition motifs using Sequencher v3.0 sequence data analysis 

software. Search results revealed the actual number of Fokl restriction sites in the 

genome to be 10 448, indicating the average size of Fokl fragments generated from 

£. coli chromosomal DNA to be roughly 450 bp. These results suggest that DNA 

indexing approaches based on Fokl restriction fragments provide excellent coverage of 

the E. coli genome for indexed profiling purposes. However, the possibility of 

significant regional bias in Fokl fragment coverage of the genome was not eliminated 

by these preliminary data. Further analysis of the genome sequence indicated that the 

largest Fokl fragment generated from chromosomal DNA (i.e. the largest genomic 

region lacking intervening Fokl recognition motifs) was expected to be 4.5 kb. Taken 

together, these data demonstrated excellent coverage of the £. coli genome by Fokl 

restriction fragments, without any significant regional bias. The uniform accessibility 

to all regions of the genome afforded by Fokl indicated that targeting of restriction 

fragment population subsets by a series of indexer combinations would allow indexing- 

based fingerprinting approaches employing this enzyme to objectively sample a cross- 

section of the entire bacterial genome at high resolution. Fokl endonuclease is 

therefore an appropriate choice of restriction enzyme for profiling of bacterial genomes 

by DNA indexing.
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33.2 Amplification of indexed restriction fragments from FoAI-digested £  

coli chromosomal DNA using pairs of phosphorylated indexers

Suitable ligation and PCR reaction conditions needed to be identified that 

would permit successful amplification of targeted restriction fragments from a DNA 

digest as complex as an entire bacterial genome. In order to establish preliminary 

benchmarks against which subsequent improvements in indexing reaction conditions 

could be evaluated, an initial foray into Fo&I-digested E. coli chromosomal DNA was 

performed with pairs of phosphorylated Bam indexers. The Bam common primer was 

designed with the intention that it could be used to amplify properly-indexed fragments 

from digested E. coli DNA, without generating PCR products directly from E. coli 

DNA itself. The Bam primer sequence (and, therefore, its complementary sequence) is 

not present in E. coli DNA, and predictive modeling indicated that under appropriately- 

stringent PCR conditions no priming of spurious products directly from chromosomal 

DNA sequence was anticipated. Standard PCR reactions containing 100 ng of Fokl- 

digested E. coli DNA and 40 pmol of Bam primer did not generate amplification 

products (data not shown), confirming this prediction.

The E. coli genomic sequence was searched for Fokl fragments targeted by the 

cohesive end sequences of pairwise combinations of Bam P-indexers employed in 

development of the pUC19 model system. The availability of the £. coli genomic 

sequence provided a means to evaluate the accuracy of indexing in the context of a 

complex system. Fragments anticipated on the basis of the sequence data could be 

targeted and their amplification (and that of other, “unanticipated” fragments) could be 

confirmed or denied as a testable hypothesis. Searching the genome sequence for Fokl 

restriction sites generating a particular cohesive end sequence was performed using 

Sequencher v3.0 sequence data analysis software, followed by manual searching for 

adjacent Fokl end sequences and manual cataloging of search results.

From the manual mining of the sequence data for several fragment classes, two 

pairs of Bam P-indexers were selected which targeted specific fragments of known size 

and cohesive end sequence (FIGURE 3.1). More than a single pair of indexers were 

experimentally tested in order to increase the likelihood that at least amplified indexed
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FIGURE 3.1: Amplification of indexed restriction fragments from 
FoM-digested E. co ll chromosomal DNA.
Two pairs of Bam P-indexers were selected  targeting specific fragments of known 
size  and cohesive end seq uence in a  FokI d igest of E. coli chromosomal DNA. 
Ligation of the chromosomal digest with P-GCGAxBam and P-TGTCxBam 
(indexer combination A, identified in red) w as expected  to generate two 
amplifiable fragments, 679  bp and 1611 bp in length. A single 1214-bp PCR 
product w as anticipated for indexing reactions containing P-TCTTxBam and 
P-TCGCxBam (indexer combination B, noted in blue). Ligations employing 40 U 
T4 DNA ligase and containing either 500 ng or 100 ng Fo/d-digested E. coli DNA 
were assem bled in 20-pl reaction volumes. Each indexer combination 
(50 fmol/indexer/ligation) w as ligated to the two different amounts of chromosomal 
DNA at two different temperatures, 25°C and 37°C. Following 60 min of ligation 
at the appropriate temperature, the reactions were terminated, and aliquots 
added to standard indexing amplification reactions. Thirty cycles of standard- 
condition PCR w as performed with Taq DNA polym erase using 40  pmol of Bam 
primer. Amplification reactions were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. 
Columns of black bars marked "MW" represent 123-bp ladder molecular weight 
markers.
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fragments would be generated. However the tedious manual searching approach 

limited the number o f fragment classes which could be efficiently evaluated. Ligation 

of chromosomal digest with P-GCGAxBam and P-TGTCxBam was expected to 

generate two amplifiable fragments, 679 bp and 1611 bp in length. A single 1214-bp 

PCR product was anticipated for indexing reactions containing P-TCTTxBam and 

P-TCGCxBam. (Subsequent analysis of E. coli genome sequence data using DNA 

indexing database software showed that, fortuitously, none o f the four P-indexers used 

in this experiment were specific for the generation of repeated-end fragments.)

Relatively high concentrations of FoArl-digested E. coli DNA (500 ng/ligation 

or 100 ng/ligation) were used in this experiment, in order to increase the probability 

that PCR products were obtained and establish basic benchmark conditions for DNA 

indexing from bacterial DNA. The 100-ng ligations were included to rapidly evaluate 

whether lower amounts of digest DNA might be used, reducing the rate at which 

materials were consumed. Each indexer combination (50 fmol/indexer/ligation) was 

ligated to the two different amounts of chromosomal DNA at two different 

temperatures, 25°C and 37°C. Ligation at 25°C was performed in each case in order to 

provide conditions that favoured the annealing of four-nt cohesive ends, thus 

increasing the probability that PCR products might be generated in this initial bacterial 

indexing attempt. Following 60 min of ligation with T4 DNA ligase, the reactions 

were terminated, and aliquots added to standard indexing amplification reactions.

Thirty cycles of standard-condition PCR was performed with Taq DNA polymerase 

using 40 pmol of Bam primer.

As manual sequence data mining had predicted, indexing of Fo&I-digested 

E. coli DNA with P-GCGAxBam and P-TGTCxBam produced two amplicons, 679 bp 

and 1611 bp respectively. A single 1214-bp indexed product was amplified from 

indexing ligations containing P-TCTTxBam and P-TCGCxBam. Ligation o f indexers 

to 100 ng of chromosomal digest permitted amplification of indexed products in all 

cases, indicating the potential that lower amounts of target DNA might be sufficient.

An incubation temperature of 37°C was not prohibitive for ligation of indexers to target 

fragments, and reduced the level of “background” amplification visible by agarose gel
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analysis. Thus for a range of reaction conditions, the targeted ligation of indexers to 

specific Fokl fragments in a complex bacterial genomic digest allowed successful 

amplification of the indexed target fragments.

3.3.3 Coverage of the E. coli genome with Fokl restriction sites generating 

the cohesive end sequences CGCG and GCGC

In contrast to indexing-based genomic mapping and sequencing efforts, 

molecular subtyping studies for species and strain differentiation do not require the 

complete description of a bacterial chromosome by DNA indexing. Only a small 

subset of the total number of restriction fragments in a chromosomal digest are 

required in order to generate strain-specific patterns of product amplification. Rather 

than a complete survey of every indexable fragment across each fragment class, a set of 

indexing ligations using a single P-indexer against a selection of NoP indexers 

provides sufficient discriminatory power to characterize bacterial strains. For initial 

demonstrations of bacterial genomic profiling by DNA indexing, the palindromic 

cohesive end sequences CGCG and GCGC were typically selected as targets for 

ligation with P-indexers (P-CGCGxBam and P-GCGCxBam, respectively). These 

cohesive end sequences both exhibited several characteristics that made them 

convenient choices for P-indexer targeting in fingerprinting experiments.

As both sequences are palindromic, a Fokl cleavage event that generates either 

CGCG or GCGC as a cohesive end on one end of a restriction fragment necessarily 

generates the identical sequence (again, CGCG or GCGC, respectively) on the 

complementary end of the adjacent Fokl fragment. Assaying a Fokl digest for a 

CGCG “hit” from a particular restriction site will produce two “hits” from the same 

site with the same P-indexer sequence (but presumably in different NoP-indexer 

ligation reactions) corresponding to adjacent fragments. This property makes the 

targeting of palindromic cohesive end sequences useful in indexing-based 

fingerprinting studies by effectively doubling the information content regarding a 

particular genomic region accessed in studies using one of the appropriate indexers.
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The high %GC content of both typically-targeted cohesive end sequences 

offered increased probability that annealing between the indexer cohesive ends and 

those o f the targeted end of the fragment would be sufficiently stable to favour 

P-indexer ligation. (Even in instances in which the GC-rich cohesive end sequence of 

the P-indexer was sufficiently stable as to favour mismatches, ligation fidelity is 

somewhat less critical in a fingerprinting study as compared to a mapping project, for 

example. The ability to generate highly-reproducible amplification product patterns is 

of greater importance in this context. However, while a reduced emphasis on ligation 

fidelity might be acceptable during actual application of indexing-based molecular 

subtyping, for the purposes of this demonstration of bacterial profiling, ligation fidelity 

was considered an essential criterion with which to evaluate indexing performance.)

Finally, it was determined from manual cataloging of Sequencher searches of 

the E. coli sequence data that no repeated-end fragments in FoArl-digested E. coli DNA 

would be generated using indexers targeting CGCG or GCGC cohesive end sequences. 

This prediction was again obtained by searching the genome sequence for Fokl 

restriction sites generating the cohesive end sequences CGCG or GCGC using 

sequence data analysis software, followed by manual cataloging of the cohesive end 

sequences of each of the two Fokl fragments generated at each targeted restriction site. 

These data were used to build a partial profiling map of the E. coli chromosome 

illustrating the predicted coverage of the genome with Fokl restriction sites generating 

CGCG and GCGC cohesive end sequences (FIGURE 3.2). The map demonstrates 

adequate coverage and “sampling” o f genomic regions by either of these two cohesive 

end sequences. Similar levels of uniform genome coverage were identified for other 

cohesive end sequences (data not shown). Generally, then, the cohesive end sequences 

generated by Fo&I digestion in E. coli chromosomal DNA are relatively uniformly 

distributed along the chromosome, providing an appropriate basis for demonstration of 

molecular fingerprinting of the £. coli genome by Fokl endonuclease.
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RGURE 3.2: Coverage of the E. co ll genome with FoM restriction sites generating the cohesive end sequences 
CGCG and GCGC.
A Fok\ cleavage event generating either CGCG or GCGC as a  cohesive end on one end of a restriction fragment 
generates the identical sequence on the complementary end of the adjacent FoM fragment. Searching the genome 
sequence for FoM restriction sites generating the cohesive end sequences CGCG or GCGC using Sequencher v3.0 
sequence data analysis software, followed by manual cataloging of the cohesive end sequences of each of the two FoM 
fragments generated at each targeted restriction site, permitted the assembly of a partial profiling map of the E. coli 
chromosome illustrating the predicted coverage of the genom e with Fok\ restriction sites generating CGCG and GCGC 
cohesive end sequences. FoM restriction sites generating CGCG cohesive ends are identified in blue, while FoM sites 
producing GCGC cohesive ends are identified in red. The map demonstrates adequate coverage and "sampling" of 
genomic regions by either of these two cohesive end sequences alone or in conjuction with one another.
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3J.4  Evaluation of ligation and amplification reaction conditions for

indexing-based profiling of bacterial genomes

3.3.4.1 Rationale for the use o f  pooled NoP indexer mixes in ligation for bacterial

fingerprinting

Searches o f the E. coli genomic DNA sequence had revealed there to be 10 448 

Fo&I restriction sites along the chromosome. Indexing systems based on two indexers 

with 4-nt informative end sequences permit the characterization of 32 896 fragment 

classes. Therefore, at least two-thirds of the fragment classes available in such an 

indexing system, and perhaps as many as 25 000 fragment classes, will be entirely 

unrepresented in a Fokl digest of E. coli DNA. In other words, there is less than a 

l-in-3 chance that any given pair of 4-nt indexers will find a legitimate target in an 

indexing ligation, for bacterial genomes o f comparable complexity. An approach to 

genomic profiling that is based on such an indexing system would clearly be an 

inefficient use of the informative capacity o f DNA indexing.

The use of pools of NoP indexer sequences in ligations of bacterial genomic 

digests offers a more appropriate and efficient method of indexing for profiling 

applications. The pooled NoP indexers, in combination with a single P-indexer, 

effectively assay for a set of fragment classes simultaneously in a single indexing 

reaction. Over the collection of NoP indexer sets, all 256 four-base indexing end 

sequences are represented, thus allowing all fragment classes to be assayed in one- 

fourth the number of indexing reactions. For this demonstration of indexing-based 

bacterial genomic profiling, 64 pools o f 4 BamCC NoP indexers each were assembled. 

Each pool contained NoP indexers presenting the same trinucleotide sequence in the 

first three base positions of their cohesive ends, and then either A, C, G, or T in the 

fourth position. In other words, NoP indexer mixes were of the format XXXN, where 

XXX was a trinucleotide shared by all indexers in the pool, and where N was either A, 

C, G or T. For example, indexer mix 3 contained the indexers OH-AACAxBamCC,
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OH-AACCxBamCC, OH-AACGxBamCC and OH-AACTxBamCC. The use o f NoP 

indexer pools reduced the number of indexing reactions required for full description of 

a genomic profile targeted by a particular P-indexer sequence. In this way the time and 

resources expended in obtaining an informative and discriminatory genomic profile 

were significantly reduced. An additional benefit of the use of 64 NoP indexer mixes 

(or 64-mixes) was the reduced number of oligonucleotide syntheses required to 

assemble a functionally-complete set o f indexers capable of targeting all 256 Fo/rl-type 

cohesive sequences.

Use of pooled sets of indexers has both theoretical and functional consequences 

for indexing systems. Although the 64-mixes retain the ability to target each of the 

256 4-nt cohesive end sequences, the ability to discriminate targeted end sequences is 

reduced to three of the four base positions in each cohesive end. This reduces the 

effective number of fragment classes from the 32 896 classes distinguishable with 

256 P-indexers and 256 NoP indexers to 8224 “64-mix” fragment classes defined by 

256 individual P-indexers and 64 pools of 4 NoP indexers each. For any one “known” 

P-indexer sequence, the number of “unknown” fragment end-classes (targeted by NoP 

indexers) which can be distinguished drops from 256 to 64. This effectively 

quadruples the average number of “hits”, or indexed and amplified fragments, in any 

one lane. While for some applications this would be a waste of indexing’s informative 

capacity and would complicate interpretation of indexing experimental results, use of 

64-mixes is appropriate for bacterial molecular subtyping applications, as two-thirds of 

indexing reactions using individual indexers would otherwise be expected to be 

uninformative.

Functional consequences of the use o f 64-mixes are related to the increase in 

ligation complexity produced by the presence of four times the amount of NoP indexer 

in each ligation reaction. In order to attain a similar level of ligation events per indexer 

sequence in a reaction with five indexer sequences (one P-indexer and four NoP 

indexers) as in a reaction with only two indexer sequences, each NoP indexer in the 

mixed ligation must be present at roughly the same concentration as the single NoP 

indexer in the 2-indexer ligation. As a result, the total NoP indexer concentration in
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the mixed ligation is four times that of the NoP indexer concentration in the 2-indexer 

ligation. The increase in ligation complexity due to the presence of 64-mixes in a 

reaction results in substantially more forcing conditions for ligation. A somewhat 

higher frequency of misligation events may occur for ligations performed in the 

presence of 64-mixes than would be anticipated from ligations employing an individual 

NoP indexer. While reduced misligation rates are critical for many indexing 

applications, in the context of genomic profiling moderate levels of misligation may be 

tolerated, should they occur. As the goal of bacterial profiling experiments is 

essentially to generate a strain-specific pattern o f amplification products that is highly 

reproducible and is differentiable from patterns generated by the same technique from 

the DNA of other bacterial strains or species, the presence o f small numbers of 

reproducible misligated fragments is not disastrous, and may in fact offer a moderate 

level of additional discriminatory power. However, for this demonstration of genomic 

profiling via indexing using the E. coli genome as a test case, the capacity to evaluate 

and optimize indexing strategies and reaction conditions relied on the ability to predict 

and identify particular amplification products. Therefore efforts were made to 

minimize the frequency of misligation events due to ligation complexity.

3.3.4.2 Evaluation o f ligation conditions fo r bacterial profiling I : indexer

concentration, DNA concentration, and ligase concentration; 

comparison ofT4 DNA ligase and Taq DNA ligase

Ligation conditions appropriate for bacterial genomic profiling were anticipated 

to be different than those employed for indexing of the pUC19 model system. The 

contribution to ligation complexity due to the use of 64-mixes was dwarfed by the 

complexity of the target DNA - a mixture o f Fokl restriction fragments representing the 

entire E. coli genome.

The E. coli chromosome is over 1700 times the size o f pUC19 and contains 

over 2000 times the number of Fokl fragments contained by the plasmid used as a 

DNA indexing model system. In other words, the ligation conditions evaluated during 

investigations of the model system were optimized for a DNA digest presenting 0.06%
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the complexity o f Fo&I-digested bacterial genomic DNA. Additionally, some 

percentage of Fokl restriction sites in the E. coli genome were anticipated to generate 

fragments too small or, rarely, too large, to be effectively indexed, amplified in a 

competitive-PCR environment and analyzed by gel electrophoresis (see Section 

3.3.6.2). These non-indexable fragments would nonetheless contribute to ligation 

complexity. Finally, the pattern of amplified products generated from PCR reactions 

each containing indexed fragments belonging to four related fragment classes provides 

an increase in complexity, not of ligation but of interpretation o f data.

In contrast to the simple case of pUC19, the successful production of indexed 

double-fragment amplicons is unlikely in a Type IIS restriction digest as complex as a 

bacterial genome. Religation (or de novo ligation) of two Fokl fragments with 

complementary ends, followed by ligation of a correctly-matched P-indexer to one 

exterior end and a correctly-matched NoP indexer or P-indexer to the other exterior end 

of the double-fragment, is highly unlikely. Given the large number of different 

fragments present in an indexing ligation of E. coli DNA, the probability is extremely 

low that a sufficient number of copies of a particular double-fragment with two 

indexed ends will be generated to allow amplification from a competitive-PCR 

environment. In this case, at least, the complexity of a bacterial genomic digest offers 

a reduced probability of generating an indexing artifact, relative to that of the simple 

pUC19 model system.

Taken together, the numerous factors contributing to complexity in indexing 

reactions featuring NoP indexer mixes and bacterial genomic digests increased the 

probability that reaction conditions, if improperly selected, could be strongly forcing 

for ligation and would generate an undesirable level of misligation events. In order to 

effectively evaluate the characteristics of the indexing system employed in this 

demonstration of bacterial genomic profiling, experimental results needed to be 

correlated with sequence-analysis-based predictions. Consequently, ligation conditions 

which minimized the effect of ligation complexity, and thus simplified interpretation of 

experimental results, were desirable.
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In order to evaluate a range of ligation conditions for their applicability to 

indexed genomic profiling, a set of fragments predicted from manual cataloging of 

genome sequence search results were targeted by indexing ligations and the 

experimental results evaluated by comparison with those predictions (FIGURE 3.3).

As previously mentioned, ligations of /•o&I-digested E. coli DNA containing 

P-CGCGxBam were not expected to generate indexed repeated-end fragments. It was 

now established by the search methodology outlined above that the 

P-CGCGxBam/OH-GCGNxBamCC indexer combination was predicted to target three 

fragments: 1328 bp, 392 bp and 231 bp in length, respectively.

This indexer combination was used for each set of ligation conditions 

evaluated. The evaluated ligation parameters included NoP indexer mix concentration, 

E. coli DNA digest concentration, and ligase concentration. These parameters were 

evaluated for ligation both with T4 DNA ligase and for the prokaryotic enzyme Taq 

DNA ligase.

Ligations were performed in a total volume of 20 pi using the appropriate 

concentrations o f OH-GCGNxBamCC NoP indexer mix, Fofcl-digested E. coli DNA, 

and ligase. Each reaction contained 30 fmol of the P-indexer P-CGCGxBam.

Ligations containing T4 DNA ligase were assembled using commercial T4 DNA 

Ligase Buffer, incubated for 1 h at 37°C, and terminated by heat-denaturation of the 

ligase prior to the aliquoting of 2 pi into a PCR reaction. Ligations containing Taq 

DNA ligase were assembled using commercial Taq DNA Ligase Buffer, incubated for 

1 h at 42°C, and terminated by cooling the reaction to 0°C, at which point a 2-pl 

aliquot was removed for amplification. PCR was performed as previously described 

and the amplification products analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.

To ensure that amplification products were generated in this initial 

demonstration featuring indexed £. coli Fokl fragments targeted by a NoP indexer mix 

and a P-indexer, high concentrations of T4 DNA ligase (400 U/reaction) were added to 

certain ligations. Although most users of T4 DNA ligase routinely employ such 

enormous amounts o f enzyme (for ligating insert DNA into a vector, for example), for 

indexing purposes this amount of ligase is excessive, even in a reaction containing as
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T4 DNA Ligase Taq DNA Ligase

1328 bp

392 bp 

231 bp

Amount OH-GCGNxBamCC (fmol) 200f 50f 200f 50f 200f 50f 200f SOf 200» SOf 200f SOf
1 11 ■■ ■ I -  J l  I I  I. J

Amount FoM-digested E. coli DNA 100 ng 40 ng 10 ng 100 ng 40 ng 10 ng

FIGURE 3.3: Evaluation of ligation conditions for bacterial profiling 1: Indexer concentration, DNA concentration, 
and llgaae concentration; comparison of T4 DNA ligase and Taq DNA ligase.
The P-CGCGxBam/OH-GCGNxBamCC indexer combination w as predicted from manual cataloging of genom e sequence 
search results to target a  set of three fragments 1328 bp, 392 bp and 231 bp in length. This indexer combination was 
used for each set of ligation conditions evaluated.
Ligations were performed in a  total volume of 20 pi using the appropriate concentrations of OH-GCGNxBamCC NoP 
indexer mix, FoM-digested E. coli DNA, and ligase. Each reaction contained 50 fmol of the P-indexer P-CGCGxBam. 
Ligations containing T4 DNA ligase were assembled using commercial T4 DNA Ligase Buffer, incubated for 1 h at 37°C, 
and terminated by heat-denaturation of the ligase prior to the aliquoting of 2 pi into a PCR reaction. Ligations containing 
Taq DNA ligase were assembled using commercial Taq DNA Ligase Buffer, incubated for 1 h at 42°C, and terminated by 
cooling the reaction to 0°C, at which point a 2-pl aliquot was removed for amplification. PCR was performed a s  previously 
described and the amplification products analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. The columns of black bars marked 
NMWN represents 123-bp ladder molecular weight markers. $
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many different potential ligase substrates as a restriction digest of whole genomic 

DNA. In this experiment, ligation reactions employing 40 U of T4 DNA ligase 

exhibited significantly lower levels of “background” amplification products following 

PCR, while those employing 400 U gave rise to enough background amplification to 

completely obscure any legitimate pattern of indexed product amplification in some 

cases.

With so many more fragments in a ligation of Fokl-digested bacterial DNA 

than in a ligation of pUC19 fragments, and with the dramatic increase in the number of 

fragments with a sequence targeted by a NoP indexer of the 64-mix and no sequence 

complementary to the featured P-indexer at the other, it might have been expected that 

a greater amount of each specific NoP indexer would be required to enable 

amplification of an indexed fragment than for a specific NoP indexer in a pUC 19 

ligation. For this reason, certain ligations were performed using a higher concentration 

of each indexer (200 fmol/indexer/reaction, for a total of 800 fmol/reaction total NoP 

indexer). Other ligations included only 50 fmol/indexer/reaction (200 fmol/reaction 

total NoP indexer). Contrary to what might have been expected, 50 fmol of each NoP 

indexer per ligation is sufficient to allow the amplification of indexed fragments from 

an E. coli Fokl digest.

Three different concentrations of chromosomal DNA digest were evaluated in 

this experiment: 100 ng/reaction, 40 ng/reaction, and 10 ng/reaction. Despite the three- 

order-of-magnitude increase in complexity between pUC19 and E. coli indexing 

systems, only a tenfold increase in total digest concentration (i.e. 10 ng/ligation) is 

required in order to amplify indexed Fokl fragments. Effective amplification of each 

of the three predicted target fragments is evident from ligations containing as little as 

10 ng Fofcl-digested E. coli DNA, 50 fmol/ligation of specific NoP indexer (200 fmol 

total), and 40 U of T4 DNA ligase. These ligation conditions, surprisingly similar to 

those used in the development o f the pUC19 model system, generate little background 

amplification due to misligation. (The presence of a specific, reproducible 

amplification product roughly 500 bp in length in this lane is likely a legitimately- 

indexed “unanticipated” fragment, as discussed in Section 3.3.6.2.) In addition, these
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ligation conditions permit efficient use o f indexing resources, reducing the cost of 

performing IGP investigations in a clinical or service-lab setting.

Taq DNA ligase, more accurately known as Thermus thermophilus DNA ligase 

[156], is a thermostable eubacterial NAD+-dependent ligase capable of very high 

fidelity under certain ligation conditions [39]. The enzyme’s nominal optimum 

temperature for ligation efficiency is 45°C [39], a temperature at which 4-nt cohesive 

ends are unable to anneal effectively. The potential for higher ligation fidelity in IGP 

reactions employing Taq DNA ligase was investigated.

To evaluate whether use of Taq DNA ligase was appropriate for IGP 

applications, a set of ligation reactions covering the range of DNA concentrations, NoP 

indexer mix concentrations and ligase concentrations evaluated by T4 DNA ligase was 

prepared. Ligations using Taq DNA ligase were performed at 42°C, in order to 

provide a balance between the enzyme’s optimal activity temperature and the ability of 

four-base cohesive ends to anneal to one another with even minimal stability. The 

incubation time suggested for Taq DNA ligase by the supplier were much longer (12 

hours or more) than that required for efficient ligation with T4 DNA ligase. For 

envisioned applications of IGP studies, such as in clinical or service-lab settings where 

experimental throughput is a consideration, the time required per IGP study is an 

important factor. For this reason, ligation times for Taq DNA ligase were kept to the 

same 1-hr incubation period as used for T4-ligase-based reactions.

To a certain extent, Taq DNA ligase’s reputed capacity for high-fidelity 

ligations was borne out by the results of this investigation. The level of background 

amplification products generated by PCR from 7ag-ligase-based indexing of Fokl- 

digested E. coli fragments was much lower in reactions containing large amounts 

(400 U) o f enzyme than that generated from ligations with similar amounts o f T4 DNA 

ligase (using the same functionally-defined Units for both enzymes). However, at the 

low DNA and indexer concentrations (relative to typical non-indexing molecular 

biology applications) efficiently ligated by the phage enzyme, ten times as much Taq 

DNA ligase (400 U) was required to achieve the same amount of amplifiable indexed 

product. Even at such high concentrations, the pattern of amplification products
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generated by Taq DNA ligase was very similar to that generated by T4 DNA ligase 

(suggesting that at, under indexing ligation conditions, the fidelity of T4 DNA ligase is 

as good or better than that of the eubacterial enzyme). In fact, Taq DNA ligase was not 

capable of efficiently indexing the smallest (231-bp) predicted target fragment at any 

except the highest concentrations of ligase, target DNA and NoP indexer.

From the perspective of presenting IGP studies as an attractive method for 

bacterial fingerprinting for clinical and service labs, a simple cost analysis further 

discriminated against Taq DNA ligase as a candidate ligase for IGP applications. T4 

DNA ligase costs less than 1/40 per unit of enzyme, or 100/ligation (for a 40 U 

ligation). Taq DNA ligase costs 3.250 per unit of enzyme, or $1.30 per 40-U ligation. 

In order to achieve the same ligation efficiency as 40 U of T4 DNA ligase in 1 hour of 

ligation, 400 U of Taq DNA ligase would have been required, bringing the cost of each 

ligation to $13. While it was decided on the basis of these results that Taq DNA ligase 

was not an appropriate choice of enzyme for IGP applications, these data demonstrated 

the potential o f Taq DNA ligase for use as an indexing ligase for certain applications 

(as discussed in Section 4.3.12).

3.3.4.3 Evaluation o f  ligation conditions for bacterial profiling 2: ligation

temperature, ligation time and ligase concentration; comparison ofT4  

DNA ligase and E. coli DNA ligase

In order to further refine the reaction conditions established for IGP ligations 

employing T4 DNA ligase, reaction parameters including incubation temperature, 

incubation time and ligase concentration were evaluated (FIGURE 3.4). Evaluation of 

E. coli DNA ligase for use as a potential indexing enzyme for IGP applications was 

also performed. A pair of ligations was performed with T4 DNA ligase at 37°C for 

1 hr using the standard ligase, target DNA and indexer concentrations established as 

benchmarks in the previous experiment. A second pair of similar ligations was 

incubated for 12 h for comparison both with the benchmark conditions and with 12 h 

incubations using £. coli DNA ligase. (Despite the relative impracticality o f a IGP 

protocol requiring 12-h ligations, efforts were made to discover if E. coli DNA ligase
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E n zy m e_______________T4 DNA_Ligase________________ E. coll DNA Ligase
Incubation temperature 37° C 16° C 16° C

Amount enzvme 40 U 40 U 4 U  40 Ur * — ■ 1 ■■ 11 11
Incubation time i h 12 h  ̂ ^  

BamCC Indexer Mix I  i  I  §  I
t- H H H H

FIGURE 3.4: Evaluation of ligation conditlona for bacterial profiling 2: ligation temperature, ligation time and 
llgaae concentration; comparlaon of T4 DNA llgaae and E. co ll DNA llgaae.
Two sets of fragments were targeted by indexing ligations for evaluation of ligation temperature, ligation time and ligase 
concentration, and for comparison of T4 DNA ligase and £  coli DNA ligase. Manual cataloging of genome sequence search results 
determined that the P-GCGCxBam/OH-TAANxBamCC indexer combination (noted in red) was predicted to target three restriction 
fragments from a Fok\ digest of the £  coli chromosome, generating indexed products of 1263 bp, 560 bp and 322 bp, respectively. 
The P-GCGCxBam/OH-TACNxBamCC indexer combination (noted in blue) was predicted to produce two amplicons of 1832 bp and 
384 bp. Each indexer combination was employed for each set of ligation conditions evaluated with either T4 or £  coli DNA ligase. 
Ligations were performed in a total volume of 20 pi using the appropriate concentrations of the specified ligase in the appropriate 
reaction buffer. Each reaction contained 50 fmol of the P-indexer P-GCGCxBam and 50 fmol/ligation/indexer (200 fmol total indexer) 
of the appropriate NoP indexer mix. Ligations were incubated for the appropriate time at the appropriate temperature, and terminated 
by heat-denaturation of the ligase prior to the aliquoting of 2 pi into a PCR reaction. PCR was performed as previously described and 
the amplification products analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Columns of black bars marked ”MW” represent 1-kb ladder 
molecular weight markers (Gibcx>-BRL).
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would demonstrate potential as an indexing enzyme under any conditions. In fact, in 

ligations incubated for more than 1 h at 37°C, the T4 DNA ligase is likely to be 

inactivated in vitro due to the elevated temperature.) Ligations with varying incubation 

times were performed at 16°C with 40 U o f T4 DNA ligase for comparison with results 

of similar ligations employing E. coli DNA ligase, and to observe the effect o f lowered 

incubation temperature on ligation fidelity for indexing of bacterial genomic DNA 

digests. Similar ligations employing 4 U o f T4 DNA ligase were included to evaluate 

whether efficient ligation of reasonable fidelity, generating low background 

amplification, could be achieved with smaller amounts o f enzyme at lower incubation 

temperatures.

Like Taq DNA ligase, E. coli DNA ligase is a member of the NAD+-dependent 

eubacterial ligase family [34, 157, 158]. As such, it has the reputation of being capable 

of high-fidelity ligation under certain ligation conditions [159]. Unlike Taq DNA 

ligase, however, E. coli ligase is not thermostable and in fact exhibits optimal ligation 

efficiency at 16°C, a temperature at which 4-nt cohesive ends are generally capable of 

effective annealing to one another. The potential for higher ligation fidelity in IGP 

reactions employing E. coli DNA ligase was investigated.

Two sets of fragments were targeted by indexing ligations for evaluation of 

experimental results. As previously discussed, the P-indexer P-GCGCxBam was not 

expected to generate indexed repeated-end fragments from ligations containing Fokl- 

digested E. coli DNA. Manual cataloging of genome sequence search results 

determined that the P-GCGCxBam/OH-TAANxBamCC indexer combination was 

predicted to target three Fold restriction fragments, generating indexed products of 

1263 bp, 560 bp and 322 bp, respectively. The P-GCGCxBam/OH-TACNxBamCC 

indexer combination was predicted to produce two amplicons of 1832 bp and 384 bp. 

Each indexer combination was employed for each set o f ligation conditions evaluated 

with either T4 DNA ligase or E. coli DNA ligase.

Ligations were performed in a total volume of 20 pi using the appropriate 

concentrations of ligase in the appropriate reaction buffer. Each reaction contained 

50 fmol o f the P-indexer P-GCGCxBam and 50 fmol/ligation/indexer (200 fmol total
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indexer) of the appropriate NoP indexer mix. Ligations were incubated for the 

appropriate time at the appropriate temperature, and terminated by heat-denaturation of 

the ligase prior to the aliquoting of 2 fil into a PCR reaction. PCR was performed as 

previously described and the amplification products analyzed by agarose gel 

electrophoresis.

High levels of misligation and background amplification were generated in 

ligations incubated at 16°C with 40 U of T4 DNA ligase. The use of 4 U of enzyme to 

compensate for the lower incubation temperature did not provide sufficient relief from 

misligation to be practical, and demonstrated insufficient ligation efficiency to permit 

amplification of several predicted target fragments. Generally, extended incubation 

times for T4-ligase-based ligations provided little or no increase in the amount of 

amplified product generated from the reaction. None of the reaction conditions 

evaluated demonstrated improved ligation characteristics relative to the benchmark 

conditions for IGP reactions established in the previous experiment.

E. coli DNA ligase was evaluated as a potential indexing enzyme for IGP 

applications largely because incubation at the enzyme’s optimal activity temperature 

(16°C) would provide more suitable conditions for 4-nt cohesive end sequences to 

anneal to one another than those provided at Taq DNA ligase’s incubation temperature 

of 42°C. It was hoped that predicted target fragments refractory to indexing with Taq 

DNA ligase would be indexed with E. coli DNA ligase, and that the reputed ligation 

fidelity of E. coli ligase would provide sufficient specificity to reduce the amount of 

background and misligation otherwise generated at this low an incubation temperature. 

This hypothesis was not borne out by the results of this experiment. As E. coli DNA 

ligase requires 12-h incubation periods in order to achieve an effective level of ligation, 

ample opportunity is provided for numerous misligation events to occur at such low 

temperature in such a complex mixture under such forcing conditions. E. coli DNA 

ligase was rejected as a potential indexing enzyme for IGP applications.

Even if E. coli DNA ligase had demonstrated promise as an indexing enzyme, 

the cost of its use in a clinical or service lab setting would be prohibitive. E. coli DNA 

ligase is more than lOOx more expensive per unit than T4 DNA ligase. T4 DNA ligase
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costs less than 1/40 per unit enzyme, or 100/ligation (for 40 U of enzyme). E. coli 

DNA ligase costs 250 per unit enzyme or $10.00 per 40 Unit ligation. Additionally,

IGP studies employing E. coli DNA ligase would require over three times as long to 

perform, including ligation, PCR and amplification product analysis. This would cut 

sample throughput in half, even by two-thirds if the clinical lab IGP system was 

automated for 24-hour sample throughput.

3J.5 Amplification of IGP ligation reactions

3.3.5.1 Background amplification patterns from ligations predicted to be devoid o f

legitimate indexing targets

The generation of spurious amplification products (or "background") by PCR 

from complex ligation mixtures such as those present IGP reactions was investigated. 

Through manual cataloging of Sequencher search results from the E. coli genomic 

sequence, several combinations of NoP indexer mixes (TAGN, TATN and TCAN) 

with the P-GCGCxBam P-indexer were identified that were not predicted to target any 

fragment in a Fokl digest of E. coli chromosomal DNA. Indexing reactions "targeting" 

these predicted vacant fragment classes were performed in order to observe the 

amplification products generated from such ligations.

As part of the same investigation, several NoP indexer mixes (GTGN, TCTN, 

TGTN, and TTGN) that were predicted to target E. coli restriction fragments when 

used in ligation in combination with P-GCGCxBam were also identified. In this case, 

neither the total number of fragments targeted per ligation, nor each of the targeted 

fragment lengths, was determined. Due to the tedious nature of the manual cataloging 

approach to fragment prediction from the published sequence, determination that a 

particular NoP indexer mix, in combination with P-GCGCxBam, would target at least 

one genomic restriction fragment was sufficient for inclusion of that NoP indexer mix 

in the "targeted fragment" portion of this experiment. [Once software had been 

designed that permitted the assembly of a database of predicted Fokl fragments directly 

from bacterial genomic sequence data, it became possible to easily predict the number
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of fragments targeted by each indexer combination, in addition to the lengths of each of 

those fragments (see Section 3.3.6.1).]

Ligations were performed using the benchmark reaction conditions determined 

for IGP reactions. Specifically, 20-jxl reaction volumes using 50 fmol of 

P-GCGCxBam P-indexer, 50 fmol/indexer (200 fmol total) of the appropriate NoP 

indexer mix, 10 ng Fo&I-digested E. coli DNA, and 40 U of T4 DNA ligase were 

assembled. Ligations were incubated for 1 h at 37°C, and terminated by heat- 

denaturation of the ligase prior to the aliquoting of 2 pi into a PCR reaction. PCR was 

performed using either Taq DNA polymerase or PJuTurbo™ DNA polymerase (see 

below) as previously described and the amplification products analyzed by agarose gel 

electrophoresis (FIGURE 3.5).

Generation of spurious "background" amplification products from ligations 

which did not target "legitimate" Fokl fragments was anticipated for the complex 

fragment mixtures found in IGP ligations. It had been demonstrated that the Bam 

primer sequence alone did not produce amplification products from unindexed £. coli 

DNA. Additionally, no repeated-end fragment bearing the cohesive end sequence 

GCGC were predicted from the genomic sequence. Therefore, any products amplified 

from ligations predicted to be devoid of correctly-targeted fragments were either 

misligation products or fragments generated by aberrant Fokl cleavage (due to 

proximity of adjacent recognition sites). With no legitimate, effectively-indexed 

fragment present in sufficient copy numbers competing for efficient amplification, low 

levels of these background amplicons become targets for the tremendous amplification 

power of PCR.

The pattern of background amplification products generated from ligations 

containing the three "predicted vacant" indexer combinations exhibited a number of 

amplification products common to all reactions, and several amplification products 

specific to particular NoP indexer mixes. The amplification products common to all 

three reactions are specific for all "vacant ligations" employing a particular P-indexer 

sequence. Different P-indexer sequences generated different conserved background 

amplification product patterns from a particular DNA source (data not shown). These
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FIGURE 3.5: Background amplification patterns from llgatlona predicted to be devoid of legitimate Indexing targeta.
A) Manual cataloging of search results from the £  coli genomic sequence identified several combinations of NoP indexer mixes 
(TAGN, TATN and TCAN) with the P-GCGCxBam P-indexer that were predicted to target no fragment in FoM-digested £  coli 
chromosomal DNA. Indexing reactions "targeting" these fragment classes were performed in order to observe the amplification 
products generated from such ligations.
B) Several NoP indexer mixes (GTGN, TCTN, TGTN. and TTGN) predicted to target at least one £  coli restriction fragment when 
used in combination with P-GCGCxBam were also identified by the same search methodology employed in part A).
Ligations for both part A) and B) were performed using the benchmark reaction conditions determined for IGP reactions. Specifically, 
20-pl reaction volumes using 50 fmol of P-GCGCxBam P-indexer, 50 fmol/indexer (200 fmol total) of the appropriate NoP indexer mix, 
10 ng FoM-digested £  coli DNA, and 40 U of T4 DNA ligase were assembled. Ligations were incubated for 1 h at 37°C, and 
terminated by heat-denaturation of the ligase prior to the aliquoting of 2 pi into a PCR reaction. PCR was performed using either 
Taq DNA polymerase or PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase as previously described and the amplification products analyzed by agarose 
gel electrophoresis. Columns of black bars marked "MW" represent 123-bp ladder molecular weight markers.
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P-indexer-specific patterns were the result o f the amplification of specific, 

reproducibly-indexable fragments carrying either a misligated P-indexer at both ends, 

or a correctly-ligated P-indexer at one end and a misligated P-indexer at the other. The 

reaction-specific bands were derived from misligations or unanticipated targets of the 

P-indexer and any of the four NoP indexers present in the 64-mix used in that reaction. 

Despite the fact that all of these bands are unanticipated from the sequence data and 

some are even misligations, they are still useful in a molecular subtyping context as 

they provide an additional level of discriminatory power to IGP studies.

Ligations generating legitimate indexed amplicons from predicted Fokl target 

fragments were amplified without substantial levels of background amplification 

products. In PCRs of these reactions, the targeted amplicons significantly outcompeted 

spurious products for amplification. As a result, neither P-indexer-specific or indexer- 

combination-specific background amplification patterns interfered with indexed target 

amplification, and background was not present at levels which could complicate 

interpretation of IGP results.

3.3.5.2 Comparison o f amplification characteristics o f  Taq DMA polymerase and

PfuTurbo™ DMA polymerase for IGP applications

Parallel PCR reactions containing identical amounts of each ligation o f this 

experiment were assembled using Taq DNA polymerase and PfuTurbo™ DNA 

polymerase in order to compare the level of background amplification generated by 

each enzyme. In PCRs of ligations targeting legitimate indexable fragments,

PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase was observed to generate lower levels of background 

amplification while providing efficient amplification of legitimate amplicons. As a 

result, PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase was selected as the enzyme of choice for IGP 

amplifications.
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3.3.6 Preliminary evaluation of correlation between predicted and detected

indexing target fragments for indexed genomic profiling approaches

3.3.6.1 Software development and database construction

Preliminary attempts to identify predicted target fragments for IGP protocol 

evaluation involved searching the genome sequence for Fokl restriction sites 

generating a particular cohesive end sequence using Sequencher v3.0 sequence data 

analysis software, followed by manual searching for adjacent Fokl end sequences and 

manual cataloging of search results. This approach to fragment prediction for IGP 

method evaluation was tedious, time-consuming and subject to human error. The 

program EcoliDB vl.O was developed to facilitate manipulation of bacterial genome 

sequence data for DNA indexing analysis.

EcoliDB searched a text file containing the entire genome sequence of E. coli 

MG1655 for Fokl recognition site motifs in both the 5' and 3’ direction. For each 

recognition site identified in the sequence, the program generated a set of data entries 

describing the counted number of Fokl cutsites from the start of the genome sequence; 

the base position number of the start of the cutsite; the distance in bases from the 

previous cutsite to the current cutsite; and the sequence of the four-base cohesive end 

generated by cleavage of downstream DNA by Fokl from that recognition site. From 

these data, the program generated a second set of data entries corresponding to 

bacterial genomic fragments generated by Fokl restriction endonuclease: a fragment 

label corresponding to the number of fragments counted from the beginning of the 

sequence; the base position numbers corresponding to either end of the fragment; the 

length of the fragment in bases including the two four-base cohesive ends; and the 

sequences of the indexers required to target the cohesive end sequences at the left end 

and the right end o f the fragment, respectively. The data entries generated by the 

program were saved as comma-delineated text in a second file labeled "cutsites.txt". 

This Excel-readable file was used to create a versatile searchable database of indexable 

fragments in Fo£I-digested bacterial genomic DNA. This database was employed in 

the design of IGP investigations and in the analysis of experimental results.
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3.3.6.2 Use o f  EcoliDB vl.0  to identify predicted indexable FokI  restriction

fragments in E. coli chromosomal DNA

The database was searched to identify the percentage of Fokl fragments 

predicted to be generated from an E. coli chromosomal digest that were likely to be 

amplifiable by DNA indexing. Fragments with lengths falling at either extreme of the 

fragment size distribution for Fokl digests may not be amplifiable by standard indexing 

PCR conditions to product levels sufficient for visualization. In certain applications in 

which a complete description of a Fokl fragment population is necessary, PCR 

conditions and DNA polymerases may be selected to increase the amplification 

efficiency of these indexed products. In the context of genomic profiling, however, 

such measures are usually unnecessary, provided that the number of amplifiable 

indexed target fragments is sufficiently descriptive of the initial target fragment 

population to allow discrimination between amplification product patterns generated 

for different bacterial strains.

As had been previously suggested by manual cataloging of Sequencher search 

results, the database search confirmed that Fokl digestion o f the E. coli genome was 

predicted to generate only a single fragment larger than 4 kb in length (4523 bp). An 

additional 15 predicted fragments between 3 and 4 kb were identified, and 128 Fokl 

fragments were identified in the database as being between 2 and 3 kb in length. 

Amplification of indexed fragments by Taq DNA polymerase under standard indexing 

PCR conditions had been observed experimentally to be difficult for fragment 

amplicons larger than 2.5 kb. This effect was particularly common in competitive 

amplification reactions containing more than a single indexed target fragment. As a 

result, in some cases these large fragments may not be effectively detected during 

standard indexing analysis of a genomic digest. Fifty-three Fokl fragments greater 

than 2.5 kb in length were predicted by the database to be present in Fokl digests o f £. 

coli chromosomal DNA, representing 153 957 bp of genetic information and 

composing 3.3% of the E. coli genome.

As in the case of extremely large restriction fragments, extremely small Fokl 

fragments may be refractory to amplification by DNA indexing. The presence of two
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Fokl recognition sequences within 30 bp of one another may have the consequence that 

only one or the other, but not both sites, will be cleaved by Fokl on a particular DNA 

molecule. This is a consequence of the DNA structural requirements for Fokl 

endonuclease to bind to its recognition motifs and cleave the DNA substrate [76], and 

is dependent on the orientation of the two adjacent motifs with respect to one another. 

Failure of Fokl to cleave at one site results in a restriction fragment that extends 

beyond the cleavage location predicted in the database from the genomic sequence to 

the next Fokl restriction site. As a result, the restriction fragment generated is o f a 

different length and (probably) bears a different cohesive end sequence at its distal end 

than that predicted in the database. The “virtual fragment” predicted in the database is 

not present in an indexing reaction targeting its amplification, and the actual restriction 

fragment is targeted by a combination of indexers for which it is not predicted as an 

amplification product. (These “unanticipated” fragments, not predicted from the 

genome sequence, are nonetheless legitimate indexing targets. Although their 

amplification significantly reduces the level of correlation between target fragment 

predictions in the database and the number of products amplified by a particular 

combination of P-indexer and NoP indexer mixes, they do not detract from the utility 

of DNA indexing for molecular subtyping, as they provide an additional source of 

discriminatory power in IGP studies of various bacterial strains or species.) In 

addition, although fragments greater than 30 bp are expected to cleave in a manner 

predicted by the database, experimental observation has indicated that fragments less 

than 60 bp are not easily indexed, amplified and resolved on agarose gels. Fragments 

less than 60 bp in length were therefore not expected to be reliable targets for indexing 

by the IGP approach. A survey of the database revealed that Fo&I-digested E. coli 

DNA was predicted to include 1272 fragments of 60 bp or less, representing 41 510 bp, 

or less than 1%, of the E. coli genome.

The EcoliDB database was used to predict the anticipated percentage of 

indexable restriction fragments represented in a genomic Fokl restriction digest. The 

53 large fragments identified as potentially resistant to amplification by DNA indexing 

represent 153 957 bp of genetic information, or 3.3% of the E. coli genome. Fokl-
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digested E. coli DNA was predicted to contain 1272 fragments that are 60 bp or less, 

representing 0.9 % of the E. coli genome. Therefore, even if the genetic information in 

very large and very small fragments refractory to indexing were to be discounted, 

genomic profiling by DNA indexing was still expected to provide access to 9123 Fokl 

fragments representing over 95% of the E. coli genome. Such predictive analysis of 

the E. coli genome sequence data was feasible due to the utility of the EcoliDB 

software and database.

3.3.6.3 Preliminary experimental evaluation o f  correlation between predicted and 

detected indexing target fragments

A simple preliminary evaluation of the amplification of targeted Fokl 

restriction fragments predicted in EcoliDB was performed. This provided an 

opportunity to confirm the ability of the database to identify Fokl restriction fragments 

which could be targeted by a particular indexer combination and amplified. Using the 

database, eight NoP indexer mixes were identified that were predicted to target specific 

Fokl fragments in ligations using P-GCGCxBam as the P-indexer. The number and 

indexed length of the fragments targeted by each NoP indexer mix were summarized 

(TABLE 3.1). Database entries were correlated with the genomic region targeted by 

each predicted fragment (Protein-Coding Genes Feature Table, E. coli Genome 

Database, Entrez -  Genome [160]). The ease of access provided by IGF approaches to 

underlying sources of genetic variation demonstrated the potential to design typing 

studies that specifically target chromosomal regions of interest in combination with a 

more generalized fingerprinting strategy.

Eight ligations, each containing P-GCGCxBam and the appropriate NoP 

indexer mix, were assembled. Ligation was performed using the standard IGP 

benchmark ligation conditions, followed by PCR and amplified product analysis by 

agarose gel electrophoresis (FIGURE 3.6). Each of the target fragments predicted for 

each of the eight reactions was accurately indexed and amplified to a level sufficient 

for visualization on an IGP gel. There was significant variation in the amount of each 

predicted amplicon produced, and in all cases the amplification reactions contained a
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TABLE 3.1: Anticipated targeting of E. coli chromosomal FoM fragments by selected indexer combinations.

Fragment# P-indexer NoP Indexer Mix Indexed Size Gene Region Gene Function
5040 GOQC GOCN 416 yehX putative ATP-binding component of a transport system
8349 GOGC GCCN 526 yhjX putative resistance protein
8511 GCGC GOCN 726 mtlD control region for mannitol-1-phosphate dehydrogenase

9984 GOGC GOGN 884 ytfM ORF, hypothetical protein

2465 GCGC GCTN 479 putP major sodlum/proline symporter
9550 GOGC GCTN 797 yjbH ORF, hypothetical protein
9343 GOGC GCTN 1064 katG catalase; hydroperoxkJase HPI(I)

399 GOQC TAAN 322 fhuA outer membrane protein receptor for ferrichrome and colicin M
9696 GOQC TAAN 560 rpIR transcriptional repressor of rplB expression
9983 GOQC TAAN 1263 msrA control region for peptide methionine sulfoxide reductase

2002 GOQC TACN 384 mlpB putative transaldolase
2337 GCGC TACN 1832 b0960 ORF, hypothetical protein

9344 GOGC TCTN 306 yiJE ORF, hypothetical protein

8187 GOGC TGTN 615 prIC oligopeptidase A

5869 GOGC TTGN 466 hyIR putative 2-component regulator, interaction with a  54
10402 GOGC TTGN 592 deoA thymidine phosphorylase
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FIGURE 3.6: Correlation between predicted and detected indexing target 
fragments.
To confirm the ability of the EcoliDB database to identify FoM restriction 
fragm ents which could b e targeted by a  particular indexer combination and 
amplified, the database w as used  to identify eight NoP indexer m ixes w ere 
identified that w ere predicted to target specific Foftl fragm ents in ligations using 
P-GCGCxBam a s  the P-indexer. The number and indexed length of the 
fragm ents targeted by each  NoP indexer mix w ere identified, enabling 
com parison of predicted and observed results.
Eight standard indexing ligations, each  containing P-GCGCxBam and the 
appropriate NoP indexer mix, w ere assem bled. Ligation w as performed using 
the standard IGP benchmark ligation conditions, followed by PCR and amplified 
product analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis. Correctly indexed and amplified 
target fragm ents predicted by the EcoliDB database are denoted with a  red star. 
Columns of black bars marked "MW" represent 123-bp ladder m olecular weight 
markers.
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number of other products of sizes not predicted by the database. Repetition of this 

experiment with ligations containing a second Fokl digest o f independently-purified E. 

coli chromosomal DNA demonstrated the pattern of amplification product generation 

to be highly reproducible both for predicted and “unanticipated” indexed amplicons 

(data not shown). The reproducibility of the amplified product patterns suggests that 

the majority of the unanticipated amplicons are legitimate fragments generated by 

aberrant Fokl digestion patterns as described above, and that any misligation taking 

place is highly specific for particular mismatched cohesive end sequences. In some 

instances these “unanticipated” amplification products were more efficiently amplified 

from the complex IGP ligation mixtures than were the predicted target fragments.

Given the complexity of the targeted DNA digest, and o f the combination of indexers, 

amplification of products other than those specifically predicted by the database was 

not unexpected, and the reproducibility of the pattern was amenable to effective 

exploitation for indexed genomic profiling studies. The successful amplification of 

each target fragment predicted in the database demonstrated the utility of EcoliDB in 

the development of indexing-based molecular subtyping approaches using E. coli as 

the testbed for evaluation of IGP protocols.

3.3.7 Indexed genomic profiling of E. coli K12 strain MG 1655

A genomic profile of E. coli K12 strain MG1655 was generated by indexing a 

Fokl digest of E. coli MG1655 chromosomal DNA with the P-indexer P-GCGCxBam 

and each of the 64 NoP indexer mixes (FIGURE 3.7). The survey of l/256,h of the 

indexing information present in the E. coli genome was performed using standard IGP 

protocols for ligation, PCR and agarose gel electrophoresis. The large number of 

amplified products presented an appropriate information density across the 64 indexing 

ligation and amplification reactions, providing a high number of discrete informative 

reference points contributing to the discriminatory power o f the IGP approach. The 

pattern of amplified indexed products was reproducible for separate E. coli MG 1655 

genomic DNA preparations and Fokl digests (data not shown). O f the 105 indexing 

targets greater than 100 bp in length predicted from the EcoliDB database, 78 were
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FIGURE 3.7: Indexed genomic profiling of £. co ll K12 strain MG1655.
A genom ic profile of E. coli K12 strain M G1655 w as generated by indexing a  Fok\ 
digest of E. coli M G1655 chrom osom al DNA with the P-indexer P-GCGCxBam  
and each  of the 64 NoP indexer m ixes. Standard IGP protocols for ligation, PCR 
and agarose gel electrophoresis w ere em ployed. Colum ns of black bars marked 
"MW” represent 123-bp ladder m olecular weight markers.
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indexed and amplified. Of the 91 fragments greater than 200 bp in length predicted in 

the database, 77 fragments were indexed and amplified, or 85% of the targeted 

fragments predicted by the database for this series of indexer combinations and size 

range. The amplification by DNA indexing of a targeted restriction fragment 

subpopulation, presenting an objective sample of the indexing information content 

present in the genome, provided an information density and level of discriminatory 

power anticipated to be appropriate for high-resolution comparison with closely-related 

bacterial strains by indexed genomic profiling.

3.3.8 Differentiation of E. coli strains by IGP

3.3.8.1 Comparison offour E. coli strains using a small subset o f  IGP reactions

A simple experiment demonstrating the ability o f IGP studies to differentiate 

between related bacterial strains using small numbers of indexer combinations was 

performed. In this experiment a small fraction (1/2056) of the total number o f indexing 

fragment classes were targeted from Fokl digests of the genomic DNA of four E. coli 

laboratory strains: MG 1655, JM109, JM110 and W3110. For each strain, four 

indexing ligations were assembled using the P-indexer P-CGCGxBam and the NoP 

indexer mixes OH-GCANxBamCC, OH-GCCNxBamCC, OH-TAGNxBamCC, and 

OH-TGGNxBamCC. From the EcoliDB indexing database for the E. coli MG1655 

genomic DNA sequence, it was predicted that ligations containing P-CGCGxBam and 

OH-GCANxBamCC would generate an 808-bp amplicon and a 430-bp amplicon from 

strain MG 1655 DNA. Similarly, ligations containing P-indexer and 

OH-GCCNxBamCC were anticipated to target a 1232-bp indexed fragment and a 389- 

bp fragment. Reactions employing P-indexer and OH-TGGNxBamCC were predicted 

to generate two amplicons of 886 bp and 349 bp, respectively. No targets for P-indexer 

and OH-TAGNxBamCC could be predicted from the published genomic DNA 

sequence for E. coli MG1655. Standard IGP protocols for ligation, PCR and agarose 

gel electrophoresis were followed.
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Even such a small subset of indexer combinations as those used in this IGP 

“snapshot” of several laboratory strains of E. coli presented sufficient discriminatory 

power for strain differentiation while demonstrating the significant level of relatedness 

between the genomic restriction fragment populations (FIGURE 3.8). The 430-bp 

amplicon targeted by the cohesive end sequence mixture GCAN was amplified from 

strains MG 1655 and W3110, but was not present in strains JM109 and JM110, while 

the 808-bp amplicon was present in all four strains. Both the 1232-bp and 389-bp 

amplicons predicted for the GCCN NoP indexer mix were present in all four strains.

For the TGGN NoP indexer mix, the predicted 886-bp and 349-bp amplicons were 

targeted in three strains but not in strain JM110. Also, several unanticipated amplicons 

common to DNA digests derived from strains MG 1655 and W3110 were not identified 

in digests of JM109 or JM110. Together with the evidence provided by the indexing in 

all tested strains of a 1.2 kb amplicon for the cohesive end sequence mixture TAGN, 

for which no predicted indexable fragment was identified from the strain MG 165 5 

sequence, these data establish that even unanticipated indexed fragments may be 

reproducibly amplified and effectively utilized to further enhance the discriminatory 

power of indexed genomic profiling. Small subsets of indexing fragment classes are 

sufficient to discriminate among and demonstrate relatedness between similar bacterial 

strains.

3.3.8.2 Indexed genomic profiling o f  three E. coli laboratory strains

Molecular subtyping of three common laboratory strains of E. coli was 

performed by indexed genomic profiling. For each strain, a set of 28 indexing 

reactions employing a single P-indexer (P-AATGxBam) and one NoP indexer mix per 

reaction was assembled. Standard protocols for IGP ligation, PCR and agarose gel 

electrophoresis were followed for this experiment. A characteristic pattern of 

amplification products was observed across the 28 IGF reactions for each strain 

(FIGURE 3.9). Over 160 discrete profile datapoints, each presenting specific fragment 

size and cohesive end sequence information, were useful for discriminating strain 

identity. The ability of indexed genomic profiling to differentiate between closely
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RQURE 3.8: Comparison of four £. co ll strains using a small subset of IGP reactions.
A small fraction (1/2056) of the total number of indexing fragment classes were targeted from FoM digests of the genomic DNA of 
£  coli laboratory strains MG1655, JM109, JM110 and W3110, in order to demonstrate the ability of IGP studies to differentiate 
between related bacterial strains using small numbers of indexer combinations. For each strain, four standard IGP indexing ligations 
were assembled using the P-indexer P-CGCGxBam and the NoP indexer mixes OH-GCANxBamCC, OH-GCCNxBamCC, 
OH-TAGNxBamCC, and OH-TGGNxBamCC. From the EcoliDB indexing database for the £  coli MG1655 genomic DNA sequence, 
it was predicted that ligations containing P-CGCGxBam and OH-GCANxBamCC would generate an 808-bp amplicon and a 430-bp 
amplicon from strain MG1655 DNA (noted in red). Ligations containing P-indexer and OH-GCCNxBamCC were anticipated to target 
a  1232-bp indexed fragment and a 389-bp fragment (noted in blue). Reactions employing P-indexer and OH-TGGNxBamCC were 
predicted to generate two amplicons of 886 bp and 349 bp (noted in green). No targets for P-indexer and OH-TAGNxBamCC could 
be predicted from the published genomic DNA sequence for £  coli MG1655. Standard IGP protocols for ligation, PCR and agarose 
gel electrophoresis were used. Columns of black bars marked "MW” represent Gibco-BRL's 1-kb ladder molecular weight markers.



FIGURE 3.9: Indexed genomic profiling of three E. co ll laboratory strains.
A) Molecular subtyping of three com m on laboratory strains of E. coli was 
performed by indexed genom ic profiling. For each strain, a  se t of 28  indexing 
reactions, each  em ploying a  single P-indexer (P-AATGxBam) and the indicated 
NoP Indexer mix, w as assem bled. Standard protocols for IGP ligation, PCR 
and agarose gel electrophoresis w ere em ployed. Columns of black bars marked 
"MW” represent 123-bp ladder m olecular weight markers.
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FIGURE 3.9: Indexed genomic profiling of three E. co ll laboratory strains.
B) Annotated IGP profile of three E  coti strains highlighting strain profile similarities and 
differences. Selected strain MG1655 profile bands are circled in yellow, strain W3110 profile 
bands are circled in blue, and strain JM110 profile bands are circled in red. Bands common to 
MG1655 and W3110 are noted in green; bands common to MG1655 and JM110 are noted in 
orange; bands common to W3110 and JM110 are noted in purple; and bands common toaSc 
three E. cott strains are noted in white.
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related strains of the same bacterial species was effectively demonstrated.

3.3.8.3 Indexed genomic profiling o f  Staphylococcus reference species and clinical

isolates

Indexed profiles of clinical isolates of S. aureus and S. epidermidis and a 

reference strain of S. lugdunensis were generated employing the protocols for ligation 

and PCR developed for IGP applications using Fokl digests of E. coli genomic DNA. 

For each Staphylococcus species, a set of indexing ligations was assembled containing 

the same combinations of P-indexer and NoP indexer mixes employed for the 

generation of profiles for E. coli strains. Each species presented a profile that was 

highly specific (FIGURE 3.10). This experiment demonstrated that IGP provides a 

simple method of discriminating between related bacterial species present in clinical 

isolates or reference cultures.

Prior determination of genomic sequence data was not necessary for the 

generation of specific Staphylococcus species profiles, presenting information 

regarding fragment size and cohesive end sequence for hundreds of profile datapoints 

across the species profiled. If desired, any informative datapoint could be used to 

provide sequence data regarding the species from which it was generated. Isolation of 

particular amplified products from agarose gel, followed by direct cycle sequencing of 

the indexed fragment using the BamCC directional sequencing primer, would provide 

underlying sequence data for the chromosomal region from which the targeted 

restriction fragment was derived.

3.4 DISCUSSION

3.4.1 Summary of indexed genomic profiling studies

An indexing-based approach to microbial molecular subtyping was developed 

and demonstrated by adapting existing indexing protocols for the complexity of 

microbial genome analysis. The use of pools of NoP indexer sequences in ligations of 

bacterial genomic digests provided an efficient method of indexing for profiling 

applications. Ligation conditions for bacterial profiling were established through the
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FIGURE 3.10: Indexed genom ic profiling of Staphylococcus sp ecies.
Indexed profiles of S. aureus, S. epktormkBs and S. lugdunensis were generated employing the 
protocols for ligation and PCR developed for IGP applications using FoM digests of E. coli 
genomic DNA. For each Staphylococcus species, a set of 28 indexing ligations, each employing 
a single P-indexer (P-AATGxBam) and the indicated NoP indexer mix, was assembled. Standard 
protocols for IGP ligation, PCR and agarose gel electrophoresis were employed. Columns of 
black bars marked "MW" represent 123-bp ladder molecular weight markers.
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evaluation of indexer concentration, DNA concentration, and ligase concentration. Taq 

DNA ligase and E. coli DNA ligase were evaluated as IGP indexing ligases against T4 

DNA ligase. Further development of reaction conditions for IGP ligations employing 

T4 DNA ligase established reaction parameters including incubation temperature, 

incubation time and ligase concentration. Software was developed to facilitate 

manipulation o f bacterial genome sequence data for DNA indexing analysis. Initial 

application of the modified protocols to the molecular fingerprinting and differentiation 

of several E. coli strains was accompanied by predictive modelling based on the 

published genomic DNA sequence of E. coli strain MG1655. The ability of IGP 

studies to differentiate between related bacterial strains using small numbers of indexer 

combinations was demonstrated. Ligations generating legitimate indexed amplicons 

from predicted Fokl target fragments were amplified without substantial levels of 

background amplification products. Molecular subtyping of three common laboratory 

strains of E. coli was performed by indexed genomic profiling using complete sets of 

NoP indexer mixes. Indexed genomic profiles were generated from clinical isolates 

and reference strains of several Staphylococcus species. Prior determination of 

genomic sequence data was not necessary for ine generation of specific Staphylococcus 

species profiles, presenting information regarding fragment size and cohesive end 

sequence for hundreds of profile datapoints across the species profiled. Indexed 

genomic profiling provides excellent discriminatory power in the form of an 

information-dense molecular fingerprint derived by objective sampling of microbial 

genetic structure.

3.4.2 Indexed genomic profiling as a potentially definitive method for 

bacterial genotyping

Indexed genomic profiling is a powerful molecular genotyping technique that 

permits microbial species and strain differentiation through the comparison of 

reproducible discriminatory amplification product patterns generated from indexed 

genomic restriction fragments. The profiles obtained by this approach are the result of 

simultaneous targeting of multiple loci by specific indexer combinations and represent
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an objective sample of the entire genome, rather than a specific set of genes or operons 

as for techniques like ribotyping or RFLP. Relatively small amounts of Type IIS 

endonuclease-digested genomic DNA are required to perform this technique. 

Application of IGP to clinical isolates of uncharacterized strains is not dependent on 

prior knowledge of the underlying DNA sequence. In instances in which the genomic 

sequence, or some interesting portion of it, has been determined, predictive evaluation 

of anticipated IGP results is possible and may provide the option of a more targeted 

experimental design. Its exquisite discriminatory power, widespread applicability, 

excellent reproducibility and information density make IGP a potentially definitive 

genotyping method for bacterial species and strain differentiation.

The discriminatory power of IGP, more so than any other molecular typing 

technique currently available, approaches the ideal of the “gold standard” for bacterial 

species and strain differentiation. Claims for another technique based on the 

amplification of restriction fragment subpopulations from genomic digests, AFLP, 

suggest that the method, based on classic Type II endonuclease cleavage and cohesive 

end sequences, offers a 10- to SO-fold increase in useful data points over RFLP analysis 

[150]. Due to the exploitation o f informative cohesive end sequences by IGP, the 

information-rich data of an indexed genomic profile exceeds the information density of 

AFLP fingerprints by at least two orders of magnitude. IGP analysis provides 

comparable reproducibility with AFLP approaches, while permitting access to a wider 

range of chromosomal locations (all of them, technically) for evidence of genetic 

variability. As a result of the potential for complete access to and description of 

genetic structure, IGP studies may be tailor-made to include the simultaneous targeting 

of specific gene regions of interest within the generalized profile (such as the detection 

of the shiga toxin gene among E. coli strains within a molecular subtyping experiment, 

for example.) AFLP is unable to provide this level o f flexibility. Taken together, these 

factors provide IGP approaches with unprecedented discriminatory power unmatched 

even by AFLP methods. The potential for sequence determination of strain-specific 

amplification products using the BamCC directional primer following gel isolation of 

the fragment of interest adds a further level of discriminatory power to IGP studies of
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uncharacterized clinical isolates. IGP analysis is amenable to automation, actualizing 

the potential for high throughput using this technique. Minor disadvantages in the cost 

and technical skill required to utilize IGP effectively in the context of a clinical 

laboratory may be partially ameliorated by protocol modification, and are outweighed 

by the enhanced discriminatory power and reproducibility provided by the IGP 

technique.

3.4J Potential applications of indexed genomic profiling

3.4.3.I Clinical and epidemiological studies o f  pathogenic Staphylococcus species

and strains

Widespread in nature, the Staphylococci are gram-positive nonmotile cocci that 

may behave as commensals or as pathogens in humans. The opportunistic 

pathogenicity of S. aureus as a source of acute pyogenic infection in humans has been 

well documented. The rise of hospital-acquired (“nosocomial”) infections of 

methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) is of world-wide clinical and epidemiological 

importance [161, 162]. S. epidermidis has emerged as a major pathogen associated 

with infections in patients with implanted foreign devices [163]. S. lugdunensis is also 

a common cause of nosocomial infection, often colonizing catheters or prosthetic 

devices [164]. The development of methods capable of discriminating between 

staphylococcal species, and between pathogenic strains and those capable of 

asymptomatic colonization, is vital for analysis of pathogenesis, virulence gene 

distribution and the epidemiology of antibiotic resistance.

The ability of molecular typing systems to distinguish among epidemiologically 

unrelated isolates is related to the genetic variation seen in the chromosomal DNA of a 

bacterial species and to the level of sensitivity and discrimination of that variation by 

the typing method employed [165]. Recent comparative genomic studies have revealed 

that extensive variation in gene content is exhibited among strains of many important 

pathogenic bacterial species. Among E. coli strains, as many as 25% of genes have 

been reported to be strain-specific [166], while 22% of H. pylori genes were
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demonstrated to be nonessential to basic cellular processes [167]. These data suggest 

that a surprisingly large fraction of the genomes of these human pathogens are devoted 

to contingency functions, suggesting a mechanism for generation and maintenance of 

interstrain genetic variation [168]. The clinical isolates most commonly identified with 

infections thus represent only a small fraction of the many strains that constitute a 

species [169]. Further, this subset may exhibit relatively little internal genetic 

diversity, with the result that discriminating strain specificity among clinical isolates 

can be difficult with current molecular techniques [137].

Epidemiological and clinical studies of methicillin-resistant S. aureus illustrate 

the implications of significant genetic variation within strains of pathogenic bacteria. 

The genetic variation exhibited in staphylococcal species is highly significant, with 

-22% of the S. aureus genome comprised of dispensable genetic material. 18 large 

regions of difference were identified, 10 of which contained genes that encode putative 

virulence factors or proteins mediating antibiotic resistance [169]. Investigations of 

molecular population genetics have shown that relatively few MRSA clones are 

responsible for the majority of infections [169, 170], and that only a limited number of 

strain types can be discriminated by most typing approaches. While phenotypic 

methods are generally incapable o f resolving MRSA isolates except into a few broad 

groups, methods that are sensitive to variation in genome content are capable of 

differentiating endemic from epidemic strains [132].

Indexed genomic profiling is ideally suited for bacterial typing applications of 

this nature. The capacity for objective high-resolution sampling of a large number of 

chromosomal regions simultaneously, coupled with the ability to specifically target 

putative virulence or antibiotic-resistance gene regions, provides the clinical 

microbiologist with a molecular fingerprint with specific information regarding strain 

pathogenicity. Closely-related clones which present different clinical characteristics 

may be resolved by increasing the number of indexing fragment classes surveyed, and 

thus increase the discriminatory power of the specific investigation to the required 

level. Finally, the reproducibility and potential for high-throughput application of IGP
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facilitates interlaboratory comparison and library cataloging of strain-specific IGP 

characteristics.

3.4.3.2 Studies o f  microbial community diversity

The number and diversity of microbial species colonizing a particular 

environment is typically enormous. The complex interactions between the species 

present in a microbial community are o f great scientific interest and, in many cases, 

economic or environmental importance. Microbial communities in soil samples, 

marine sediments, biofilms, and even in dental plaque have been investigated using a 

wide range of culture-based and culture-independent techniques. However, currently 

available analytical techniques are incapable of providing complete information 

regarding the identities of constituent species in microbial communities [171]. Ideal 

methods for microbial community analysis would provide reliable, objective species 

identification permitting high resolution monitoring of community diversity, dynamics 

and stability [172].

Microbial ecologists have traditionally depended on culture-based methods for 

analysis of species diversity and community dynamics. However, the fraction of 

species cultured from microbial communities has been demonstrated to be typically 

less than 1% of the total [173,174]. Although DNA-based analytical techniques avoid 

the bias associated with culturing of bacterial species from complex communities, the 

number and scope of culture-independent methods effective for community analysis is 

still quite limited [175]. The three methods currently in vogue are ribotyping, terminal 

restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP), and RAPD analysis [176]. 

Inadequacies with each of the approaches continue to hamper research efforts to 

describe microbial community structure in a taxonomically precise manner.

The most common culture-independent method currently used to analyze the 

species composition of microbial communities is ribotyping. Two versions o f this 

technique have been employed: the use of rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probes [177] 

and amplified ribosomal DNA restriction analysis (ARDRA) [178]. The 16S rRNA 

targeted by either method may be too highly conserved to discriminate between
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different species with almost identical sequences. The lack of a complete a priori 

description of rRNA diversity may allow probes designed to be specific for particular 

species to hybridize to the rRNA sequences of as yet uncharacterized species, with the 

consequence that those species are misidentified [172]. Probing approaches are not 

easily automated, constraining the number of samples that can be processed with a 

limited set of probes [172]. As ARDRA involves the restriction endonucleolytic 

digestion of PCR-amplified 16S rDNA sequences followed by resolution o f restriction 

fragments by agarose or polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, this method’s main 

limitation lies in the choice of restriction enzymes, critical for optimum product 

resolution [176]. For each microbial community studied, preliminary tests for 

appropriate enzyme choice must be performed, reducing the comparability of results 

between samples [175]. Little information regarding specific ribosomal DNA 

restriction patterns for particular species can be generated by this method [176].

T-RFLP analysis is considered the most powerful technique currently available 

for comparisons o f species diversity in environmental samples [179]. T-RFLP is an 

alternative approach to ARDRA that employs fluorescently-labeled primers for 

detection of terminal fragments o f a digested 16S rDNA amplicons. The variation in 

restriction site location along these amplicons provides a reproducible high-resolution 

fingerprint of community diversity which may compared to rRNA databases for 

comparative sequence analysis [180,181]. The T-RFLP method has been applied to 

the differentiation of microbial communities and the identification of specific 

organisms within communities [182,183], and its usage among microbial ecologists is 

increasing. However, recent studies have demonstrated T-RFLP to be ineffective in 

assessing relative phylotype richness and structure in highly complex soil communities 

[182]. Additionally, substantial levels of variability were observed among replicate 

profiles, raising serious questions regarding the validity of comparisons of microbial 

communities in different environmental samples using this technique [182].

In contrast to typing methods based on ribosomal nucleic acid sequence 

differences between species, fingerprinting of complete microbial communities by 

RAPD analysis compares the overall similarity of community composition [171]. For
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this whole-community approach, which avoids the requirement for specifically- 

designed PCR primers, the overview of community dynamics is disconnected from the 

ability to assay community diversity or to identify the constituent bacterial species. 

However, large numbers of degenerate or random primers are required to obtain 

enough data points for statistical comparison of community profiles. While other 

typing methods can provide information regarding the presence or absence of particular 

strains, no technique currently exists to completely characterize the structure of 

bacterial communities [171].

The potential application of indexed genomic profiling to studies of microbial 

community complexity is interesting to consider. IGP profiles would provide an 

objective sample of all fragments in a particular set of fragment classes from Fokl- 

digested DNA preparations representing all organisms in a microbial community, 

without relying on the genetic variability at a particular set of gene loci for species 

discrimination. The level to which the entire DNA population of the community is 

described may be regulated by the number of indexer combinations used to generate 

the profile. The reproducibility of IGP. the information density of each data point, and 

the potential ease of sequencing isolated indexed fragments o f interest suggest that 

indexed community profiling (ICP) databases could be constructed to permit 

comparative sequence analysis and species identification. Indexing-based approaches 

may permit simultaneous community profiling and constituent species identification. 

Modifications of IGP protocols to employ individual NoP indexers would reduce the 

complexity and increase the interpretability of ICP studies. Use of fluorescently- 

labeled primers would permit ICP analysis using automated DNA sequencers, 

increasing the reproducibility and throughput of the method. Given the sensitivity of 

the new generation of automated DNA sequencing instrumentation, it could be feasible 

to omit the amplification step of IGP, and to ligate sets o f four fluorescently-labeled P- 

indexers (labeled with spectrally-resolvable dyes) directly to Fokl digests of entire 

community DNA preparations, in order to generate quantitative profiles of bacterial 

communities. The potential of indexing as a tool for characterization and monitoring 

of microbial community diversity has yet to be explored.
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4 Chapter IV: Global Gene Expression Profiling of Saccharomyces

cerevisiae by 3’-end cDNA Indexing

4.1 INTRODUCTION

A major focus of recent large-scale biological research efforts has been the 

decoding and analysis of all genetic information present in several eukaryotic and 

numerous prokaryotic genomes. To achieve this goal, a complete view o f a genome’s 

physical structure must be combined with a thorough understanding of the functional 

characteristics inherent to this structure. As the focus of these projects shifts from 

large-scale nucleotide sequencing of chromosomes to comprehensive analysis of the 

functional genomics of these organisms, new techniques for functional analysis have 

been developed. In particular, technologies enabling the study of global gene 

expression profiles have been demonstrated to be powerful tools in the quest to 

discover physiological meaning behind genomic sequence.

The transcriptome, the set of mRNAs expressed by an organism or cell type at a 

given time under given conditions, is a major determinant o f biochemical function and 

phenotype. In contrast to the genome, the transcriptome is dynamic and responsive to 

the program of normal physiological events, to environmental stimuli, and to 

perturbations due to disease processes [73, 184, 185]. Generation and comparison of 

global transcription profiles provide insight into gene function by identifying when, 

where, to what level and in response to what stimuli each particular gene is expressed, 

and may ultimately permit the elucidation of the complete transcriptional regulatory 

circuitry of an organism [186-188]. Several general approaches have been developed 

for the description of complete gene expression profiles, capable of characterizing and 

tracking changes in the transcriptome of the cell type or organism of interest.

Differential display

Differential display [189] has been widely used to compare expression levels 

between cell types or between cells subjected to various environmental cues, for 

relatively small subpopulations of genes [21]. Low-stringency amplification of cDNA
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tags by arbitrary primers, or by an arbitrary primer and a 3’-anchored poly(T) primer, 

generates a fingerprint on polyacrylamide gels, each of which is composed of a 

subpopulation of cDNAs sampled from the original complex mRNA source in a 

primer-dependent manner [190]. Differential display-based methods have several 

technical limitations, including imperfect reproducibility, the inability to efficiently 

survey the entire transcriptome, and poor sensitivity to rare mRNA species [159,191, 

192].

Serial analysis o f  gene expression

Serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) [193] is designed to provide 

quantitative gene expression data for entire transcriptome characterization by 

concatenation, cloning and automated sequencing of short cDNA tags. The power of 

the approach has been demonstrated through studies of a wide range of cell types under 

a variety of physiological and pathological conditions [185, 194, 195]. However, this 

technically complex technique has several intrinsic shortcomings, including the 

requirement of large quantities (I to >5 pg) of mRNA for each experiment; a protocol 

necessitating extensive cloning and large numbers of sequencing runs; incomplete 

transcriptome coverage in a single iteration of the protocol; difficulty in analyzing 

transcripts derived from uncharacterized gene sequences; the generation of internally 

redundant and nonspecific transcript-tag sequences; and a significant level of 

transcriptome profile inaccuracy due to sequencing errors [196-198]. An excellent 

study by Stollberg et al. identified and investigated theoretical and practical sources of 

error in SAGE experiments, and concluded that this method for global gene expression 

analysis significantly under-estimates the number of active genes and the fraction of 

genes expressed at low copy numbers [199].

cDNA microarrays

One of the most technologically advanced and powerful tools for global studies 

of gene expression is the cDNA microarray [188,200,201]. This approach involves 

the synthesis or attachment of nucleic acid sequences on glass slides at very high
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densities, over which fluorescently-labeled RNA or cDNA populations are washed. 

Transcripts are hybridized to complementary sequences following a massively-parallel 

search for a binding partner, and the level (relative or absolute) o f fluorescence at each 

location of the affinity matrix is detected [188]. The power of this approach has been 

clearly demonstrated [194, 202-212]. However, at its present stage o f development, 

even this technology is not without flaws. A non-linear relationship between signal 

strength and the amount of probe present can result in low precision of mRNA 

concentration estimates [213, 214]. More mundane considerations also affect the 

accessibility of microarray technology. Assembly of the microarrays themselves, in 

addition to the significant level of optical signal processing and data analysis software 

required for meaningful interpretation of results, is beyond the technical ability of most 

researchers, resulting in a dependence on commercial providers. As a consequence, 

research using this technique is limited to the analysis of cell types studied by 

economically-signiflcant numbers o f laboratories, except in the case of research groups 

with sufficiently large budgets to contract for custom microarray synthesis [213].

3 '-end cDNA indexing

3’-end cDNA indexing was the first technique capable of describing entire 

mRNA populations for global gene expression studies [159]. Innately less susceptible 

to bias towards high-copy-number mRNAs than differential display, 3’-end cDNA 

indexing is capable of reporting the expression state of mRNA species at very low 

copy number in an mRNA population, which includes the vast majority o f mRNAs 

expressed [159,191]. Technically simpler than SAGE, it can be adapted to facilitate 

either relative or quantitative comparisons of expression level for each transcript 

surveyed [215,216]. It presents an attractive and economical alternative to expression 

analysis by oligonucleotide array, particularly for investigations of global gene 

expression changes in organisms with as-yet-uncharacterized genomes.

To date, most applications o f 3’-end cDNA indexing have focused on the 

differential expression of genes between tissues and through development for the same 

tissue. These studies have included the profiling of gene expression in murine
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cerebellum during development [216-218], comparisons of genes expressed 

differentially in murine duodenum and ileum [219], and identification of genes 

important in X-linked a  thalassemia syndrome and in Alzheimer's disease [220,221]. 

Several variants on 3’-end cDNA indexing concepts have been developed [98, 215,

222, 223], and a thorough evaluation of the ligation fidelity of cDNA indexing methods 

has been reported [223].

In this investigation, protocols for a modified approach to 3’-end cDNA 

indexing were developed. As a demonstration o f the utility of 3’-end cDNA indexing 

for studies of transcriptome dynamics in response to environmental stimuli, these 

modified protocols were applied to the study of global gene expression changes in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

4.1.1 Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a model organism for transcriptomics

Of immense economic importance as common baker’s or brewer’s yeast,

S. cerevisiae is also one of the most important model organisms for scientific 

investigation of fundamental aspects of eukaryotic biology including the cell cycle, 

genome structure and maintenance, and gene regulation and metabolic circuitry. 

Dissection of the biology of this important organism has been facilitated by 

increasingly sophisticated molecular genetic tools. Elucidation of the complete 

genomic sequence of S. cerevisiae [224] has revealed our lack of understanding of 

yeast biology as much as it has increased the breadth of our knowledge regarding this 

organism. Less than half of the 6000 genes identified in S. cerevisiae have been 

“functionally characterized”, and the dynamics o f global gene expression are only 

beginning to be defined [225-227]. Estimates of the complexity of yeast transcriptome 

repertoires derived by several different methods indicate that only 4000-4500 OREs are 

expressed under any given set o f environmental conditions, with 80% of these 

transcript species expressed at low levels (0.1 to 2 transcripts per cell) [195, 226, 228]. 

A major focus in the post-genomic era of yeast research is the characterization of the 

network architecture forming the foundation of the entire regulatory circuitry of 

eukaryotic cells [186,227,229]. Development and application of a range of genomic,
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transcriptomic and proteomic approaches are necessary to achieve this goal. cDNA 

indexing is a technology potentially applicable to studies of gene expression dynamics 

in S. cerevisiae in response to environmental stimuli.

4.1.2 Global gene expression profiling of S. cerevisiae by 3’-end cDNA 

indexing

The modified 3'-end cDNA indexing approach developed in this investigation 

of global gene expression profiles in yeast is outlined in FIGURE 4.1. A set o f 64 

biotinylated indexer mixes is constructed by annealing a biotinylated primer (e.g. 

biotinylated BamCC primer) to each of a  set of 64 nonphosphorylated indexing 

oligonucleotides complementary to all possible 4-base 5'-cohesive ends generated by 

Type IIS restriction enzymes. A complete poly(A)-tailed mRNA population is isolated 

from total cellular RNA obtained from each of several S. cerevisiae cultures grown 

under differing environmental conditions. The mRNA is reverse-transcribed into 

single-stranded cDNA using anchored poIy(T) oligonucleotides to prime cDNA strand 

elongation, and second-strand cDNA is synthesized via RNA replacement (using 

RNAse H, E. coli DNA polymerase I and T4 DNA ligase). The ds-cDNA population, 

representative of the relative abundances o f transcript species present in the initial 

mRNA population, is digested by a Type IIS restriction enzyme (e.g. Fokl). Fokl- 

digested cDNA is aliquoted into 64 ligation reactions, each containing one of the 64 

biotinylated indexer mixes and DNA ligase. cDNA fragments bearing the cohesive 

end sequence complementary to that o f one of the four indexers represented in the 

indexer mix are ligated to the particular indexer bearing that sequence. Biotinylated 

indexed cDNA fragments are captured using streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads, 

washed to remove nonspecifically-bound DNA fragments, and amplified by PCR.

The two primers used to amplify 3’-end cDNA fragments are a (typically 

fluorescently-labeled) indexing primer (e.g. FAM-BamCC primer) acting as the 5' 

amplimer, and a single-base anchored oligo-d(T) primer as the 3' amplimer. In this 

way, a specific set of cDNA restriction fragments will be amplified in each o f the 64
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FIGURE 4.1: Expression profiling of SL cerevisiae by 3'-end cDNA indexing.
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reactions. Only those fragments bearing a poly(A) tail on one end and a Fokl cleavage 

site with the correct cohesive end on the other will be amplified in any particular 

reaction. (cDNA fragments with cohesive ends non-complementary to the particular 

indexer are not biotinylated. Fragments with the complementary cohesive end on both 

ends will not be amplified, due to dissociation of both BamCC primer-binding sites 

found on the non-phosphorylated indexer.)

This series of steps is repeated using other cDNA populations representing 

yeast grown under different environmental conditions or stimuli, using BamCC labeled 

by a different fluorescent dye for each experimental set. The result is several sets o f 64 

indexed and amplified 3’-end cDNA fragment subpopulations. The sample sets are 

pooled and analyzed by automated DNA sequencing instrumentation using 

fluorescence-based detection.

The genomic DNA sequence of S. cerevisiae encodes 6340 potential open 

reading frames (ORFs), 5885 of which are potential or identified protein-encoding 

genes [224]. Database queries identified 4559 ORF sequences giving rise to cDNA 

transcripts from which 3’-terminal Fokl restriction fragments exceeding 100 bp in 

length following indexer ligation and amplification may be generated. (This minimal 

length is easily sized by either agarose gel electrophoresis or by automated DNA 

sequencing instrumentation, and exceeds the size of most background amplification 

artifacts.) This indicates that analysis o f gene expression in S. cerevisiae by 3’-end 

cDNA indexing using Fokl as the indexing restriction endonuclease would allow 

detection and analysis of 77.5% of protein-encoding genes. Similar database queries 

for 3’-terminal S/&N1 restriction fragments identified 4497 potential targets using the 

criteria described above, representing 76.5% coverage of S. cerevisiae ORFs. An 

indexing approach employing both Fokl and 5/aNI, and thus combining the ORF sets 

covered by each enzyme individually, would target 98.75% of the protein-encoding 

genes in fusion yeast. In other words, only 1.25% of yeast genes, or 74 protein- 

encoding ORFs, would not generate indexed 3’-terminal restriction fragments 

exceeding 100 bp in length following digestion of the corresponding ds-cDNA 

transcripts with either of these Type IIS endonucleases and attachment of indexers.
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(For comparison, a survey of all published yeast microarray data to date has found that 

the transcripts of 144 yeast ORFs have never been detected under any experimental 

conditions using cDNA microarray analysis of gene expression [230]. Published gene 

expression studies in S. cerevisiae employing SAGE have only detected sequence tags 

corresponding to a total of 4665 yeast ORFs [195].) Each of the 74 genes refractive to 

3’-end cDNA indexing using Fokl orSfaNl are either effectively targeted using the 

same criteria by the Type IIS restriction enzyme BsmM, or are accessible by including 

indexed 3’-terminal fragments less than 100 bp in length in the analysis. The use o f all 

three indexing endonucleases in this way provides the potential for complete coverage 

of the yeast transcriptome if required. cDNA indexing with any one of these enzymes 

alone is likely to provide an informative transcriptome profile for most experimental 

growth or stimulus conditions.

3’-end cDNA indexing using a single Type IIS endonuclease (for example, 

Fokl) divides the entire cDNA population into 64 non-overlapping subpopulations. If, 

following ligation of indexers, the cDNA in each of the 64 reactions is digested by two 

other Type IIS enzymes (in this case, S/fcrNI and BsmAl) prior to amplification, and if 

this process is repeated for each of the three indexing endonucleases, 192 non

overlapping subpopulations may be characterized. (This approach ensures that a 

cDNA fragment is only amplified if it carries a poly(A) tail at its 3’-end, and if it 

remains ligated to a complementary biotinylated indexer at its 3’-proximal restriction 

site for the case in which the enzyme producing the indexed cleavage site cuts closest, 

of the three enzymes employed in the experiment, to the poly(A) tail on that cDNA 

transcript.) If three discrete amplifications using the individual anchored poly(T) 

primers are used [i.e. poly(T)NA, poly(T)NC and poly(T)NG] in place of a poly(T)-V 

primer mixture, 576 non-overlapping subpopulations are possible. This ability to 

subdivide mRNA populations markedly contrasts with differential display techniques 

in which subpopulations amplified by different sets of primers may theoretically 

overlap, and by which most genes would be displayed more than once when multiple 

sets of primers are used. It is this propensity for redundancy which limits conventional 

differential display techniques to the study of similar cell types - the fingerprinting
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pattern which would be generated by comparison o f distantly related mRNA 

populations would be too complex for adequate analysis. The ability of indexing to 

subdivide mRNA populations also generates greater sensitivity for detection o f rare 

mRNA species, even using conventional PCR.

4.1.3 ABSTRACT:

The purpose of this investigation was to develop modified 3’-end cDNA 

indexing protocols in order to facilitate global gene expression in S. cerevisiae. 

Double-stranded cDNA populations were synthesized from yeast total cellular mRNA 

in preparation for cDNA indexing analysis. The cDNA populations were demonstrated 

to be representative of the mRNA populations from which they were derived. Fokl 

digestion of cDNA populations generated indexable 3’-terminal cDNA fragments 

predicted from ORF sequence data of the S. cerevisiae genome. Indexers were ligated 

to the complementary cohesive end sequences o f targeted FoArl-digested 3’-terminal 

cDNA fragments within a complex cDNA restriction digest. The indexed fragments 

were amplified using an indexing primer and transcript-specific primers. The selective 

capture o f target fragments ligated to biotinylated indexers by streptavidin-coated 

paramagnetic beads was employed to reduce amplification reaction complexity, 

following the determination of stringent wash regimens eliminating nonspecific 

binding of nonbiotinylated cDNA. Using a series of artificial poly(A)-tailed indexable 

constructs, anchored GC-rich poly(T) primers were found to provide improved priming 

efficiency for cDNA population synthesis and for amplification relative to several other 

anchored poly(T) primer conformations. Artificial poly(A)-tailed indexable constructs 

were also used to evaluate the efficiency o f 3’-terminal cDNA fragment amplification 

from templates bound to paramagnetic beads, to determine the amount of particular 

transcript species needed for target amplification following the ligation of NoP 

indexers, and to determine improved PCR cycling parameters. Ligation conditions 

providing high ligation fidelity with Taq DNA ligase were incorporated into the 

modified cDNA indexing protocol set.
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Using the modified cDNA indexing protocols, differential gene expression 

profiles for yeast cultures exposed to various environmental stimuli were identified. 

Expression o f the GAL I transcript was observed in yeast grown in galactose-containing 

medium, while no GAL1 expression was detected in yeast grown in glucose-containing 

medium. Increased expression of the BOP3 transcript was observed in cDNA 

populations derived from pheromone-treated yeast cultures relative to cDNA 

populations derived from untreated cultures. These findings were well-correlated with 

published data obtained by established methods of gene expression analysis. A limited 

survey of gene expression changes in yeast responding to saline shock performed using 

a small number of indexers generated results compatible with published data obtained 

in studies of yeast salt shock response using cDNA microarrays.

Analysis of 3’-end cDNA indexing data by automated fluorescence-based DNA 

sequencing instrumentation revealed the reproducibility of cDNA indexing profiles 

generated from independent parallel indexing ligations targeting individual cDNA 

populations and from distinct cDNA populations derived from parallel yeast cultures 

grown under identical conditions. Distinct indexed gene expression profiles were 

generated from cDNA populations derived from yeast cultures grown in the presence 

of differing environmental stimuli. Differences in the level of amplification of specific 

indexed 3’-terminal cDNA fragments were observed, indicating differences in the level 

o f expression of specific mRNA transcripts between saline-treated and untreated yeast 

cultures. However, 3’-end cDNA indexing data sets were poorly correlated with data 

from published studies of saline shock response in S. cerevisiae. Unanticipated 

fragments were amplified, and certain anticipated indexed 3’-end cDNA fragments 

were not detected in 3’-end cDNA indexing data sets, indicating that refinement of the 

3’-end cDNA indexing technique is necessary for effective application to global gene 

expression profiling in S. cerevisiae.
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4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.2.1 S. cerevisiae strains and growth conditions

S. cerevisiae strain yA06 is a STE12A deletion mutant o f the common 

laboratory strain S. cerevisiae W303 (MATa, leu2, trpl, ura3, ade2, his3, canl) [231].

4.2.1.1 Environmental Condition I: Glucose as a Carbon Source

Colonies of S. cerevisiae W303 or yA06 were grown on yeast extract-peptone- 

dextrose (YPD) agar plates at 30°C for 3 days. For each strain, a single colony was 

used to inoculate 50 ml of liquid YP media containing 2% glucose (YPD liquid media). 

The culture was incubated overnight at 30°C with shaking at 225 rpm.

4.2.1.2 Environmental Condition II: Galactose as a Carbon Source

Colonies of S. cerevisiae W303 were grown on a yeast extract-peptone-dextrose 

(YPD) agar plate at 30°C for 3 days. A single colony was used to inoculate 50 ml of 

liquid YP media containing 2% galactose (YPG liquid media). The culture was 

incubated overnight at 30°C with shaking at 225 rpm.

4.2.1.3 Environmental Condition III: Response o f  Mating Type a Yeast to Mating
Factor a

Colonies of S. cerevisiae W303 or yA06 were grown on yeast extract-peptone- 

dextrose (YPD) agar plates at 30°C for 3 days. For each strain, a single colony was 

used to inoculate 50 ml of liquid YP media containing 2% glucose (YPD liquid media). 

The culture was incubated overnight at 30°C with shaking at 225 rpm. Fifty 

microlitres of a 2 pg/|il solution of S. cerevisiae mating factor a  (yeast pheromone; 

Sigma Aldrich) was added with mixing to the culture, and incubation continued for 

30 minutes.

4.2.1.4 Environmental Condition IV: Response o f  Yeast to High Osmolarity

Colonies of S. cerevisiae W303 were grown on a yeast extract-peptone-dextrose 

(YPD) agar plate at 30°C for 3 days. A single colony was used to inoculate 50 ml of
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liquid YP media containing 2% glucose (YPD liquid media). The culture was 

incubated overnight at 30°C with shaking at 225 rpm. A 5 M NaCl solution was added 

to bring the final salt concentration of the culture to 0.4 M, and incubation continued 

for 15 minutes.

4.2.2 RNA preparation from S. cerevisiae by phenol/freeze method

All plasticware and laboratory materials used in the preparation or handling of 

RNA samples were cleaned thoroughly, treated with diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC), 

and autoclaved. All reagents were either prepared using double-distilled and deionized 

water treated with DEPC, or were DEPC-treated directly.

Cells were harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in 400 pi of AE buffer 

(50 mM NaAc, 10 mM EDTA, pH 5.2), and transferred to a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube. 

Forty microlitres o f 10% SDS were added, and the cells were vortexed. One volume 

(440 pi) of AE-equilibrated phenol was added. Following vortexing and incubation at 

65°C for 4 min, the cells were rapidly chilled by immersing the tube in a dry- 

ice/ethanol bath until phenol crystals were visible within the tube. Centrifugation was 

performed at room temperature for 2  min, and the aqueous phase transferred to a new 

tube. An equal volume (500 pi) of P/C/IAA was added and the aqueous suspension 

was vortexed and centrifuged for 5 min at room temperature. The aqueous phase 

(~450 pi) was again transferred to a fresh tube, where 1/10 volume (45 pi) of 3M NaAc 

(pH 5.2) and 2.5 volumes (1240 pi) o f ethanol were added. The RNA was allowed to 

precipitate overnight at -20°C. Finally, the RNA was pelleted by centrifugation, 

washed with 80% ethanol, allowed to air-dry, and resuspended in 20 pi DEPC-treated 

ddHiO. For each o f the four environmental conditions, the duplicated RNA samples 

were pooled, providing a total working volume of 60 pi for each sample. Three 

microlitres of each sample were removed for RNA quantitation and denaturing agarose 

gel electrophoresis. The remaining 57 pi of each sample were frozen until required. 

One microlitre of each total RNA sample was used to determine RNA concentration by
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UV spectrophotometry. The concentration of total RNA was approximately 10 pg/pl 

in each sample.

The quality of yeast total RNA was analyzed by denaturing agarose gel 

electrophoresis. Five hundred milligrams of agarose were dissolved by boiling in 

42 ml DEPC-treated ddFfcO. The boiled solution was cooled to 60°C, and 5 ml 

lOx MOPS (200 mM MOPS, 50 mM NaAc, 10 mM EDTA, pH 7.0) and 2.6 ml 

formaldehyde were added. The solution was poured into a plastic gel form and 

allowed to solidify. The gel was submerged in lx MOPS in a submarine gel 

electrophoretic apparatus. Five micrograms of each total RNA sample were volume- 

adjusted to 5.5 pi with DEPC-treated ddH2 0 . Five microlitres of formaldehyde 

loading buffer (56% formamide, lx MOPS, 15% glycerol, 15 mM formaldehyde,

4.3 pM bromophenol blue) were added to each sample, which was then vortexed, 

centrifuged briefly and loaded onto the gel. Electrophoresis was performed for 2 h at 

5 V/cm. The gel was carefully removed and placed in a 2 mM EtBr staining solution 

for 20 minutes. The EtBr-stained gel was visualized by UV transillumination and 

documented as previously described.

4.2.3 Isolation of mRNA populations from yeast total RNA

mRNA was isolated from each of the yeast total RNA preparations using the 

MicroPoly(A) oligo-dT cellulose filtration kit (Ambion Inc., Austin TX) with minor 

variations from the manufacturer’s suggested protocol. For each yeast total RNA 

sample from which mRNA was to be isolated, an aliquot containing 400 pg total RNA 

was transferred to an RNAse-free 1.5 ml tube. One-tenth volume of 5 M NaCl was 

added and mixed thoroughly. The volume of the mixture was brought to 1 ml through 

the addition of 910 pi Binding Buffer. The RNA was heated to 65°C for 5 min, and 

then immediately chilled on ice for 1 min. A vial o f oligo-dT cellulose was added and 

mixed by inversion for 1 h at room temperature to suspend the resin in the RNA 

solution.

Centrifugation at 3000x g for 3 min pelleted the oligo-dT resin to which 

poly(A) RNA was bound, and the supernatant was removed. One millilitre o f Binding
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Buffer was added as a wash and the resin resuspended by pipetting up and down. 

Centrifugation and washing were repeated twice using Binding Buffer, then three more 

times using Wash Buffer. Following the final wash, the resin was resuspended in 

400 pi Wash Buffer, and the oligo-dT resin was transferred to a spin column in a 2-ml 

microcentrifuge tube. After centrifugation at 5000xg at room temperature for 10 sec, 

500 pi Wash Buffer were added to the oligo-dT cellulose trapped on the spin column 

filter pad. A total o f three column washes by centrifugation followed. Finally, 100 pi 

Elution Buffer (prewarmed to 65°C) were added to the oligo-dT resin and the column 

spun into a new 2-ml tube at 5000xg for 30 sec. A second 100-pl aliquot of Elution 

Buffer was added and a second elution spin performed, resulting in a total of 200 pi 

eluted mRNA solution for each sample.

The mRNA was precipitated with 20 pi 5M NR»OAc, 2 pi glycogen and 500 pi 

100% ethanol, and was left to precipitate overnight at -20°C. The precipitated mRNA 

was recovered by centrifugation at 12 OOOx g for 30 min at 4°C. The supernatant was 

removed by aspiration, and the pelleted mRNA was resuspended in 10 pi 0.1 M EDTA.

Quantitation of mRNA was performed by the ethidium bromide spot assay.

This simple method of mRNA quantitation, useful for evaluating very small volumes 

of dilute nucleic acid solutions, is capable of detecting less than 5 ng of RNA, and is 

accurate within an error range o f two. RNA concentration standards from which a 

standard curve could be constructed were prepared from Ambion control mouse lung 

mRNA (500 ng/pl). Standards prepared from this stock were diluted to 250 ng/pl,

125 ng/pl, 80 ng/pl, 50 ng/pl, 40 ng/pl, and 25 ng/pl. Equal volumes of each standard 

were mixed with 2 ng/pl EtBr. A control consisting only of 2 ng/pl EtBr was also 

used. In order to conserve the mRNA samples for use in cDNA synthesis, the volumes 

of mRNA samples used were as small as was practical. Half a microlitre of each 

mRNA sample was added to 0.5 pi DEPC-treated ddH^O, and 1 pi o f 2ng/pl EtBr was 

mixed with the sample. Two-microlitre aliquots of the diluted mRNA standards and of 

the yeast mRNA samples were spotted onto Saran Wrap placed on a UV 

transilluminator. The spots were labeled by marking the Saran Wrap adjacent to each
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spot, and a digital image of the standard curve and the experimental samples was 

captured. The intensities of each of the standard spots and each of the sample spots 

were evaluated by plotting signal intensity profiles of the grayscale spot cross-sections 

using NIH Image vl .62. From the results of this assay, the concentrations o f the yeast 

mRNA sample stocks were determined to be approximately 250 - 400 ng/pl.

Control amplifications from yeast mRNA stocks with the ACT1 and STE2 TF 

primer sets (TABLE 4.2) were performed to ensure that no yeast genomic DNA was 

present in the yeast mRNA samples. Twenty nanograms of each mRNA tested was 

added to a Tag DNA polymerase amplification reaction containing 20 pmol of the 

appropriate TF forward primer and 20 pmol of the matched TF reverse primer. 

Amplifications proceeded for 30 cycles using standard indexing PCR parameters. 

Controls were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.

4.2.4 cDNA synthesis: first-iteration protocol

4.2.4.1 First strand cDNA synthesis by RETROscript method using anchored
poly(T) i6- V primers

Early preparations of cDNA populations from yeast mRNA populations 

employed a first-strand cDNA synthesis protocol based on the RETROscript Reverse 

Transcription Kit (Ambion) and priming first-strand synthesis with anchored 

poly(T)i6-V or anchored poly(T)3s-V oligonucleotides (where V is a equimolar mix of 

A, C and G). In addition to the experimental yeast mRNA stocks, first-strand cDNA 

synthesis was also performed on control mouse lung mRNA (Ambion) and control 

mouse liver total RNA (Ambion) placed directly into the RETROscript reactions 

without poly(A) RNA purification. These additional mRNA sources were used as 

controls and as expendable diagnostic stocks for cDNA quality evaluation.

Each first-strand synthesis reaction contained between 1.5 and 2 |ig mRNA,

40 pmol anchored poly(T)i6-V primer or anchored poly(T)35-V primer, and 10 nmol 

dNTPs in a volume of 16 |il. The reaction contents were mixed, centrifuged briefly, 

and heated to 80°C for 3 min and placed on ice. Alternate First-strand Buffer (lOx:
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750 mM KC1, 30 mM MgCl2, 50 mM DTT, 500 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3), 10 U placental 

RNAse inhibitor, and 100 U Moloney-Murine Leukemia Virus Reverse Transcriptase 

(MMLV RT) were added for a total reaction volume of 20 ill. The reactions were 

mixed and incubated at 42°C for 1 h. A 10-min incubation at 92°C was used to 

denature the reverse transcriptase. The reactions were stored at -20°C until required 

for control amplification or for continuation with second strand cDNA synthesis.

Controls were in general performed as suggested by the manufacturer.

Additional positive controls utilized included amplification by the kit’s control primer 

set of the transcript of the murine “housekeeping” gene rig/S15 from mouse lung first- 

strand cDNA and from mouse liver first-strand cDNA synthesized from the poly(A) 

fraction of unpurified total RNA.

4.2.4.2 Second strand cDNA synthesis by modified Klenow method

Early preparations of cDNA populations from yeast first-strand cDNA 

populations employed a second-strand cDNA synthesis protocol based loosely on that 

outlined by Sambrook, Fritsch and Maniatis [49]. To the 20-|il volumes of the first- 

strand cDNA syntheses, 22.5 pi of second-strand synthesis mix (4.25 mM MgCl2,

9 mM (NR,)2S04, 180 pM dNTPs, 60 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4), 0.5 pi RNAse H, and 

2 pi E. coli DNA polymerase I were added for a total reaction volume of 55 pi. The 

reaction was incubated for 12 h at 16°C. Five microlitres of E. coli DNA ligase 

(10 U/pl; New England BioLabs) were added, as was enough lOx E. coli DNA Ligase 

Buffer (100 mM MgCl2, 100 mM DTT, 260 pM NAD+, 250 pg/ml BSA, 500 mM 

Tris-HCl, pH 7.8) to bring the reaction volume to 66.7 pi. The ligation reaction was 

incubated for 12 h at 16°C, and 3.3 pi 0.5 M EDTA were added to halt the reaction.

The cDNA was ethanol-precipitated through the addition of 7 pi 5 M NHtOAc, 1 pi 

glycogen and 200 pi cold 95% ethanol, and allowed to precipitate overnight. The tubes 

containing the yeast cDNA populations were centrifuged to pellet the double-stranded 

(ds) cDNA, the pellets dried and resuspended in ddH20 , and quantitated by UV 

spectrophotometry.
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The quality of yeast ds-cDNA populations produced through second-strand 

cDNA synthesis was evaluated by target fragment amplification from ds-cDNA 

transcripts using the Test Fragment primer pairs. One hundred nanograms of second- 

strand cDNA and 20 pmol of each target-specific primer were used in each 50-pl PCR 

reaction. Standard PCR conditions for the amplification of fragments by PfuTurbo™ 

DNA polymerase were used. Controls were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis 

according to standard protocols for analysis indexed DNA fragments.

4.2.5 Digestion of double-stranded cDNA populations by Fokl restriction 

endonuclease

Digestion of yeast ds-cDNA populations were performed in a manner similar to 

that described for digestion of pUC19 DNA with Fokl restriction endonuclease. 

Digestions were cleaned of protein and reaction salts by chloroform extraction 

followed by ethanol precipitation. To establish an approximation of the range of ds- 

cDNA stock concentrations, quantitation of the ds-cDNA population derived from 

mouse liver total RNA was performed by UV spectrophotometry.

Completion of Fokl digests of yeast ds-cDNA populations was evaluated by 

target fragment amplification from Fo&I-digested ds-cDNA transcripts using the TF 

primer pairs. Twenty nanograms of FoArl-digested ds-cDNA and 20 pmol of each 

target-specific primer were used in each 50-p.l PCR reaction. Standard PCR conditions 

for the amplification of fragments by PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase were used. 

Controls were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis using a standard protocol for 

indexed DNA fragment analysis.

4.2.6 Amplification of biotinylated indexed cDNA fragments from Fokl- 

digested cDNA populations with BamCC and TF primers following 

Dynabead extraction

Twenty nanograms of the appropriate Fofcl-digested yeast ds-cDNA stock was 

added to a single-indexer ligation reaction containing 500 finol of biotinylated 

nonphosphorylated BamCC indexer mix specific for the 3’-end Fokl fragment of
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either ACT1, FUS1, STE2 or STE12. Ligation with 4 U of T4 DNA ligase was 

performed for 14 hrs at 16°C.

Streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads (Dynabeads M-280) (Dynal AS, Oslo, 

Norway) were rinsed according to the supplier’s instructions using a Dynal Magnetic 

Particle Concentrator (MPC). The rinsed beads were resuspended and 16 (j.1 removed 

to a 200-pl PCR tube. The tube was placed for 3 minutes in a home-built magnetic 

particle concentrator rack using 1300 milliTesla NbFeB magnets (2 mm x 5 mm diam.) 

fused into the side of eight positions of a 96-well tube holder. The supernatant was 

pipetted off the beads, which were then suspended in 160 |xl 2 M NaCl. Twenty 

microlitres of the washed Dynabead suspension were added to the 20-fj.l biotinylated- 

indexer ligations, resulting in a final hybridization concentration of 1 M NaCl. The 

biotinylated indexing ligation reactions were incubated with the Dynabead suspension 

at 37°C for 1 h with rotation. Following incubation, the Dynabeads were collected 

using the home-built MPC and the supernatant was removed. The beads were washed 

twice with 200 pi of 2 M NaCl prior to a final wash with ddF^O and addition of the 

beads to an amplification reaction.

Each 50-pl PCR reaction contained 20 pmol BamCC indexing primer and 

20 pmol of the appropriate target-specific primer. Standard PCR conditions for the 

amplification o f fragments by Taq DNA polymerase were utilized. Amplified 

reactions were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.

4.2.7 Modified protocol for ds-cDNA synthesis from S. cerevisiae mRNA
populations

4.2.7.1 cDNA synthesis using GCRichPoly(T) i6- Vprimers and Superscript™

System

Later preparations of cDNA populations from yeast mRNA populations 

employed a first-strand cDNA synthesis protocol based on the Superscript cDNA 

Synthesis Kit (Gibco-BRL Life Technologies). In these later preparations, first-strand
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synthesis was primed with the anchored poly(T) variant oligonucleotide mix 

GCRichPoly(T),6-V.

First-strand cDNA synthesis using GCRichPolyT/«- Vprimers

For each cDNA population to be synthesized, 7 pi (2-3 pg) of the appropriate 

mRNA stock was added to 1 pi of GCRichPoly(T)i6-V (200 pmol total oligo) in a 

sterile 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube. The mixture was heated to 70°C for 10 min, and 

rapidly chilled on ice. The contents of the tube were collected by a brief centrifugation 

step. Four microlitres of 5x First Strand Buffer [250 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 15 mM 

MgCl2, 375 mM KC1], 2 pi 0.1 M DTT, and 1 pi 10 mM dNTP mix were added, 

providing a total volume of 15 pi. The contents were mixed by vortexing, collected by 

centrifugation and incubated at 37°C for 2 min to allow for temperature equilibration. 

Five microlitres (1000 U) of Superscript II reverse transcriptase (a cloned variant of 

M-MLV RT modified to remove RNAse H activity) were added, mixed gently by 

pipetting, and the reaction incubated for 1 hr at 37°C. First-strand cDNA synthesis was 

halted by placing the reaction tubes on ice.

Second-strand cDNA synthesis

With the reaction tubes on ice, second-strand synthesis components were added 

in the following order: 91 pi DEPC-treated ddH20 ; 30 pi 5x Second Strand Buffer 

[100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.9), 450 mM KC1, 23 mM MgCl2, 0.75 mM p-NAD+, 50 mM 

(NH4)2S0 4]; 3 pi lOmM dNTP mix; 1 pi E. coli DNA ligase (10 U/pl); 4 pi E. coli 

DNA polymerase I (10 U/pl); and 1 pi E. coli RNAse H (2 U/pl). The assembled 

second-strand synthesis reaction (total volume 150 pi) was mixed by gentle vortexing, 

centrifuged briefly to collect the reaction contents, and incubated in a electronically- 

regulated cold water bath for 2 hours at 16°C. Two microlitres of T4 DNA polymerase 

(5 U/pl) were added, the reaction was incubated for a further 5 min at 16°C, and 

synthesis was halted by placing the reaction on ice and adding 10 pi of 0.5 M EDTA.

To extract the double-stranded cDNA from the various reaction components,

150 pi of P/C/IAA (25:24:1) was added to the halted synthesis reaction. Thorough
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vortexing was followed by a 5-min centrifugation at 14 000 rpm to separate the organic 

and aqueous phases, and 140 pi of the aqueous layer was transferred to a new l.S-ml 

microcentrifuge tube. One hundred microlitres of 5 M NH»OAc were added, followed 

by 500 pi of chilled (-20°C) absolute ethanol. The mixture was vortexed thoroughly 

and immediately centrifuged for 20 min at 14 000 rpm at room temperature. The 

supernatant was pipetted off, and the cDNA pellet was washed with chilled 70% 

ethanol. A second centrifugation step followed, and the supernatant was again 

removed. The cDNA pellet was air-dried at 37°C for 10 min, then resuspended in 

10 pi 0.1 M EDTA. The concentration of each cDNA population was determined by 

UV spectrophotometry. Each ds-cDNA population was stored at -20°C until required.

Second-strand synthesis controls

The quality of yeast ds-cDNA populations produced through the modified 

cDNA synthesis approach was evaluated by target fragment amplification from ds- 

cDNA transcripts using the TF primer pairs in the manner previously described.

4.2.7.2 FokI  digestion o f  ds-cDNA populations primed with GCRichPoly(T) i6- V:

Digestion of yeast ds-cDNA populations produced through the modified cDNA 

synthesis approach with Fokl restriction endonuclease was performed as previously 

described.

4.2.8 Optimized ligation and amplification conditions for 3’-end cDNA
indexing

A typical 3’-end cDNA indexing ligation reaction contained 1 ng of Fokl- 

digested yeast ds-cDNA, 500 fmol o f the appropriate biotinylated nonphosphorylated 

BamCC indexer mix and 10 U Taq DNA ligase (40 U/pl) in a 15-pl reaction volume of 

Taq DNA ligase buffer [20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6 @ 25°C), 25 mM KAc, 10 mM 

DTT, 1 mM NAD+, 0.1% Triton X-100]. Whenever practical, assembly of cDNA 

indexing ligations, Dynabead extractions and amplifications were performed in parallel
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using master reaction mixes, multi-channel pipettors and 96-well-plate-compatible 

formats. cDNA ligations were incubated at 16°C for 2 h.

Twelve microlitres of unrinsed Dynabead suspension was rinsed as suggested 

by the manufacturer and resuspended in 15 pi of 2 M NaCl. This volume of washed 

streptavidin-coated beads was then added to a completed cDNA indexing ligation 

containing biotinylated indexers and, therefore, biotinylated cDNA fragments. The 

samples to be extracted were incubated at 37°C for 1 h with tumbling rotation. The 

beads were washed with 100 |il 2xSSC/50% formamide, rinsed with 100 |il ddHiO, 

and the liquid removed using a single-channel pipettor and the home-built MPC.

A 18-pl volume of Platinum™ Taq DNA polymerase reaction mix was 

prepared with 40 pmol fluorescently-labeled BamCC indexing primer; 60 pmol [total 

oligo] GCrichPoIyTi6-V (20 pmol/anchored end); 2 pi lOx PCR Buffer; 1.5 pi of 

10 mM dNTPs; 1.5 pi of 50 mM MgCh; and 1.25 U Platinum™ Taq DNA polymerase 

(2.5 U/pl). BamCC indexing primers were labeled with one o f the fluorescent dyes 

FAM, JOE, or ROX. In instances in which the amplified fragments were to be 

analyzed by automated DNA sequencing instrumentation and compared with indexed 

cDNA amplifications representative of yeast gene expression under varying 

environmental growth conditions, a different colour of dye-labeled primer was used for 

each yeast cDNA source. This PCR reaction mix was added onto the magnetically- 

isolated Dynabeads to which the biotinylated cDNA fragments were bound, and mixed 

thoroughly by pipetting up and down. 3’-end cDNA targets bearing a biotinylated 

BamCC indexer on one end and a GCRichPoly(A) region at the other were amplified 

for 35 cycles using the following cycling parameters: (30 sec at 92°C; 30 sec at 55°C;

1 min at 72°C) for 2 cycles; (30 sec at 92°C; 30 sec at 59°C; 1 min at 72°C) for 

33 cycles; 10 min at 72°C; hold at 4°C.

To prepare samples for analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis, 4 pi of loading 

dye was added directly to the 20-pl PCR reaction and mixed thoroughly. Twelve 

microlitres of each dyed reaction was loaded onto a 2 % agarose gel and 

electrophoresed for 120 min at 8  V/cm. Appropriate DNA size standards were
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included on the gel. Visualization of electrophoresis results was performed by UV 

transillumination as previously described, and the data were recorded by digital image 

capture.

Alternately, fluorescently-labeled cDNA indexing samples were analyzed using 

automated DNA sequencing instrumentation. Prior to analysis, 3'-end cDNA 

amplifications indexed with identical nonphosphorylated BamCC indexer mixes but 

originating from different yeast cDNA populations were pooled. For the case in which 

levels of gene expression from three different growth conditions were to be compared, 

three indexing PCR reactions targeting the same cohesive-end sequence but originating 

from different yeast cDNA populations and thus bearing three differently-coloured 

fluorescent tags were pooled for a total volume of 60 pi. The pooled samples were 

purified with the Concert™ Rapid PCR Purification System and concentrated into 5 to 

10 pi with Microcon YM-30 spin columns. A TAMRA-labeled DNA size standard 

(LargeFrag DNA size standard) was generated by amplifying 6 6 6 -bp, 826-bp and 

983-bp fragments from a duck hepatitis B virus (D-HBV) size standard set with a 

TAMRA-labeled common forward primer [232], and the reactions were pooled and 

concentrated in a similar manner to the indexed cDNA fragments. Two microlitres of 

GeneScan-500 [TAMRA] DNA size standard (Applied Biosystems) and 2 pi of the 

LargeFrag DNA size standard were added to each concentrated reaction and mixed 

thoroughly. The standard-doped indexed cDNA reactions were stored at -20°C in the 

dark until analyzed.

4.2.9 3’-end cDNA indexing data acquisition and analysis by automated DNA 

sequencing instrumentation

Data acquisition for fluorescently-labeled 3’-end cDNA fragment sets doped 

with TAMRA-labeled DNA standards was performed on an ABI 377 DNA Sequencer 

(Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer's instructions for RFLP genetic 

analysis. Experimental data sets were analyzed and manipulated using ABI GeneScan 

v3.l genetic analysis software for automated sequencers.
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4 3  RESULTS

4.3.1 Selection of Test Fragment (TF) target sequences and design of TF

primer pairs

Four gene sequences were selected to serve as templates for controls in multiple 

aspects of cDNA indexing protocol development: ACT I, FUS1, STE2 and STE12. The 

ACT I gene product, actin, is a major cytoskeletal protein with roles in endocytosis, cell 

polarization and nuclear migration [233]. The gene is consititutively active, with 

roughly 60 copies of the ACT1 mRNA present per cell during logarithmic growth in 

glucose medium [214]. Cells grown under these conditions contain approximately 

60 0 0 0  copies of the actin molecule.

FUS1 is expressed only in haploid cells [234] and is essential for cell fusion 

during mating [235]. The FUS1 promoter sequence contains four pheromone- 

responsive elements (PREs) [236] which are bound by the pheromone-induced 

transcription factor Stel2p [237]. A very small number of FUS1 mRNA molecules 

with half-lives of less than 3 minutes are expressed in MATa cells grown in the 

absence of mating factor [238]. A rapid 100-fold increase in FUS1 transcription is 

induced within fifteen or twenty minutes of the addition of a  mating factor 

(pheromone) to MATa yeast cultures [239, 240].

The G protein-coupled receptor for a  mating factor is the protein product of the 

constitutively active STE2 gene [241]. This gene product is essential for the mating of 

MATa cells with MATa haploids, as it is required for shmoo formation, agglutination 

and cell cycle arrest in pheromone-treated MATa cells [242]. The abundance o f STE2 

mRNA, which has a 4- to 5-minute half-life [238], is roughly 2 to 10 copies per cell 

during exponential growth in glucose medium [195] and increases slightly in response 

to pheromone.

Stel2p is the transcription factor that binds to PREs for the regulation o f genes 

required for mating [234] and is also involved in gene regulation for pseudohyphal 

formation and filamentous growth [243]. It is required for the pheromone-induced 

transcriptional activation o f almost thirty genes [237]. STE12 is constitutively
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expressed at low levels, and its transcription is moderately induced by an upstream 

MAP kinase cascade pathway in response to the binding o f a  mating factor 

(pheromone) to the Ste2p G protein-coupled receptor [234,237].

This combination of four gene sequences represented a target set exhibiting a 

range of basal transcription levels and expression patterns. Primer pairs designed to 

amplify Test Fragments from cDNA transcripts of the ACT I, FUS1, STE2 and STE12 

mRNAs were useful in controlling for key steps of cDNA synthesis. When employed 

in combination with indexers, these primer pairs were valuable tools in the 

modification and evaluation of 3’-end cDNA indexing protocols for global gene 

expression studies of S. cerevisiae. The Web Primer tool o f the Saccharomyces 

Genome Database (http://genome-www.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces) was used to 

determine a matched pair of optimal primer sequences amplifying a fragment of at least 

500 bp from the 3’-end of the cDNA transcript of each gene of interest (TABLE 4 .1). 

The Test Fragment sequences anticipated from amplification by the transcript-specific 

primer pairs were scanned for Fokl recognition sites using Sequencher v3.0 software. 

The lengths and cohesive end sequences of 5’ and 3’ restriction fragments expected 

from Fokl cleavage of the Test Fragments were determined (TABLE 4.2 and 

FIGURE 4.1).

4.3.2 Use of Test Fragments as controls

4.3.2.1 Amplification o f  Test Fragments as controls fo r  second-strand cDNA 

synthesis quality

The quality o f yeast ds-cDNA populations was evaluated by target 

amplification from ds-cDNA transcripts using the TF primer pairs. The amplification 

of Test Fragments from ds-cDNA synthesized using anchored poly(T)i6-V primers 

(Section 4.2.4) from mRNA isolated from pheromone-treated cultures o f S. cerevisiae 

strain W303 is shown in FIGURE 4.3 A. Each TF primer pair successfully amplified 

its target from cDNA transcripts present in the Pheromone ds-cDNA population.
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TABLE 4.1: Sequences of Test Fragment primer pairs.

Tost Fragment Primers
Primer Name Sequence Length (nt) Tm («C)

ACT1

FUS1

STE2

STE12

ACT1 Forward ATCCAAGCCGTTTTGTCCTTGTA 23 58.6
ACT1 Reverse AT GO ACCACTTTCGTCGTATTC 22 56.1
FUS1 Forward CACGCCAGATTCACAAATCA 20 54.6
FUS1 Reverse CAGTCGTATTCTTGGAGACAGTCA 24 57.6
STE2 Forward CC AC AATTTTACTTGC ATCCTC 22 53.5
STE2 Reverse TACATGTCGACGGGTTC AACTT 22 57.8
STE12 Forward GGATTTTGATGAATCTCGGC 20 52.6
STE12 Reverse GGCATCTGGAAGGTTTTTATCGG 23 57.6

TABLE 4.2: Description of Test Fragments.

Target Locua Test Fraament 5'-Fok\ Fraament Z'-FdM Fraament
Length (bp) Indexer Sequence Length Indexer Sequence Length (Primer) Length (Polyak Tail)

ACT1 697 bp AGAN 394 bp TTCN 351 bp 401 bp
FUS1 534 bp AGAN 449 bp CTCN 133 bp 158 bp
STE2 610 bp ATCN 165 bp CTGN 324 bp 415 bp

STE12 816 bp TTCN 266 bp TATN 169 bp 200 bp
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ACT1

FUS1

697 bp

534 bp

STE2 __  6io bp
i I

'  !-------------

STE12 816 bp

intron
T est Fragm ent (TF)
TF forward primer 
TF rev erse  primer 
FoM c lea v a g e  site  
5 ’ FoM fragm ent of TF

3 ’ FoM fragm ent o f TF 
3 '-en d  cDNA indexing fragm ent
(from 3 ’ FoM site  to  poly(A) tail)

FIGURE 4.2 Design of Test Fragment target sequences.
S e e  text and Table 4 .2  for details.
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B

ds-cDNA
Fo/cl-digested

ds-cDNA

816 bp
697 bp 
610 bp
534 bp

FIGURE 4.3: Use of Test Fragments as controls for second-strand cDNA 
synthesis quality and for ds-cDNA FdA digest quality.
A) Second-strand cDNA synthesis quality w as evaluated by T est Fragment 
amplification using transcript-specific primer pairs. First-strand cDNA synthesis 
from mRNA isolated from pherom one-treated cultures of S. cerevisiae strain 
W 303 w as initiated from anchored poly(T)16-V primers. Second-strand cDNA 
synth esis w as performed a s  described in the text. PCR reactions containing 
20  ng of Pherom one ds-cDNA and 20  pmol of each  of two transcript-specific TF 
primers w ere assem bled  in a  total volum e of 50 pi. Standard conditions 
previously described for the amplification of indexed bacterial DNA fragm ents by 
PfuTurbo™ DNA polym erase were used . A garose gel electrophoresis w as 
performed a s  previously outlined.
B) Quality of FoM d igests of ds-cDNA populations w as evaluated by T est 
Fragment amplification. Double-stranded cDNA populations synthesized  a s  
described above w ere d igested  with FoM restriction endonuclease. PCR 
reactions containing 20 ng of FoM -digested Pherom one ds-cDNA and 20  pmol of 
each  primer in a  TF primer pair w ere assem bled  in a  total volum e of 50  pi. PCR 
and agarose gel electrophoresis analysis of amplification products w ere 
performed a s  described previously.
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Similar controls were performed for each ds-cDNA population synthesized (data not 

shown).

4.3.2.2 Amplification o f  Test Fragments as control for ds-cDNA FokI  digest quality

The quality of Fokl restriction digests of ds-cDNA populations derived from 

yeast cultures subjected to various environmental stimuli was evaluated using TF 

primer pairs. Amplification of each Test Fragment from undigested ds-cDNA 

populations was attempted. Fokl digestion o f the Pheromone ds-cDNA population was 

sufficiently complete to prevent amplification of the FUS1, STE2 and STE12 TFs from 

undigested FUSl, STE2 or STE12 ds-cDNA templates remaining following incubation 

with Fokl endonuclease (FIGURE 4.3B). Amplification of the ACT I Test Fragment by 

the ACT1 TF primer pair was significantly reduced, but not completely eliminated, by 

Fokl digestion. The high level of constitutive expression of the ACT I mRNA 

transcript in S. cerevisiae cells resulted in a high copy number of the ACT I ds-cDNA 

transcript in the complete ds-cDNA population. Even under highly efficient Fokl 

digestion conditions only a very small percentage of the numerous ACT1 ds-cDNA 

transcripts needed to avoid digestion in order to permit amplification of the ACT1 TF. 

The use of longer incubation times or higher concentrations of restriction endonuclease 

failed to completely inhibit ACT I TF amplification, and were found to contribute to 

increased non-specific degradative activity o f the enzyme on the ds-cDNA population 

(data not shown). Insofar as a high percentage of each transcript was accurately and 

specifically digested, permitting efficient downstream indexing and amplification of 

targeted transcript restriction fragments, the restriction digestion conditions employed 

were suitable for 3’-end cDNA indexing purposes. Similar results were obtained for 

each /b&I-digested cDNA population analyzed (data not shown).

4.3.3 Use of FoAI-digested Test Fragments as artificial target fragments for

DNA indexing

In order to determine the minimum amount of a particular Fo&I-digested cDNA 

transcript necessary for successful targeting and amplification by 3’-end cDNA
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indexing, artificial target fragments were constructed from Test Fragment amplicons. 

Following preparative amplification, TF amplicons were digested by Fokl 

endonuclease and diluted to form amplicon stocks o f known concentration. An initial 

set of indexing reactions were performed to demonstrate that 5 '- and 3’-terminal 

restriction fragments derived from Fo&I-digested TF amplicons could be targeted by 

indexer ligation and amplified using an indexing primer and the appropriate directional 

TF primer. A second set of indexing reactions was then performed on serially-diluted 

stocks of FoAI-digested TF amplicons to determine the minimum number of digested 

transcript copies required for ligation of targeting indexers and amplification of the 

indexed amplicons.

•f. 3.3.I Preparative amplification and FokI  digestion o f  Test Fragment amplicons

In order to generate artificial indexing target fragments. Test Fragments were 

amplified in large preparative PCR reactions and digested by Fokl endonuclease. For 

each of the four TF primer pairs, four parallel amplifications were performed using 

undigested Pheromone ds-cDNA populations as a source of fragment templates. PCR 

conditions were identical to those used for amplification of second-strand cDNA 

synthesis controls. Following PCR, the parallel amplifications of each Test Fragment 

were pooled, and a small aliquot analyzed for purity by agarose gel electrophoresis 

(data not shown). The pooled Test Fragment amplifications were purified of enzyme 

and salts and digested by Fokl endonuclease. Digestion was performed as described 

for Fokl digestion of pUC19 DNA. Each of the Fokl digests of the four amplicons 

ACT1-TF, FUS1-TF, STE2-TF and STE12-TF were serially diluted to provide 

amplicons stocks with concentrations of 1 ng/pl, 100 pg/pl, 10 pg/pl, 1 pg/pl,

100 fg/pl, 10 fg/pl, 1 fg/pl and 100 ag/pl.

4.3.3.2 Initial indexing and amplification ofYokl-digested TF amplicons

A preliminary effort to index and amplify terminal restriction fragments of 

FoAl-digested TF amplicons was performed using a high concentration of target DNA. 

This was done to ensure that such amplification was possible and to validate this
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approach to determining transcript copy number requirements for 3’-end cDNA 

indexing. Single-indexer-mix ligation reactions were prepared using the 1 ng/pl stock 

of the relevant Fo/rl-digested TF amplicon and the BamCC NoP indexer mix 

containing the cohesive end sequence complementary to that of either the 5’ or the 

3’ restriction fragment of the TF amplicon (TABLE 4.2 and FIGURE 4.1). 

Amplification of the indexed fragment was performed using the BamCC indexing 

primer and the appropriate directional TF primer (FIGURE 4.4).

For example, as represented in lane A o f FIGURE 4.4, the indexing ligation 

targeting the 5’ restriction fragment of the Fofcl-digested ACT1-TF amplicon (or 

ACT I-5 0 contained 2 ng of Fofcl-digested ACT1-TF DNA and 50 fmol/pl/indexer 

(200 pmol total indexer) of the NoP indexer OH-AGANxBamCC. This indexer mix 

included the BamCC indexer with cohesive end sequence AGAA, complementary to 

the TCTT cohesive end sequence present on the ACT 1-5’ restriction fragment.

Ligation of this indexer to ACT 1-5’ imported a BamCC primer binding sequence onto 

one end of the target fragment, which carried the complementary sequence for the 

ACT1 Forward primer on the other end. Amplification of the 394-bp ACT 1-5’ target 

fragment was accomplished successfully.

Amplification of the other artificial target fragments was also successful, 

although FUS1-5’ was amplified only weakly by this approach (lane C of FIGURE 

4.4). The indexing and amplification of terminal restriction fragments of Fo&I-digested 

TF amplicons at high concentrations of target DNA suggested the possibility of 

indexing and amplifying these fragments at lower target DNA concentrations.

4.3.3.3 Evaluation o f  minimum template concentrations using FokJ-digested TF

amplicons as models for 3 -end cDNA fragments

The minimum number of copies of a particular Fo&I-digested transcript 

required to enable indexer ligation and target amplification was an important parameter 

determining the utility of 3’-end cDNA indexing as a method for global gene 

expression analysis in yeast. The four sets o f serially-diluted Fo&I-digested TF 

amplicons were useful in estimating the order of magnitude of this parameter. Seven
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Fofcl-digested 
DNA source:

Indexer:
Target

A B c D E F
4  4  4

a v
&  &  <o* &
@ AGAN ^ T T C N  @AQAN @ CTCN  @ CTQ N  @ TATN

ACT1-5" ACT 1-3’ FUS1-5' FUS1-3’ STE2-3* STE12-5’

394 bp 351 bpMW marker
449 bp 133 bp 324 bo 266 bo 123*bp 

v  MW m arker

FIGURE 4.4: Indexing and amplification of FbM-dlgested TF amplicons.
Artificial indexing targets w ere constructed by FoM digestion of amplified TF 
fragm ents. Single-indexer-m ix ligations w ere assem bled  with 2  ng of the 
appropriate FoM -digested TF amplicon stock and the BamCC NoP indexer mix 
specific for either the 5’ or the 3 ’ TF restriction fragment. Ligation w as 
performed in a  manner previously described for pUC19 indexing ligations. For 
each indexed TF ligation, a  standard PCR reaction w as prepared containing 
BamCC primer and the appropriate directional TF primer. Amplification 
proceeded using standard indexing PCR conditions em ploying PfuTurbo™ DNA 
polym erase. Amplified products w ere analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis 
a s  previously described.
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sets of 6 ligation reactions each were assembled, similar in format to the single set of 6 

ligations employed in FIGURE 4.4 but containing either 100 pg, 10 pg, 1 pg, 100 fg,

10 fg, 1 fg or 100 ag of the relevant Fofcl-digested TF amplicon DNA. Ligation, PCR 

and agarose gel electrophoresis were performed as before (FIGURE 4.5).

Amplification of ACT 1-5’ (in lane A of FIGURE 4.5), ACT 1-3’ (lane B), 

FUS1-3’ (lane C), STE2-3’ (lane E) and STE12-5’ (F) was observed from ligations 

containing from 100 pg to as little as 10 fg of the relevant target DNA transcript. 

STE2-3’ failed to amplify from a ligation containing 100 pg of target DNA; however, 

this fragment was efficiently amplified from ligation containing 10 pg to 10 fg of target 

DNA, indicating that PCR failure in the instance of the 100-pg ligation was artifactual. 

ACT 1-5’ was weakly amplified to levels only faintly visible on agarose gel from 

ligations containing 100 fg or less of target DNA. The FUS1-5’ target (lane C) was not 

efficiently amplified under these conditions, and was not present at detectable levels 

for target DNA concentrations below 1 pg in ligation. Amplification of indexed Fokl- 

digested TF amplicon fragments to detectable levels was not demonstrated for ligations 

containing 1 fg or 100 ag of target DNA (data not shown). The excellent 

reproducibility of DNA indexing was demonstrated across a wide range of target 

concentrations.

Even for target DNA concentrations as low as 500 ag/pl in ligation (10 fg target 

DNA in a 20-p.l reaction volume), four of the six FoArl-digested TF amplicon fragments 

targeted were efficiently indexed and amplified. Interestingly, each of the 3’ terminal 

restriction fragments targeted in this experiment were efficiently amplified under these 

conditions. These data permitted rough estimation of the template copy number 

required for efficient ligation of complementary indexers and subsequent amplification 

of target fragments using the BamCC indexing primer to primer strand elongation from 

one end of the target molecule.

Consideration of the case of a hypothetical 3’ terminal restriction fragment 

400 bp in length when indexed, roughly the size of ACT 1-3’, was instructive for this 

estimation. As each molecule of the DNA fragment would have an approximate 

molecular mass of 260 000, one picogram of this fragment would contain roughly two
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FIGURE 4.5: Estimation of minimum template concentration requirements using FoM-digested TF smpllcons.
A set of serial dilutions (100 pg/pl, 10 pg/pl, 1 pg/pl, 100 fg/pl and 10 fg/pl; results for 1 fg/pl and 100 ag/pl not shown) 
w as prepared from stocks of FoM-digested ACT1-TF, FUS1-TF, STE2-TF and STE12-TF amplicons. Single-indexer-mix 
ligation reactions were prepared using 1 pi of the appropriate FoM-digested TF amplicon dilution and the appropriate 
indexer. For each target DNA concentration, the set of lanes A through F correspond to the sam e combination of target 
DNA source, indexer identity and target fragment size a s those represented by lanes A through F of FIGURE 4.4. Lane 
G contains the indexed amplicon corresponding to the 169-bp STE12-3' fragment targeted by OH-TATNxBamCC indexer 
mix. Ligation and PCR were performed a s previously described. Amplification products from each PCR reaction were 
analyzed by standard agarose gel electrophoresis. Lanes marked "MW" contain 123-bp ladder molecular weight markers.
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million molecules. Ten femtograms would therefore represent about twenty thousand 

template molecules available for targeting by indexer ligation.

It has been estimated that isolations of total cellular mRNA from culture 

preparations of two million eukaryotic cells should yield 10 pg of total RNA, 3% of 

which is mRNA [244]. Analysis of abundance distribution of mRNA species within 

cellular mRNA populations has indicated that a moderately abundant mRNA species 

may represent about 0.1% of the total mRNA population in a eukaryotic cell [191,

195]. In other words, 10 ng o f yeast mRNA would contain 10 pg of a particular 

mRNA transcript present at a moderately high level of expression.

Of greater significance to the development of applications for the study of 

global gene expression is the abundance of rare transcripts within total cellular mRNA 

populations. The vast majority of genes in a eukaryotic genome are expressed at low 

levels (1-20 mRNA transcript copies per cell), or not at all, except under select growth 

and environmental conditions [186, 195]. Even under these conditions their 

transcription may only be transiently upregulated [187,191]. A specific rare mRNA 

species may represent 0.003% or less of the total cellular mRNA population of 

S. cerevisiae cells [186, 195]. This corresponds to a range of 3 pg to as little as 30 fg 

of a 10-ng aliquot of total cellular mRNA.

In the experiment outlined in FIGURE 4.5, specific indexers were ligated to 

target fragments bearing complementary cohesive end sequences with sufficient 

efficiency to allow amplification of indexed fragments from ligations containing 

roughly twenty thousand unindexed target fragment molecules. In ligations containing 

10-ng aliquots of Fo&I-digested yeast ds-cDNA, a particular transcript present at 

20 000 copies per ligation represents only one-millionth of the total target cDNA 

present. Because 10 ng of ds-cDNA represents the total cellular mRNA content of 

roughly 30 000 yeast cells, 10 fg of a particular cDNA species represents an average 

expression level approaching one mRNA transcript copy per cell. Coarse estimation of 

this nature, in combination with the data presented in FIGURE 4.5, suggested the 

potential sensitivity to rare transcripts which might be achieved by 3'-end cDNA 

indexing.
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The foregoing coarse estimation of rare-transcript sensitivity for cDNA 

indexing depends on two assumptions. First, it assumes that cDNA synthesis from 

yeast total cellular mRNA populations results in a double-stranded cDNA population 

that accurately reflects the relative transcript abundances present in the initial mRNA 

population. Second, it assumes that the excellent sensitivity demonstrated in the 

comparatively low complexity of indexing ligations and amplifications of Fokl- 

digested purified TF amplicons reflects the sensitivity available to cDNA indexing 

when Fo&I-digested ds-cDNA populations o f much higher complexity are targeted. 

This assumption, and concerns for its validity, were the focus of subsequent cDNA 

indexing protocol development (Section 4.3.5).

4.3.4 Amplification of indexed FoAI-digested TF restriction fragments from
FoAI-digested yeast cDNA populations using BamCC and TF primers

4.3.4.1 Amplification o f indexed Fokl-digested TF restriction fragments directly

from Fokl-digested yeast cDNA populations

Although the potential for cDNA indexing to exhibit high sensitivity for 

detection of rare transcripts had been demonstrated for artificial indexing targets in a 

DNA population of low complexity, targeting of specific fragments by complementary 

indexer ligation in a complex Fo&I-digested cDNA population had not yet been 

performed. A set of ligations were assembled that targeted several Fofcl-digested TF 

terminal restriction fragments from a Fo&I-digested cDNA population derived from 

cultures of S. cerevisiae strain W303 grown in glucose medium in the absence of 

pheromone. This cDNA population was selected because of the range of relative 

abundances manifested by the ACT1, FUSl, STE2 and STE12 transcripts in mRNA 

populations isolated from this strain grown under these conditions, and the resultant 

range of abundances expected for the derivative ds-cDNA transcripts.

Five hundred femtomoles (per indexer) of the appropriate NoP indexer mix 

were ligated to 20 ng of Fo^I-digested cDNA for 14 hrs at 16°C using 40 U of T4 

DNA ligase. These extremely forcing conditions for ligation were employed in order
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to ensure successful ligation of indexers to targets in this initial attempt to index yeast 

cDNA restriction fragments directly from a complex population. Amplification of 

indexed TF terminal restriction fragments using BamCC and the appropriate TF 

directional primer followed. Thirty-five cycles o f PCR were performed using standard 

conditions for fragment amplification by P/uTurbo™ DNA polymerase. Analysis of 

PCR reaction products revealed the efficient indexing and amplification of the 

ACTl-3’, STE2-3’, STE12-5’ and STE12-3’ targets (FIGURE 4.6A). As FUSl 

transcription is not induced in the absence of pheromone, insufficient levels of Fokl- 

digested FUSl cDNA terminal restriction fragments were present in ligation to permit 

amplification o f the FUSl -3’ target fragment to detectable levels (data not shown).

In this experiment, specific Fo&I-digested cDNA transcripts were ligated to 

indexers bearing cohesive end sequences complementary to those of the target 

fragments, The indexed targets were then amplified using a common indexing primer 

(complementary to the indexing primer binding sequence imported onto the Fokl- 

digested end o f the target by indexer ligation) and a specific primer complementary to a 

particular sequence located near the opposite end of the indexed restriction fragment. 

The successful amplification of target fragments demonstrated the efficient attachment 

of indexers to target fragments using this approach, an important criterion for the 

application of 3 '-end cDNA indexing. The concomitant amplification of several 

spurious PCR products in several reactions suggested that reduction of PCR 

complexity might be required to improve amplification specificity. A method by 

which to reduce cDNA population complexity between ligation and PCR was sought.

4.3.4.2 Amplification o f  biotinylated indexed cDNA fragments from Fokl-digested

cDNA populations with BamCC and TF primers following purification 

by streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads.

The use of streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads was investigated as an 

attractive method to provide improved amplification specificity through the reduction 

o f cDNA population complexity following ligation. In this approach, biotinylated 

indexers were ligated to target fragments bearing the appropriate cohesive end
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FIGURE 4.6: Amplification of indexed TF restriction fragments from Fokt- 
dlgested yeast cDNA populations.
A) FoM-digested TF restriction fragments were indexed and amplified directly from a 
FoM-digested cDNA population. Each single-indexer-mix ligation reaction contained
20 ng of FoM-digested cDNA synthesized from a total cellular mRNA population isolated 
from cultures of S. cerevisiae strain W303 grown on glucose medium. Five hundred 
femtomoles (per indexer) of the appropriate BamCC NoP indexer mix was used to target 
and amplify the TF restriction fragments ACT1-3’, STE2-3’, STE12-5' or STE12-3’.
These ds-cDNA transcripts were chosen for their ability to be specifically targeted by TF 
primers. Ligation was performed with 40 U of T4 DNA ligase in a 20-pl reaction volume 
for 14 hrs at 16°C. Two microlitres of each ligation were added to PCR reactions 
containing 20 pmol BamCC and 20 pmol of the appropriate TF directional primer. 
Amplification with PfuTurbom  DNA polymerase was performed for 35 cycles using 
standard conditions. Amplified reactions were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
B) FoM-digested TF fragments were ligated to biotinylated indexers, separated from 
unligated FoM-digested cDNA fragments by extraction with streptavidin-coated 
paramagnetic beads, and amplified using BamCC primer and appropriate directional TF 
primers. Ligations were performed as described above using 50 fmol (per indexer) of 
the appropriate biotinylated NoP indexer mix. Purification of indexer-ligated restriction 
fragments using Dynabeads w as performed (as described in the text). Washed beads 
carrying the indexed templates were added to a  50-pl PCR reaction. Amplification with 
Tag DNA polymerase was performed for 35 cycles under standard PCR conditions for 
this enzyme. Amplified reactions were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Col
umns of black bars marked "MW" represent 123-bp ladder molecular weight markers.
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sequence. The entire ligation reaction volume was added to a suspension of 

streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads and incubated to permit binding of the 

biotinylated cDNA target fragments to the streptavidin. The beads, carrying cDNA 

restriction fragments ligated to indexers bearing the specific cohesive end sequence 

used in ligation, were added to a PCR reaction. Amplification of the specific target 

fragment set was facilitated by the reduced complexity of the cDNA restriction 

fragment population present in the PCR.

Ligations were performed in a similar manner to those described in Section 

4.3.4.1, using 50 finol (per indexer) of the appropriate NoP indexer mix. The reduced 

indexer concentration was employed to mitigate somewhat the forcing conditions 

employed in the previous experiment. The relative enrichment effect provided by 

paramagnetic bead purification of biotinylated restriction fragments was expected to 

compensate for the increased stringency of ligation.

Streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads (Dynabeads M-280; Dynal AS, Oslo, 

Norway) were rinsed according to the supplier’s instructions using a Dynal Magnetic 

Particle Concentrator (MPC). The rinsed beads were resuspended and 16 pi removed 

to a 200-pl PCR tube. The tube was placed for 3 minutes in a home-built magnetic 

particle concentrator rack using 1300 milliTesla NbFeB magnets (2 mm x 5 mm diam.) 

fused into the side o f eight positions of a 96-well tube holder. The supernatant was 

pipetted off the beads, which were then suspended in 160 pi 2 M NaCl. Twenty 

microlitres of the washed Dynabead suspension were added to the 20-pl biotinylated- 

indexer ligations, resulting in a final hybridization concentration of 1 M NaCl. The 

biotinylated indexing ligation reactions were incubated with the Dynabead suspension 

at 37°C for 1 h with rotation. Following incubation, the Dynabeads were collected 

using the home-built MPC and the supernatant was removed. The beads were washed 

twice with 200 pi o f 2 M NaCl prior to a final wash with ddHiO and addition of the 

beads to an amplification reaction.

Amplification was performed in a similar manner to that outlined in the 

previous experiment. Tag DNA polymerase was employed as the amplifying enzyme,
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and standard conditions for PCR with this polymerase were used. Amplification 

products were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis (FIGURE 4.6B). Amplification 

of the four FoM-digested TF terminal restriction fragments targeted in this 

investigation was observed. The ability to amplify target fragments from indexed 

templates attached to Dynabeads by biotin-streptavidin binding was demonstrated. The 

effect of reduced cDNA population complexity on amplification specificity was seen in 

the reduced number and level of amplification of spurious PCR products, as compared 

to the data presented in FIGURE 4.6A. However, the continued presence of spurious 

amplification products in several reactions indicated that improvements in Dynabead 

wash stringency were necessary to prevent non-specific DNA binding to the 

streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads.

The target fragments amplified in this experiment carried an indexer at one end, 

and were primed by a transcript-specific primer from the other. The obvious next step 

in development of protocols for cDNA indexing of yeast was to perform a parallel set 

of amplification using the BamCC indexing primer and an anchored poly(T)i6-V 

primer, to target the poly(A) tails of 3’-end restriction fragments generated by Fokl 

digestion of the cDNA transcripts of interest. Amplifications of this type were 

assembled, containing target DNA from ligations performed in parallel with those from 

which the data of FIGURE 4.6B was generated. As PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase 

exhibits 3’-5’ proofreading activity, it was capable of removing the anchoring 

nucleotide o f the poly(T)i6-V primers, and therefore could not be used for this 

application. Taq DNA polymerase was employed as the amplifying enzyme, due to its 

lack of 3!-5’ proofreading activity. (Taq DNA polymerase had been used to generate 

the data presented in FIGURE 4.6B in an effort to provide continuity between that 

experiment and amplification of identical target templates using poly(T)i6-V primers in 

place of transcript-specific primers.) No amplification of target fragments, or of 

spurious PCR products, was observed using BamCC and poly(T)i6-V primers (data not 

shown).

Two possible explanations were investigated for the failure o f poly(T)i6-V 

primers, in conjunction with BamCC, to amplify 3’-end cDNA fragments ligated to
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indexers. First, competition by poly(A)-tailed target fragments may have been 

dramatically increased due to the presence of large numbers of unindexed fragments 

also bearing poly(A) tails. As observed in FIGURE 4.6B, the presence of spurious 

amplification products in addition to amplified indexed target fragments indicated that 

nonspecific binding of nonbiotinylated DNA to Dynabeads was not eliminated by the 

Dynabead wash strategy suggested by the manufacturer. Moderate levels of 

nonspecific DNA binding would allow the import of sufficiently high numbers of 

unindexed fragments for poly(T) primer, preventing target fragment amplification. As 

a remedy, alternate Dynabead wash strategies were evaluated to identify wash 

conditions of sufficient stringency to entirely eliminate nonspecific binding of 

nonbiotinylated DNA to Dynabeads. A second possibility for amplification failure, the 

inability o f poly(T)i6-V oligonucleotides to prime replication under the PCR conditions 

employed, was investigated subsequently.

4.3.5 Evaluation of Dynabead wash regimens

4.3.5.1 Evaluation o f  wash protocols to prevent non-specific binding o f

nonbiotinylated DNA fragments to streptavidin-coated paramagnetic 

beads

Particular combinations of biotinylated and nonbiotinylated indexers were 

ligated to pUC19 FokI fragments to generate four sets o f fragments with which to 

evaluate the stringency of several Dynabead wash strategies. A standard protocol 

previously described for the ligation o f P-indexers to pUC19 was employed, with the 

modification that these ligations contained three P-indexers (at 50 fmol/targeting 

indexer/ligation) rather than the two P-indexers used in Chapter II. The combinations 

of biotinylated and unmodified indexers employed was designed to permit various 

combinations of fragments to be captured by streptavidin affinity from each ligation 

set, in the manner described below.
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4.3.5.2 Ligation and PCR o f  biotinylated pUC 19 fragments for use in Dynabead

wash regimen evaluations

Four sets o f ligation reactions were prepared for evaluating the success of 

different wash strategies in preventing non-specific binding of nonbiotinylated DNA 

fragments to streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads: SI, S2, S3 and S4 (FIGURE 

4.7A). Ligation S2 contained three phosphorylated nonbiotinylated indexers, targeting 

pUC19 fragments A and B. The absence of a biotinylated indexer was expected to 

prohibit the amplification of any fragment from Ligation S2 following Dynabead 

extraction, as effective washing of the Dynabeads would remove any templates bound 

to the paramagnetic beads in a non-specific manner. Ligation S3 contained the 

biotinylated indexer targeting the non-repeated end of the pUC19 A fragment, and two 

non-biotinylated phosphorylated indexers permitting simultaneous indexing of pUC19 

B. Dynabead extraction of Ligation S3 was expected to permit the capture of 

biotinylated A fragment templates and remove the nonbiotinylated B fragment 

templates prior to amplification, if an effective wash strategy was used. Ligation S4 

contained the biotinylated indexer targeting the non-repeated end of the pUC19 B 

fragment, and two non-biotinylated phosphorylated indexers permitting concomitant 

indexing of pUC 19 A. Dynabead extraction of Ligation S4 was expected to permit the 

capture of biotinylated B fragment templates and remove the A templates prior to 

amplification, if an effective wash strategy was used. Ligation SI was identical to 

Ligation S2, and was used only as a no-wash control for effective ligation and 

amplification.

To evaluate the usefulness of these fragment sets as a means of studying non

specific binding, a set of four 20-pl ligation were performed using indexer combination 

SI to S4 and Fo^I-digested pUC19 DNA. Following ligation, 20 pi of pre-rinsed 

Dynabead suspension was added to the reactions, which were then incubated for 1 hr at 

37°C with agitation. A 4-pl aliquot of the unwashed Ligations SI Dynabead 

suspension was added directly to a PCR reaction. For Ligations S2 to S4, the 

incubated Dynabead suspensions were each washed twice with 40 pi 2 M NaCl and
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A
Target: A, B Target

TGTC

Target: A Target: B

B si S 2  S3 S4

1 3 7 5  bp

288 bp

« washed 2x 
O  2  M NaClc

RGURE 4.7: Amplificaliofi of biotinylated indexed pUC19 fragments for use 
in evaluating Dynabead waslt regimens.
A) A series of four ligation reactions performed using the particular com binations 
of biotinylated and nonbiotinylated Bam series P-indexers outlined. C ohesive  
end seq u en ces corresponding to biotinylated P-indexers present in indexer com 
binations S 3  and S 4  are noted in blue.
B) A set of four 20-pl ligations w ere performed using indexer com binations S1 to 
S 4  and FoM -digested pUC19 DNA according to standard protocols outlined in 
Chapter II. Twenty microlitres of w ashed Dynabead suspension  w as added to 
the com plete reactions, and incubated with gentle agitation for 1 hr at 37°C . Two 
w ash es of the Dynabead suspension  with 50 pi of 2  M NaCl w ere performed, 
corresponding to the supplier’s  instructions for removal of nonbiotinylated DNA. 
The w ashed beads w ere added directly to a  20-pl PCR reaction, amplified using 
Taq DNA polym erase, and the reaction products analyzed by agarose g e l e lec 
trophoresis. Colum ns of black bars marked "MW" represent 123-bp ladder 
m olecular weight markers.
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rinsed with ddt^C), according to the supplier’s instructions. Twenty-microlitre aliquots 

of complete amplification reactions were added to the rinsed Dynabeads carrying DNA 

from ligations S2 to S4. Amplification of reactions SI to S4 was performed as 

previously described for indexed pUC19 DNA fragments, and the PCR products were 

analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis (FIGURE 4.7B).

pUC19 fragments A and B were amplified from the unwashed Dynabead 

suspension containing DNA from Ligation SI, providing a positive control for 

amplification of both indexed fragments. The amplification of both nonbiotinylated A 

and B fragment templates from washed Dynabeads incubated with Ligation S2 

demonstrated that nonbiotinylated DNA was capable of nonspecific binding to 

streptavidin-coated beads, and that the supplier’s recommended wash strategy was not 

sufficiently stringent to remove nonspecifically-bound DNA templates from the beads. 

This conclusion was supported by the results of amplification from washed Dynabeads 

incubated with Ligations S3 and S4. Although biotinylated fragments were captured 

by the streptavidin-coated beads (Fragment A in S3 and Fragment B in S4), 

nonbiotinylated fragments (Fragment B in S3 and Fragment A in S4) were bound to the 

beads in sufficient quantity as to be efficiently and competitively amplified with 

specifically-captured biotinylated target fragments. This experiment demonstrated the 

utility of the SI to S4 fragment sets in determining Dynabead wash regimens with 

sufficient stringency to eliminate nonspecific binding of nonbiotinylated DNA 

fragments to streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads.

4.3.5.3 Identification o f  wash regimens eliminating nonspecific DNA binding to

streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads

Nonspecific binding of nonbiotinylated DNA fragments to Dynabeads had been 

previously reported by Lund et al. [245], and alternate wash strategies to those 

recommended by the supplier had been suggested to reduce or eliminate this 

nonspecific binding [245,246]. An evaluation of several wash regimens suitable for 

application to 3’-end cDNA indexing was performed using the S2, S3 and S4 fragment 

sets from the previous experiment. Two-hundred-microlitre ligation reactions were
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prepared for each of the S2, S3 and S4 indexer combinations. The contents o f the 

ligation reactions were as described for the previous experiment, using identical 

reagent concentrations and scaling up the volumes and amounts used of each reagent 

ten-fold from those used in typical 20-pl ligation reactions. A single standard 20-pl 

reaction was prepared for Ligation SI (data not shown). Ligation was performed at 

37°C for 1 h with T4 DNA ligase, and the enzyme was denatured for 15 min at 65°C. 

Five hundred microlitres of Dynabead stock suspension was rinsed as suggested by the 

manufacturer and resuspended in 1000 pi 2 M NaCl. From each large-scale ligation, 

200 pi was removed and added to an equal volume o f prerinsed Dynabead suspension 

in a 1.5-ml microcentrifuge tube. The tubes were incubated for 2 h at 37°C with gentle 

agitation.

Following incubation, the contents of each Dynabead extraction (S2 to S4) 

were aliquoted into 7 separate 200-pl microcentrifuge tubes in preparation for the 

various wash regimens. For each Ligation S2 to S4, the washing strategies were as 

follows:

Tube: Wash Regimen

i lx  with 500 pi ddH^O

ii 2x with 500 pi ddHaO

iii lx  with 500 pi 2 M NaCl

iv 2x with 500 pi 2 M NaCl

V 3x with 500 pi 2 M NaCl

2x with 500 pi 5xSSC

vi 2x with 500 pi 2xSSC

lx with 500 pi 2xSSC/50% formamide

lx  with 100 pi 5xSSC
VII

lx  with 100 pi 2xSSC/50% formamide
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An additional rinse step with 100 fxl ddHzO was performed for Dynabeads in tubes iii 

to vii to remove residual salt prior to PCR.

A master indexing PCR reaction mix was prepared for each tube according to 

the standard protocol described for amplification of indexed pUCl9 fragments by Taq 

DNA polymerase, in the absence of DNA template. Eighteen microlitres o f this PCR 

reaction mix was aliquoted into each tube of unsuspended washed Dynabeads. 

Amplification was performed using a standard indexing PCR protocol. Analysis of 

PCR reactions was performed by agarose gel electrophoresis.

The data presented in FIGURE 4.8A indicated that neither higher wash 

volumes nor an increased number of wash steps significantly reduced the amount of 

amplified product generated from nonbiotinylated DNA fragments bound non- 

specifically to streptavidin-coated beads (washes i-v). A particularly stringent wash 

regimen [245] including several wash steps with high volumes of concentrated salt 

solutions in combination with formamide eliminated amplification of nonbiotinylated 

DNA fragments from Dynabeads incubated with both biotinylated and nonbiotinylated 

indexed targets (wash vi). A modified version of this regimen, featuring reduced 

numbers of wash steps and reduced wash volumes (wash vii), was also effective in 

eliminating nonspecific DNA binding. Additionally, this modified wash regimen was 

less labour-intensive and provided increased sample recovery, resulting in more 

efficient amplification from larger amounts of biotinylated indexed template. This 

wash regimen (100 pi 5xSSC; 100 pi 2xSSC/50% formamide; 100 pi ddFbO) was 

selected as the most suitable Dynabead wash strategy for 3’-end cDNA indexing.

4.3.6 Attempted amplification of biotinylated indexed cDNA fragments from 

Foil-digested cDNA populations with BamCC and anchored poly(T) 

primers following Dynabead extraction

The identification of a Dynabead wash strategy eliminating nonspecific DNA 

binding provided resolution to one of the two possibilities considered for the failure of 

indexed 3’-end cDNA fragments to amplify (discussed in Section 43.4.2). To observe
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Tube: Wash Regimen:
i IxwithSOOplddH^
ii 2x with 500 ill ddHjjO
iii 1x with 500 pi 2 M NaCl

iv 2x with 500 pi 2 M NaCl
V 3x with 500 pi 2 M NaCl

vi
2xwith500pl5xSSC 
2x with 500 pi 2xSSC 
1x with 500 pi 2xSSC/50% formamide

vii Ixwith 100pl5xSSC 
1 x with 100 pi 2xSSC/50% formamide

VI VII VI VII VI VII

FIGURE 4.8: Evaluation of wash regimens for reduction of nonapecific 
DNA binding to streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads.
A) Evaluation of several wash regimens was performed using the S2, S3 and S4 fragment 
sets. Ligations [200 pi total volume] were prepared for each of the S2. S3 and S4 indexer 
combinations, using ligation conditions and reagent concentrations identical to those used in 
FIGURE 4.7. Each completed ligation was added to an equal volume of prerinsed Dynabead 
suspension and incubated for 2 h at 37°C. Each extraction was aliquoted [20 pl/aliquot] into 
sevan 200-pl microcentrifuge tubes in preparation for the wash regimens, which were then 
performed. An additional rinse step with 100 pi ddH20  was performed for Dynabeads in 
tubes iii to vii. PCR reaction mix was added [18 pi/tube] to each tube of unsuspended 
washed Dynabeads. PCR and gel electrophoresis were performed as previously described.
B) A series of 3'-end cDNA indexing reactions were prepared from several FoM-digested cDNA populations to evaluate whether a stringent 
Dynabead wash regimen would permit the successful amplification of biotinylated 3'-end cDNA fragments using BamCC and anchored poly(T) 
primers. Ligations 1 to 3 employed a FoM-digested cDNA population derived from S. cerevisiae strain W303 grown in glucose medium in the 
presence of pheromone as target DNA. Ligations 4 to 6 targeted a FoM-digested cDNA population derived from strain W303 grown in the 
absence of pheromone. Ligations 7 to 9 targeted a  FoM-digested cDNA population derived from strain yA06 grown on glucose medium in the 
absence of pheromone. Ligations 1,4 and 7 contained the NoP indexer mix OH-TTCNxBamCC, targeting the ACT1 and STE12 3'-end cDNA 
transcripts: ligations 2 ,5  and 8 used OH-CTCNxBamCC to target the FUS1 3'-end cDNA transcript; and ligations 3 ,6  and 9 employed 
OH-CTGNxBamCC to target the STE2 3’-end cONA transcript. The ligation and wash-efficacy control involved the ligation of pUC19 by the 
indexer combination S3. Other details of this experiment are outlined in the text.
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whether use o f a stringent Dynabead wash regimen, eliminating nonspecific binding of 

competitive numbers of nonbiotinylated poly(A)-tailed transcripts, was sufficient to 

permit the successful amplification of biotinylated 3 '-end cDNA fragments using 

BamCC and anchored poly(T) primers, a series of 3’-end cDNA indexing reactions 

were prepared from several FoM-digested cDNA populations.

Ligation of FoM-digested yeast ds-cDNA stocks W303(g|UCose), W303(Pheromonc), 

and yA06(giUCose) with biotinylated BamCC indexer mixes was performed in a manner 

similar to that employed in the indexing of Test Fragment cDNAs. Twenty nanograms 

of the appropriate FoM-digested yeast ds-cDNA stock were added to a single-indexer 

ligation reaction containing 500 fmol of biotinylated nonphosphorylated BamCC 

indexer mix specific for the 3’-end FoM fragment of either ACT I, FUSl, STE2 or 

STE12 transcripts.

A ligation and wash-efficacy control was included in this experiment that 

contained FoM-digested pUC19 DNA, the biotinylated phosphorylated indexer specific 

for the non-repeated end of pUC19 A fragment, the non-biotinylated phosphorylated 

indexer specific for the non-repeated end o f pUC19 B fragment, and the non

biotinylated nonphosphorylated indexer specific for the cohesive-end sequence 

common to both A and B. Amplification of this control was expected to generate only 

fragment A if the wash regimen used was successful in removing non-speciflcally- 

bound DNA fragments from the Dynabeads. If  the wash did not prevent non-specific 

binding, both A and B would be amplified. If ligation failed, or if the template DNA 

was lost during the wash regimen, no product would be amplified.

Twenty microlitres of a standard washed Dynabead suspension were added to 

the completed 20-pl ligation reactions, and incubation was performed at 37°C for 2 hrs 

with tumbling rotation. The stringent washing regimen from the previous experiment 

was used to remove non-specifically-bound cDNA templates from the paramagnetic 

beads: the beads were washed once with 100 pi of 5x SSC, once with 100 pi of 

2x SSC/ 50% formamide, and rinsed with 100 pi ddHiO. An indexing PCR reaction 

mix was prepared for each tube in a manner similar to that described for the previous 

experiment. Eighteen microlitres of PCR reaction mix were aliquoted into each tube
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of unsuspended washed cDNA-bearing Dynabeads. Each PCR reaction, employing 

bead-bound indexed cDNA fragments as template, contained 20 pmol of BamCC 

indexing primer and 60 pmol of Poly(T)35-V anchored primer mix (20 pmol/pl/oligo). 

The ligation/wash control contained 40 pmol of Bam indexing primer. A positive PCR 

control (a previously-amplified stock of pUCl9 A fragment, diluted 1:10,000 and 

amplified using 40 pmol Bam primer) and a negative PCR control (20 pmol BamCC 

indexing primer and 60 pmol Poly(T>35-V anchored primer mix in a PCR reaction 

devoid of target DNA) were also performed. Standard PCR conditions for the 

amplification of fragments by Taq DNA polymerase were employed, with 40 cycles of 

amplification. Amplified reactions were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis 

(FIGURE 4.8B).

The successful amplification of pUCl9 fragment A alone as the ligation control 

in this experiment demonstrated that ligation of biotinylated indexers to target 

fragments had occurred. The specific capture of biotinylated indexed fragments by 

streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads was accomplished. The removal of 

nonspecifically-bound nonbiotinylated DNA fragments from Dynabeads using a 

stringent washing regimen had also been successful, as evidenced by the absence of 

concomitant amplification of the nonbiotinylated pUC19 Fragment B from the ligation 

mixture following Dynabead capture and washing. No PCR contamination was present 

to outcompete legitimate amplification of indexed cDNA targets, as shown by the 

absence of PCR products in the negative PCR control. Additional confirmation that 

the PCR reactions were correctly assembled and had the potential to amplify DNA 

fragments was provided by the positive PCR control. The amplification of indexed 

FoM-digested TF terminal restriction fragments had been previously demonstrated 

(FIGURE 4.6B), providing confirmation that these reaction conditions permitted 

indexers to be ligated to cDNA target fragments generating amplifiable target 

fragments. The inability of anchored poly(T) primers to efficiently initiate strand 

elongation in PCR of indexed 3’-end cDNA transcripts needed to be addressed.
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4.3.7 Design, construction and use of FakePolyT model fragments in

optimization of poly(T) priming strategies

4.3.7.1 Designing the BigPolyT Indexer for construction o f  FakePolyTfragments

In order to investigate strategies enabling the amplification of indexed 3’-end 

cDNA fragments by BamCC and anchored poly(T) primers and to facilitate 

troubleshooting and optimization of cDNA indexing amplification protocols, it was 

necessary to generate a set of artificial templates (FakePolyTs) mimicking features of 

indexed 3 '-end cDNA fragments. A large double-stranded oligonucleotide that would 

facilitate the formation and amplification o f a FakePolyT molecule was designed and 

synthesized (FIGURE 4.9A). This double-stranded oligo, referred to as BigPolyT 

Indexer, was composed of the two complementary oligonucleotides BamPolyTPrimer 

and PolyA-TGTCindexer. When annealed, these two oligos could be used as a large 

double-stranded indexer, capable of targeting and ligating to both ends of the pUC19 

AB double fragment (or one end of either the pUC19 A or B fragments), being primed 

and amplified by Bam indexing primer in a standard indexing amplification reaction, 

and subsequently acting as a template for poly(T) priming optimization.

4.3.7.2 Approach I: Ligation o f  BigPolyT Indexer to pUCI9 A &  B fragments

Artificial indexed 3’-end cDNA templates were constructed by ligation of 

BigPolyT Indexer directly to Fragment A and Fragment B o f pUC19 (FIGURE 4.9B). 

Four ligation reactions were prepared, two to ligate BigPolyT Indexer to the Fokl- 

digested pUC19 fragments and two to act as ligation and amplification controls for 

their construction. Tube 1 contained 1 ng o f Fo^I-digested pUC19 DNA, 50 frnol of 

BigPolyT Indexer, and 50 fmol/oligo of OH-GCGNxBamCC indexer mix in a standard 

ligation reaction. This ligation was designed to construct a 325-bp fragment (A*) 

exhibiting a BamCC primer-binding site at one end and at the other a 35-nt stretch of 

thymidine bases immediately downstream of a Bam primer-binding site. Tube 2 was 

similar to Tube 1. with the substitution of indexer mix to 50 fmol/oligo OH- 

TCGNxBamCC. This ligation was designed to construct a  1412-bp fragment (B*) with
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BigPolyT Indexer
Indexing strand - PolyA-TGTCindexer (59 nt) 

s '  -(p ) t g t c a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a t t g t c t t c g g a t c c t g t a c c - 3 '

3 ' -T T T T T T TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTAACAGAAGCCTAGGACATGG—5 '

Priming strand - BamPolyTPrimer (55 nt)

B Fragm ent A 
.  g a c a --------
M in-  CTGT 1 —

Fragm ent^A^
5 a m  A A A  A A A c T C T ^

Fragm ent B
—- — —GACA--------

Mrn CTGT--------

Fragmentary
SaSTJ

-ggĝ BSmSS

-Ggĝ HSSSC

H O E

iJCGgBmSS

290 bp 

325 bp 

1377 bp 

1412 bp

1412 bp 
1377 bp

325 bp 
290 bp

A* B*

Primers: Bam Bam
Po*y(T)te-V

Bam
PolyCOa-V

HGURE 4.9: Design, construction and use of FakePolyT model fragments 
in optimization of pofy(T) priming strategies.
A) Sequence of BigPolyT Indexer oligonucleotides.
B) Structure of A+ and B+ fragm ents com pared to that of indexed pU C l9  
Fragments A and B.
C) Amplification of A+ and B+ fragments in preparation for gel purification. 
Indexed pUC19 Fragm ents A and B were also amplified for comparison. S ee 
text for further details.
D) Amplification of gel-purified A+ and B+ fragm ents using BamCC and 
Poly(T)16-V primers w as com pared to the amplification of these  fragm ents with 
BamCC and PoiyfO^-V. Experimental details are  outlined in the text.
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features similar to those o f Tube 1. Tubes 3 and 4 were similar to Tubes 1 and 2, 

respectively, with the substitution of 50 finol of P-TGTCxBam for BigPolyT Indexer. 

These ligation controls indexed the pUC19 A and B fragments, generating indexing 

templates of 290 bp and 1377 bp, respectively. A standard indexing protocol was used 

for ligations. Amplification o f the ligated samples with 40 pmol Bam primer was 

performed by PfuTurbo™ DNA polymerase in a standard PCR reaction. Analysis of 

amplified fragments was performed by agarose gel electrophoresis (FIGURE 4.9C). 

Slices of agarose containing the A+ and B+ fragments were cut from the gel, cleaned, 

resuspended and diluted to 1 pg/|il in ddHiO.

4.3.7.3 Comparison o f  amplification efficiency o f  3 -primer sets Poly (I) 3 5- V and
Poly(T),6-V

Amplification of the gel-purified A+ and B+ fragments using BamCC primer 

and Poly(T)35-V was compared to amplification of these fragments with BamCC and 

Poly(T)i6-V (FIGURE 4.9D). Standard PCR reactions containing 20 pmol BamCC and 

20 pmol/oligo (60 pmol total) anchored poly(T) primers were prepared with Taq DNA 

polymerase. Amplification proceeded for 40 cycles using cycling times and 

temperatures described for standard indexing PCRs. Evaluation of anchored poly(T) 

primer amplification efficiency was performed by agarose gel electrophoresis analysis 

of the amplified reactions.

Both Poly(T)i6-V and Poly(T)35-V primers were able to amplify the A+ 

FakePolyT fragment from gel-isolated A+ template in combination with BamCC 

primer. However, amplification of the B+ FakePolyT fragment was not accomplished 

efficiently using either anchored poly(T) primer. In the case of Poly(T)i6-V, weak 

amplification o f the B+ template was accompanied by a high level of nonspecific 

(“background”) amplification producing a smear on the gel, in addition to concomitant 

weak amplification of the A+ template. Amplification of gel-isolated B+ template by 

Poly(T>35-V and BamCC was completely outcompeted by the undesirable amplification 

of A+ template. It was determined that preparations of gel-isolated B~ template were 

contaminated by sufficiently high amounts o f A+ template to permit competitive
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amplification of A+. As a result, this approach to the construction o f FakePolyT 

fragments for 3’-end cDNA indexing protocols was discontinued. Because of the high 

level of background generated by amplification of simple targets with Poly(T)i6-V, and 

because of the significant dissimilarity in annealing temperature between the 

Poly(T)i6-V and BamCC oligonucleotides, no further development o f cDNA indexing 

protocols were performed with using the anchored Poly(T)i6-V primers.

4.3.7.4 Design o f  GCRichPolyfl) /6- V primer

A poly(T) primer was designed that had a Tm well matched to that of the 

BamCC primer (unlike Poly(T)i6-V) but contained a significantly shorter poly(T) 

region than Poly(T)35-V, reducing the potential negative effects on amplification 

efficiency produced as a result of secondary structure o f a homopolymeric 

oligonucleotide primer. The anchored poly(T) primer variant GCRichPoly(T)i6-V 

(5’-GGGCACGC(T)i6V-3’) featured an eight-base 5’ GC-rich region, a 16-nt poly(T) 

stretch for priming first-strand cDNA synthesis from mRNA templates and for 

amplifying 3’-end cDNA fragments, and a single anchoring nucleotide (A, C or G). 

Initiation of first-strand cDNA synthesis with this oligo set was anticipated to provide 

increased priming specificity. Additionally, the new anchored poly(T) primer set was 

expected to be more efficient in amplifying indexed 3’-end cDNA fragments generated 

from mRNA populations using these oligos during cDNA synthesis.

4.3.7.5 Approach 2: Construction o f a DNA target amplicon primed at both ends by

polyCT) primers

Attempts to construct a set of FakePolyT fragments by direct ligation of 

BigPolyT Indexer and BamCC indexers to pUC19 Fokl restriction fragments A and B 

failed. This failure was due to the difficulty of completely purifying the B+ template 

stocks from all traces o f the A+ template. Additionally, the presence of the Bam primer 

binding sequence on both ends of both templates in the initial ligation and 

amplification steps o f their construction made it difficult to ensure that BamCC was not 

capable of illegitimately priming from these sequences at the low temperatures
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required for Poly(T)i6-V annealing during the annealing step o f PCR cycling. A 

second approach to FakePolyT construction was designed to avoid these difficulties. 

This approach involved the ligation of BigPolyT Indexer to both ends of a suitable 

restriction fragment; amplification of the fragment using only anchored poly(T) 

primers with resultant loss of the Bam-primer binding sequences on the poly(T) 

amplicon; Fokl digestion of the poIy(T) amplicon into two restriction fragments 

bearing indexable cohesive end sequences on one o f their ends and a poly(A)/poly(T) 

tail at the other; ligation of BamCC NoP indexer mixes to these indexable ends; and 

preparative amplification of the completely constructed FakePolyT fragments for use 

as templates for cDNA indexing protocol development.

The Fokl-digested pUC19 AB double fragment (see Section 2.3.4) was selected 

as a suitable target for this approach to FakePolyT construction. The Fokl recognition 

sequence of the restriction site generating the GACA cohesive end of Fragment A is 

located upstream of its cutsite. The Fokl recognition sequence of the restriction site 

generating the GACA cohesive end of Fragment B is located downstream o f the 

cutsite. In other words, the recognition sequences of the restriction sites generating the 

AB double fragment are external to the sequence of the double fragment itself.

Ligation of BigPolyT Indexer (bearing the cohesive end sequence TGTC), or P- 

TGTCxBam indexer to the AB double fragment results in a fragment amplifiable using 

Bam primer alone. This indexable fragment contains a single Fokl recognition 

sequence and restriction site - the internal Fokl site generating the A and B fragments 

from the AB double fragment. Digestion of the indexed AB double fragment does not 

remove the attached indexers, but cleaves the double fragment into indexable A and B 

fragments carrying indexer sequences of their distal ends. FakePolyT construction 

proceeded using the AB double fragment as a target (FIGURE 4.10).

BigPolyT Indexer was ligated to both GACA cohesive ends of the Fokl- 

digested pUC19 AB double fragment, which required an additional ligation event to 

rejoin the adjacent cohesive end sequences of Fragment A and Fragment B. (The 

rejoining of A and B fragments occurred in the same period of ligation as the 

attachment of BigPolyT Indexer.) Assembly of conventionally-indexed AB double
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F ra g m e n t A +
fl ■ ■- Q A CA -
B an  c t g t —

F ra g m e n t B +
3 K S I 325 bp
a s : iJgggEEE 1412 bp

F ra g m e n t AB
1 h  —QAĈ ' -

CTG T------------- 3H5u -O C G A -
-C Q C T -

F ra g m e n t AB++
EESE3Sg?g?r MK -O C O A -

-C Q C T -

iSSSzbec 1619 bp
taaato 1689 bp

FIGURE 4.10: Construction 
of FakePolyT amplicons 
primed at both ends by 
poly(T) primers.
A) The AB++construct w as 
assem bled by ligation of 
BigPolyT Indexer to both termi
nal coh esive en d s of the pUC19 
AB double fragment, generating 
an indexed tem plate 1689 bp in 
length. The AB double frag
ment w as constructed in a  par
allel ligation using P- 
TGTCxBam (generating a  
1619-bp indexed tem plate), a s  
a  control for AB assem bly and
indexing. The A+ and B+ con
structs are show n for compari
son. All constructs assem bled  
using BigPolyT Indexer are 
shown in pink, while the 
indexed AB construct generated  
using a  conventional Bam P- 
indexer is illustrated in red.

3 2 5  b p  1 4 1 2  b p  1 6 1 9  b p  1 6 8 9  b p

B) Ligations contained 1 ng of Fokl-digested pUC19 DNA, 1 pmol of BigPolyT 
Indexer, standard ligase buffer com ponents and 40  U T4 DNA ligase. Ligation 
w as performed at 16°C overnight to ensure ligation of BigPolyT Indexer to each  
terminal coh esive end of the targeted AB double fragment. Amplification of the 
ligated sam ples in 50-pl reaction volum es with 40 pmol Bam primer w as per
formed by Taq DNA polym erase for 35 cy cles at standard cycling tem peratures
and tim es. Analysis of amplified AB and AB++ fragm ents w as performed by
agarose gel electrophoresis. Aliquots of the A+ and B+ fragm ents constructed  
and amplified in FIGURE 4.9D  w ere electrophoresed in parallel with the AB and
AB++ am plicons for com parison. Concomitant amplification of the A+ construct 
w as observed in all PCR reactions.
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fragment was performed in parallel with the construct-assembly ligations, to provide a 

ligation and amplification control for the assembly process. In order to confirm 

assembly of the BigPolyT-indexed construct, and for comparison with the 

conventionally-indexed AB control, amplification o f the ligated samples with 40 pmol 

Bam primer was performed. The Bam-primed amplification products were analyzed 

by agarose gel electrophoresis (FIGURE 4.1 OB). Successful amplification o f the 

pUC19 AB double fragment with BigPolyT Indexer ligated to both ends (the A f f  ~ 

construct) was observed. Amplification of the conventionally-indexed AB double 

fragment (referred to as the AB or AB=Bam construct) was also successful.

Amplification o f AB+* construct with anchoredpoly(T) primers

Following confirmation of AB** assembly by Bam-primed amplification, AB** 

ligation products were amplified using either Poly(T)35-V or GCRichPoly(T)i6-V as the 

sole primer (FIGURE 4.11 A). (As a control, the indexed AB template was amplified 

in parallel using Bam primer.) The amplifications of AB** with Poly(T)35-V and 

GCRichPoly(T)i6-V generated two new constructs, AB**=Poly(T)35 and 

AB**=GCRichPoly(T)i6, respectively. Both new amplicons lacked the terminal Bam 

primer binding sequences present on both ends of the AB** construct. The 

AB**=Poly(T)3s amplicon carried terminal sequences consisting of 35mer tracts of 

poly(A)/poly(T) on each end. The AB**=GCRichPoIy(T)i6 amplicon carried terminal 

sequences consisting of an 8-bp GC-rich sequence external to a 16mer poly(A)/poly(T) 

tract on each end of the construct. In both cases, the terminal sequences o f the 

amplicons mimicked the terminal sequences generated by the priming o f first-strand 

cDNA synthesis from the poly(A) tails of mRNA transcripts with the appropriate 

anchored poly(T) primer.

Digestion o f  poly(T)-primed AB~~ amplicons

Following their initial amplification, AB**=Poly(T)35 and 

AB**=GCRichPoly(T)i6 were prepared for Fokl digestion. Slices of agarose 

containing one or other poly(T)-primed AB** amplicon were cut from the gel, cleaned
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FIGURE 4.11: Indexing of FoM-digested poty(T)-primed AB++amplicons.
A) The AB** construct was amplified using the anchored poly(T) primer mixes: Poty(T)35-V and GCRichPoly(T)16-V. Amplification of the construct 
was performed by Tag DNA polymerase using 40 pmol of a particular anchored poly(T) primer in a standard 50-pl PCR reaction for 35 cycles. 
The indexed AB template was amplified in parallel using Bam primer. PCR products were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
B) AB** fragments amplified with Poly(T)M-V and with GCRichPoly(T)ie-V were sliced from agarose gel, purified and resuspended in 100 pi 
ddHjO, quantitated by UV spectrophotometry, and digested with FoM endonuclease. Fragments generated by FoM digestion of AB**=Poly(T)M 
were referred to as A*35 and B*35, while fragments generated by FoM digestion of AB**=GCRichPoly(T)I# were referred to as A*GC16 and 
B*GC16. Digestion was confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresisis. FoM-digested AB-^PolyfT)* and FoM-digested AB,*=GCRichPoly(T),B 
stocks were diluted to 1 ng/pl. Each of the four FoM-digested poly(T)-primed AB—derived constructs were ligated to appropriate BamCC NoP 
indexers. To generate indexed A*35,1 ng of FoM-digested AB**=Poly(T)» was ligated to 50 fmol OH-GCGNxBamCC under standard indexing 
ligation conditions. B*35 was generated in a similar manner, using OH-TCGNxBamCC as the indexer. A*GC16 and B*GC16 were generated in 
similar fashion, employing FoM-digested AB***GCRichPoly(T),6 as the DNA source in both ligations. In subsequent iterations of this process, 
biotinylated BamCC NoP indexer mixes were used as appropriate for the task required. Amplification of FakePolyT fragments was performed in 
standard indexing PCRs using BamCC and the appropriate anchored poly(T) oligo mix as primers, and analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
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of impurities using the Concert™ PCR purification system, resuspended in 100 pi 

ddFhO, and quantitated by UV spectrophotometry. In each of the two Fokl digests, 1 

pg of the appropriate DNA construct was cleaved with 1 U Fokl endonuclease in a 

30-pl digest. The digests were incubated for 1 hr at 25°C, the enzyme heat-denatured 

at 65°C, and the results of the digests analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis (data not 

shown). The two fragments generated by Fokl digestion of AB^PolyCT^s were 

referred to as A+35 and B+35. The two fragments generated by Fokl digestion of 

AB^GCRichPolyfOifi were referred to as A+GC16 and B+GC16. Stocks of Fokl- 

digested AB++=Poly(T)35 and Fo&I-digested AB^=GCRichPoly(T)i6 were diluted to 

1 ng/pl.

Ligation o f  BamCC NoP indexers to Fokl-digested poly(T)-primed AB^~ constructs for  

completion o f FakePolyT assembly

For the final step of constructing a set of FakePolyT templates capable of 

modeling the behaviour of indexed 3’-end cDNA fragments, each of the four fragments 

generated by Fokl digestion of poly(T)-primed AB-derived constructs were ligated to 

nonphosphorylated BamCC indexers. To generate indexed A+35, one nanogram of 

Fofcl-digested AB++=Poly(T)35 was ligated to 50 fmol OH-GCGNxBamCC under 

standard indexing ligation conditions. B+35 was generated in a similar manner, 

substituting OH-TCGNxBamCC as the indexer. A+GC16 and B+GC16 were generated 

in similar fashion, substituting Fo*I-digested AB^=GCRichPoly(T)i6 as the DNA 

source in both ligations. In subsequent iterations of this process, biotinylated 

nonphosphorylated BamCC indexer mixes were used as appropriate for the task 

required.

Amplification of FakePolyT fragments was performed using standard indexing 

PCR techniques using BamCC and the appropriate anchored poly(T) oligo mix as 

primers. A control PCR reaction, employing a FakePolyT fragment as the DNA 

template and BamCC as the only primer, was used to ensure that the fragments were 

constructed in such a way that both BamCC and an anchored poly(T) oligo were
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required to prime PCR (data not shown). Successful amplification of all four 

FakePolyT fragments was confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis (FIGURE 4.1 IB).

43.8 Use of FakePolyT fragments in development of cDNA indexing

protocols

4.3.8.1 Comparison o f  efficiency o f  Poly(T)3s- V and GCRichPoly(T) it- V primers

fo r  indexed 3 ’-end cDNA fragment amplification

The four FakePolyT fragments A+35, B+35, A+GC16 and B+GC16 were used to 

evaluate the comparative amplification efficiencies o f the Poly(T)3s-V and 

GCRichPoly(T)|6-V primers. This experiment was designed to provide insight into 

both the optimal conformation of cDNA 3’-terminal sequences generated during first- 

strand cDNA synthesis, and for selection of anchored poly(T) primer for PCR of 

indexed 3’-end cDNA fragments. Ligations of the four FakePolyT fragments were 

added without Dynabead extraction to PCR reactions containing Bam primer and the 

relevant anchored poly(T) primer. Amplification was performed using standard 

indexing protocols for PCR of Dynabead-captured cDNA templates and the results 

analyzed on agarose gel (FIGURE 4.12).

Use of Poly(T)35-V primer in combination with Bam primer failed to amplify 

A+35 or A+GC16 templates. The large B+35 and B+GC16 templates were inefficiently 

amplified to barely detectable levels on EtBr-stained agarose gel using this primer set. 

Despite the matched Tm of the Poly(T)3s-V primer with that of the Bam sequence, 

amplification of target was poor or nonexistent under cDNA indexing PCR conditions, 

regardless of the 3’-terminal sequences of the target. These results, which correlated 

with the failure of indexed 3’-end cDNA fragments to amplify in FIGURE 4.8B, 

indicated that Poly(T)35-V was ineffective as a primer for indexed 3’-end cDNA 

fragment amplification. Additionally, these data suggested that ds-cDNA populations 

primed in first-strand cDNA synthesis with this primer would not provide efficient 

targets for 3’-end cDNA indexing.
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Bam Bam

FIGURE 4.12: Comparison of efficiency of PolyfO^-V and GCRIchPoly(T)ie'v  primers for amplification of 
Indexed FakePotyT fragments.
Ligations of A+35, B+35, A+GC16 and B+GC16 were performed in an identical manner to ligations described in FIGURE 
4.11B. Biotinylated indexers were employed for continuity with subsequent experiments. No Dynabead extraction was 
performed. Two microtitres of the appropriate ligation w as added to a  20-pi PCR reaction containing 40 pmol Bam primer 
and 40 pmol of either PolyfO^-V or GCRichPoly(T)16-V. Thirty-five cycles of the PTC program "NEW55-62" were 
performed, and the PCR products were analyzed on agarose gel.
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In contrast, the GCRichPoiy(T)i6-V primer, in combination with Bam primer, provided 

efficient amplification of both A- and B-based templates with either type of 3’-terminal 

sequence structure. The amplification efficiency provided by this primer was sufficient 

to permit amplification of rare misligated fragment templates in this set of PCRs of 

ligated material unpurified by streptavidin capture on paramagnetic beads. 

GCRichPoly(T)i6-V was shown to be an efficient anchored poly(T) primer for the 

amplification of indexed 3’-end cDNA fragments.

4.3.8.2 Efficiency o f  3 ’-end cDNA fragment amplification from Dynabead-bound

biotinylated templates

The efficiency o f amplification from streptavidin-purifled indexed templates 

carrying 3’-terminal sequences complementary to the anchored poly(T) primer used in 

PCR was evaluated for Poly(T)3s-V and GCRichPoly(T)i6-V. Ligations of FakePolyT 

fragments were performed as in the previous experiment. Completed ligations were 

incubated with Dynabeads and indexed fragments isolated by streptavidin capture. 

Dynabead-bound indexed fragments were amplified in PCR reactions employing Bam 

primer and the appropriate anchored poly(T) primer. Ligations of A+35 and B+35 were 

amplified using Bam and Poly(T>3s-V, while A+GC16 and B+GC16 were amplified 

using Bam GCRichPoly(T)i6-V. Amplification products were analyzed on agarose gel 

(FIGURE 4.13 A).

Poly(T)35-V failed to amplify the A+35 template bearing a 3’-terminal 35mer 

poly(A)/poly(T) tract. Efficient amplification of both A+GC16 and B+GC16 following 

Dynabead purification was observed for the GCRichPoly(T)i6-V and Bam primer 

combination. This application of FakePolyT fragments clearly indicated the utility of 

GCRichPoly(T)i6-V as a primer for first-strand cDNA synthesis and for PCR in 3’-end 

cDNA indexing protocols.

4.3.8.3 Evaluation o f  PCR cycling parameters fo r 3 ’-end cDNA indexing

The amplification efficiencies provided by several PCR programs with slight 

variations in PTC cycling parameters were evaluated using the B+GC16 and A+GC16
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FIGURE 4.13: Amplification of biotinylatsd indexed artificial 3’-end cDNA fragments following streptavidin capture.
A) Ligations of FakePolyT templates with biotinylated indexers were performed as in FIGURE 4.12. Twenty microlitres of rinsed Dynabead 
suspension was added to each ligation and incubated for 1 hr at 37°C with agitation. Dynabeads were washed using the standard stringent wash 
regimen and added to 20-pi PCR reactions. Each PCR reaction contained 40 pmol Bam primer and 40 pmol of the appropriate anchored poly(T) 
primer. A negative PCR control containing no target DNA was performed, using 40 pmol Bam primer and 40 pmol GCRtehPoly(T)ie-V. A positive 
PCR control containing the same primers in addition to 2 pi of a 1:10 000 dilution of a previous A*GC16 amplification reaction was employed.
PCR proceeded for 35 cycles of PTC program "95-55-72", using the cycling parameters 30 s at 95°C; 30 s at 55°C; 60 s at 72°C. Analysis of 
target amplifications and control reactions was performed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
B) Three parallel ligations identical to that employed to construct biolinylated B*GC16 in part A were performed. Each was incubated with 
Dynabeads and washed as described above. The three identical Dynabead extractions of biotinylated indexed B*GC16 were added to three 20-pl 
aliquots of a master PCR reaction identical in composition to that used to amplify B«GC16 in part A. Each assembled reaction was amplified for 
35 cycles using a different set of cycling parameters: "95-55-72" (30 s at 95°C; 30 s at 55°C; 60 s at 72°C; 35 cycles), "92-55-72" (30 s at 92°C; 
30 s at 55°C; 60 s at 72°C; 35 cycles) or “92-55A59-72" (30 s at 92°C; 30 s at 55°C; 60 s at 72°C; 2 cycles; then 30 s at 92°C; 30 s at 59°C; 60 s 
at 72°C; 33 cycles) were employed.
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FakePolyT fragments. Ligation, Dynabead extraction and PCR reaction assembly were 

performed in an identical manner to that employed in the previous experiment. 

Amplification was performed using three different PCR temperature cycling protocols. 

Analysis of the results (FIGURE 4.13B) indicated that amplification of the B+GC16 

template with Bam and GCRichPoly(T)i6-V primers was most efficient using the 

following PTC cycling parameters: a dissociation temperature of 92°C (to reduce the 

loss of activity by thermostable polymerase) for 30 sec; an initial annealing 

temperature of 55°C (to establish a high specific amplification coefficient for the 

targeted amplicon) for 30 sec; and an elongation temperature of 72°C for 60 sec. After 

the first two cycles, the annealing temperature was elevated to 59°C during each of the 

subsequent 33 cycles to provide higher stringency for primer annealing. (A 10-minute 

elongation step at 72°C at the end of 35 cycles was performed in all PCR protocols 

evaluated.)

4.3.8.4 Estimation o f  indexed 3 ’-end cDNA template requirement fo r amplification 

with GCRichPoly(T) i6-V and BamCC

A coarse evaluation of the amplification efficiency provided by cDNA indexing 

protocols developed through the use of FakePolyT fragments was performed using the 

A+GC16 template. Indexed A+GC16 was amplified in parallel preparative PCR 

reactions, pooled, purified and quantitated. An initial 6 ng/pl stock was serially diluted 

by factors o f 10'2, 10“\  10"6,10‘8 and 10'10. Six nanograms of A+GC16 corresponds to 

30 fmol, or roughly 20 billion A+GC16 template molecules. One microlitre from each 

serial dilution of A+GC16 was added to each of 5 identical PCR reactions. 

Amplification proceeded with Bam and GCRichPoly(T)i6-V primers using the PCR 

temperature cycling protocol “92-55&59-72”. Analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis 

(FIGURE 4.14) revealed that amplification of indexed 3’-end cDNA fragments was 

efficient for as few as 102 templates, or less, present in PCR using cDNA indexing 

protocols.
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Template: A+GC16

195 0  bp 
132 6  bp

2 9 7  bp 

154  bp

FIGURE 4.14: Coarse estimation of amplification efficiency for indexed 
GC16-tailed cONA.
Indexed A+GC16 w as amplified in two parallel 50-pl PCR reactions from two 
2-pl aliquots of the ligation em ployed in FIGURE 4.12. The entire pooled yield 
of the A+GC16 amplification w as isolated and purified by syringe extraction from 
agarose gel. T hese preparative am plifications yielded a  total of approximately 
90 ng of amplified A+GC16 DNA. A s A+GC16 has a  molecular m ass of 
approximately 200 0 0 0 ,9 0  ng of product corresponds to 450 fmol of A+GC16. 
R esuspended purified tem plate DNA w as diluted to 30 fmol, or roughly 20  billion 
m olecules, per microlitre. This stock w as serially diluted by factors of 10*2,10"4, 
10*6,10 -«  and 10*10. O ne microlitre from each  serial dilution w as added to a  
20-pJ PCR reaction identical to that em ployed in FIGURE 4.13B . Amplification 
w as performed using the PTC program "92-55&59-72", and PCR products were 
analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.

M o lecu lesr 
(Estimated) ,2x1 Qb 2x10« 2x104 200
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4J.9 GC-rich anchored poly(T)-primed synthesis and quality assurance of 

ds-cDNA populations from total cellular mRNA isolated from S. 

cerevisiae cultures grown under different environmental conditions

The modified cDNA indexing protocols developed using Test Fragment primer 

pairs, biotinylated indexed pUC19 fragment combinations and FakePolyT fragments 

were applied to the generation and study of indexable ds-cDNA populations from 

S. cerevisiae mRNA. Cultures of S. cerevisiae strain W303 were grown in glucose 

medium and in galactose medium. Cultures growing exponentially in glucose medium 

either received no treatment, were treated with pheromone, or were exposed to high 

salt concentrations prior to the isolation of total cellular mRNA from those cells. 

mRNA populations isolated from these RNA preparations were used as the templates 

for ds-cDNA synthesis using a modified protocol (Section 4.2.7) and employing 

GCRichPoly(T)i6-V to initiate first-strand cDNA synthesis.

TF primer pairs were again used to evaluate the quality of cDNA synthesis for 

each ds-cDNA population. For each cDNA population, a set of four PCR reactions 

was performed using each o f the four transcript-specific TF primer pairs. Analysis of 

PCR products by agarose gel electrophoresis (FIGURE 4.15) demonstrated 

amplification o f each of the ACT1, FUS1, STE2 and STE12 TF transcripts from each 

of the ds-cDNA populations, indicating efficient and accurate synthesis of ds-cDNA 

from the isolated mRNA populations. Of particular note were the increased intensities 

of the product bands corresponding to FUS1 and STE12 TF amplification from the 

Pheromone ds-cDNA population, relative to the intensities of those bands for ds-cDNA 

populations derived from yeast grown under different growth conditions. Pheromone 

treatment of MATa S. cerevisiae cells induces transcription of the STE12 gene coding 

for mating transcription factor and of the FUSl gene essential for fusion of MATa cells 

with cells of the opposite mating type [234,237,239, 240]. The increased prevalence 

of the mRNA transcripts of these two genes in the mRNA population derived from 

pheromone-treated yeast cells is reflected in the intensities of the bands produced by
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amplification to the FUS1 and STE12 TF fragments amplified from the corresponding 

cDNA population. This data supports the conclusion that the ds-cDNA populations 

generated using the modified cDNA synthesis protocol are of high quality and reflect 

the relative prevalence of the particular mRNA species of which the original mRNA 

populations were composed.

Each ds-cDNA population was digested with Fokl endonuclease in the manner 

outlined in Section 4.2.5. The quality of Fold restriction digested of ds-cDNA 

populations was evaluated using TF primer pairs in a similar fashion to that described 

in Section 4.3.2.2. Agarose gel electrophoresis (FIGURE 4.15) demonstrated similar 

results for Fokl digestion of GC-rich poly(T)-primed cDNA populations as for digests 

of anchored poly(T)i6-primed cDNA populations.

4.3.10 Software development and database construction

The C ~  program YeastORFdb vl.O (developed by Eric Carpenter, Randy 

Nonay and Chris Dambrowitz) was developed to facilitate manipulation of S. 

cerevisiae open reading frame (ORF) cDNA transcript sequence data in preparation for 

3’-end cDNA indexing analysis. The entire set of open reading frame sequences of 

S. cerevisiae (12,052 kb; 6,183 ORFs larger than 100 amino acids) was downloaded 

from the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) via ftp as a compressed FASTA file

[247] containing the DNA coding sequence for all current standard ORFs with introns 

removed. YeastORFdb opened the file and searched each individual ORF sequence for 

Fokl recognition site motifs in both the 5’ and 3’ direction. (A simple modification of 

the software permitted the recognition site of any Type IIS restriction endonuclease of 

interest to selected as the search motif.) In the case in which an ORF contained more 

than one Fokl recognition site, the program identified the site proximal to the 3'-end of 

the anticipated transcript. For each 3'-end fragment identified, the program generated a 

set of data entries describing the base position number of the start of the cutsite 

(counting from the final non-poly(A) base of the ORF sequence), the distance in bases 

from the cutsite to the end of the non-poly(A) region, and the sequence of the four-base 

cohesive end generated by Fokl cleavage from that recognition site of cDNA generated
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FIGURE 4.15: Evaluation of GC-rich anchored polyfO-prlmed cDNA synthesis quality and FWd digest quality 
using TF primer pairs.
Cultures of S. cerevisiae strain W303 were grown in glucose medium and in galactose medium. Log-phase cultures growing in glucose medium 
received no treatment, were treated with pheromone, or were exposed to high salt concentrations prior to the isolation of total cellular mRNA from 
those cells. mRNA populations were isolated and used as templates for ds-cDNA synthesis. A modified protocol was employed (Section 4.2.7) 
using GCRichPo!y(T)16-V for first-strand priming and utilizing the Superscript kit for second-strand synthesis. For each cDNA population, a set of 
four PCR reactions was performed using each of the four transcript-specific TF primer pairs ACH(red), FUS1 (green), STE2 (blue) and STE12 
(purple), in order to evaluate the quality of cDNA synthesis. Each ds-cDNA population was digested with FoM endonuclease in the manner out
lined in Section 4.2.5. The qualify of FoM restriction digested of ds-cDNA populations was evaluated using TF primer pairs in a similar fashion to 
that described in FIGURE 4.3B (only Glucose FoM-digested cDNA shown). PCR reaction assembly, amplification conditions and analysis aga
rose gel electrophoresis were performed as described in FIGURE 4.3. Lanes marked "MW" contain 123-bp ladder molecular weight markers.
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from that ORF’s anticipated mRNA transcript. From these data, the program generated 

a second set of data entries corresponding to 3’-end cDNA fragments generated by 

Fokl restriction endonuclease: a fragment label corresponding to the ORF name and 

Locus name within the Saccharomyces genome; the base position numbers 

corresponding to the 3’-end of the fragment; the length of the indexed fragment in 

bases including the four-base cohesive end, indexer sequence and poly(T) tail; and the 

sequence of the indexer required to target the cohesive end sequences at the 5’-end of 

the 3’-end cDNA fragment. The data entries generated by the program were saved as 

comma-delineated text in a second file labeled “ORFdata.txt”. This file could be 

opened by Microsoft Excel 98 to create a versatile searchable database of indexable 

3’-end cDNA fragments in Fofcl-digested cDNA populations derived from S. cerevisiae 

cultures grown under varying environmental conditions. This database was employed 

in the design of 3’-end cDNA indexing investigations and in the analysis of 

experimental results.

4.3.11 Differential expression of GAL I and of BOP3 reported by 3’-end cDNA 

indexing

The GAL I  gene of S. cerevisiae encodes galactokinase, the enzyme catalyzing 

the first step in galactose metabolism. The Gallp gene product also relieves the 

inhibition of the Gal4p transcriptional activator by Gal80p in a similar manner to the 

action of Gal3p, to which it exhibits a high degree of amino acid sequence homology

[248]. The abundance of GAL I mRNA has been reported to be 21.8-fold higher in 

cells utilizing galactose as a carbon source than in cells growing in glucose-containing 

medium [72,249]. The high level o f induction of GAL I in response to growth on 

galactose medium made it an attractive subject for the demonstration of differential 

expression reporting by 3’-end cDNA indexing. The YeastORFdb database was used 

to identify the size and cohesive end sequence of the 3’-terminal Fokl restriction 

fragment of the ds-cDNA synthesized from the GAL I mRNA transcript. From the 

database, the expected length of the indexed GAL I 3’-end cDNA fragment was
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1382 bp, and the unindexed target bore the cohesive end sequence AACG. This 

cohesive end sequence would be targeted by the OH-CGTNxBamCC indexer mix.

The function of the protein encoded by the BOP3 gene is unknown, but the 

expression of this gene is coregulated with a set of genes involved in the MAP kinase 

cascade inducing Stel2p and initiating filamentous growth in response to certain types 

of environmental stress [250]. A number of these genes (e.g. AFR1,AGAI,CIK1, 

FARI, FIG1, FUS1, KAR4) are also upregulated in response to the mating signal 

transduction pathway [250]. Roberts et al. detected a 15-fold induction of BOP3 in 

response to overexpression of STE12 under control of the GAL I promoter in galactose- 

containing medium [73]. Under a variety o f stress conditions, the expression of the 

BOP3 mRNA transcript increases approximately 2-fold (Yeast Microarray Global 

Viewer [226, 230]). However, Causton et al. observed 3-fold repression of BOP3 

transcription following 15-minute treatment with 0.4 M NaCl [251]. The differential 

expression of BOP3 by yeast grown in a variety of environmental conditions, in 

addition to the limited dynamic range of its expression, made this gene an attractive 

subject for differential expression reporting by 3’-end cDNA indexing. The 

YeastORFdb database indicated a 133-bp indexed amplicon was expected for the 

BOP3 3’-terminal restriction fragment. The GCTG cohesive end sequence of the Fokl- 

digested cDNA fragment would be targeted by the OH-CTGNxBamCC indexer mix.

A 3’-end cDNA indexing experiment was designed to detect and report 

differential expression of GAL1 and of BOP 3 between a culture o f S. cerevisiae strain 

W303 grown in galactose-containing medium and three cultures grown in glucose 

medium and subjected either to no treatment, exposure to a  mating pheromone, or 

high-osmolarity shock (see Section 4.2.1), Four pairs of cDNA indexing ligations 

were assembled. Each pair of ligations contained 10 ng of Fo&I-digested cDNA 

derived from yeast cultures grown under the various growth conditions. In each 

reaction, Fo&I-digested cDNA was targeted by 50 fmol of either the 

OH-CGTNxBamCC or the OH-CTGNxBamCC biotinylated indexer mixes. The 

OH-CGTNxBamCC indexer mix targeted a set of 3’-terminal cDNA restriction 

fragments including the GALl transcript. The OH-CTGNxBamCC indexer mix was
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used to target a set of 3’-terminal cDNA restriction fragments including the BOP3 

transcript. Ligation was performed using 40 U T4 DNA ligase at 37°C for 60 min, 

followed by heat denaturation of the ligase. Five micrograms of rinsed Dynabeads 

were added to each completed reaction, incubated and washed as before, and added to a 

PCR reaction containing BamCC and GCRichPoly(T)i6-V primers. Following 

35 cycles o f amplification using the PTC program “92-55&59-72”, the PCR products 

were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis (FIGURE 4.16).

The set of cDNA transcripts detected in this experiment were identified by the 

YeastORFdb database and their corresponding gene functions ascertained by searching 

the YPD Saccharomyces cerevisiae Proteome Database [252, 253] (TABLE 4.3). The 

indexed GALl 3’-terminal cDNA restriction fragment was detected in the cDNA 

population derived from yeast grown in galactose-containing medium, indicating a 

high level o f expression of the GALl mRNA transcript in those cells. The result 

obtained by expression reporting via cDNA indexing correlated with the known pattern 

of regulation of the GALl gene [72, 249]. No indexed GALl cDNA was detected 

among cDNA populations derived from cells grown in the presence of glucose. This 

finding was well-correlated with the results o f DNA microarray studies of global gene 

expression in yeast grown on various carbon sources, in which cultures growing in rich 

glucose-containing medium were found to contain less than 0.1 molecule per cell of 

GALl mRNA [254].

The indexed BOP3 3’-terminal restriction fragment was detected in the cDNA 

population derived from untreated cells growing in rich glucose medium. The indexed 

BOP3 cDNA was also amplified from cDNA derived from pheromone-treated cells, 

generating a more intense band on agarose gel than that observed from the Glucose 

cDNA population. No BOP3 expression was detected in cDNA derived from salt- 

shocked yeast, or from yeast grown in galactose medium. The results obtained by 3’- 

end cDNA indexing for differential expression of the BOP3 gene were well-correlated 

with those obtained by DNA microarray analysis of differential gene expression [73, 

250, 251].
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, GAL1
1382 bp

—BOP3
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HGURE 4.16: Differential expression of G ALl and of BOP3 reported by 
3'-end cDNA Indexing.
Four pairs of cDNA indexing ligations w ere assem bled  to dem onstrate differen
tial expression of GAL1 and of BOP3. Each pair of ligations contained 10 ng of 
Fo/d-digested cDNA derived from yeast cultures grown under various growth 
conditions. In each  reaction, Fokl-digested cDNA w as targeted by 50 fmol of 
either the OH-CGTNxBamCC or the OH-CTGNxBamCC biotinylated indexer 
m ixes. The OH-CGTNxBamCC indexer mix targeted a  se t of 3’-terminal cDNA 
restriction fragm ents including the GAL1 transcript. The OH-CTGNxBamCC 
indexer mix w as used  to target a  se t of 3'-terminal cDNA restriction fragm ents 
including the BOP3 transcript. Ligation w as performed using 40 U T4 DNA 
ligase at 37°C  for 60 min, followed by heat denaturation of the ligase. Five 
micrograms of rinsed D ynabeads w ere added to each  com pleted reaction, 
incubated and w ashed a s  before, and added to a  PCR reaction containing 
BamCC and GCRichPoly(T)16-V primers. Following 35  cycles of amplification 
using the PTC program "92-55&59-72“, the PCR products w ere analyzed by 
agarose gel electrophoresis. Lanes marked "MW” contain 123-bp ladder 
m olecular weight markers.
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TABLE 4.3: Identification of differentially-expressed transcripts by 3'-end cDNA indexing.

MDEXER GROWTH CONDITION FUNCTIONGene Size GUI SALT PHER GAL
COIN

YCR105W 101 Y Y Y Y NADPH-dependent cinnamyl-alcohol dehydrogenase
SEH1 115 Y Y W W protom in complex with nuclear pore protein
SP069 125 N Y N N required for sporulation and meiosis
RPL17A 188 Y Y Y Y basic protein in 60S ribosomai subunit
YBL010C 268
YBR007C 269 N Y N N proteins of unknown function
YNR042W 269
YKR051W 452 Y W W Y protein of unknown function
GAL1 1382 N N N Y galactokinase

CTGN
BTN2 109 Y Y Y N involved in cellular pH homeostasis
BOP3 133 Y N Y N overproduction inhibits growth and induces filamentous phenotype
YNL247W 187 Y Y Y Y cysteinyl-tRNA synthetase
YDR262W 255 Y Y Y Y putative transm em brane protein
DOT5 3 02 Y Y Y Y chromatin structure and cell stress
YNL081C 329 Y N Y N putative mitochondrial ribosomai protein
ISD2 330 mitochondrial protein required for iron metabolism
DIB1 430 Y N W N U4/U6.U5 snRNP component with role in mitotic spindle formation

AmpWtod indexed 3 -end cDNA transcripts detected in FIGURE 4.16 were identified using the YeastORFdb cDNA indexing database. Amplified 3 -end 
cDNA transcripts that could not be uniquely identified from the Yeast ORFdb database due to limitations of agarose gel electophoretic separation were 
included using each potential transcript identity, and are highlighted in grey. Function of the corresponding gene (if known) was identified from YPD (252).

§
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Significant background amplification was evident among the PCR products 

generated in this experiment. In subsequent protocol modification, efforts were made 

to establish ligation conditions which reduced the level o f background amplification in 

3’-end cDNA indexing reactions.

4.3.12 Conditions providing high ligation fidelity by Taq DNA ligase

An extensive investigation into ligation fidelity in cDNA indexing reactions 

and methods by which it might be improved was recently described by Shaw-Smith et 

al. [223]. These authors identified a set of conditions under which Taq DNA ligase 

could be used effectively to provide significantly enhanced ligation specificity over T4 

DNA ligase. Under the conditions defined by this study, ligations containing a molar 

ratio of indexer to cDNA cohesive end targets of 10:1 with 40 U Taq DNA ligase 

incubated at 14°C for 60 minute provided a ligation specificity approaching 100%.

The authors applied this modified cDNA indexing ligation protocol to the identification 

of differences in gene expression in murine duodenum and ileum [219]. The 

conditions developed by Shaw-Smith et al. were modified and incorporated with the 

streptavidin-capture and amplification protocols developed for 3’-end cDNA indexing 

investigations of global gene expression in S. cerevisiae.

4.3.13 Reporting by 3’-end cDNA indexing of differential gene expression in 

yeast in response to saline stress

The challenge presented to Saccharomyces by conditions of high salinity 

evokes a range o f physiological responses including measures to ameliorate osmotic 

stress and to counter the toxicity of specific cations [255,256]. A complex 

transcriptional program involving large numbers of genes is induced that activates 

these and other biochemical functions [256-258]. Analysis of the global transcriptional 

response of the yeast genome under NaCl stress has been performed using DNA 

microarrays [257, 259].
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The 3’-end cDNA indexing protocol set incorporating ligation conditions 

modified from Shaw-Smith et al. [223] was initially applied to the generation o f partial 

gene expression profiles for S. cerevisiae grown in glucose-containing medium with or 

without short-term exposure to high salt concentrations (Section 4.2.1). A set of seven 

ligations using indexer mix sequences AACN, CGCN, CGTN, CTCN, CTGN, GACN 

and GGGN was performed for the Glucose cDNA population and a set for the Salt 

cDNA population. Each 3’-end cDNA indexing ligation reaction contained 1 ng of 

Fo&I-digested ds-cDNA derived from yeast grown in glucose medium with or without 

saline treatment, 500 fmol (per indexer) of the appropriate biotinylated 

nonphosphorylated BamCC indexer mix and 10 U Taq DNA ligase in a 15-pl reaction 

volume of Taq DNA ligase buffer. Ligations were incubated at 16°C for 2 h. Fifteen 

microlitres of a Dynabead suspension in 2 M NaCl was added to each cDNA indexing 

ligation containing biotinylated cDNA fragments. The samples were incubated at 37°C 

for 1 h with gentle agitation, washed using a stringent wash regimen, rinsed and the 

liquid removed. A 18-|il volume o f Platinum™ Taq DNA polymerase reaction mix 

was prepared with 40 pmol BamCC indexing primer; 60 pmol [total oligo] 

GCRichPolyTi6-V (20 pmol/anchored end) and 1.25 U Platinum™ Taq DNA 

polymerase. This PCR reaction mix was added onto the magnetically-isolated 

Dynabeads to which the biotinylated cDNA fragments were bound, and mixed 

thoroughly by pipetting up and down. Terminal cDNA targets bearing a biotinylated 

BamCC indexer on one end and a GCRichPoly(A) region at the other were amplified 

using the PTC protocol “92-55&59-72” for 35 cycles. To prepare samples for analysis 

by agarose gel electrophoresis, 4 pi o f loading dye was added directly to the 20-pl PCR 

reaction and mixed thoroughly. Twelve microlitres of each dyed reaction was loaded 

onto a 2% agarose gel and electrophoresed for 120 min at 8 V/cm. Appropriate DNA 

size standards were included on the gel. Visualization of electrophoresis results was 

performed by UV transillumination as previously described, and the data were recorded 

by digital image capture (FIGURE 4.17).

Identification of amplified indexed 3’-end cDNA transcripts was performed 

using the YeastORFdb cDNA indexing database (TABLE 4.4). For each transcript
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FIGURE 4.17: Differential gene expression in yeast in response to saline 
stress.
Two se ts  of seven  ligations using indexer mix seq u en ces AACN, CGCN, CGTN, 
CTCN, CTGN, GACN and GGGN w ere performed for the G lucose and Salt cDNA 
populations. Ligations w ere performed using Taq DNA ligase (s e e  text) and 
incubated with D ynabeads for streptavidin capture of biotinylated DNA fragments. 
PCR w as performed on the Dynabead-bound DNA tem plates using BamCC 
GCrichPolyT16-V primers. A nalysis of 3 ’-end cDNA indexing results w as per
formed using agarose gel electophoresis. Amplified indexed 3 ’-end cDNA tran
scripts w ere identified using YeaistORFdb (TABLE 4.4).
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TABLE 4.4: Identification of indexed cDNA transcripts expressed in response to saline stress.
FUNCTIONGene Size Glucose Salt MDUviiovr

AACN
FPR4 183 y Y 2.8 nucleolar poptidyprelyl cis-trans isomeraae (PP’.ase)
GCD2 187 1.8 translation initiation factor, 71 kOA subunit
OPS1 224 N Y 6 .5 cytoplasmic aspartatyl-tRNA synthetase
YDRS26C 269 Y Y 2 unknown function; null mutant is lethal
SPT5 296 Y Y 2 .6 role in chromatin structure; influences expression of many genes
YOR428C 370 Y Y 1.7 protein of unknown function
DED81 499 N Y 9 .3 cytoplasmic asparaginyl-tRNA synthetase

CQCN
DAK2 172 Y Y 1.2 dlhydroxyacetone kinase
SAN1 664 N Y 3 .4 role in chromatin structure

COIN
YDR107C 248 Y Y 1.5 role in small molecular transport
ISA1 258 y y 1 mitochondrial protein required tor normal iron metabolism
NNF1 260 0 .8 nuclear envelope protein required for nuclear migration
YKR051W 452 Y N 1 protein of unknown function
MDL1 505 y N 1.2 member of ATP-binding cassette superfamily
SAS10 505 1.2 role in chromatin structure
YFR020W 590 Y Y 1.3 protein of unknown function

CTCN
R0M1 258 Y N 1.5 signal transduction and ceil wall maintenance
YMR31 327 y Y 1.1 mitochondrial ribosomai protein
STH1 327 1.2 component of chromatin remodeling complex
UBP2 481 Y N 1.6 ubiquitin-specific protease
AEP2 571 Y N 1.2 mitochondrial protein
HST4 625 Y N 0 .7 histone deacetylase; role in transcriptional silencing of chromatin
YNL191W 870 Y N 1 protein of unknown function

CTON
YMR222C 255 N Y 3 protein similar to S. pombm dihydrofolate reductase
SK01 322 2.1 suppressor of protein kinase A overexpression
RPBB 323 Y Y 3 .2 shared subunit of RNA polymerases 1, II and III
HIS3 325 1.5 involved in histidine biosynthesis
AOE4 451 N Y 1.3 catalyzes first step inde novo purine biosynthesis

QACN
OM45 192 Y Y 3.4 protein of the outer mitochondrial membrane
CKI1 361 Y Y 2 .9 choline kinase
VAM7 439 Y Y 1.7 subunit of vacuolar SNARE complexes
YKL214C 517 Y Y 1.5 protein associated with RNP complexes
CNA1 547 y N 0 .7 protein sari ve/threonine phosphatase 2B
ZAP1 550 1.3 zinc-responsive transcriptional activator
YCL010C 799 N Y 1.3 protein of unknown function

OQQN
SAP1 220 Y Y 1 roia in chromatin/chromosoma structure
YHR176W 220 1.1 catalyst of biological thiol oxidation
PPG1 549 N Y 2.3 serine/threonine phosphatase involved in glycogen accumulation

* Levels of induction of particular mRNAs fotmving saline treatment of S. carevistae, as observed through cONA 
microarray analysis by Papa* at *.[257]. Induction graalar thani .5-toid is noted in rad; repression is norad in btue. 
Indexed 3'-end cONA tranaroripta not uniquely identifiable from the Yeast OflFdb are highlightod in grey.
Function of the correspomSng gene (if known) was identified from YPD [252].
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detected for either the Glucose or Salt cDNA population, the function o f the 

corresponding gene (if known) was established by searching YPD [253]. The levels of 

induction of particular mRNAs following saline treatment of S. cerevisiae, as observed 

through DNA microarray analysis by Popas et al. [257] were identified for comparison. 

Amplified 3’-end cDNA transcripts that could not be uniquely identified from the 

YeastORFdb database due to limitations of agarose gel electophoretic separation were 

incorporated in the Table using each potential transcript identity.

This experiment demonstrated the successful application of the set of modified 

3’-end cDNA indexing protocols developed during this investigation. In particular, 

ligations performed using Taq DNA ligase according to a protocol modified from that 

described by Shaw-Smith et al. [223] were efficient and generated low background 

amplification compared to previous experiments performed using T4 DNA ligase. 

Differential gene expression between saline-treated and untreated yeast cultures was 

observed by 3’-end cDNA indexing.

A previous investigation of global transcriptional changes induced in 

Saccharomyces in response to high salinity had been performed using DNA microarray 

analysis [257]. A different yeast strain, S. cerevisiae strain TM141 (MATa ura3 leu2 

trpl his3), was used as the basis for that investigation. Additionally, the researchers 

had used similar but nonidentical saline-challenge conditions to those employed in this 

3’-cDNA indexing experiment (10 min exposure and 20 min exposure to 0.4 M NaCl, 

compared to 15 min exposure to 0.4 M NaCl for this study). They identified 

substantial differences between the two transcriptional programs induced in strain 

TM141 for these two saline-exposure periods, indicating a very transient expression 

pattern across a large number of genes. It has been recognized that seemingly subtle 

differences in strain genetics or in culture conditions in DNA microarray investigations 

of global gene expression can result in substantially different transcription profiles 

[260,261]. Even data sets generated using nominally identical experimental conditions 

and the same commercial oligonucleotide array have been reported to be poorly 

correlated [184, 186,262]. These differences have been attributed to low precision in 

mRNA concentration estimates obtained from microarrays [213,214] and to minor
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strain, preparation and growth condition differences [262]. Despite the differences in 

the genetic background o f strain TM141 investigated using DNA microarrays and 

strain W303 employed in this cDNA indexing experiment, and despite the small but 

important differences in experimental procedure between the two investigations, the 

gene expression profiles generated in this experiment by 3’-end cDNA indexing were 

largely compatible with data obtained by DNA microarray. The limitations of agarose 

gel electrophoresis as a method of data analysis for 3’-end cDNA indexing (see below) 

did not prevent the generation of informative data during this demonstration o f cDNA 

indexing protocols.

While agarose gel electrophoresis was a useful and simple method of data 

analysis during protocol development for 3’-end cDNA indexing of S. cerevisiae, the 

limitations of this separation technique for full exploitation of the information content 

of global gene expression profiling experiments were apparent. Size determination of 

amplification products to single-base resolution was not possible by this technique.

The relatively low resolution of amplification products was insufficient to permit 

unique identification of several 3’-end cDNA transcripts from the database. The 

sensitivity of amplicon detection provided by UV transillumination of EtBr-stained 

agarose gels was low, making detection o f weakly-amplified amplicons of transcripts 

present at low copy number in PCR difficult. Attempts to provide approximate 

quantitation were complicated by differential detection of larger fragments as a result 

of increased EtBr staining intensity. Taken together, these limitations reduce the utility 

of agarose gel electrophoresis as a method of data analysis for 3'-end cDNA 

applications, despite its utility during protocol development. Subsequent analysis of 

gene expression profiles generated by 3’-end cDNA indexing was performed using 

automated fluorescence-based DNA sequencing instrumentation.

4.3.14 3’-end cDNA indexing data acquisition and analysis by automated DNA 

sequencing instrumentation

The fragment size resolution provided by agarose gel electrophoresis, and the 

sensitivity of detection of cDNA indexing amplification products by UV
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transillumination of EtBr-stained agarose gels, were inadequate to fully exploit the 

information content of 3’-end cDNA indexing studies of yeast transcription profiles. In 

subsequent global gene expression profiling studies, fluorescently-labeled cDNA 

indexing samples were analyzed using automated DNA sequencing instrumentation. In 

cDNA indexing experiments to be analyzed by this approach, ligation with a set of 

NoP indexer mixes and subsequent streptavidin capture of biotinylated indexed 

3’-terminal cDNA fragments were performed as in the previous experiment. BamCC 

indexing primers labeled with one of the fluorescent dyes FAM, JOE, or ROX were 

used in PCR. Prior to analysis, 3’-end cDNA amplifications indexed with identical 

nonphosphorylated BamCC indexer mixes but originating from different yeast cDNA 

populations (and thus labeled with different fluorescent dyes) were pooled. The pooled 

samples were purified with the Concert™ Rapid PCR Purification System and 

concentrated into 5 to 10 pi with Microcon YM-30 spin columns. A TAMRA-labeled 

DNA size standard (LargeFrag DNA size standard) was generated by amplifying 

666-bp, 826-bp and 983-bp fragments from a duck hepatitis B virus (D-HBV) size 

standard set with a TAMRA-labeled common forward primer [232], and the reactions 

were pooled and concentrated in a similar manner to the indexed cDNA fragments.

Two microlitres of GeneScan-500 [TAMRA] DNA size standard (Applied Biosystems) 

and 2 pi of the LargeFrag DNA size standard were added to each concentrated reaction 

and mixed thoroughly. The standard-doped indexed cDNA reactions were stored at - 

20°C in the dark until analyzed.

Data acquisition for fluorescently-labeled 3’-end cDNA fragment sets doped 

with TAMRA-labeled DNA standards was performed on an ABI 377 DNA Sequencer 

(Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer’s instructions for RFLP genetic 

analysis. Experimental data sets were analyzed and manipulated using ABI GeneScan 

v3.1 genetic analysis software for automated sequencers.
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4.3.15 Evaluation of global gene expression profiling in S. cerevisiae by 3’-end 

cDNA indexing

In order to evaluate the modified 3’-end cDNA indexing protocols for yeast 

transcriptomics using automated DNA sequencing instrumentation, global gene 

expression profiles generated from saline-treated yeast were compared to profiles 

generated from yeast growing logarithmically in glucose medium without saline 

treatment. Four sets of 32 cDNA indexing ligations were assembled. Each ligation in 

a set contained one of the first 32 BamCC NoP indexer mixes (bearing cohesive end 

sequences AAAN to CTTN). Set 1 targeted the Salt Fo&I-digested cDNA population 

(generated from yeast grown logarithmically in glucose medium, and subjected to 

high-osmolarity salt shock with 0.4 M NaCl for 15 min). Set 2 was a replicate set of 

ligations also targeting the same Salt Fo&I-digested cDNA population. (This would 

permit evaluation of the reproducibility of cDNA indexing expression profiles 

generated from identical cDNA populations.) Set 3 and Set 4 each targeted one of two 

separate Fo£I-digested cDNA populations (Glucose and Glucose*, respectively) 

derived from independent parallel yeast cultures grown logarithmically in glucose 

medium without other treatment. Comparison of these two cDNA populations derived 

from independent cultures under identical conditions would allow evaluation of the 

reproducibility of cDNA population synthesis by the method employed in this 

investigation. In addition, comparison of the Glucose and Glucose* cDNA indexing 

profiles would indicate the level to which these profiles provided meaningful 

information regarding the biological significance of any similarities or differences 

noted between cDNA populations derived from dissimilar sources.

Following ligation and streptavidin capture, each set of 32 indexed samples 

were amplified using anchored GC-rich poly(T) and dye-labeled BamCC primers. Sets 

1 and 2, the parallel Salt cDNA indexing samples, were amplified using FAM-labeled 

BamCC (corresponding to the “blue” channel of automated DNA analytical 

instrumentation). Sets 3 and 4, the Glucose and Glucose* sets, were amplified using 

JOE-labeled BamCC (corresponding to the “green” channel o f the instrumentation 

used for analysis). Reactions from Sets 1 and 3 (Saltl and Glucose) were pooled,
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purified and spiked with TAMRA-labeled DNA size standard. Reactions from Sets 2 

and 4 (Salt2 and Glucose*) were similarly prepared for analysis. Each pooled reactions 

series of 32 samples was analyzed on an ABI 377 DNA sequencer according to the 

manufacturer’s instruction, and the data analyzed as described above.

4.3.15.1 Reproducibility o f  3 '-end cDNA indexing profiles ofgene expression in S.

cerevisiae

In order to evaluate the reproducibility of amplicon patterns produced by 3’-end 

cDNA indexing, the profiles generated from parallel indexing iterations o f the Fokl- 

digested Salt cDNA population were compared. A detailed comparison of a small 

subset of the cDNA indexing profiles generated from parallel Saltl and Salt2 indexing 

sets is illustrated in FIGURE 4.18. The cDNA indexing products between 100 bp and 

160 bp in length targeted by indexer sequences AAAN, AACN, AAGN, AATN and 

AC AN are shown for the Saltl and Salt2 cDNA indexing sets (FIGURE 4.18 A). The 

patterns of amplification products generated from independent indexing ligations 

targeting the same complex population of Fo&I-digested cDNA fragments were 

reproducible. Amplification products corresponding to particular transcripts identified 

from the database are described in the Table (FIGURE 4.18B). Despite the significant 

number of indexing amplicons which correlated to identifiable cDNA transcripts, a 

surprisingly large number of unanticipated amplicons were also detected using 

automated fluorescence-based instrumentation and software. These unanticipated 

amplicons present a significant challenge to the utility of 3’-end cDNA indexing in 

S. cerevisiae.

Similarly, the reproducibility of cDNA indexing profiles generated from 

distinct cDNA populations derived from similar cultures grown under identical 

conditions was evaluated by comparison of the indexing profiles produced from the 

Glucose and Glucose* Fo&I-digested cDNA populations. FIGURE 4.19 demonstrates 

the comparison of a small subset of the Glucose and Glucose* cDNA indexing profiles, 

illustrating the indexing amplicons detected between 100 bp and 160 bp in reactions 

targeted by indexer sequences CGGN, CGTN, CTAN and CTCN. As in the previous
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ORF FimRii runcDun M n r If

PIP2 prelain involved in induction of perexioomai pretaino in racponaa to oleic acid AAAN 100
FKH1 fortthcad prof in homotoQ with rotas in tranacripHonal taonong and coll cydo AAAN 113
MOJ1 chaperone pfoloin involved in nNodiondriil txogoneoia ind proloin fokbng AAAN 115

YCL069W member of mukidrug raeistanco 14 apannor family AAAN 128
YKR109C mombor of muMdnig nadanoi 14 apannor family AAAN 128
POfllO mamoor o* A ir o n a g  caaaaoo aaanaray AAAN 143
SOT1 protam required of ffeoaomal aaaombfy AAAN 153

YOR309C oroioin of unknown kmction AAAN 160
YHR210C prolain of unknown function, similar to aldoaa epimoraaoa AACN 108

MCM6 protain involved in DMA reputation, mambar of MCM/P1 tuparfamSy AACN 111
RM13 aporuiation prolain invofvad in proiaolytlc procaaainp of RknlOlp AACN 112
ME08 componant of RNA polymerase II holoenzyme and medMor auboomplax AACN 112
KRE8 glycoprolsin invohod in call aurfaoa M,6-glucan assembly AACN 113
ARR2 araanafa redudMS AACN 136

YCflOSIW I i 5 i a i AACN 148
YMR122C prolain of unknown function AAGN 108

LST7 prelain nssdsd for kanaport of N-regulolsd pannaaaaa from Gofpi to plaania mambrana AAGN 118
YMR010W pralam of unknown kmction AAGN 133

PMT1 marmoayl tranafaraaa AAGN 157
SPT21 pralain ampMloo magnitude of tranacriptional ragulalion at varioua foci AATN 133
VMM vacuolar H+~ATPaae AATN 154

Y draaic prelain of unknown function ACAN 116
HTA1 NaloneH2A ACAN 124

YQR010W ACAN 130
SM4 component or nrtApotymoraae ii im am yna aQ  naoanr u jc u n p tx ACAN 139

FIGURE 4.18: Reproducibility of 3’-end cDNA indexing profiles of gene 
expression in SL cerevisiae 1: perallel indexing iterations of an individual 
Fold-digested cDNA population.
A) A detailed comparison of a  subset of the cONA indexing profiles generated from parallel Saltl 
and Salt2 indexing sets w as m ade to  evaluate the reproducibility of amplicon patterns produced 
by 3’-end cDNA indexing,. cDNA indexing products between 100 bp and 160 bp in length target
ed by indexer sequences AAAN, AACN, AAGN, AATN and ACAN are shown for the Saltl and 
Sa)t2 cDNA indexing sets. S ee  Section 4.3.15 for further experimental details.
B) Amplified indexed 3’-end cONA transcripts were identified using the YeastORFdb cDNA 
indexing database. For each transcript detected in the Saltl and Salt2 cDNA indexing profiles, 
the function of the corresponding gene (if known) w as established by searching YPD [253].
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B ORF ProMn Function Muor L«tfh(bp)
SUR4 required tor conversion ot 24-cartxxi tatty adds to 26-carbon fatty add* COON 122

QRD1B involved in retrieval of Gotgi membrane proteina from prevacuoiar complex COON 122
YLH064W prolein of unknown function COON 133
YJR064W prolein of unknown function COON 154
YCR105W NAOPttdepondent dnnanyl-aloohol dahydroflonaea CGTN 101
YMR318C NAOPH-dapendent dnnanylalcohol dehydropenaoo CGTN 101

SEH1 prolein found In complex with nuclear pore ptoleine CGTN 115
SP069 prolein required for meioeie and qxxulalion CGTN 125
PRO DNA primate aubunt CGTN 153
HCA4 DrobdMe RNA hekcaae CAC1 CGTN 155
HPA2 hielone ecetyltunefereee CTAN 121
STT3 oijpooacchaH»anoferaoo autoonit CTAN 130

ECM22 prolein with eimilBnty to kanecriptlon (actor* CTAN 139
MRS6

Ia<rUlI1! CTAN 151
YOR287W inoaCol monophoepheleee CTCN 108

ESR1 checkpoint prolein kinase required tor miotic growth, DNA repair and recombination CTCN 142
FUS1 prolem required for cell tuwon during mating, localized to ahmoo projection CTCN ISO

VKR018C prolein of unknown function CTCN 160

FIGURE 4.19: Reproducibility of 3’-end cDNA Indexing profiles of gene 
expression in SL cenvlslae  2: parallel Indexing Iterations of parallel Fbkf- 
digested cDNA populations.
A) A comparison of a  small subset of the G lucose and Glucose* cDNA indexing 
profiles w as made, illustrating the indexing amplicons detected between 100 bp 
and 160 bp in reactions targeted by indexer sequences CGGN, CGTN, CTAN and 
CTCN. S ee  Section 4.3.15 for further experimental details.
B) Identification of amplified indexed 3’-end cDNA transcripts w as performed using 
the YeastORFdb cDNA indexing database. For each transcript detected in the 
G lucose and Glucose* cDNA indexing profiles, the function of the corresponding 
gen e (if known) w as established by searching the Yeast Proteome Database 
[253].
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figure, amplicons corresponding to particular transcripts identified from the database 

are described in the Table (FIGURE 4.19B). The amplification profiles generated from 

the Glucose and Glucose* cDNA populations demonstrated adequate reproducibility. 

However, as seen in the comparison of parallel indexing of the Salt cDNA population, 

a large number of unanticipated fragments were amplified to detectable levels from the 

Glucose and Glucose* cDNA populations. Also, the level of background amplification 

generated in both sets of cDNA indexing reactions was disappointingly high, 

particularly in the Glucose* reaction set, and may have obscured the detection and 

identification of legitimate indexed amplicons present at low levels.

4.3.15.2 Comparison o f  cDNA indexing gene expression profiles generatedfrom 

saline-treated and untreated yeast cultures

To provide an indication of the extent to which the data obtained from 3'-end 

cDNA indexing of Fo^I-digested cDNA populations reflected biologically significant 

changes in the global gene expression patterns in yeast in response to environmental 

stimuli, cDNA indexing data profiling the response of S. cerevisiae to high osmolarity 

challenge was compared to data obtained by cDNA microarray for similar experiments 

[257]. The authors of the cDNA microarray study identified a set of 121 yeast genes 

demonstrating a 5-fold or greater change in expression in response to exposure of the 

cells to 0.4 M NaCl for 10 minutes. The cDNA microarray data also demonstrated that 

the global gene expression pattern induced by this saline treatment was transient and 

that mRNA levels of most genes induced by 10-minute exposure to saline dropped 

dramatically following 20 minutes of exposure [257], Thirty-eight of the 121 highly- 

saline-responsive ORFs were anticipated to be represented by 3 '-terminal cDNA Fokl 

fragments targeted by the cohesive end sequences present in the 32 NoP indexer mixes 

OH-AAANxBamCC to OH-CTTNxBamCC. Of this subset, 28 fragments were 

expected to be between 100 bp and 550 bp in length, thus falling within the fragment 

size range most accurately characterized using the GeneScan-500 DNA size standard 

on automated DNA analytical instrumentation.
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The 3’-end cDNA indexing profiles of yeast gene expression generated from 

the Salt and Glucose cDNA populations were analyzed and compared. Of the subset of 

28 anticipated 3’-terminal cDNA fragments with the characteristics described above 

corresponding to saline-responsive ORFs identified by Posas et al., 27 were detected in 

this experiment (TABLE 4.5). In an attempt to evaluate the extent to which the 

fluorescent intensity of a particular amplicon was indicative o f the relative expression 

level of the mRNA transcript from which it was derived, the electropherogram data for 

peaks corresponding to (FAM-labeled) Salt and (JOE-labeled) Glucose indexed cDNA 

fragments were compared. The ratio of the electropherogram peak areas obtained for a 

particular indexed cDNA amplicon in the Salt and Glucose cDNA populations was 

determined for each 3’-terminal cDNA fragment corresponding to one of the 27 

detected saline-responsive ORFs. Ratios reflecting less than two-fold differences in 

fluorescent peak intensity were not considered to be significant, in keeping with 

accepted practice for the interpretation of gene expression data obtained by cDNA 

microarray [230,257,263]. The Salt.Glucose peak area ratios for twenty of the 3’-end 

cDNA fragments indicated a two-fold or greater difference in the amount of amplicon 

present between the two cDNA sources. Although the peak area ratios of 17 o f these 

cDNA fragments indicated an increased level of amplification of the target from the 

Salt cDNA population relative to the Glucose cDNA population, suggesting a relative 

increase in the initial copy number of indexed 3’-terminal cDNA fragments present 

prior to PCR corresponding to increased mRNA expression from the related ORFs in 

response to saline treatment, the magnitude of the Salt:Glucose peak area ratios is not 

well-correlated to the levels of induction reported using cDNA microarrays 

(TABLE 4.5). In some cases, the results obtained by 3’-end cDNA indexing were 

contradictory to the cDNA microarray data (e.g. RPL37B, NTH1, STL1).

Differences in gene expression profiles between the cDNA indexing and cDNA 

microarray data sets were anticipated due to the different durations of saline treatment 

performed in the two experiments, and given the transient nature of the saline-response 

program of gene expression observed by Posas et al. [257]. Slight differences in the 

genetic background o f the yeast strains employed in the two investigations may have
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TABLE 4.5: Reporting of differential gene expression in response to saline stress by 3’-end cDNA Indexing.

Protoin Function ORF Indexer Fragment 
Length (bp)

Peak Area Ratio 
SaR.-Glucoaa

Induction (from Poaaa af af. (257])
0.4 M NaCI, 10 min 0.4 M NaCI, 20 min

Tphosphnssrins iranssminase SERI AAAN 286 no significant change 17.6 1.8
Rboaomal prolain S22 RPS22A AAAN 368 no significant change 5.1 1.5
Vacuolar H’-ATPaae 94 kDa subunit VPH1 AAAN 392 no significant change 11 1.8
Plasma membrane Na'-ATPase pump ENA1 AAAN 423 4.0 7.4 1.2
Subunit of vacuolar H'-ATPase VMA5 AAAN 532 24.0 8.9 2.0
AapartyMRNA synttwtase (cytosolic) OPS1 AACN 224 56.4 6.5 1.2
AaparaoinyMRNA synthetase (cytosolic) DED61 AACN 499 — —*  -1 —A — - J -----»novowvcivo 9.3 1.3
Rtoosomal protein YL37 RPL37B AAGN 209 0.5 6.3 1.3
Branching enzyme - glycogen metabolism GLC3 AATN 279 26.2 5.1 1.5
Neutral trehalase NTH1 ACTN 171 0.1 12.0 2.6
Osmotic stress response protein GRE2 AGGN 244 5.0 22.0 7.5
High-affinity hexoee transporter HXT7 ATGN 146 3.2 9.6 1.6
Rtoeomal protein L21 RPL12A&B ATTN 214 no significant change 5.9 1.2
Gtutaminyl-tRNA synthetase GLAM ATTN 339 no significant change 5.4 1.0
Catalytic subunit of vacuolar H'-ATPase TFP1 ATTN 340 no significant change 6.3 1.4
Plasma membrane sugar transporter STL1 CATN 265 0.2 89.8 2.2
Rtoeomal protein L28 RPL28 CATN nonJDO 9.8 5.9 1.9
Rtosomal protein SIB RPS11A&B CCAN 337 13.5 5.1 1.0
Mitochondrial ribosoma! protein MRPL40 CCAN 472 25.1 8.8 2.2
Glycogen synthetase GSY2 CCGN 247 2.0 24.8 3.1
Stress response protein of unknown function YNR014W CCTN 179 2.4 12.7 1.3
Ribosoma! protein S27 RPS27B CCTN 184 3.5 5.9 1.0
Abundant cell surface glycoprotein SED1 CGAN 164 2.3 12.1 2.2
Alcohol dehydrogenase homolog YMR318C CGTN 101 5.0 44.4 0.8
S-adenosylmethionine synthetase SAMI CGTN 425 13.1 10.0 0.9
Plasma membrane Na'-ATPase pump ENA5 CTTN 107 12.4 6.6 1.1
UOP-glucose pyrophosphate UGP1 CTTN 244 40.1 20.8 4.1
Mitochondrial chaperonin HSP10 CTTN 293 no significant change 5.1 0.9
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further contributed to the differences in gene expression profiles observed between the 

two studies. However, the discrepancy between the cDNA indexing and cDNA 

microarray data sets could not be solely attributed to these factors. Further evidence o f 

this was provided by comparisons of the cDNA indexing data of this experiment to 

microarray data describing global gene expression changes in yeast following 

20 minutes of saline treatment (TABLE 4.5). The correlation observed between cDNA 

indexing data and the microarray data detailing the 20-min timepoint was no better 

than that observed between the indexing data and the 10-min saline treatment 

microarray data.

4.3.15.3 Evaluation o f  3 '-end cDNA indexing o f  S. cerevisiae for global gene

expression profiling: progress summary

The resolving capacity and sensitivity of detection of automated fluorescence- 

based DNA sequencing instrumentation for analysis of 3’-end cDNA indexing data 

provided a substantial improvement over analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis. 

Patterns of amplification products generated from independent parallel indexing 

ligations targeting the same complex population of Fo&I-digested cDNA fragments 

were reproducible. The reproducibility of cDNA indexing profiles generated from 

distinct cDNA populations derived from parallel yeast cultures grown under identical 

conditions was also demonstrated. Distinct indexed gene expression profiles for yeast 

cultures grown in the presence of differing environmental stimuli were generated. 

Differences in the level of amplification of specific indexed 3’-terminal cDNA 

fragments were observed between the Salt and Glucose cDNA indexing data sets 

compared, suggesting the reporting of differences in the level of expression of specific 

mRNA transcripts between saline-treated and untreated yeast cultures. However, the 

difference in amplification levels between the Salt and Glucose data sets for specific 

3’-terminal indexed cDNA fragments were found to be poorly correlated with data 

from published studies of saline shock response in S. cerevisiae.

The improved resolution and sizing of amplified fragments, and the heightened 

sensitivity of detection, afforded by analysis of cDNA indexing data sets with
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automated DNA sequencing instrumentation, revealed the presence of a surprisingly 

high number of unanticipated fragments among the Salt and Glucose indexed cDNA 

populations. Many of these unanticipated fragments were reproducibly amplified from 

the same cDNA population in parallel indexing reactions, and also from different 

cDNA sources. The presence of these unanticipated fragments raises concerns 

regarding their derivation, reduces the confidence with which specific indexed cDNA 

amplicons can be attributed to the representation o f specific mRNA transcripts in the 

transcriptome of a particular yeast culture, and indicates the need for further refinement 

of the 3’-end cDNA indexing technique for effective application to global gene 

expression profiling in S. cerevisiae. Potential avenues of further research in this 

regard are outlined in the Discussion.

A number of anticipated indexed 3’-end cDNA fragments identified by the 

YeastORFdb database were not detected among the amplified transcripts in either the 

Salt or Glucose data sets (e.g. DED81 in TABLE 4.5). Global gene expression data 

from numerous studies obtained by several different analytical approaches have 

indicated that, for most growth conditions, only 60%-70% of the yeast genome is 

expressed at any given time [228]. Even when this finding is taken into account, the 

absence of specific anticipated indexed fragments represents a significant challenge to 

the utility of cDNA indexing as an analytical method for global gene expression in 

S. cerevisiae. Possible explanations for the failure of cDNA indexing to detect these 

transcripts, and potential avenues o f future research to improve their detection, are 

outlined in the Discussion.

The development of 3’-end cDNA indexing as a method for the analysis of 

global gene expression in S. cerevisiae has demonstrated promise, but has not yet been 

refined to the level required for efficient and fully informative application of the 

technique. Further development and optimization of cDNA indexing protocols will be 

necessary in order to capitalize on that promise. Several potential approaches for such 

further development will be discussed in the following section.
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4.4 DISCUSSION

4.4.1 Development of 3’-end cDNA indexing protocols for global gene

expression profiling in & cerevisiae: summary

This investigation sought to develop modified protocols designed to facilitate 

global gene expression in S. cerevisiae by 3’-end cDNA indexing. Two alternate 

methods were employed for the synthesis of ds-cDNA populations from yeast total 

cellular mRNA in preparation for cDN A indexing analysis. Using transcript-specific 

primer pairs, the cDNA populations synthesized were demonstrated to be 

representative of the mRNA populations from which they were derived. Fold digestion 

of these cDNA populations generated indexable 3’-terminal cDNA fragments predicted 

from ORF sequence data of the S. cerevisiae genome. The successful ligation of 

indexers complementary to cohesive end sequences of targeted Fo&I-digested 

3'-terminal cDNA fragments within a complex cDNA restriction digest was 

demonstrated by amplification of the indexed fragments using an indexing primer and 

transcript-specific primers. The selective capture of target fragments ligated to 

biotinylated indexers by streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads was employed to 

reduce amplification reaction complexity. Stringent wash regiments eliminating 

nonspecific binding of nonbiotinylated cDNA to paramagnetic beads were established.

The efficiencies of several anchored poly(T) primer conformations for the 

amplification of indexed 3’-end cDNA fragments were evaluated using a series of 

artificial poly(A)-tailed indexable constructs. On the basis of this evaluation, anchored 

GC-rich poly(T) primers were selected to provide improved priming efficiency for 

cDNA population synthesis and for amplification. The artificial poly(A)-tailed 

indexable constructs were also used to evaluate the efficiency of 3'-terminal cDNA 

fragment amplification from biotinylated templates bound to streptavidin-coated 

paramagnetic beads, and to determine improved PCR cycling parameters for 3'-end 

cDNA indexing. The amount o f particular transcript species needed for target 

amplification following the ligation of NoP indexers was evaluated using artificial
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indexed cDNA constructs. Ligation conditions providing high ligation fidelity with 

Taq DNA ligase were incorporated into the modified cDNA indexing protocol set.

Differential gene expression profiles for yeast cultures exposed to various 

environmental stimuli were identified using the modified cDNA indexing protocols. 

Expression of the GAL I transcript was observed in yeast grown in galactose-containing 

medium, while no GALl expression was detected in yeast grown in glucose-containing 

medium. Increased expression of the BOP3 transcript was observed in cDNA 

populations derived from pheromone-treated yeast cultures relative to cDNA 

populations derived from untreated cultures. These findings were well-correlated with 

published data obtained by established methods of gene expression analysis. A limited 

survey of gene expression changes in yeast responding to saline shock performed using 

a small number of indexers generated results compatible with published data obtained 

in studies of yeast salt shock response using cDNA microarrays.

Analysis of 3’-end cDNA indexing data by automated fluorescence-based DNA 

sequencing instrumentation was performed. The reproducibility of cDNA indexing 

profiles generated from independent parallel indexing ligations targeting individual 

cDNA populations and from distinct cDNA populations derived from parallel yeast 

cultures grown under identical conditions was demonstrated. Distinct indexed gene 

expression profiles were generated from cDNA populations derived from yeast cultures 

grown in the presence of differing environmental stimuli. Differences in the level of 

amplification o f specific indexed 3’-terminal cDNA fragments were observed, 

indicating differences in the level of expression of specific mRNA transcripts between 

saline-treated and untreated yeast cultures. However, 3’-end cDNA indexing data sets 

were poorly correlated with data from published studies of saline shock response in 

S. cerevisiae. Unanticipated fragments were amplified, while a number of anticipated 

indexed 3’-end cDNA fragments were not detected in the cDNA indexing data sets 

analyzed. This indicates that the 3’-end cDNA indexing approach in its current form is 

not sufficiently refined for effective and informative application to global gene 

expression profiling in S. cerevisiae.
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4.4.2 Future Research: addressing the challenges to 3’-end cDNA indexing 

identified in this investigation

The amplification of unanticipated fragments, and the failure to detect certain 

anticipated targets, reduces the confidence with which specific indexed cDNA 

amplicons can be attributed to the representation of specific mRNA transcripts in the 

transcriptome of yeast culture grown under particular environmental conditions, and 

indicates the need for further refinement o f the 3’-end cDNA indexing technique for 

effective application to global gene expression profiling in S. cerevisiae. Possible 

causes of several of the unresolved challenges to 3'-end cDNA indexing are identified 

below. Potential avenues of future research through which solutions for these 

challenges might be discovered are outlined.

The amplification in cDNA indexing reactions o f fragments not predicted from 

the YeastORFdb database might occur for several reasons. If PCR annealing 

conditions are not sufficiently stringent, GC-rich anchored poly(T) primers may anneal 

and misprime A/T-rich sequences of indexed non-3'-terminal cDNA fragments, 

permitting strand elongation toward the Bam-primer-binding sequence of the attached 

indexer. A single misprimed strand elongation event of this nature would generate a 

template efficiently primed in all subsequent cycles by the Bam and GC-rich anchored 

poly(T) primers. Further optimization of cDNA indexing PCR conditions to reduce 

misprinting while maintaining efficient amplification of legitimately-primed targets, or 

modification of GC-rich anchored poly(T) primer design, may inhibit the amplification 

of this class of unanticipated fragments.

Misligation of biotinylated indexers to noncomplementary cohesive end 

sequences borne by untargeted 3’-terminal cDNA fragments prior to streptavidin 

capture may also give rise to the amplification of unanticipated fragments in cDNA 

indexing reactions. The identification of more stringent ligation conditions requiring 

even higher ligation fidelity, without significantly sacrificing the efficiency of the 

current ligation protocol, would inhibit the amplification o f unanticipated fragments by 

this mechanism. Another approach by which the same end might be achieved is the 

development of a cDNA indexing system based on the Type IIS restriction
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endonuclease TspRL (see Section 1.2.1). The unique cohesive end characteristics o f 

fragments digested with this enzyme may effectively permit higher ligation fidelity 

using ligation conditions with efficiency similar to those currently employed.

Incomplete or unpredicted patterns of cDNA digestion may be the cause of 

unanticipated fragment amplification in specific rare cases. Digestion of a particular 

site of a specific cDNA transcript by the Type IIS endonuclease employed may be 

prevented in instances in which two recognition sites are closely associated in an 

appropriate orientation such that cleavage o f the penultimate 3’-proximal site disrupts 

cleavage of the (anticipated) 3’-proximal site. This will result in the generation of an 

unanticipated 3’-end cDNA fragment o f different length and bearing a different 

cohesive end sequence targeted by a different indexer. (This mechanism will 

necessarily contribute to the absence of predicted target fragments from the cDNA 

indexing data set.) The frequency of occurrence of this scenario, however, is likely to 

be rare. As a result, this mechanism is unlikely to be the major cause o f the aberrant 

amplification patterns observed in this investigation.

One possible explanation for the failed detection of particular cDNA transcripts 

by cDNA indexing could be their inefficient synthesis from total cellular mRNA 

populations, as a result of bias due to secondary structure or poly(A) tail conformation. 

In addition to the infrequent instances attributable to this mechanism or to aberrant 

cDNA digestion, the absence of anticipated indexed fragments from a cDNA indexing 

data set may more commonly be due to competition within complex PCR mixtures. By 

this mechanism, accurately-digested and legitimately-ligated 3’-terminal cDNA 

fragments may exhibit a low relative amplification efficiency and be outcompeted by 

the amplification of other legitimate amplicons. This mechanism may be of particular 

importance in the failed amplification of rare or large transcripts from complex PCRs 

of many more common, smaller indexed targets. A possible solution for this, the 

exploitation of the “C0t effect” in cDNA indexing PCRs, is discussed in Section 4.4.3.
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4.4.3 Future Research: exploitation of the MC0t effect” in future cDNA 

indexing applications

During the later cycles o f PCR, a loss o f amplification efficiency and a plateau 

of non-exponential amplification is observed which cannot be fully accounted for by 

the effects of competition, inhibition and reagent depletion. As amplification reactions 

progress, the concentration of PCR product strands rises sufficiently to allow the 

strands to increasingly anneal to each other during the time spent below the DNA 

melting temperature at each cycle. This reannealing of product strands may interfere 

with primer binding and thus with further amplification of these prominent PCR 

products. This “C0t effect” [264-266] is especially prominent in cases in which more 

than one PCR product is being amplified. If significant levels o f reannealing occur 

during the late cycles, abundant products will systematically be amplified less 

efficiently. Differences in abundance between initial starting templates in a single 

amplification reaction are diminished in the final products, permitting amplified 

concentrations of rarer transcripts to “catch up” to those of initially more abundant 

species. This effect may be exploited and enhanced to generate normalized product 

populations. Protocols for PCR which enhance normalization have been developed 

[264,267, 268] which involve successive cycles of PCR with incrementally increasing 

reannealing temperatures and progressively lengthening reannealing and extension 

times. In this manner, abundant fragments would be expected to have a greater 

likelihood of reannealing, blocking primer binding sites on these fragments and 

favoring the amplification of (unblocked) rarer products of the complex PCR. This 

approach may be employed in the abundance normalization of single-tissue cDNA 

populations to raise sensitivity o f 3’-end cDNA indexing to rare transcripts. 

Normalization of cDNA populations will reduce bias against the amplification of rare 

cDNA species. Further, the “C0t effect” could be exploited in experiments comparing 

the expression states of two (or more) gene populations, such that cDNA species 

common to both populations anneal to themselves, permitting the biased amplification 

of cDNA species unique to one population or other. This “subtractive” approach
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would modify 3’-end cDNA indexing to permit differential applications with high 

sensitivity and bias towards detection of differentially-expressed genes.

Once a basic protocol for this technique was established, it could be adapted to 

a wide range of biologically-interesting applications, including studies of single cell 

types in various stages of development or stimulation by extracellular agonists; studies 

o f the expression differences of closely- or distantly-related cell types; and studies of 

different pathological states within a single cell type. This last field o f application is of 

particular interest, and has the potential to demonstrate the full range of versatility of 

3’ -end cDNA indexing, from qualitative first-pass diagnostics to more focused studies 

of progression of disease states in prostate cancer (for example) to identification of 

genes of particular interest. Linking this technique with other indexing-based 

technologies such as adaptor-tagged competitive PCR (ATAC-PCR) [215], and 

development of bioinformatics applications for these approaches, are of more long

term interest. An important long-term goal will be the automation of many steps of 

this integrated technology. Finally, an ultimate goal may be a response to the 

challenge presented by Eric Lander regarding the ability to monitor the expression of 

all genes simultaneously: “To decipher the logic o f gene regulation we should aim to 

be able to monitor the expression level of all genes simultaneously, with a quantitative 

sensitivity level of less than one copy per cell, a qualitative sensitivity to distinguish all 

alternatively spliced forms [of mRNA], and the ability to assay single cells.” [269]. 

With further research to address the challenges and capitalize on the promise identified 

in this current investigation, 3'-end cDNA indexing and its variants has the potential to 

become a powerful tool in the description and analysis of entire mRNA populations.
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5 Chapter V - Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 CHAPTER SUMMARIES AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1.1 Development of DNA Indexing Strategies for Directed Mapping and 

Sequencing

The plasmid pUC19 was selected to form the basis of a model system for 

protocol development and troubleshooting of DNA indexing strategies. Optimal 

conditions for Fokl digestion o f pUC19 DNA were established. The capability of 

DNA indexing to selectively amplify a specific target fragment from a DNA digest 

following ligation of cohesive-end-specific indexers to the target fragment was 

demonstrated. A PCR product was observed only when two indexers each 

complementary to one of the target’s cohesive end sequences were present in the 

ligation. The pUC19 model system was indexed using the single-primer P/P indexing 

strategy in order to demonstrate the targeted amplification of each of the pUC19 Fokl 

fragments, and to observe the generation of non-targeted repeated-end fragments. 

Reaction conditions for the joining of indexers to target Fokl fragments by T4 DNA 

ligase were established to provide an appropriate balance between ligation fidelity and 

ligation efficiency. The ability of the P/NoP indexing strategy to eliminate the 

production of false positives due to repeated-end amplification was demonstrated.

Attempts to provide directionality in amplifications of indexed templates 

through the use of two indexer sets, each with a different core sequence and common 

primer, produced an artifact characterized as a nontypical form o f primer-dimer (PD). 

This artifact was capable of out-competing the amplification of correctly-indexed target 

fragments.

The Bam and BamCC indexer sets were designed to target and amplify 

indexable fragment classes in a  manner that imported end-specific priming sites but 

that avoided primer-dimer production. The compound-primer P/NoP indexing strategy 

incorporated the P/NoP approach preventing the amplification of repeated-end
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fragments, provided the means for directional cycle sequencing o f amplified indexed 

fragments, and simultaneously eliminated PD artifact amplification from indexing PCR 

reactions. The effective use of the Bam/BamCC indexing sets to perform compound- 

primer P/NoP indexing was demonstrated by the efficient indexing and amplification 

of each of the pUC19 target fragments. No misligation products were amplified 

following the development and application of indexing protocols providing high 

ligation fidelity without sacrificing ligation efficiency.

Each of the five pUCl9 Fokl fragments was indexed and amplified twice, with 

opposite directionality, using the Bam/BamCC compound-primer P/NoP approach. 

Direct cycle sequencing o f the amplified indexed pUC19 fragments was performed. 

Alignment of indexing-based directionally-sequenced pUC19 templates to an indexing- 

based restriction map of pUC!9 constructed by jigsaw assembly.

The pUC19 model system was successfully exploited in the development of 

indexing strategies and appropriate indexing protocols. Model system characteristics 

presenting challenges to indexing approaches mimicking those presented in more 

complex systems were investigated, and indexing strategies developed to meet those 

challenges. The compound-primer strategy was successfully applied to the pUC19 

model system, in a manner that permitted the complete characterization and sequencing 

of the system.

On the basis of these results and the principles fundamental to DNA indexing 

approaches, a proposal for a future application of DNA indexing is presented (see 

Section 5.2). A model for the use of multiplex indexing in the identification o f Type 

IIS cohesive end sequences is described. The use of indexing sequence tagged sites, 

generated from pairs of indexed S/F fragments centered on Sfil restriction sites, for 

physical mapping of complex genomes is outlined. Finally, an entirely indexing-based 

method for efficient directed mapping and sequencing of prokaryotic genomes is 

proposed.
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5.1.2 Bacterial Strain and Species Differentiation by Indexed Genomic 

Profiling (IGP)

An indexing-based approach to microbial molecular subtyping was developed 

and demonstrated by adapting existing indexing protocols for the complexity of 

microbial genome analysis. The use o f pools of NoP indexer sequences in ligations of 

bacterial genomic digests provided an efficient method of indexing for profiling 

applications. Ligation conditions for bacterial profiling were established through the 

evaluation of indexer concentration, DNA concentration, and ligase concentration. Taq 

DNA ligase and E. coli DNA ligase were evaluated as IGP indexing ligases against T4 

DNA ligase. Further development of reaction conditions for IGP ligations employing 

T4 DNA ligase established reaction parameters including incubation temperature, 

incubation time and ligase concentration. Software was developed to facilitate 

manipulation of bacterial genome sequence data for DNA indexing analysis. Initial 

application of the modified protocols to the molecular fingerprinting and differentiation 

of several E. coli strains was accompanied by predictive modelling based on the 

published genomic DNA sequence o f E. coli strain MG 1655. The ability of IGP 

studies to differentiate between related bacterial strains using small numbers of indexer 

combinations was demonstrated. Ligations generating legitimate indexed amplicons 

from predicted Fokl target fragments were amplified without substantial levels of 

background amplification products. Molecular subtyping of three common laboratory 

strains of E. coli was performed by indexed genomic profiling using complete sets of 

NoP indexer mixes. Indexed genomic profiles were generated from clinical isolates 

and reference strains of several Staphylococcus species. Prior determination of 

genomic sequence data was not necessary for the generation of specific Staphylococcus 

species profiles, presenting information regarding fragment size and cohesive end 

sequence for hundreds of profile datapoints across the species profiled. Indexed 

genomic profiling was found to provide excellent discriminatory power in the form of 

an information-dense molecular fingerprint derived by objective sampling of microbial 

genetic structure. Potential application of IGP to epidemiological studies of pathogenic
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Staphylococcus species and strains, and to studies of microbial community diversity, 

were discussed.

5.1.3 Global Gene Expression Profiling of Saccharomyces cerevisiae by 3’-

end cDNA Indexing

Modified 3’-end cDNA indexing protocols were developed to facilitate global 

gene expression profiling in S. cerevisiae. Fokl digestion of cDNA populations 

generated indexable 3’-terminal cDNA fragments predicted from ORF sequence data 

of the S. cerevisiae genome. Indexers were ligated to the complementary cohesive end 

sequences of targeted Fo&I-digested 3 '-terminal cDNA fragments within a complex 

cDNA restriction digest. The selective capture of target fragments ligated to 

biotinylated indexers by streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads was employed to 

reduce amplification reaction complexity, utilizing stringent wash regimens to 

eliminate the nonspecific binding of nonbiotinylated cDNA. Artificial poly(A)-tailed 

indexable constructs were employed in the evaluation of anchored poly(T) primer 

conformations, determination of the efficiency of 3'-terminal cDNA fragment 

amplification from templates bound to paramagnetic beads, identification of the 

amount of particular transcript species needed for amplification of indexed targets, and 

the establishment of improved PCR cycling parameters. Modified cDNA indexing 

protocols were employed to generate differential gene expression profiles for yeast 

cultures exposed to various environmental stimuli. Differential expression of the 

GAL I and BOP3 transcripts were observed, and the results correlated to data obtained 

by other analytical approaches. A limited survey of gene expression changes in yeast 

responding to saline shock performed using a small number of indexers generated 

results compatible with published data obtained in studies of yeast salt shock response 

using cDNA microarrays.

Analysis o f 3’-end cDNA indexing data by automated fluorescence-based DNA 

sequencing instrumentation revealed the reproducibility of cDNA indexing profiles 

generated from independent parallel indexing ligations targeting individual cDNA 

populations and from distinct cDNA populations derived from parallel yeast cultures
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grown under identical conditions. Distinct indexed gene expression profiles were 

generated from cDNA populations derived from yeast cultures grown in the presence 

of differing environmental stimuli. Differences in the level of amplification of specific 

indexed 3’-terminal cDNA fragments were observed, indicating differences in the level 

of expression of specific mRNA transcripts between saline-treated and untreated yeast 

cultures. However, 3’-end cDNA indexing data sets were poorly correlated with data 

from published studies of saline shock response in S. cerevisiae. Unanticipated 

fragments were amplified, and certain anticipated indexed 3'-end cDNA fragments 

were not detected in 3’-end cDNA indexing data sets, indicating that refinement o f the 

3’-end cDNA indexing technique is necessary for effective application to global gene 

expression profiling in S. cerevisiae. Avenues o f future research were identified that 

may provide solutions to unresolved challenges to cDNA indexing approaches.

5.2 Future Developments: Indexing-Directed Bacterial Genomics (IDBG)

5.2.1 Identification of Type IIS cohesive end sequences by multiplex indexing

Ordered map construction from indexing template sequences by jigsaw 

assembly, and indeed the targeted amplification of a particular restriction fragment of 

interest, requires knowledge of the cohesive end sequences of the indexing target 

fragments involved. In cases where the sequence of the DNA being analyzed by 

indexing is not known, a means of identifying the cohesive end sequences of fragments 

generated by Type IIS restriction endonucleolytic digestion is necessary. Direct 

fluorescent sequence analysis of Type IIS fragment ends, employed by Brenner and 

Livak to facilitate contig mapping [270] is limited in application to the analysis of 

5’-overhanging cohesive ends present in simple DNA digests. An alternative, general 

method for decoding the cohesive end sequences of fragments in DNA digests of 

significant complexity is multiplex indexing [271]. A description of this approach 

follows.

Multiplex indexing of the 4-nt cohesive end sequences of Fokl restriction 

fragments incorporates the use of eight ordered mixtures of indexers, or multiplex
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mixes (TABLE S.l). Each multiplex mix contains exactly 128 nonphosphorylated 

BamCC indexers, representing half of the possible 4-nt cohesive end sequences. These 

mixes are composed in such a way that each particular four-base sequence appears in a 

unique combination of mixes. As there are exactly 256 possible patterns of presence 

(+) or absence (-) of a single indexer distributed uniquely across 8 mixes, the pattern of 

presence or absence of a particular indexer is equivalent to a binary code for each 

cohesive end sequence. The same is true for the presence or absence in a PCR reaction 

of an amplified product corresponding to a fragment indexed at one end by that 

particular indexer.

In a multiplex indexing experiment, a single phosphorylated Bam indexer is 

added to each of ten ligations to permit amplification o f fragments bearing sequence 

complementary to that indexer on one of their cohesive ends. (This end sequence will 

be referred to as the “known” end, as only fragments bearing that sequence will be 

amplified in that reaction.) As each of the 128 indexers present in the multiplex mix 

added to the ligation is nonphosphorylated, only fragments with the P-indexer ligated 

to one end and a NoP indexer present in the multiplex mix ligated to the other can be 

amplified. Amplification of an indexed product occurs only in multiplex mix ligations 

that contain the NoP indexer complementary to the “unknown” cohesive end sequence 

of the fragment. The composition of the multiplex mixes permits that gel-analyzed 

results o f indexed PCRs can be readily interpreted to provide the cohesive end 

sequence of the fragment’s “unknown” end. Each pair of the 8 multiplex mixes codes 

for one base position of the cohesive end sequence. The pattern of product vs. no

product for a fragment of a particular size observed in 8 multiplex indexed 

amplifications electrophoresed in 8 lanes of an agarose gel will correspond to the 

binary code for the NoP indexer required for that fragment’s specific targeted 

amplification. The binary coding pattern for each of the four bases (A, C, G or T) 

present in the multiplex mixes is shown in TABLE 5.2. The code is readily 

interpretable as representing the indexer sequence required to complement the 

unknown cohesive end sequence of the target fragment, which provides direct 

information about the fragment’s end sequence. For example, a DNA fragment bearing
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TABLE 5.1: Multiplex mix composition for cohesive end identification, 
(modified from Carlisle et al. [271])

Mix# NoP Indexer 
C ohesive Ends

1 (G,T)NNN=-----------=—

2 (C,T)NNN-=-=-----------

3 N (G ,T )N N -» « « — —
4 N(C,T)NN==---------------

5 NN(G,T)N«=— ===»=

6 NN(C,T)N-==-------------

7 NNN(G,T)--------- = -= —

8 NNN(C.T)-------------------
N represents a mixture of aN 4 bases, and « ■ ■■»«■» . represents the doubie- 
stranded indexer core sequence.

TABLE 5.2: Decoding of binary multiplex signals to identify cohesive ends.
(modified from Carlisle et al. [271])

A C G T

Multiplex Signal - + + - + +

The “signals', or patterns of amplified indexed fragments  across the lanes ot a muttiplex 
analysis gel, are read in pairs: (5>mixes (1,2); (3,4); (5,6); (7 ,8)-{3"). V  indicates  

the presence of a specific PCR product, while denotes  the absence of a PCR product 
of that size. The decoded sequence corresponds to the indexer cohesive end sequence 
complementary to the target fragments unknown cohesive and sequence.
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the sequence GCTA on its unknown end would be amplified only from multiplex 

ligations containing the complementary indexer sequence TAGC. This indexer 

sequence is present in multiplex mixes 1 ,2, 5, and 8. Amplification of indexed product 

of the appropriate size would thus be visualized as bands in lanes 1, 2, 5 and 8 of an 

8-lane gel. In other words, the “signals” from the 8 multiplex ligations would be 

+ + (T)/ - - (A)/ + - (G)/ - + (C).

Two indexer sequences require special consideration in order to ensure correct 

interpretation of multiplex indexing data. Fragments bearing the sequence TTTT on 

their unknown end are amplifiable following ligation of the NoP BamCC indexer 

AAAA to that end. Due to the composition of the multiplex mixes to provide a 

readable binary code, this indexer is not represented in any one of the eight indexer 

mixtures. As a result, the complete absence of a PCR product in all lanes of a 

multiplex experiment may reflect the actual absence of any indexing target, or the 

potential presence of a target (of undefined size) bearing a TTTT end sequence. To 

avoid this ambiguity, a ninth ligation containing the P-indexer and the NoP indexer 

OH-AAAAxBamCC alone is performed. The presence of a fragments with a TTTT 

end sequence that is accurately coded by the multiplex reactions (i.e. is unamplified in 

the first eight reactions) will be amplified in the ninth, providing positive confirmation 

of the unknown end sequence and also the size of the target fragment. A similar 

situation arises in the instance of fragments bearing the end sequence AAAA at their 

unknown end. The amplification of these products in all eight lanes of the multiplex 

reactions, due to the presence of the complementary indexer OH-TTTTxBamCC in 

every multiplex indexer mixture, is indistinguishable from the spurious amplification 

of repeated-end fragments bearing the sequence targeted by the P-indexer in every 

reaction. The addition of a tenth multiplex reaction containing only the P-indexer as 

the sole indexing sequence differentiates these two possibilities: if no PCR product 

identical in size to the putative AAAA-fragment amplicon is obtained in lane 10, then 

the 8-lane multiplex data is correct. If a fragment identical in size to that amplified in 

all 8 lanes is amplified in lane 10, then the multiplex data for that fragment size may be 

ignored as a confirmed false positive.
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In some envisioned applications of multiplex indexing (see below), complex 

digests are aliquoted into 256 different ligation reactions, each containing a different 

biotinylated P-indexer. The addition of streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads to each 

of these ligations allows the biotinylated indexer sequences to bind to the beads. The 

beads from each ligation extraction are washed, removing unbound DNA fragments 

and retaining fragments ligated at one end to the specific P-indexer sequence 

represented in that tube. In multiplex indexing experiments using fragments prepared 

in this manner, the description of the P-indexer-targeted end of the fragment as the 

“known” end is particularly appropriate: the fragment would not be retained in the 

tube corresponding to that particular indexer sequence unless it was ligated to the P- 

indexer. In these experiments, the likelihood o f ambiguous multiplex coding results 

for unknown ends due to false positives arising from repeated-end fragments targeted 

by the P-indexer in that reaction is further reduced due to the effects of the beads on the 

availability of free P-indexer for both ends of the same molecule.

5.2.2 Indexing sequence-tagged site (iSTS) mapping

Outside o f an indexing context, the term sequence tagged site (STS) refers to a 

small (-200-300 bp) DNA region targeted by a pair of primers permitting specific 

amplification of that unique sequence from a known chromosomal location identifying 

the position o f a gene. Targeting of random and functionally-neutral DNA sequences 

such as microsatellites by primer pairs allow STSs to act as physical markers for 

genomic mapping and cloning. STSs present on a particular clone can be identified 

and ordered along STS-based physical maps o f chromosomes or genomes, linked to 

genes on a genetic map, as well as being detected on a radiation hybrid map. This 

facilitates the alignment of the various map types and assists in the ordering of YAC, 

BAC or PI clone contigs which may be employed in a genomic mapping or sequencing 

effort.

The use o f pairs o f indexed fragments centered on Sfil restriction sites for 

indexing sequence-tagged site (iSTS) mapping has been described by Unrau and 

Deugau [22, 272]. The IP restriction endonuclease Sfil recognizes the interrupted
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palindromic sequence 5’-GGCCNvNNNNGGCC-3’ and cleaves substrate DNA in a 

manner that generates 3-nt 3’-overhanging informative cohesive ends. As there are 64 

different trinucleotide sequences, use of this enzyme for indexing purposes generates 

64 cohesive-end classes and 2080 fragment classes. Sfil is classified as a “rare cutter', 

as the eight-base specificity of its recognition sequence is expected to occur only once 

every 65 536 (on average) bp in random-sequence DNA with 50% G/C content. Using 

Type IIS endonucleases which cleave frequently in a particular DNA sequence (such as 

Fokl, with a recognition sequence occurring every 512 bp on average) in combination 

with rare cutters like Sfil generates indexable fragments which define iSTS centered on 

the rare cutting sites.

For the purposes of indexing-based physical mapping, iSTSs have the form Fl- 

S-F r, where F l and Fr are Type IIS (e.g. Fokl) sites and S is the rare cutter (e.g. Sfil) 

site. In other words, each iSTS is composed o f a Fokl fragment, indexable on its two 

4-nt 5’-cohesive ends, bearing an Sfil restriction site between its left and right Fokl cut 

sites. Following cleavage of the Fokl fragment with Sfil, two Sfil!Fokl (S/F) fragments 

are generated which are indexable on each of their 3-nt 3’-cohesive ends. As a result, 

each iSTS may be characterized by total (Fokl fragment) length, left-side S/F and right- 

side S/F fragment lengths, and a total of 11 bases of informative cohesive end 

sequence. When compared to the low frequency of Sfil sites (roughly 80 sites in a 

typical 5 Mb bacterial genome, or about 40 000 in the human genome), the large 

number of possible cohesive end sequences (256X64 or 16 384) defining a single S/F 

fragment suggests that any one pair of indexers targeting the Sfil and Fokl cohesive 

ends of an iSTS S/F fragment will index only one or two fragments in even the human 

genome. As one pair of indexers targets only the right or the left side of the iSTS site 

(i.e. only the right-side S/F fragment or the left-side S/F fragment), two pairs of 

indexers are used to define the two S/F fragments of the complete iSTS. Therefore for 

indexing-based physical maps constructed with Fokl and Sfil, there are 2.1x106 

possible iSTS classes derived by cohesive end sequence alone, independent of 

fragment length information. (Further iSTS information is derived from the observed
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lengths of amplified indexed fragments. S/F fragment lengths may be used to 

differentiate between two iSTSs bearing identical sequence information, in the rare 

event that such discrimination is necessary.) Even greater specificity is expected in 

iSTS mapping systems employing the 5-nt-end-generating Hgal as the frequent cutter, 

offering 256 x 109 unique iSTS cohesive end sequence classes. In any prokaryotic or 

mammalian genome mapped using indexing-based techniques, therefore, each iSTS is 

likely to be unique and definitive for physical map construction.

5.2J Indexing-Directed Bacterial Genomics (IDBG): an efficient non

cloning method for the directed mapping and sequencing of 

prokaryotic genomes

1 describe a potential strategy for complete bacterial genomic physical mapping 

and directed sequencing by DNA indexing (shown schematically in FIGURE 5.1). The 

method outlined is completely non-cloning, and is therefore not subject to the problems 

intrinsic to cloning including selective fragment loss, chimera formation, mutation and 

sequence rearrangement. This method is expected to be cost-efficient and is amenable 

to automation. The example of a hypothetical moderately large (5 Mb) bacterial 

genome is used to illustrate the manner in which this method may be applied.

5.2.3.1 Sfi-series indexer sets for genomic mapping and sequencing

Three related sets of indexers are required for the IDBG approach to bacterial 

genomic mapping and sequencing (FIGURE 5.2). These sets are designed such that 

fragments targeted by indexers from any combination of the three indexer sets may be 

amplified using a single common primer. The SfiCA 3'3b biotinylated P-indexer set 

(FIGURE 5.2 A) is designed to target the 3-nt 3’ cohesive end sequences of Sfil 

fragments. Indexers targeting 3' overhangs bear their specific indexing sequence on 

the same strand as their primer sequence. Each of the 64 indexing/priming strands 

employed in this set is 5’-biotinylated to enable indexed-fragment capture by 

streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads. The 5’-phosphorylated strand of the SfiCA 

P-indexers is composed o f the common Sfi primer-binding sequence shared by all three
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FIGURE 5.1: Schem atic flow diagram  of Indexing-Directed B acterial Genomics
Only Fo/d-based subcontig mapping is shown. SfaNI-based subcontig mapping is to 
proceed in a similar manner, s e e  text for other details.
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A) SfiCA 3'3b Biotinylated P-lndexer Set
Indexing strand sequence:
5'-3 zee- g g t a c a g a g t c t a c g a a g g c c a n h n  - 3 '  indexing oligo (25 nt)

Features;
GGTACAGAGTCTACGAAGGC primer (PCR) (20 nt)

GGTACAGAGTCTACGAAGGCCC directional primer cant 
primek mismatch (22 nt)

GGCCaNNN SfH site (one half)

Core strand sequence:
5 '  - p - t g g c c t t c g t a g a c t c t g t a c c  - 3 '  phospho ry la ted  (2 2  nt)

B) Sfi 5*4b P-lndexer Set
Indexing strand sequence:
5 ' - p - m n n n g c c t t c g t a g a c t c t g t a c c  -  3 ' indexing oligo (24 nt)

Primer strand sequence:
5 ' - g g t a c a g a g t c t a c g a a g g c - 3 '  nonphosphory la ted  (20 nt)

C) SfiCC 5*4b NoP Compound Indexer Set
Indexing strand sequence:

5 '  -p-NNNNGflGCCTTCGTAGACTCTGTACC - 3 '  indexing oligo (26 nt)

(Directional) primer strand sequence:
5 '  -GGTACAGAGTCTACGAAGGCCC-3'  nonphosphory la ted  (22  nt)

HGURE 5.2: Features off ttie three proposed Sfi indexer sets.
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related sets of indexers, in addition to the CA dinucleotide to permit them to be 

annealed to the SfiCA indexing strands leaving only a 3-nt single-stranded overhang. 

The presence on the annealed double-stranded SfiCA indexers of one-half of the Sfil 

recognition sequence permits re-cleavage of SfiCA indexers from target fragments 

following ligation. (The other half of the palindromic Sfil site is necessarily present on 

the targeted Sfil restriction fragment, as it permitted digestion at that location in the 

first place.)

The second set of indexers employed in the IDBG approach is the Sfi 4b5’ 

biotinylated P-indexers (FIGURE 5.2B). These indexers target the 4-nt 5’ cohesive 

end sequences generated by Fokl or SfaNl restriction endonucleases. The indexing 

strands of these indexers are 5’-phosphorylated, bear one of the 256 4-nt sequences on 

their 5’ end, and contain the 20 nt common Sfi primer-binding sequence. The primer 

strand is the Sfi common primer. A biotinylated form of the primer strand is employed 

in the construction of Sfi biotinylated P-indexers, while the unmodified primer strand is 

used as a primer for PCR amplification of indexed fragments.

The third indexer set, the SfiCC 4b5’ NoP compound indexers (FIGURE 5.2C), 

is the indexer format found in the multiplex mixes employed in this proposed indexing 

approach. The SfiCC NoP compound indexers and the Sfi P-indexers act in an 

analogous manner to the BamCC NoP compound indexers and Bam P-indexers. Both 

SfiCC and Sfi indexers target the same cohesive end format, permit the amplification 

of indexed targets through PCR with their common primer, enable P/NoP indexing, 

and provide directionality in cycle sequencing via the extra CC dinucleotide on the 

corresponding directional sequencing primer. The SfiCC directional sequencing 

primer does not accurately base pair to SfiCA indexers, and therefore allows 

directional sequencing of indexed templates generated through ligation with either of 

the two related P-indexer sets SfiCA or Sfi. In contrast to SfiCA indexers, neither 

SfiCC nor Sfi indexers are re-cleaved from indexed target fragments by digestion with 

Sfil endonuclease. Though half of the palindromic Sfil restriction site is present on 

SfiCC indexers (it is absent in the shorter Sfi P-indexers), the restriction fragments to
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which SfiCC indexers are ligated are not generated by Sfil digestion, and thus do not 

carry the other half of the palindromic sequence required for recognition and digestion.

5.2.3.2 Classification and isolation ofSfilfragments based on cohesive end 

sequence

Bacterial genomic DNA is purified from cultures of the organism o f interest. A 

small aliquot (10 pg) of genomic DNA is digested with Fokl and held in reserve for 

later use in the indexing and amplification of STS fragments. The bulk of the genomic 

DNA preparation is digested with Sfil endonuclease. In a typical 5 Mb bacterial 

genome, Sfil cleavage is expected to generate about 80 fragments averaging 65.5 kb in 

length. As each fragment carries two cohesive end sequences, 160 different cohesive 

ends would be present in such a digest.

Following Sfil digestion of the bacterial genome, the digested DNA is 

apportioned into 64 aliquots. One aliquot o f digested DNA is added to each of 64 

ligations, each reaction containing one of the 64 SfiCA 3b3’ biotinylated P-indexers 

and a DNA ligase. (T4 DNA ligase may be employed, or if desired ligation may be 

performed with Taq DNA ligase as described by Shaw-Smith et al. [223] and discussed 

in Chapter IV.) If a 5-Mb bacterial genome contains approximately 80 Sfil restriction 

fragments, representing 160 different cohesive ends, then each of the 64 SfiCA indexer 

sequences might be expected to target between 2 and 5 different fragment ends in any 

one ligation. In other words, each reaction will contain between 2 and 5 fragments 

ligated to the specific biotinylated SfiCA indexer present. As each restriction fragment 

has two indexable ends, each fragment will be ligated to indexers in two separate 

reactions. Addition of streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads to each ligation permits 

extraction of the biotinylated indexer, and of the Sfil fragments ligated to it. Other 

restriction fragments are removed, leaving 2 to 5 Sfil fragments, ligated to the indexer 

sequence complementary to one of their cohesive ends, in any particular well of the 64- 

well experiment. Each of the 64 reactions, containing 2 to 5 Sfil fragments ligated at 

one end to complementary SfiCA indexers, will be referred to as an Sfil end-class pot.
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For the fragments present in each SfiI end-class pot, several steps need to be 

performed. First, each of the Sfil fragments in the end-class pot must be ordered along 

the bacterial chromosome, generating a physical map of the genome based on iSTSs. 

The Sfi I fragments in each pot must be cleaved by Fokl, the Fokl fragments multiplex- 

indexed and amplified to facilitate mapping along the Sfil “contig”, and the indexed 

Fokl amplicons used as templates for cycle sequencing. This step may then be 

repeated in the instances of certain Sfil end-class pots using 5/aNI in place o f Fokl as 

the secondary indexing restriction enzyme. The Fokl (and S/aNI) template sequences 

must be assembled along the Sfil fragment structure into S/?I-fragment contigs. The 

final step required for the complete mapping and sequencing of a bacterial genome by 

DNA indexing is the assembly of sequenced S/H-fragment contigs along the scaffold of 

the iSTS physical map.

5.2.3.3 Assembly o f  the iSTS physical map

Assembly of a physical genomic map proceeds by the identification of iSTSs 

representing junctions between adjacent Sfil fragments along the chromosome. In 

preparation for iSTS identification, a small aliquot of the paramagnetic bead 

suspension (1/25 of the total suspension volume) is removed from each of the 64 tubes 

of the Sfil end-class pot set. (The remaining volume in the 64 bead-suspension tubes is 

stored for later use in subcontig assembly and sequencing.) The 5/iI fragments 

attached to paramagnetic beads in each (1/25 volume) Sfil end-class pot are digested 

with Fokl endonuclease. Afrer the beads are washed to remove unbiotinylated Fokl 

restriction fragments, the only fragments remaining in a particular Sfil end-class pot are 

the short SfiUFokl (or S/F) fragments produced by Fokl cleavage of each Sfil fragment 

at the Fokl site most proximal to the biotinylated indexed Sfil cohesive ends. Each Sfil 

fragment present in a particular Sfil end-class pot is represented by a single S/F 

fragment of unique length and Fokl cohesive end sequence. (At this stage of the 

procedure, however, the 4-nt Fokl cohesive end sequence and length of each S/F 

fragment are unknown, as is the actual number of S/F fragments in each Sfil end-class 

pot).
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The number of S/F fragments present in each pot (reflecting the number of Sfil 

restriction fragments with a particular 3-nt Sfil cohesive end sequence), the length of 

those fragments and each of their Fokl cohesive end sequences are determined by 

multiplex indexing. Ten equal aliquots o f each Sfil end-class pot bead suspension are 

added to ten ligation reactions composing a single multiplex indexing reaction set (one 

set of ten multiplex indexing reactions for each Sfil end-class pot, for a total of 640 

multiplex indexing ligations). In each multiplex set, reactions 1 to 8 contain multiplex 

indexer mixes composed of SfiCC 4b5’ NoP compound indexers present in the 

cohesive end sequence combinations described in Section 5.2.1. Multiplex reaction 9 

contains the single indexer OH-AAAAxSfiCC, acting as a positive control for the 

(negative) AAAA multiplex signal, as previously described. For the IDBG multiplex 

indexing of S/F fragments, multiplex reaction 10 contains a mixture of all 256 SfiCC 

4b5’ NoP indexers, not the single indexer OH-TTTTxSfiCC as would be expected for 

the multiplex indexing of Fokl restriction fragments. The 256-indexer mix is used to 

allow amplification of all S/F fragments in a particular Sfil end class pot in a single 

reaction for use as size standards and as a positive control. [The use of the single 

TTTT indexer in Fokl fragment multiplex indexing is to differentiate between 

informative multiplexing of fragments with AAAA cohesive end sequences (a positive 

signal in all of multiplex reactions 1 to 8) and repeated-end fragments bearing the 

complementary sequence to the P-indexer used in the multiplex reactions. S/F 

fragments have only one 4-nt 5’-cohesive end, and the biotinylated P-indexer used to 

capture the fragments targets only Sfil cohesive ends. The use of NoP indexers for 

Fokl cohesive end targeting ensures that no repeated-end fragment amplification is 

possible in S/F multiplex indexing.]

Following amplification of the S/F fragments in the multiplex reactions using 

the Sfi common primer, the multiplex reaction products are analyzed by gel 

electrophoresis. If, as anticipated, there are between 2 to 5 Sfil fragments in the 

genomic Sfil digest which bear a particular sequence on one o f their 3’-cohesive ends, 

digestion with Fokl generates an equal number of S/F fragments, each bearing a 

particular Fokl cohesive end sequence and being of a particular defined length. The
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Fokl cohesive end sequences of each S/F fragment is determined by the signal pattern 

of amplified product across the multiplex indexing reactions, and the length is 

determined by electrophoretic separation on the gel. Even in rare instances in which 

two S/F fragments with the same S/H-end sequence also share the same Fofcl-end 

sequence, it is likely that the lengths of the two S/F fragments will be different and 

therefore resolvable by electrophoretic analysis.

For example, if there are 3 Sfil fragments in the 5 Mb genome that bear the 

sequence GTT on one cohesive end, they will be ligated to the biotinylated indexer 

P-AACxSfiCA in Sfil end-class pot 2 (of 64) and bound to the paramagnetic beads. 

Digestion of captured Sfil fragments by Fokl generates 3 S/F fragments in pot 2, one 

for each Sfil fragment: a 1020-bp fragment with Fokl cohesive end CACC; a 300-bp 

fragment with Fokl cohesive end TTTT; and a 250-bp fragment with Fokl cohesive 

end TCCG. Multiplex indexing of pot 2 will generate a GGTG signal (+-/+-/++/+-) at 

1064 bp on the gel, an AAAA signal ( - /—/-/--/+) at 344 bp, and a CGGA signal 

(-+/+-/+-/--) at 294 bp. (The shift in size is due to the addition of indexers to each end 

of the fragments.)

Each S/F fragment represents one-half of an iSTS centered on an Sfil cut site. 

For each S/F fragment with a particular Sfil end sequence, there is another S/F 

fragment bearing a complementary Sfil end sequence. All 3-nt sequences are non- 

palindromic. Consequently, the number of S/F fragments in a particular Sfil end-class 

pot is equal to the number of S/F fragments in the Sfil end-class pot defined by the 

complementary Sfil end sequence. For instance, if there are three S/F fragments in the 

AAC-defined Sfil end-class pot 2, then there should be three S/F fragments in the GTT- 

defined Sfil end-class pot 48. (If there are not, a problem requiring specific 

intervention is indicated.) Multiplex indexing of pot 2 provides the lengths and Fokl 

end sequences of the three AAC-defined S/F fragments; multiplex indexing of pot 48 

provides the lengths and Fokl end sequences of the three GTT-defined S/F fragments. 

The correct pairing o f S/F fragments from each pot is necessary to identify and amplify 

Fokl fragments which may be used as iSTSs.
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In order to correctly pair S/F fragments from complementary Sfil end class pots, 

ligations of Fokl-digested genomic DNA are prepared in which each identified Fokl 

sequence from pot 2 is matched with each of the identified Fokl sequences from pot 48 

and targeted by appropriate indexers. (If each end class pot contains 3 S/F fragments, 

then nine ligations targeting each of the putative Fokl fragments are required.) A 5 Mb 

genome is expected to contain about 10 000 Fokl fragments. As less than one-third of 

the 32 896 Fokl fragment classes will be represented at all in such a digest, the 

probability that any two 4b5’ indexers will amplify more than one fragment is small.

In instances in which two or more PCR products are present in a particular indexing 

reaction targeting a putative 5/iI-fragment-linking Fokl fragment, the correct (iSTS) 

fragment may be identified on the basis of size (which should match the expected 

length of a complete fragment assembled from the lengths of the two underlying S/F 

fragments). Further confirmation of iSTS Fokl fragment identity is obtained by 

digesting the amplified Fokl fragment with Sfil, generating products of identical size to 

the each of the S/F fragments used to generate the iSTS Fokl end sequences. Final 

validation is provided by ligation of the appropriate 3b3’ indexers to the digestion 

products followed by amplification, thus demonstrating that the putative iSTS Fokl 

fragment bears an Sfil restriction site generating the correct sequence in the correct 

location along its length.

Identification and amplification of the complete set of iSTS Fokl fragments 

crossing the junctions of adjacent Sfil fragments permits those iSTS fragments to be 

used as a radiolabeled or fluorescently-labeled probes in the ordering of Sfil fragments 

for physical map assembly. Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) o f 5/iI-digested 

genomic DNA fragments is performed to separate Sfil fragments on the basis of size. 

The gel is probed with each labeled iSTS Fokl fragment in turn, identifying which Sfil 

fragments are linked by that iSTS fragment and are therefore adjacent to one another 

along the chromosome. This information, in addition to the Sfil fragment lengths, is 

used to construct an iSTS physical map of the prokaryotic genome which acts as a 

“scaffold” along which sequenced Sfil fragment contigs may be aligned.
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5.2.3.4 Fokl-based subcontig mapping and sequencing o /S fi/ fragments

The remaining volume in each of the original 64 bead-suspension tubes is 

divided into two equal aliquots. One set is used for Fokl-based subcontig mapping and 

sequencing o f each Sfil fragment, and the other is used for S/frNI-based subcontig 

mapping and sequencing. For Fo&l-based mapping and sequencing template 

generation, the bead-captured Sfil fragments in each Sfil end-class pot is digested with 

Fokl endonuclease. The bead suspensions are washed once, and the beads (carrying 

the biotinylated S/F fragments) are removed, leaving in each Sfil end-class pot a 

population o f Fokl restriction fragments derived from the 2 to 5 Sfil fragments initially 

present in the pot. Each of the 64 Fokl fragment populations are subdivided into 256 

aliquots. Each aliquot is added to a ligation reaction containing one of the 256 Sfi 

biotinylated P-indexers. Ligation of the biotinylated 4b5’ indexer in a particular Fokl 

end-class subpot to fragments bearing the cohesive end sequence targeted by that 

indexer permits the isolation of targeted fragments in each subpot. Streptavidin-coated 

paramagnetic beads are added to the completed ligation reactions, incubated, and 

unbound DNA removed. Each subpot thus contains all Fokl fragments (bearing a 

particular Fokl end sequence) derived from the 2 to 5 Sfil fragments present in a 

particular Sfil end-class pot.

As each Sfil fragment is about 65 kb in length, on average, roughly 130 Fokl 

sites are anticipated per Sfil fragment. Even with as many as 5 Sfil fragments in a 

single Sfil end-class pot, only 650 Fokl fragments would be expected. As there are 256 

possible Fokl cohesive end sequences, any one Fokl end is likely to be represented 

only 2 to 5 times in any one Sfil end-class pot. With 32 892 fragment classes defined 

by 4-nt indexable ends, it is anticipated that each of the (roughly) 650 Fokl fragments 

present in a Sfil end-class pot will be unique in its class (i.e. will be the only fragment 

in the population targeted by a particular pair of indexers).

Following isolation by bead capture, each Fokl end-class subpot bead 

suspension is aliquoted into 10 standard-format multiplex indexing ligations. 

Amplification of multiplex indexing ligation products is performed, using the 

(unbiotinylated) Sfi common primer, and PCR products are analyzed by gel
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electrophoresis. The “known” end of each fragment in the Fokl end-class subpot is 

targeted by the biotinylated indexer by which the fragment was bead-captured; 

sequence information at the “unknown” cohesive end of each fragment, in addition to 

its length, is generated by multiplex indexing. As each Fokl fragment has two 4b5’ 

cohesive ends, each fragment in an Sfil end-class pot will be multiplex-indexed twice. 

This provides assurance that each Fokl cohesive end sequence has been correctly 

identified on each fragment, and confirms the length of the fragment for subcontig 

assembly purposes.

Indexed Fokl fragments amplified during multiplex indexing may be isolated 

from agarose gel for use as templates for direct cycle sequencing. The SfiCC 4b3’

NoP compound indexers used in the multiplex mixes are designed to permit directional 

sequencing using the SfiCC directional sequencing primer. As each Fokl fragment has 

been multiplex-indexed twice, once targeting one cohesive end sequence and once 

using the other, templates initiating strand elongation in both directions are available.

If desired, specific amplification of any Fokl fragment may be performed as an 

additional step, circumventing the need for template purification from agarose gel. 

Sequencing of the S/F fragments at either end of Sfil fragment contigs may be 

performed by directional cycle sequencing of the bead-captured S/F fragment 

templates, or by specific amplification and sequencing of iSTS Fokl fragments using 

Sfi P-indexers and SfiCC NoP compound indexers. Sequence data is obtained by 

commercial automated fluorescence-based DNA sequencing instrumentation.

Sequence data for each Fokl fragment template is manipulated and assembled using 

commercially-available or proprietary bioinformatics software.

At this stage, the number of Fokl fragments generated from the 2 to 5 Sfil 

fragments in each Sfil end-class pot has been determined, the two 4b5' cohesive end 

sequences and length of each Fokl fragment have been defined, and the amplified 

indexed fragments have been used as sequencing templates for complete sequencing of 

all genomic DNA. Ordering of Fokl fragments by jigsaw assembly into subcontigs 

along the “backbone” of the 2 to 5 Sfil fragments in a pot is possible in most cases. 

Using the S/F fragment that defines a particular Sfil fragment within a pot as a starting
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point, ordering of Fokl fragments by matching complementary cohesive end sequences 

proceeds towards the opposite end of the Sfil fragment. The presence of the same 

cohesive end sequence on multiple fragments within an Sfil-pot Fokl fragment 

population complicates this approach, generating multiple putative fragment maps.

Such cases are exacerbated by the lack of information regarding which Sfil fragment in 

the Sfil pot a particular Fokl fragment is derived from. Information from other Sfil 

end-class pots alleviate this problem. As each Sfil fragment is present in two Sfil end- 

class pots, the subcontig assembly data for each Sfil fragment, in the form of Fokl 

subpot multiplex-indexing information, is generated for each of those pots. Using the 

iSTS mapping data and by comparing the Fokl end sequence and fragment length 

information from each of the two end-class pots containing a particular Sfil fragment, a 

unique jigsaw-assembly solution can generally be established for the Fokl subcontig 

for each Sfil fragment. In cases where a unique subcontig assembly solution is not 

possible, or in instances in which greater redundancy in map construction and sequence 

template generation is desirable, a second iteration of subcontig mapping and 

sequencing using 5/aNl endonuclease may be performed.

5.2.3.5 SfaNI-based subcontig mapping and sequencing o /S fi/ fragments

The Type IIS restriction endonuclease 5/aNI recognizes the sequence 

5’-GGATG-3\ cleaving DNA phosphodiester groups 5 bp and 9 bp away (in the 5’ 

direction) from the recognition site. Thus, like Fokl, 5/aNI generates restriction 

fragments with 4b5’ informative cohesive end sequences. From an indexing 

perspective S/oNI is analogous to Fokl in every respect except for recognition 

specificity. As a result, S^oNI may be used as a replacement for Fokl in instances in 

which Fokl recognition specificity alone is insufficient, or in which a second iteration 

of indexing information is required.

Repetition of the steps described for Fokl-based subcontig mapping and 

sequencing of Sfil fragments in each Sfil end-class pot may be performed using SfaNl 

if desired or if necessary. The information generated by a second iteration of subcontig 

mapping and sequencing may be useful in instances in which map construction or
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sequence generation with Fokl alone does not permit a unique subcontig assembly 

solution for a particular Sfil fragment. In general, a full-scale repetition across all Sfil 

end-class pots is unnecessary. Generation of a second, 5/&NI-based, iSTS physical 

map is also likely to be unnecessary, as the Fo&I-based iSTS physical map should 

provide a unique mapping solution with a resolution of about 60-70 kb.

5.2.3.6 Assembly o f  sequenced Sfil fragment contigs along the iSTS physical map

for complete genome sequence construction

The final step required for complete sequence assembly o f a bacterial genome 

using the IDBG approach is the alignment of the sequenced S/H-fragment contigs along 

the scaffold of the iSTS physical map. Each 5^1-fragment contig has been identified at 

either end with S/F fragments o f known end sequence and fragment length which form 

one-half of an iSTS site defined by a S/H-site-spanning Fokl fragment. This 

information is used to align each of the sequenced S/iI-fragment contigs with its 

corresponding iSTS markers along the physical map generated previously. Each iSTS 

marker links two adjacent S/iI-ffagment contigs. When the iSTS physical map has 

been tiled by the full set of S/fl-fragment contigs, assembly of the entire genomic 

sequence of the prokaryote of interest is complete.
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